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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates the morphology-phonology interface in Malay. The work is 
largely a corpus-based reanalysis of prefixation and reduplication. Based on two large 
different written corpora of Standard Malay (henceforth SM), the analysis permits us 
to make reliable and robust generalizations about how the language actually works. 
The data reveal that the language has a distinct co-existing phonological system. I will 
show that these co-existent grammars can be handled with Optimality Theory 
(henceforth OT), specifically in co-phonologies.
The reanalysis of prefixation places Malay in a wider context and examines, 
cross-linguistically, issues related to voicing and nasality. It is shown that nasal 
substitution, which is regularly used to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters, fails to occur in some prefixed words. In the analysis, I propose that non­
native words are not subject to the same phonological requirements as those imposed 
on native words. The constraint rankings must therefore be different from those found 
in native words which result in the blocking of nasal substitution at prefix-root 
junctures. The application of nasal substitution at prefix-prefix junctures is mainly 
determined by morphological factors rather than phonetic factors, due to a 
morphology-phonology interface constraint, i.e. EDGE-INTEGRITY.
The investigation of reduplication deals with total, partial and affixal 
reduplication. A recent theory of prosodic morphology -  namely the Morpheme- 
Based Template or MBT (Downing 2006), motivated within OT (Prince & Smolensky
1993) -  is applied to organize the morphological and prosodic factors that condition 
the size of prosodic morphemes (ibid.: 1). In the analysis, I propose that total and
ii
affixal reduplication are best treated as compounding, rather than affixation, due to the 
disyllabic minimality condition. Considering the Perak dialect, light and heavy 
reduplication have been captured by associating each morphological construction with 
a different co-phonology.
This study also examines dialectal variation, comparing SM with three non­
standard dialects with respect to prefixation. The analysis discovers some significant 
facts about the language. Since both voiceless/voiced obstruents undergo nasal 
substitution, the *NQ constraint has been replaced by a CRISP-EDGE[g] constraint. 
Nasal deletion and nasalisation are also the strategies used to eliminate nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters. The different strategies applied can be satisfactorily 
explained in OT with its variable constraint rankings.
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This study re-examines and re-analyses two morphological processes of word 
formation, prefixation and reduplication, in Malay. The analysis of prefixation 
includes both single and multiple prefixes which end with a nasal, as they exhibit 
interesting morpho-phonemic alternations. The discussion of reduplication covers the 
three types of reduplication that occur in Malay: total, partial and affixal. Previously, 
prefixation and reduplication have been widely discussed under conventional rule- 
based and non-linear autosegmental approaches. In this present study, however, these 
morphological processes will be given a new theoretical account according to 
Optimality Theory (henceforth OT). A number of issues and problems raised by 
prefixation and reduplication (see Section 1.3) will be captured more adequately under 
OT. In the theoretical framework of OT, grammars vary, one from another. This 
essential idea is one of the reasons for choosing OT to examine variation (i.e. different 
patterns of output) within the Malay language. The issue that will be taken up here is 
the variation yielded by the mean to avoid nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. In 
this case, three dialects of Malay are observed: Perak, Kelantan and Negeri Sembilan 
(henceforth NS).
Two of the discussion topics above, i.e. prefixation and reduplication, will be 
analysed by using data obtained from the DBP-UKM (Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka -  
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia) corpus. Since the corpus only provides data for 
standard Malay (henceforth SM), all the dialectal data used in this study, i.e. in Perak 
dialect partial reduplication and dialect variation which are discussed in Chapter 5 (see
Introduction 2
Section 5.4) and Chapter 6, are based on previous scholars’ work and the brief 
interviews11 conducted, respectively.
This study attempts to present a different way of analysing the three topics 
mentioned above, using an up-to-date theoretical framework developed within OT, 
namely Morpheme-Based Template (MBT), one of the versions of Generalised 
Template Theory (GTT) (Downing, 2006). This theory provides a complete 
explanation of the correlation between canonical morpheme form and prosodic 
morpheme shape, as well as word minimality condition. Prefixation and reduplication 
were chosen to be analysed in this study as MBT is seen as an adequate theory to 
account for the problems (see Section 1.3) raised in those topics. The results from the 
analysis of prefixation are essential for the next analysis i.e. reduplication. As the 
ideas proposed in MBT work well in accounting for prefixed words, I would also like 
to test how those ideas account for prefixed words that have been reduplicated. I shall 
discuss the theory of MBT further in the following chapter (see subsection 2.2.4).
This opening chapter offers an essential overview of the discussion developed 
in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. As the thesis is about Malay, I introduce 
some useful information about the language in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, I present a 
statement of the problems which have arisen in both rule-based and autosegmental 
analyses. Section 1.4 highlights the research questions. Section 1 .-5 outlines the goals 
o f the present work, while the last section, 1.6, presents the overall structure of this 
thesis.
1 See Chapter 3 for details o f what sort o f data are used for the analyses o f  non-SM.
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1.2 Introduction to Malay
Malay is a member of the Malayic sub-group of the Malayo-Polynesian branch of the 
Austronesian language family. It is widely used in a number of countries including 
Malaysia, Indonesian, Brunei, Singapore and surrounding areas. As stated in Act 152 
of the Federal Constitution of Malaysia, Malay is the national and the official 
language of Malaysia. It is also the national language of Brunei and Indonesia and is 
one of the official languages of Singapore. The language has different names in those 
countries. Malay is called Bahasa Malaysia (Malaysia language) and Bahasa 
Indonesia (Indonesia Language) in Malaysia and Indonesia, respectively. In Malaysia, 
the term Bahasa Malaysia was used until the 1990s when it changed to Bahasa 
Melayu (Malay language). For certain political reasons, Bahasa Melayu had to revert 
to Bahasa Malaysia, the language which represents all races in Malaysia. Today, the 
Malay language is called Bahasa Malaysia and is mostly spoken in the Malay 
Peninsula and the coastlands of Sabah and Sarawak (Ahmad, 2005).
Like any other natural language, Malay has various regional and social 
dialects. The dialects of Malay coincide with the division of Malaysia into various 
states (cf.: Omar, 1993; Ahmad, 2005). Thus, the names of the dialects are the same as 
the names of the states in Malaysia, for example, Kedah dialect, Perak dialect, 
Terengganu dialect and so on (see Map 1). The standard version of Bahasa Malaysia 
originates from Johore-Riau Malay, which is mainly spoken in the southern part of the 
Malay Peninsula (Teoh, 1994; Ahmad, 2005). This dialect of Johore-Riau Malay has 
been chosen by a members community of the language to be the standard dialect of 
Malay as opposed to various other Malay dialects. This standard dialect is what we 
call Bahasa Malaysia. Speakers o f Malay use Bahasa Malaysia to refer to standard
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Malay (henceforth SM2). As the standard version of Malay, Bahasa Malaysia is used 
on formal occasions, for example in administration, education and the mass media. 
The reason why the Johore-Riau dialect was preferred over other dialects of Malay is 
because the morphological and syntactical of this dialect are closer to literary Malay 
(henceforth LM) (cf: Omar, 1975; Onn, 1980; Ahmad, 2005). Between these two, 
Johore-Riau dialect is largely pronounced by Malay speakers as their daily 
communication form than LM. In what follows, let us see in what ways this dialect is 
close to LM.
M ap 1: Malay dialects in the Malay Peninsula.
— •, S ou th  C hina
P e r i ls  Thailand Sea
Kedah
Pu I aU] T
Pinang Kelantan








I n d o n e s ia
Singapore
It has been observed that there are only four differences between the standard 
dialect and LM (Ahmad, 2005: 4). First, /a/ in word-final position is always retained 
as [a] in LM. In SM on the other hand, /a/ is realised as a schwa [o]. I briefly present 
some relevant examples of this:
2 In this study, ‘M alay’ is used as to refer to SM, including its dialects.
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1. /a/ in word-final position.
LM SM
/saja/ ‘I/me’ [saja] [saja]
/medja/ ‘table’ [m e^a] [mecfea]
/batfa/ ‘read/ [batfa] [batfo]
Second, /r/ in word-initial and medial position is pronounced as a flap[r] in 
LM, while in SM it is realised as a velar fricative [y]. Third, /r/ in word-final position 
is always retained in LM, while in SM this segment is never pronounced. Let us see 
examples of each case, below:
2. a) /r/ in word-initial and medial position.
LM SM
/rumah/ ‘house’ [rumah] [yumah]
/kortas/ ‘paper’ [kortas] [koytas]
/rasa/ ‘taste’ [rasa] [yasa]
in word-final position (Ahmad, 2005: 59):
LM SM
/kotor/ ‘dirty’ [kotor] [koto:]
/uker/ ‘to carve’ [uker] [uke:]
/pasar/ ‘market’ [pasar] [pasa:]
Fourth, the high front vowels, /i, u/ in the closed final syllable in LM, 
correspond to the input [i,u]. In SM however, they are realised as mid-vowels [e, o], as 
the following examples illustrate:
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3. /i, u/ in closed-final syllable.
LM SM
/pilih/ ‘choose’ [pi.lih] [pi.leh]
/putih/ ‘white’ [pu.tih] [pu.teh]
/buluh/ ‘bamboo’ [bu.luh] [bu.loh]
/masuk/ ‘to enter’ [ma.suk] [ma.so?]
In Malaysia, SM which is largely used in most formal occasions as mentioned 
above has been taught to all students regardless of what their mother tongue is, in both 
primary and secondary school. This means that speakers who have already acquired 
their native mother tougue like any of Malay dialects before going to school, SM 
would be their second dialect. This group of speakers thus know more than one 
grammar, one is SM and the other one is the dialect they have acquired at home. Since 
the speakers know more than one dialect or grammar, they therefore have variation in 
their utterance.
As the national and official language of Malaysia, the Malay language or 
Bahasa Malaysia has undergone a long process of development towards its function 
as the national and official language. The development of Malay has changed the 
nature of the language with the infusion of Sanskrit, Portuguese, Chinese, Arabic, 
Javanese, English and many others.3 In recent times, English words have been widely 
absorbed into the vocabulary of Malay. This happens when there are no appropriate 
Malay words that can be used, e.g. for specific words and scientific terms. Examples 
of such words are concordance (konkordan), corpus (korpus), accelerometer
3 From http://ms.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bahasa Melavu.
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(akselerometer) and probe (prob)/ This type of borrowing has become increasingly 
important to Malay, as demonstrated by the many new words and technology terms 
which now exist.5 In such cases, borrowing involves using entire words from the 
source language. As well as borrowing words, Malay also borrows certain phonemes 
from other languages. All the borrowed phonemes are consonants, such as /f/, /J7 and 
/x/ as in factor ‘factor’ (from English), farikat ‘company’ (from Arabic) and xamis 
‘Thursday’ (from Arabic), respectively. As stated in Ahmad (2005: 16), Malay has 
sixteen underlying consonants: /p, b, t, d, k, g, f, dj, s, h, m, n, ji, q, 1 and r/, and six 
vowels: /i, u, e, o, o and a/. The consonants /f/, /J7 and /x/ are not underlying 
consonants of Malay. Therefore, they are said to be borrowed phonemes in Malay.
It is worth knowing that the basic structure of Malay syllables is CV(C) (Teoh,
1994). This basic syllable structure signifies that the language disfavours consonant 
and vowel clusters in words. Vowel epenthesis and consonant deletion have always 
been used as ways to break up consonant and vowel clusters, respectively. Therefore, 
in all borrowed words, especially from English, which have consonant clusters, schwa 
is epenthesized between clusters, as in class, glass, stem, sink, to become [kolas], 
[galas], [sotem] and [sinki], respectively. Meanwhile, words with vowel clusters 
which have been borrowed from Arabic, such as saat ‘minute’, taat ‘obey\  jumaat 
‘Friday’ and m a a f‘forgive’, are pronounced as [sa?at], [ta?at], [juma?at] and [ma?af], 
respectively, in Malay. The implication of the basic syllable structure CV(C) is that 
syllables in Malay can be CV or CVC, while syllable structures such as *V and *VC 
are not allowed (Ahmad, 1989). In the sound system of Malay, however, CV is 
favoured over CVC. This means that CV is an unmarked type of syllable in Malay.
4 From Halimah Hj Ahmad at www.dbp.gov.my/mabbim/download.php?FilePoolID=139.
5With the awareness o f  how important science and technology is to the development o f the country, 
most o f scientific and technology terms have widely been used in Malay.
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1.3 Statement of the problem
Prefixation and reduplication are seen as the most productive ways of forming new 
words in Malay.6 Therefore, these morphological processes have received much 
formal attention from many Malay scholars. This can be seen in works such as: 
Hassan (1974, 1987); Othman (1981); Koh (1981); Yeoh (1988); Omar (1975, 1986, 
1993); Karim et al. (1989, 1994); Karim (1995); Teoh (1994); Teoh and Ahmad 
(2006); Ahmad (1993, 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2005). As productive ways to form new 
words, prefixation and reduplication raise a number of interesting phonological and 
morphological issues in Malay grammar. This section will list what the issues are, by 
showing how they have been treated unsatisfactorily in previous approaches, i.e, in 
ruled-based and autosegmental analyses. Each approach is discussed in subsections
1.3.1 and 1.3.2, respectively.
1.3.1 Rule-based analysis
We begin with prefixation. In most Austronesian languages including Malay, two 
types of clusters are disfavoured: (1) nasal and voiceless obstruents, and (2) nasal and 
sonorant clusters. In Malay, these clusters occur in three morphological environments; 
these are root-internal, prefix-root and prefix-prefix junctures. I shall mention here 
that the only type of clusters that occur at prefix-prefix junctures are nasal and 
voiceless obstruents. Nasal and sonorant clusters are not found at these junctures. Note 
that the occurrences of these two clusters in the two morphological environments are 
treated differently in the language.
6 As well as prefixation and reduplication, compounding is another productive way o f  word formation 
in Malay (Karim et al., 1994). This type o f word formation will not, however, be examined in this 
present study. For interested readers, they should consult work such as that o f Ahmad (1999).
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In Malay, nasal substitution is regularly applied to avoid nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters from emerging in surface representation at prefix junctures. Nasal 
substitution is the process of replacing a root-initial voiceless obstruent by a 
homorganic nasal (Pater 1999), as exemplified in (4a). If the root-initial consonant is 
voiced, then the nasal segment in the prefix assimilates to the place of articulation of 
the voiced obstruent. This results in a homorganic cluster in the surface representation, 
as in (4b).
4. (a) Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in Malay (from the DBP-UKM corpus).7
i) /morj-tomu-i/ [mo-nsmuwi]
ACT.PRF-meet-LOC.SUF ‘to cause to m eet’
ii) /msrj-potoi)/ [mo-motog]
ACT.PRF-CUt ‘to cut’
(b) Nasal and voiced obstruent clusters.




In contrast, the occurrence of nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters in root- 
internal situations in Malay is not resolved by nasal substitution. The cluster is 
resolved by a homorganic nasal, instead. The following examples in (5) show that 
root-internal occurrences of this cluster are permitted in the language. Yet, the 
examples in (5) prove that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not entirely 
disallowed in Malay. This point will be discussed further in Chapter 6, subsection 
6.3.1, particularly as to why this cluster emerges within roots.
7 The examples are taken from the corpus used in this study i.e. the DBP-UKM corpus, see Chapter 3 
for details.
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5. Nasal and voiceless root-intemal obstruent clusters (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
i) /tompatan/ ‘local’ [tom. pa. tan]
ii) /kumpulan/ ‘group’ [kum.pu.lan]
iii) /montori/ ‘minister’ [mon.to.yi]
Vi) /hamparan/ ‘spread out’ [ham.pa.yan]
v) /somontara/ ‘w hile’ [so.mon.ta.yo]
iv) /tontoram/ ‘peaceful’ [ton.to.yam]
The above examples, taken from the DBP-UKM corpus, clearly show that 
nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters emerge in the surface representation in root- 
intemal position. It should be mentioned that the corpus I observe shows that the 
clusters also occur at prefix-root junctures in the language as well as within 
morphemes. Examples of the occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at 
prefix-root junctures are presented in (9).
The other clusters that the language does not permit are nasal and sonorant 
clusters. Nasal deletion is the strategy that the language uses to remove nasal and 
sonorant clusters, by deleting the nasal segments that precede sonorant consonants. I 
exemplify this with some relevant examples:








In the above examples, we see that nasal and sonorant clusters occur at prefix 
junctures. Nasal segments that precede sonorant consonants are always deleted in 
order to get rid of such clusters. Now we see how the clusters behave within the roots. 
It has been claimed, in previous Malay studies (e.g.: Teoh, 1994; Ahmad, 1989), that 
root-internal nasal and sonorant clusters like those shown in (7) are found in Malay. 
However, the words in (7) are claimed to be non-native Malay words which have been 
borrowed from Indian and Chinese, as exemplified in 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.
7. Nasal and sonorant root-intemal clusters in Malay (from Ahmad, 1989).
a) /maqli/ ‘Indian astrology’ [marj.li]
b) /tarjlor)/ ‘tanglong’ [tar).log]
We now see how the two disfavoured clusters, (1) nasal and voiceless 
obstruents and (2) nasal and sonorant clusters, have been analysed in rule-based 
analysis. We examine first how nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters have been 
treated.
As illustrated in (5), since nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in root- 
intemal position are not banned in the language, no analysis concerning the clusters in 
this morphological environment is made in rule-based analyses. As postulated in 
these, in the process of prefixation to eliminate a sequence of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent, two mles are involved: (1) Nasal Assimilation, and (2) Voiceless Obstment 
Deletion; these have to be applied in order. I show below how these two mles apply:
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8. Nasal substitution in rule-based analysis.
Input /moq-tomu-i/
1) Nasal assimilation mon-tomu-wi
2) Voiceless obstruent deletion mon-omu-wi
Output [monomuwi]
From the ordering of rules above, correct output is obtained whereby nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters do not emerge on the surface. In this study, I will argue 
that the analysis proposed by scholars for this group does not work for some prefixed 
words. As observed in the DBP-UKM corpus, there are counter-examples where the 
clusters emerge in the surface representations. The occurrence of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in some prefixed words, as in (9), poses a question, as the language 
does not allow clusters to emerge in the surface representation, yet there are counter­
examples showing the presence of clusters on the surface. The examples in (9) are a 
second form of evidence showing that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not 
entirely prohibited from the language (see subsection 4.2.1.2 for more data).
9. (i) /moq-tadbir/ [man-tadbe]
The voiceless obstruents [t] and [p] in the above examples remain undeleted 
after the assimilated nasal. This produces a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents 
in the word. I am certain that the situation described above is difficult to capture in 








rules (Kager, 1999: 55). The rule, in this case, is that nasal assimilation and voiceless 
obstruent deletion then determine the structural change in words with response to the 
structural condition. In constraint-based theory, the structural change and structural 
condition are evaluated by constraint violations. In OT therefore, various types of 
structural changes may be triggered by a markedness constraint, depending on its 
interaction with the faithfulness constraint (ibid.). In accounting for nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters, the markedness constraint, *NQ (see subsection 2.4.1.1), 
is used to prevent the clusters from emerging in the surface representation. As nasal 
and voiceless root-internal obstruent clusters in Malay are not resolved by nasal 
substitution, as shown in (5), so *NQ must be ranked beneath the faithfulness 
constraint. To appreciate how those constraints interact in a constraint ranking, see 
Section 6.3.1, where a full discussion is offered.
Given the two pieces of evidence for the occurrence of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters presented in (5) and (9), I would like to pose a question: why do 
nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters emerge in the surface representation although 
such clusters are banned in the language? The two cases where nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters emerge in the surface representation have been ignored in rule- 
based analysis. As far as I know, those cases have also not been discussed in 
autosegmental analyses, neither by Teoh (1994) nor by Ahmad (2000b). As I will 
show in 1.3.2, autosegmental analyses merely focus on nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in monosyllabic words.
In explaining the process of prefixation, scholars using rule-based analyses 
have also put aside monosyllabic words in their analyses. Since there has been no 
discussion of monosyllabic words, scholars employing autosegmental analyses (e.g.:
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Teoh, 1994; Ahmad, 2000b) have paid more attention to monosyllabic words in their 
analyses. These focus particularly on when nasal final prefixes, /mog+/ or /pog+/, are 





As we note from the rule-based analysis to account for nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters, nasal substitution seems to be the only way to eliminate these 
clusters. Perhaps, scholars using rule-based analyses have not taken into account 
monosyllabic roots. Therefore, they do not see other strategies, such as vowel 
epenthesis, which are used to avoid nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in 
monosyllabic words. I argue that the analysis in (8), which has been used in rule-based 
analysis to avoid the clusters, is not applicable to monosyllabic roots. I now 
demonstrate the analysis in (8) for monosyllabic roots:
11. Input /mog-pam/
1) Nasal assimilation mom-pam
2) Voiceless obstruent deletion mom-am
Output * [mo.mam]
As I demonstrate in the above derivation, the solution offered by rule-based 
analysis fails to explain the process of the prefixation of monosyllabic roots. The 






pam]. When prefixes are attached to monosyllabic roots, the nasal segments in the 
prefixes do not undergo nasal assimilation by the following voiceless obstruents 
because schwa is epenthesized between the prefix and the monosyllabic root. 
Therefore, the nasal segment becomes nasal velar [q]. However, the voiceless 
obstruents of the roots remain undeleted. This means that both rules, nasal 
assimilation and voiceless obstruent deletion, which have to be applied in order, do 
not give a true explanation of how the process occurs.
As we notice, the nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in (5) and (9) occur in 
root-internal position and at prefix-root junctures, respectively. It is worth mentioning 
that this cluster also occurs in another morphological environment; it is found at 
prefix-prefix boundaries in multiple prefixation, when two or more prefixes are 
attached to a root, as mentioned earlier in this subsection. The occurrence of nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters in multiple prefixation has also been discussed in rule- 
based analyses. By applying the same analysis and rules as in (8), the occurrence of 
nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-prefix boundaries cannot be explained 
satisfactorily. This is because, in one case, i.e. in nominal prefixes, the clusters are 
resolved by nasal substitution, while in another case, i.e. in verbal prefixes, the 
clusters appear.
To the best of my knowledge, only two rule-based analyses concerning nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters in multiple prefixation have been performed by 
scholars. These are by Omar (1986) and Karim et al. (1989). How the clusters are 
analysed by these scholars will be further discussed in Chapter 2 (subsection 2.3.1). I 
shall now demonstrate how the analyses postulated by the scholars in this group pose
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a problem when accounting for nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in multiple 
prefixation.
12. Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in multiple prefixation (from the DBP- 
UKM corpus).





‘to cause to broaden’
When the two rules, nasal assimilation and voiceless obstruent deletion, are 
applied to the words in 12(i) and (ii), the outputs are:
Input /paq-par-kaja-an/
1) Nasal assimilation pam-par-kaja-an
2) Voiceless obstruent deletion pam-ar-kaja-an
Output [pa.mar.ka.ja.an]
Input /maq-par-luwas-kan/
1) Nasal assimilation mam-par-luwas-kan
2) Voiceless obstruent deletion mam-ar-luwas-kan 
Output *[ma.mar.lu.was.kan]
As we can see in the above examples, the rule ordering, nasal assimilation and 
voiceless obstruent deletion, as postulated in rule-based analysis to account for nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters, only works for the data in 12(i). These rules, 
however, fail to account for the data in 12(ii), as * [mo.mor.lu.as.kan] is not the right
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output though the cluster has been successfully eliminated. This clearly shows that the 
proposed solution to avoid nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters does not always 
work to explain the occurrence of the clusters in multiple prefixations. Thus in this 
study, I then propose that the application of nasal substitution in this morphological 
environment is mainly based on the morphological domain where the clusters occur. 
To put it differently, nasal substitution as a phonological process is associated with a 
particular morphological factor. In this case, the morphological factor which 
conditions the phonological process is the domain. To overcome this, we need a 
constraint which is able to define this issue of morphologically-conditioned phonology 
for the case that occurs in multiple prefixation. I suggest that the relevant constraint to 
account for this is EDGE-INTEGRITY (52). This morphology-phonology interface 
constraint, as we will see in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3), is able to account for the non­
application of nasal substitution in 12(ii). Such a solution can only be applied in OT 
by formalizing the link between particular morphemes and particular phonological 
patterns in a non-derivational way.
We have just discussed how nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are analysed 
in rule-based analyses. But what about the other clusters, i.e. nasal and sonorant? 
These clusters have not previously drawn as much attention among scholars who have 
studied Malay as nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters have. Perhaps, this cluster 
behaves grammatically, according to the phonological needs of the language where a 
nasal segment that precedes a sonorant is always deleted. The DBP-UKM corpus, 
used in this study, also proves that nasal deletion is always applied to break up nasal 
and sonorant clusters, as exemplified in (6) above. In short, this cluster does not pose 
any problem for the language as the cluster regularly undergoes nasal deletion. It also 
presents no challenge to the phonological system of the language. Nevertheless, this
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cluster will also be one of the topics under discussion in this study (see subsection
4.2.2 in Chapter 4).
All the problems mentioned above occur in prefixation. In reduplication, on 
the other hand, there are also problems that occur due to the inappropriate analyses on 
offer. Most of the problems arise from partial reduplication. This is because the 
phonological aspects involved in this type of reduplication are more interesting than 
other types of reduplication. Therefore, many previous studies have been concerned 
with partial reduplication (e.g.: Hassan, 1974, 1987; Othman, 1981; Omarm 1975, 
1986, 1993). Although partial reduplication has received much attention among Malay 
scholars, the analyses pose a number of problems. I now show what these problems 
are.
First, the way that partial reduplication is described is unclear. Scholars in this 
group (e.g.: Hassan, 1974, 1987; Othman, 1981; Omar, 1975, 1986, 1993) describe 
partial reduplication as a process of copying the first syllable of the base. As we can 
see, in the following examples, the definition given does not in fact describe the real 
process of partial reduplication. The copying process is not of the first syllable of the 
base. Rather, only the initial onset of the root is copied into the reduplicative 
morpheme, while the vowel is always a schwa [a], regardless of what the vowel in the 
initial syllable of the base is. The following examples offer a better illustration of this. 
For clarity, the reduplicative morphemes are underlined.
13. Partial reduplication in SM.
laki ‘man’ lodaki








The above examples show that it is not the initial syllable of the base that is 
copied into the reduplicative morpheme. Thus the definition given by rule-based 
scholars cannot be used to explain how the copying process actually works.
As can also be seen in the above examples, partial reduplication in SM 
involves CV reduplicative morphemes. It is important to know that CVC reduplicative 
morphemes are found in Malay through one of its dialects, i.e. in the Perak dialect 
(henceforth PD), as is CV. In previous studies, both patterns of reduplicative 
morphemes, CV and CVC, have been discussed in separate analyses performed by 
Ahmad (2000b) and Aripin (2005), respectively. Both scholars have proposed CV and 
CVC templates for SM and PD, respectively. In our analysis, these two patterns of 
reduplicative morphemes will be discussed together, while CV and CVC templates 
will not be used. The CVC or heavy reduplicative morpheme in this study will be 
explained by the tendency for prosodic constituents to be of maximal size, while the 
CV or light reduplicative morpheme will be explained by the tendency for prosodic 
morphemes to have an unmarked syllable structure (Downing, 2006: 12). These 
opposing tendencies can be accounted for by proposing that heavy and light 
reduplicative morphemes are associated with distinct construction-specific constraint 
rankings or co-phonologies. How co-phonologies explain this case can be seen in 
Chapter 5 (Section 5.4).
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Besides the problem of partial reduplication mentioned above, the process of 
copying prefixes into the reduplicant also needs explanation, since the prefixes are 
only copied in some reduplicated words, as shown in 14(a), while the copying process 
of prefixes into the reduplicant is not applicable in others, as seen in 14(b). This type 
o f reduplication, where prefixed words are reduplicated, is called ‘affixal 







Affixal reduplication has long been understood as a process of copying the 
prefix into the reduplicant. Given the examples shown in (14) above, I would like to 
highlight here that not all prefixes are copied into the reduplicant. As far as affixal 
reduplication is concerned, this point has not yet been raised by any scholars. It should 
be mentioned here that Onn (1980) discussed this type of reduplication in his analysis. 
However, that discussion does not deal with the process of copying prefixes into the 
reduplicant. It only describes how the copying process operates. Thus, I would like to 
bring this point into the discussion since there appears only to be imprecise 
explanation of how the reduplicant is copied (see Section 5.5 for the discussion).
1.3.2 Autosegmental analysis
When non-linear frameworks became prevalent in phonological theories, prefixation 




any issues which had not been satisfactorily accounted for in rule-based analysis. 
Works like Teoh (1994) and Ahmad (1999 and 2000b) continue the discussion of 
Malay affixation, while Ahmad (2000b) and Aripin (2005) re-analyse the process of 
reduplication in SM and PD, respectively. Any issues left unexplained have been put 
forward for reanalysis via autosegmental analysis.
For example, Teoh (1994) and Ahmad (1999 and 2000b) attempt to explain 
how the issue arises in the process of monosyllabic bases. They demonstrate why 
voiceless obstruents remain while nasal segments in prefixes do not assimilate to the 
place of articulation of voiceless obstruents, where nasal segments always change to 
velar nasals. Since the nasal segments in prefixes always change to velar nasals, 
schwa is epenthesized between the nasal segments and the undeleted voiceless 
obstruents. Both scholars explain this issue by claiming that the lexical representation 
for monosyllabic roots is originally disyllabic, as Malay is a disyllabic language (see 
Chapter 4, subsection 4.2.1.1).
This claim leads however to another problem which relates to the disyllabicity 
minimality requirement of the language and the grammatical outputs produced from 
the analyses. The outputs derived lead to ungrammatical output of monosyllabic roots. 
Instead, what I found is that disyllabic lexical representations are not relevant for 
application to monosyllabic roots, as they do not emerge as disyllabic roots in the 
surface representation. In other words, monosyllabic roots emerge as the monosyllabic 
roots that they are. In this study, I will show that the solution offered by non-linear 
autosegmental analyses fails to account for this matter. As I will demonstrate in 
subsection 4.2.1.1, this matter can be explained in a more adequate manner by using 
the theory adopted in this present study, i.e. MBT.
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As was mentioned in the previous subsection, monosyllabic bases have not 
been discussed in rule-based analyses. They have therefore been given attention by 
scholars in autosegmental analysis, in particular why schwa is epenthesized when 
nasal final prefixes are attached to monosyllabic roots. Since the focus is more 
towards monosyllabic words, the occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, 
such as in (9), has been ignored in scholars’ analyses. As a result, this issue of nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures has never been discussed in 
any previous studies of Malay, neither in rule-based nor in auto-segmental analyses. 
Hence, this issue has been selected for consideration in this study (see Chapter 4, 
subsection 4.2.1.2), as there are examples in the corpus that show the occurrence of 
the clusters.
Other than the abovementioned problems, other problems appear in non-linear 
autosegmental analyses, concerning reduplication. First, much work in autosegmental 
phonology, positing reduplication, resembles affixation (e.g.: Ahmad, 2000a; Aripin,
2005). What distinguishes them is that a reduplicant does have a phonologically- 
unspecified lexical entry where the phonological material is obtained from the base to 
which it is attached (McCarthy and Prince, 1993a, 1994, 1995b; McCarthy, 1995; cf. 
Ahmad, 2005). In this reanalysis, I argue that the claim presents a challenge to the 
grammar, particularly when disyllabic roots are totally reduplicated and the entire 
roots are copied. The size of the reduplicant then contains two syllabics which is 
larger than the regular size for an affix. In this case, can a reduplicant be considered an 
affix? This matter is highlighted in this study as no previous studies have covered it. 
In this study, this issue is discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3. The same question can 
also be asked of affixal reduplication since reduplicative morphemes in affixal
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reduplication are larger than monosyllabics, the same as in total reduplication (see 
Section 5.5).
Second, CV and CVC templates are used by Ahmad (2000a) and Aripin 
(2005), in autosegmental analyses to account for partial reduplication in SM and PD, 
respectively. One thing I would like to point out here is that each template can only 
explain one process of partial reduplication. In other words, a template for one process 
cannot be used to account for another. This shows that only limited patterns of 
reduplicative morphemes can be analysed using a template analysis. As already noted, 
Malay has two patterns of partial reduplication -  light and heavy. Does this mean the 
language needs more than one template to explain all the patterns? I believe that an 
appropriate phonological theory should be able to explain all patterns of reduplication 
without any specific template.
To explain the two patterns of reduplicative morphemes (i.e. light and heavy) 
in Malay partial reduplication, co-phonology analysis, as developed and motivated 
within OT (Orgun, 1996; Inkelas, 2008; Inkelas and Zoll, 2005), will be used. The 
concept of ‘Markedness Reversals’ in co-phonology enables us to account for light 
and heavy reduplication where reduplicative morphemes with identical categories 
show different patterns of markedness reduction (Downing, 2008) (see Chapter 5, 
Section 5.4, to see how markedness reversal applies in Malay). In other words, CV 
and CVC are both reduplicative affixes, though they have different patterns of 
markedness reduction. In a co-phonology analysis, this can be done by allowing the 
relevant markedness constraint to be re-ranked in different morphological 
constructions in the same language (ibid.). Chapter 5, Section 5.4, will demonstrate 
that the relevant markedness constraint is highly ranked in the constraint ranking of
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CV reduplicative morphemes, while it is ranked lower for CVC reduplicative 
morphemes with the same constraints as CV reduplicative morphemes.
Other than reanalysing some issues in prefixation and reduplication, this thesis 
aims to show more clearly that the most important aspect in choosing OT is the study 
of variation. In an attempt to do that, as mentioned in Section 1.1, this thesis will take 
into account the issue of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in three Malay dialects: 
Perak, Kelantan and NS (see Map 2, below). By examining these three dialects, we 
will then be able to know how the clusters are resolved in non-standard Malay 
dialects. The areas labelled on the map of Malaysia, below, show where the dialects 
chosen for this study are spoken.









We note that most previous studies have only discussed voiceless-obstruent 
nasal substitution. Having referred to some relevant previous studies, I found some 
data which show that voiced obstruents also undergo nasal substitution. However, this 
situation occurs in only a few dialects of Malay, two of which are Perak (see 
subsection 6.3.1) and NS (see subsection 6.3.3). In my opinion, it is essential that this 
amazing phonological process be discussed further as it has never been discussed 
formally. Thus, this study will take this issue into account. We will see, in Chapter 6, 
how the idea of OT can satisfactorily explain the variation that occurs in the three 
dialects of Malay in terms of resolving voiceless/voiced obstruent nasal substitution.
1.4 Research Questions
This study seeks to answer the following research questions:
1) In most o f  the Austronesian languages, nasality and voiceless obstruents do not go 
together. In Malay, this sequence is therefore always resolved by nasal substitution. 
But why do sequences o f nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, for example in 
[sampan] ‘small boat’, [mom-protes] VERJBL-protest ‘to protest’ and [mom-por- 
bosar-kan] VERBL-VERBL-large-CAUS.SUF ‘to cause to large for’, still emerge in 
Malay words?
(a) We note, from the above, that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not 
entirely prohibited in Malay. This means that the phonological requirement 
postulated in the language, which bans the clusters from emerging on the 
surface, is somehow obeyed and somehow violated. Why does this happen 
in Malay grammar?
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(b) Is there any strategy applied in the language (in SM or its dialects) to 
eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters? If any phonological 
processes are applied, what are they?
(c) In eliminating the clusters, the markedness constraint *NC plays a crucial 
role, ensuring that no nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters emerge in the 
surface representation. In two of the three dialects that this study examines, 
i.e. Perak and NS, voiced obstruents also undergo nasal substitution. In this 
case, does the *NC constraint also play a role in the constraint hierarchy? 
Can *NC be used to account for both cases, voiced/voiceless obstruent 
nasal substitution?
2) Reduplication has received much attention from previous Malay scholars (e.g.: 
Omar, 1986, 1993; Hassan, 1974, 1976; Othman, 1976, 1981, 1985; and many 
others) using various approaches. Nevertheless, there are some issues that need to 
be clarified. By focusing more on total, partial and affixal reduplication, this study 
intends to find out answers to the following research questions related to 
reduplication:
(a) Reduplication has been claimed as a process of affixation by previous Malay
scholars (e.g.: Ahmad, 2001; Aripin, 2005). This claim will be revised to 
confirm whether or not reduplication is truly a process of affixation, by 
giving a theoretical justification based on the theory applied in this thesis.
(b) Why are the nasal segments in the prefixes are copied in some reduplicated 
words, as in [mogolap-iplap] and [monskan-nokani] but not in 
[mombandiq-bandiq], in Malay? What is the motivation for copying, or not, 
the nasal segment in the prefix into the reduplicant?
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3) In Generative Grammar (Chomsky, 1965; Chomsky and Halle, 1968), phonological 
processes are presented by rewrite rules whereby one rule interacts with another 
rule through linear ordering. Rules apply one after another, with one rule’s output 
being the following rule’s input (Kager, 1999: 1). In contrast, in OT, constraints are 
the major focus. Constraints typically conflict with one another in order to satisfy a 
particular constraint. The form, or what is called the ‘candidate’ in OT, which 
incurs fewer constraint violations amongst various possible candidates will be 
selected as the most harmonic or optimal output. This selection of optimal output is 
related to the hierarchical ranking of constraints, whereby high-ranking constraints 
have more priority to be obeyed than low-ranking constraints (ibid.: 4). As 
constraints in OT are Universal, while rankings are not, so differences in ranking 
are the cause of variation (ibid.). In this study, the differences in ranking that cause 
variation will be applied to three selected dialects of Malay (i.e. Perak, Kelantan 
and NS) to account for the distinction between nasal and voiceless/voiced obstruent 
clusters root-internally, and prefix-root junctures in the dialects.
1.5 Research goals
This present study aims to fulfil two goals. The first one, a descriptive goal, is to 
provide a new analysis and explain the issues highlighted above in Malay grammar. 
No previous studies concerning prefixation and reduplication in Malay have attempted 
to analyse these issues by taking the canonical shape of prosodic morphemes into 
account. As we will see later in this thesis, the idea of the canonical shape of prosodic 
morphemes could solve all the problems in prefixation and reduplication. Thus I claim 
that this present study can be considered as the first formal analysis to adopt the ideas 
of GTT into Malay grammar.
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Second, a theoretical goal of this study is to enhance the theory of GTT 
developed within OT as a formal comprehensive theory, defining the constant shape 
of prosodic morphemes by assigning them to the morphological category. In this 
theory, the size of prosodic morphemes is not determined by construction-specific 
constraints (like RED=Foot) (cited in Downing, 2006: 33). The final aim of this 
present study is to show the success of the theory in comparison to other previous 
approaches in accounting for the topics under examination. It is hoped that the 
analyses offered in this study can explain them more successfully than previous 
studies and that the results achieved in the analysis will be useful in the study of 
Malay grammar.
1.6 Organisation of this thesis
This thesis is divided into seven chapters. The organisation of the subsequent chapters 
is as follows. Chapter 2, Literature review: this chapter reviews what previous studies 
have done vis-a-vis the relevant issues in this thesis. Chapter 3, Data and Method: it 
describes the methodology that I have used for the research. This includes the data I 
have used to account for the phenomena concerned. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 present the 
analyses of prefixation, reduplication and dialectal variation, respectively. Chapter 7 
concludes the thesis. The goal of this chapter is to summarise the important results of 
the three topics discussed: prefixation, dialectal variation and reduplication.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
There have been numerous studies concerned with prefixation in Malay, particularly 
the nasal final prefixes, /moN/8 and /poN/. A requirement of the language that a nasal 
occupying the coda position of a syllable has to be homorganic with the following 
onset consonant has attracted the attention of many Malay scholars (c£: Hassan, 1974; 
Omar, 1986; Koh, 1981; Othman, 1983; Ahmad, 1993; Karim et al., 1989, 1994; 
Karim, 1995; Teoh, 1994; and many others). The process of combining final nasal 
prefixes and voiceless obstruent initial roots has been unsatisfactorily analysed by 
those scholars.
For example, nasal assimilation and voiceless obstruent deletion, as postulated 
in a rule-based approach, fail to account for the actual process of prefixation in Malay, 
whereby voiceless obstruents following nasal segments in some prefixes do not 
undergo the deletion process. As a result, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters 
emerge in the surface representation. This disobeys absolutely the grammar of the 
language whereby nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not permitted to surface 
(see Chapter 4, subsection 4.2.1). I shall mention the analyses performed by rule- 
based and other scholars in non-linear autosegmental as I suggest that they pose a 
number of problems when accounting for Malay prefixation, particularly nasal final 
prefixes (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3). In this reanalysis study, all the problems can be
8 Note that the archiphoneme [N] is widely used by previous Malay scholars (e.g.: Hassan, 1974; Omar, 
1986; Karim et al., 1994; Karim, 1995) to represent the surface forms o f underlying forms. Thus, I will 
retain this archiphoneme when discussing those previous works for ease o f  reference. However, this 
archiphoneme will not be used in this present study to represent the surface forms o f the variants o f  
Malay prefixes. Instead, /rj/ will be used to replace the archiphoneme.
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accounted for in OT by categorising the lexicon of Malay into three different strata, 
i.e. monosyllabic foreign, undeleted voiceless plosives and native (see Figure 3 on p. 
123).
It must be mentioned that those scholars have also analysed reduplication. 
Most of them approach reduplication from the perspective of morphology, and the 
effects of phonological processes on reduplication are only briefly discussed. This 
problem mainly arises in rule-based analyses (e.g.: Hassan, 1974; Omar, 1986; Koh, 
1981; Othman, 1983; Karim et al., 1989, 1994; Karim, 1995). Although Aripin’s 
(2005) and Ahmad’s (2000a, 2005) analyses have discussed reduplication by 
incorporating both morphological and phonological aspects, the solutions they 
postulate are only applicable to particular aspects of reduplication. For example, 
partial reduplication has been discussed in Aripin (2005) and Ahmad (2000a, 2005) by 
focusing only on PD and SM, respectively. As a consequence, the solutions proposed 
by those scholars, e.g. the CV template, cannot be used to account for heavy 
reduplicative morphemes, as found in some dialects of Malay, such as PD. If a 
template analysis were used to analyse both types of reduplicative morpheme (i.e. 
light and heavy) in partial reduplication, would we need two different templates, one 
for each? This point will be put considered in the appropriate chapter (see Chapter 5, 
Section 5.4).
There are some substantial works on the morphology and phonology of Malay 
dialects. These include Musa (1974), Rufus (1966), Ahmad (1991), Che Kob (1985) 
and Abdul Malik (2004). Amongst these works, Musa (1974) and Abdul Malik (2004) 
are unpublished dissertations and theses. Note that those previous scholars focus more 
on dialectology studies, except for Abdul Malik (2004). The latter’s study was
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concerned with vowel harmony in four dialects of Malay: Kelantan, Johor, Perak and 
Kedah. None of those studies is concerned with the phonological aspects of the 
dialects they examined. In my search through previous dialect studies, none of them 
has discussed the issue of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in Malay dialects. 
This is one of the reasons why this present study includes three Malay dialects, i.e. 
Perak, Kelantan and NS, for examination in terms of the issue under discussion. As 
well as looking at how nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are resolved in those 
three dialects, this study will also pay attention to nasal and voiced obstruent clusters 
in which the combination of both segments results in some interesting phonological 
process in Malay grammar where voiced obstruents also undergo nasal substitution 
(see Chapter 6).
This chapter thus presents the background to literature relevant to the present 
study. In order to describe what has been done in previous research, this chapter is 
divided into two parts. These are: (1) the theoretical framework; and (2) Malay 
phonology scholarship, each of which will be discussed in Section 2.2 and 2.3, 
respectively. Section 2.4 presents important constraints to account for the problems 
that arise. Finally, Section 2.5 concludes the chapter.
2.2 Theoretical framework
This section will be discussing the theoretical frameworks that are relevant to the 
present study. There are four theoretical frameworks which will be discussed in turn: 
(1) rule-based approach, (2) non-linear autosegmental phonology, (3) OT and (4) 
MBT. The discussion of these theories is more to the principles and the central ideas
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proposed in those theories, as they are essential before the discussion of Malay 
phonology scholarship begins in the following section, Section 2.3.
2.2.1 Rule-based analysis
Phonological theory in the tradition of Chomsky and Halle (1968) as stated in The 
Sound Pattern o f English (SPE) was based on rewrite rules (McCarthy, 2008: 1). A
rewrite rule A —> B / C_ D is described as an input configuration and an operation
that applies to it (Ibid.: 3). Basically, there are two ways that a set of phonological 
rules can be applied for a given Underlying Representation (UR). They are: (1) 
simultaneous rule application i.e. phonological rules are applied simultaneously to the 
UR, and (2) sequential rule application where phonological rules are applied one by 
one in sequence which is also known as rule ordering. Rule ordering means rule A 
must be applied before B. Rule B cannot precedes the application before rule A. In 
French for example, how /bon/ becomes [bo] ‘good5 is explained by applying two set 
of rules which have to be applied in order (Hyman 1975: 130):
15. (a) Vowel nasalisation
V —> V /  N $ ($ indicates syllable boundary)
(b) Nasal deletion
N  —> 0  / V $
As claimed by Hyman, nasal deletion rule can only be applied when the nasal 
consonant is preceded by a nasalised vowel. In other words, vowel nasalisation must
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be applied first before the nasal deletion rule in order for nasal deletion to be effected. 
Otherwise, the output would be incorrect.
It is worth mentioning that this sequential rule application has also been
study that there are problems occurring when rule application applies into Malay data, 
in particular prefixation and reduplication. I therefore argue that rule based analysis is 
not the best and adequate theory to account for Malay data. The further discussion of 
this can be seen in Section 2.3 (see subsection 2.3.1).
As the earlier theory of phonology, rule-based analysis has described a lot of 
phenomena of language. However, this theory has been criticised by phonologists who 
have realised that there were issues that this theory fail to explain. As claimed in 
McCarthy (2008: 1), rewrite rules can describe a lot of phenomena but they do a poor 
job in explaining how phonological systems fit together. Meanwhile, Kisseberth 
(1970) argues that rewrite rules are missing an important generalisation about the 
special role of surface structure constraints (cited in McCarthy 2008: 2). This point 
has been raised up when data from Yawelmani as illustrated below are considered:
16. Yawelmani final vowel deletion
a) /taxa:-kva/ [taxa:-k'] ‘bring’
/taxa:-mi/ [taxa:-m] ‘having brought’
The data above show that vowel at the end of a word is deleted, as in 16(a). In 
contrast to data 16(b), vowel at the end of a word is not deleted when it is preceded by






consonant clusters. This is because the deletion of vowel would leave a consonant that 
cannot be syllabified - *[xatm].
17. Yawelmani vowel epenthesis
a) /?ilk-hin/ [?i.lik.hin] ‘sing (nonfuture)’
/lihm-hin/ [li.him.hin] ‘run (nonfuture)’
b) /?ilk-al / [?il.kal] ‘sing (dubitative)’
/lihm-al/ [lih.mal] ‘run (dubitative)’
As we see in the above examples, a process of vowel epenthesis applies when 
there are triconsonantal clusters, as shown in (a). This process however, does not 
apply when the consonant clusters are smaller, as in (b). As argued by Kisseberth, it is 
possible for SPE style of rewrite rules to explain for example, when vowel at the end 
of a word can be deleted, as the process of vowel final deletion in Yawelmani does not 
apply to all vowel final words. He further says that vowel final deletion cannot create 
bad syllable while vowel epenthesis applies to eliminate the clusters (cited in 
McCarthy 2008: 2). This situation is called by Kisseberth as conspiracies and rewrite 
rules failed to explain. Since conspiracies cannot be explained in rewrite rules, I shall 
therefore argue that this approach is not appropriate to account for Malay data. As we 
will see later in the thesis, there are lot of conspiracies occur in Malay, particularly in 
prefixation and reduplication.
2.2.2 Non-linear autosegmental phonology
Morphophonological theory has undergone changes after the publication of SPE 
which was based on rewrite rules (Spencer, 1991). A new theory with no application
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of rules named Autosegmental Phonology was proposed by John Goldsmith (1976) in 
his doctoral dissertation. As stated in Spencer (1991: 133), this theory is essential to 
account for tone languages particularly African tone languages. This theory proposes 
that, there is a two-tiered representation in which tones are associated to tone-bearing 
segments (vowels or sometime sonorant consonants) according to certain universal 
conventions (Ibid. 133). Since we have more than one tier or line of phonological 
elements, for examples, a sequence of consonant and vowel phonemes in one tier, 
while a sequence of tones in another tier, therefore this representation is called non­
liner or multilinear autosegmental phonology (Ibid.).
The different view of analysing data as offered by this theory has attracted 
many scholars in accounting for phonology and morphology processes. One of the 
morphological processes i.e. reduplication which appears to be fundamentally non- 
concatenative has been received much attention among scholars because it has 
important implications on phonology and morphology (Ibid.: 151)9. Before we see an 
instance of how reduplication is resolved by autosegmental phonology analysis, let us 
first observe the conditions stated in the theory. There are four conditions on linking 
the melody tier to the prosodic template which can be summarised as follows 
(Marantz, 1982 cited in Spencer, 1991: 152):
9 How reduplication gives impact to phonology and morphology as said in the above sentence, see the 
reference cited in the text.
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Table 1: Four conditions of melody linking in autosegmental phonology
Condition 1: Melody consonants link to C slots and melody vowels link to V 
slots.
Condition 2: Linking is strictly one-to-one. No multiple links are allowed.
Condition 3: CV slots maybe pre-linked to specific phonemes. Pre-linking 
takes precedence over autosegmental linking from the root 
melody.
Condition 4: Directionality of linking: either the leftmost melody phonemes 
link with the leftmost appropriate CV slot Or linking proceeds 
from left to right: or the rightmost melody phonemes link with 
the rightmost appropriate CV slot and linking proceeds right to 
left.
Linking is ‘melody driven’ in the sense that the association 
algorithm starts with a melody phoneme and then tries to find an 
appropriate CV slot, not the other way around.
Agta reduplication is an instance which has always been associated to 
autosegmental phonology analysis. In this language, the reduplicative morpheme is 
not only attached to the left of the root, as a prefix, but it is also attached inside the 
root as an infix. The following examples give a better picture of both forms:
18. Agta reduplication (from Marantz, 1982)
a) bari ‘body’ barbari-k kid-in ‘my whole body’
b) mag-saddu Teak’ (verb) mag-sadsaddu Teak in many places’
c) ma-wakay Tost’ ma-wakwakay ‘many things lost’
d) takki Teg’ taktakki Tegs’
e) ulu ‘head’ ululu ‘heads’
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As exemplified above, the reduplication in Agta has variety of types. 
Reduplicative morpheme can be as a prefix which is attached before the root, as in 
18(a), (b) and (d). It also can be as an infix where the reduplicative morpheme is 
copied inside the root, as exemplified in 18(c) and (e). As suggested by Marantz, these 
two types of reduplicative morpheme could be accounted for by proposing the 
following derivation:
19. Agta reduplication: /takki/ —> [taktakki]
t a k k i  t a k k i  t a k k i
CVC + C V : c v  cvc + cvccv
a k k  i
C V C C V C C V  = tak takki
The above derivation shows how [taktakki] is derived from /takki/. As 
proposed by Marantz, CVC is the size of reduplicative morphemes in Agta. This 
prosodic template is associated to the melody phonemes of takki. In accordance with 
autosegmental principles, melody consonants are linked to C slots, while melody 
vowels are linked to V slots. The linking process must however be one-to-one 
mapping. In the above derivation, we see that ki are not associated to any prosodic 
template of CVC. This is because the prosodic template CVC has already been linked 
to the melody phonemes i.e. tak. In autosegmental principle, any melody elements or 
prosodic template slots which left unassociated at the end of the derivation, they have 
to be deleted by the conventions (Spencer, 1991: 152). Therefore, ki which cannot be 
linked to the prosodic template of CVC do not appear in the reduplicative morpheme.
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It ought to be mentioned that autosegmental phonology analysis has also been 
applied into Malay. A number of morphological processes like affixation and 
reduplication have been put forward for a new analysis. In the following section (see 
subsection 2.3.2), we will see how autosegmental phonology analysis is applied by 
Malay scholars to account for affixation and reduplication. In what follows, I discuss 
another theoretical framework i.e. OT which this present studies will be based on.
2.2.3 OT10
OT was put forward by Prince and Smolensky (1993) as a general approach to 
modelling human linguistic knowledge (Prince and Smolensky, 2004; McCarthy,
2006). Although OT has been largely associated with phonology and morphology, this 
theory has also been used in other subfields of linguistics, such as syntax and 
semantics (McCarthy, 2008).
The most important concept of the theory is that Universal Grammar (UG) 
consists of a set of violable constraints. The idea of the violability constraints in OT is 
different from that of classical rule-based theory in that UG is defined as inviolable 
principles and rule schemata (or ‘parameters’) (Kager, 1999). Although constraints 
can be violated, the violation is always minimal and happens only to satisfy a higher- 
ranking constraint (Archangeli, 1997). OT recognises two types of constraint: 
faithfulness and markedness (Kager, 1999). These constraints, faithfulness and 
markedness, are illustrated below.
10 The discussion about OT here is very brief. Readers desiring a more detailed introduction to OT can 
consult the references cited in the text directly. Comprehensive references to OT can be found in: 
McCarthy and Prince (1993), Prince and Smolensky (2004), and some introductory books, such as 
Archangeli and Langendoen (1997) or Kager (1999). See McCarthy (2008) for good guidelines on 
implementing OT. Advanced readers can refer to Downing (2006), where the analysis o f Malay in this 
study, particularly prefixation and reduplication, is based on the ideas o f GTT, i.e. Generalised 
Template Theory.
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Faithfulness constraints require that every segment in the input has a 
correspondent in the output. In other words, faithfulness constraints prohibit 
differences between input and output (McCarthy, 2008: 13). For example, in Malay, 
when the input /moq+pam/ maps to surface [mo.qs.pam], the faithfulness constraint 
against epenthesis, i.e. DEP-IO, is violated for this candidate.
Faithfulness constraints preserve lexical contrast (Kager 1999). They demand 
that linguistic forms be realised as closely as possible to their basic lexical forms. If 
there is any contrast in the output forms, it has to be a minimal amount, with not too 
much contrast to the basic lexical forms. Preservation of lexical contrasts is not only 
carried out by phonological elements (as this present study will focus on), it is also 
expressible by word structure (morphology) or phrase structure (syntax) (ibid.: 6).
Generally, there are three primary faithfulness-constraint families that 
represent the relational correspondence between Si (Input/Base) and S2 (Output/ 
Reduplicant) (McCarthy and Prince, 1995). The three constraint families are defined 
below:
20. The faithfulness constraint families (McCarthy and Prince, 1995).
(i) MAX constraint family
General schema -  every segment of S] has a correspondent in S2.
MAX-IO -  every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output (no 
deletion).
MAX-BR -  every segment of the base has a correspondent in the 
reduplicant (total reduplication).
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(ii) DEP constraint family
General schema -  every segment of Si has a correspondent in S2 .
DEP-IO -  every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output 
(no epenthesis)
DEP-BR -  every segment of the reduplicant has a correspondent in the 
base (prohibits fixed default segmentism in the reduplicant).
(iii) IDENT(F) constraint family
General schema -  Let a be a segment in S1 and p be any correspondent of
a  in S2 . If a  is [yF], then p is [yF] (correspondent segments are identical in
feature F).
IDENT-IO -  output correspondents of an input [yF] segments are also 
[yF].
IDENT-BR -  reduplicant correspondents of a base [yF] segments are also 
[yF].
Markedness constraints require that output forms meet some criterion of 
structural well-formedness (cf. Kager, 1999). A markedness constraint assigns its 
violation without any reference to the input, as is required in faithfulness constraints. 
Markedness constraints play a key role as the grammatical factors that produce 
‘unmarked types of structure’. Unmarked structure is one of the two types of linguistic 
structure, the other one being a marked structure. Cross-linguistically, an unmarked 
structure is preferred and is basic in all grammars, while a marked structure is avoided 
and used by grammars only to create contrast (ibid.: 2).
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What is unmarked structure? In the sound systems of languages, for certain 
types of structure, like segments, segment combinations or prosodic structures are 
universally favoured over others (Kager, 1999: 5). As exemplified by Kager (ibid.), 
front unrounded vowels are unmarked as compared to front rounded vowels, open 
syllables as compared to closed syllables, short vowels as compared to long vowels, 
and voiceless obstruents as compared to voiced obstruents. Kager (ibid.) adds that 
those marked structures are avoided in all languages, whilst in some languages they 
are banned altogether. To avoid all the marked structures, markedness constraints play 
a crucial role in ensuring only favoured structures emerge as the optimal output.
In the sound system of Malay, certain types of structures are favoured over 
others. For example, as was observed, schwa is favoured over any other vowels, and 
voiced obstruents following nasal segments are favoured over voiceless obstruents. 
These favoured structures form the unmarked structure in the language. The major 
focus of this present study is to examine how far voiceless obstruents after nasal 
segments are disfavoured in Malay. Since voiceless obstruents are disfavoured in the 
language, a markedness constraint which is relevant and crucial to account for this is 
*NC. The details of this constraint are discussed in 2.4.1.1, and to see how it plays its 
role in a constraint ranking, see Chapter 4. In this study, we will examine whether or 
not voiceless obstruents following nasal segments are completely banned in the 
language. To find this out, voiceless obstruents after nasal segments at prefix-root and 
prefix-prefix junctures (see Chapter 4 for the analysis), and root-internally (see 
Chapter 6 for the analysis), will be investigated. In Chapter 5 (Section 5.4), we will 
see that schwa is an unmarked vowel in Malay. Hence, it is used as a fixed vowel in 
the reduplicative morpheme in partial reduplication, regardless of what the vowel in 
the initial syllable of the base is.
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There are five basic tenets of OT which can be summarized as follows (Table
2) (McCarthy and Prince, 1994: 335):
Table 2: Five basic tenets of OT
1) Universality UG provides a set of constraints that are universal and 
are universally present in all grammars.
2) Violability Constraints are violable, but only minimally so.
3) Ranking The constraint of Con are ranked on a language-particular 
basis. The notion of minimal violation is defined in terms of this 
ranking. A grammar is a ranking of the constraint set.
4) Inclusiveness The constraints hierarchy evaluates a set of candidates that are 
admitted by very general considerations of structural well- 
formedness.
5) Parallelism The best satisfaction of the constraints hierarchy is calculated 
over the whole hierarchy and the whole candidate set. There is no 
serial derivation.
In OT, the actual output of the underlying form is selected from a large set of 
potential surface forms called candidates. The selection of candidates is based on 
well-formedness constraint-system evaluation. As stated in McCarthy and Prince 
(1993, 1994), the representational structure of a grammar in OT can be summarised as 
follows:
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21. GEN (in) = {cand 1, cand 2, ... .}
EVAL ({cand 1, cand 2, ... .})
The function of GEN (short for generator), will generate a large set of possible 
candidates (surface representation) from each input (underlying representation). The 
function of EVAL (short for evaluator) will evaluate the well-formedness of the 
possible candidates generated. The candidate which best satisfies, or minimally 
violates, the constraints in a hierarchy is termed as the optimal or most harmonic 
output, and constitutes the actual surface form in the language.
Disagreement between [cand.l] and [cand.2] in the constraint hierarchy is 
resolved by ranking the constraints in a strict dominance hierarchy (Prince and 
Smolensky, 1993). For example, [candl] satisfies A and violates B, while [cand2] 
satisfies B and violates A. Since [candl] is, by assumption, the actual output, then this 
suggests that constraint A must dominate B in the hierarchy of the language grammar. 
In OT, the constraint ranking is represented in the form of a constraint tableau, as 
illustrated in (22). There are some useful conventions to be found in the constraint 
tableau. Constraints in OT are represented from left to right, where the leftmost side is 
the highest-ranking constraint. Potential candidates are listed in vertical order. 
Violation of a constraint is marked by **’, while constraint satisfaction is unmarked. 
The violation of a constraint which is accompanied by an exclamation mark, T ,  
indicates a fatal violation. The optimal output is shown by a pointing finger
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2 2 ./Input/—> [candl], A » B
/Input/ A B
a. ^  [candl] *
b. [cand2] *!
In the above tableau, the suboptimal candidate (b) is ruled out as it fatally 
violates A. Candidate (a), which violates the lower-ranking constraint B, is the 
optimal output. The violation of B, however, is not significant since the winner has 
already been determined. In OT, the remaining lower-ranking constraint becomes 
irrelevant once a winner emerges. The violation of constraints after that does not 
affect its grammaticality.
In (23), both candidates satisfy the highest-ranking constraint equally in the 
tableau. The satisfaction of constraint A cannot contribute to a decision to determine 
the winner between them. In this situation, the decision is made by consulting the next 
constraint, B. Since candidate (b) violates B, then candidate (a) emerges as the optimal 
output as this candidate does not violate B.
/Input/ A B
a. ^  [candl]
b. [cand2] *!
Besides the ways illustrated in (22) and (23), there are other ways in which 
candidates can interact, particularly when they are in a tie situation. In such a 
situation, where both candidates pass or fail the highest-ranked constraint equally, the 




a. ^  [candl] *
b. [cand2] * *!
In (24), where the violation of A by both candidates cannot determine the 
optimal output, the evaluation passes on to the next constraint, B. Candidate 24(b) 
violates B while candidate 24(a) does not, thus candidate 24(a) is the optimal output.
The above tableaux show a single violation of a candidate. Next, I am going to 
show that, as well as a single violation, multiple violations of a candidate are likely to 
occur in a grammar and this situation must also be considered. The following tableau 
shows how multiple violations are represented:
25. Multiple violations: A »  B
/Input/ A B
a. ^  [candl] *
b. [cand2]
In OT, if a constraint is violated or satisfied equally by two candidates or 
more, the evaluation continues by consulting the next constraint in the hierarchy. As 
in the above tableau, both candidates, (a) and (b), satisfy A. The evaluation goes next 
to B, to determine the optimal output. In the above, it can be seen that both candidates 
violate B. However, the candidates violate B unequally, as candidate (a) violates B 
less than candidate (b). Therefore, candidate (a) is more harmonic than candidate (b), 
according to the evaluation of minimal violation, thus candidate (a) is the optimal 
output. As noted in McCarthy and Prince (1993: 88), constraint violations are not
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counted, but are merely a comparison of more versus less, thus it is a matter of 
ordering and not quantifying (cf. Prince and Smolensky, 1993).
We will see then, in the thesis, how constraint ranking and violation handle the 
Malay data. For example, *NC as a markedness constraint plays a large role in ruling 
out candidates with nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. This constraint must 
therefore be ranked above the faithfulness constraint UNIFORMITY, so that nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters cannot emerge as optimal output, as in (26):






Due to the obedience of *NQ, the examples in (26) violate UNIFORMITY 
(see 82) which bans nasal substitution. The violation of UNIFORMITY in those 
words satisfies the markedness constraint *NC. In this case, *NQ is satisfied by a 
process of nasal substitution. As we shall see in Section 4.2.1.1, in the group I name 
‘monosyllabic foreign’, there is another method that the language uses to satisfy *NC. 
As well as nasal substitution, vowel epenthesis is also a way of avoiding nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters, as exemplified in (27). By epenthesizing a vowel between 
the prefix and the monosyllabic base, another faithfulness constraint named DEP-IO is 
violated, since the output segment does not have a correspondent input segment. Thus, 
DEP-IO should be ranked lower in the constraint ranking of the monosyllabic foreign 
group. In other words, due to satisfaction of *NQ, the two faithfulness constraints,
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UNIFORMITY and DEP-IO, are violated in the constraint ranking in the SM 
grammar system.






In phonology, the situations mentioned above are known as ‘conspiracies’, 
whereby one or more faithfulness constraints has to be violated in order to satisfy the 
markedness constraint(s) in the grammar. To put it differently, conspiracies are 
applied to get rid of the surface forms of a language that come from undesirable 
output or structure. This can be well explained in OT, a theory that allows and makes 
the most of conspiracies in phonology (McCarthy, 2002). In OT, since candidates are 
evaluated by output constraints, so conspiracy occurs in surface forms. As McCarthy 
(2008: 3) says, a conspiracy is referred to as an output configuration which involves 
several different operations, and those operations may participate in the conspiracy by 
being applied or failing to be applied, depending on the circumstances. We will see 
many more conspiracies that occur in the grammar of Malay when we come to the 
discussion of each topic.
In earlier OT, according to the theory, the grammar of a language is the total 
ordering of the constraints in CON (cf. McCarthy, 2002). There are, therefore, high- 
ranking and low-ranking constraints. However, in the recent revision of OT, the 
grammar of a language is not a total ordering but rather a partial ordering, which 
means that constraints that conflict may be unranked with respect to one another. This 
then leads to variation in the output form (ibid.). In addition to this, in recent work
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developed within OT, the Multiple Grammars theory (Anttila, 2007) of language or 
dialect variation is then used to account for variation occurring within an individual or 
dialect.11
Unlike other earlier phonological theories, OT formally expresses that the 
variation that occurs within a language is through differences in ranking. By analysing 
the data from three Malay dialects (i.e. Perak, Kelantan and NS), we will see, in 
Chapter 6 Section 6.3, how differences in ranking can explain the variation that occurs 
in the language. The central proposal of this theory is that a grammar is a hierarchical 
ranking of universal well-formedness constraints. Hence, in this analysis, the 
phonological diversity that occurs in the Malay dialects will be analysed by imposing 
the condition that each dialect has a particular constraint ranking, and that this results 
in the differences in output when saying the same word. This exciting concept of OT 
will thus be used in this thesis to account for the difference in the behaviour of nasal 
and voiceless/voiced obstruents, and of nasal and sonorant clusters, in those three 
dialects; this is discussed in Chapter 6. We will see in that chapter how exciting is the 
idea proposed in OT that language or dialect-particular ranking deals with more than 
one output produced from one input in those dialects.
We now move on to the next theory of prosodic morphology which is 
developed within OT named Generalised Template Theory (GTT). As this thesis 
adopts the ideas from GTT in general and MBT in particular, thus it is incredibly 
important to get some ideas of what the theory is about.
11 Interested readers can consult the author’s article to get more information about Multiple Grammar.
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2.2.4 Generalized Template Theory — GTT
There are some important and useful ideas raised by GTT concerning certain 
morphological problems, such as affixation, reduplication and truncation, which occur 
in various languages. The ideas are: (1) canonical shape, (2) minimality requirements 
and (3) the minimum size of words.
The first idea is that this work aims to develop under the umbrella of the OT of 
canonical morphological shapes and its role in defining the constant shape of prosodic 
morphemes (Downing, 2006: 33). The central idea of GTT is that the size requirement 
for prosodic morphemes should fall out from their morphological category (affix, 
stem, root), rather than constructing a specific size, such as RED=o (cf. Downing, 
2006: 24). The size of the prosodic morpheme then follows from the canonical shape 
held by that morphological category (ibid.).
The second idea is that GTT provides a much better explanation of word 
minimality requirements. In GTT, these can be explained according to two versions of 
the theory developed within it: (1) Prosodic-Based Template (PBT); and (2) 
Morpheme-Based Template (MBT). These two versions offer different explanations to 
account for word minimality requirements. In PBT, words are subject to the same 
minimality condition. In PBT, BINARITY is the constraint which requires Feet to be 
minimally and maximally bimoraic or disyllabic.12 Let us consider the following 
example from Choctaw:
12 For details about the BINARITY constraint and the ideas o f  PBT, please consult Downing (2006).
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28. VCV vs. CV verb stems (adapted from Downing, 2006: 53).
ani ‘to fill’ ij-ani ‘for you to fill’
abi ‘to kill’ ij-bi ‘for you to kill’
29. CV verb stem in Choctaw (from Downing, 2006: 54).






In the first candidate set, the optimal candidate (a), with vowel epenthesis, 
satisfies BINARITY, as it is minimally disyllabic. Candidate (b) however, with no 
epenthesis as the output form is the same as the underlying form, violates BINARITY. 
In the second candidate set, vowel epenthesis would not however apply when the 
prefix is attached to the monosyllabic root. This is because the prefix and root are 
disyllabic, and therefore epenthesis is not required. The solution that Choctaw 
produced to explain the disyllabicity minimality conditions using the idea of PBT 
seems plausible for the language.
In contrast to PBT, the idea of MBT is that words are not subject to the same 
minimality condition. As highlighted in MBT, different categories of words are 
subject to different minimality conditions (Downing, 2006: 100-1). For example, 
disyllabicity minimality conditions only hold for derived verb stems in Arabic and 
Modem Hebrew, while nouns can be monosyllabic (Downing, 2006: 101). Besides, 
for different categories of words, it is common for derived and underived words in the 
same category not to be subject to the same minimality conditions (Ito and Mester,
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1990). For example, fusion is productive in nasal (N-) prefixes with a polysyllabic 
root in Javanese, while it is blocked in monosyllabic roots. As claimed by Uhrbach 
(1987, cited in Downing, 2006: 101), the lack of fusion in the monosyllabic roots of 
Javanese is because otherwise the output derived from nasal fusion would be subject 
to the disyllabic minimality constraint. Let us consider the following examples from 
Javanese nasal fusion:
30. Disyllabicity in Javanese nasal affixation (from Downing, 2006: 136).






In discussing word minimality requirements, MBT also provides explanation 
of the minimum size that words must have, if the disyllabicity minimality 
requirements are not satisfied. The idea that words must be of a certain minimum size 
is another important advantage of MBT, in addition to the constant shape of prosodic 
morphemes; this was never considered by earlier approaches. This theory formally 
explains the idea of minimum size if the minimality requirements of a particular 
language cannot be met. In MBT, if words are not minimally disyllabic, then they 
have to satisfy the principle of binary minimality of branching words. The branching 
principle motivating the binary minimality is formalised by the markedness constraint 




Lexical heads (roots) branch prosodically.
32. PROSODIC BRANCHING
A constituent branches iff  it or its daughter contains more than one daughter.
Words that cannot meet the minimality requirements of a particular language 
have to satisfy one of the representations of Heads (roots), as illustrated in (33). All 
the representations as claimed by Downing satisfy HEAD BRANCH. The heads in 
33(a) and (b) contain two syllables and moras as daughters, while in 33(c) the head 
dominates a mora with two daughters (Ibid.). The suitability between representations 
of Heads and a language differ from one language to another. By satisfying one of the 
representations of Heads, this could account straightforwardly for words that are not 
satisfied by the minimality requirements postulated by a particular language.
33. Representations of Heads (Roots) (Downing, 2006: 123).
As this thesis concerns with prefixation and reduplication, thus it is worth 
discussing the analysis that has been done by Downing (2006) concerning those 
morphological problems. We begin with Downing’s analysis of affixation. As 
claimed, stems that contain a prefix and root must satisfy the constraint called 
MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION that can be defined formally as follows:




34. MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION (adapted from Russell, 1997: 
121, cited in Downing, 2006: 120)
Each morpheme prefix and root contains exactly one syllable.
The constraint in (34) means that a prefix must contain one syllable, and a root 
as well. Therefore, by MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION, Stems must at 
least be disyllabic. The disyllabicity minimality required by MORPHEME- 
SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34) is a corollary to the constraint in (35), below, as it 
also formalizes the disyllabicity minimality requirement of Prosodic Stems (ibid.: 
123).
35. Prosodic Stem Minimality (Downing, 2006: 124)
In the above diagram of Prosodic Stem minimality, the prefix contains one 
syllable. Cross-linguistically, the typical size of affixes is one syllable, or 
monomoraic. Since this theory predicts that all prosodic morphemes from the same 
morphological category should be subject to the same size restrictions (Downing, 
2006: 26), then the size (i.e. one syllable or monomoraic) is claimed to be the 
canonical shape of that of prosodic morphemes (affixes). This means that affixes not 
containing their own syllable violate the MORPHEME-SYLLABLE 
CORRELATION (34), while a Stem that contains less than two syllables violates the 
Prosodic-Stem rule.
(a) STEM (b) PROSODIC STEM
Prefix Root
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The next morphological problem that Downing has discussed is reduplication. 
Reduplication in Downing’s analysis provides a new idea and analysis by claiming 
that reduplication is a process of self-compounding rather than of affixation. Since 
GTT predicts that the size of prosodic morphemes should fall out from their 
morphological category, then, in this regard, the size of reduplicative morphemes 
should also be monosyllabic or monomoraic as well, the same as for affixes. This idea 
has, however, been argued in other work on Prosodic Morphology, such as that of 
Eulenberg (1971), Niepokuj (1991), Inkelas (2005), Inkelas and Zoll (2005) and 
Downing (2006). Because the size of reduplicative morphemes exceeds one syllable, 
as required by affixes, then reduplication, particularly total reduplication, is best 
treated as a process of compounding rather than affixation.
Besides the above issue raised in MBT, concerning reduplication, there is 
another issue which is also important and relevant to Malay. This is about the 
difference sizes of reduplicative morphemes from the same type of reduplication. As 
stated in Downing (2006), it is a problem for MBT when several morphemes of the 
same category have different canonical shapes. For example, there are two types of 
reduplicative morphemes in Ilokano partial reduplication -  light and heavy -  as (36) 
illustrates:
36. Heavy and light reduplication in Ilokano (Hayes and Abad, 1989: 357, cited in 
Downing, 2006: 11).
(a) Light reduplication
buner) ‘kind of knife’ si-bu- buneq ‘carrying a buneq ’
sarjit ‘to cry’ ?agin-sa- sarjit ‘pretend to cry’
pandih'r) ‘skirt’ si-pa-pandilhj ‘wearing a skirt’
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trabaho ‘to work’ ?agin-tra-trabaho ‘pretend to work’
(b) Heavy reduplication
kaldiq ‘goat’ kal-kaldin ‘goats’
pusa ‘cat’ pus-pusa ‘cats’
saqit ‘to cry’ ?ag-san- sarjit ‘is crying’
trabaho ‘to work’ ?ag-trab-trabaho ‘is working’
It is difficult if not impossible for MBT to account for the two patterns of 
reduplicative morphemes in Ilokano. Therefore, an alternative solution has been 
suggested to resolve the case of Ilokano reduplication, where the reduplicative 
morphemes are different in canonical shape. The alternative solution applies co­
phonologies, i.e. different constraint rankings. In co-phonology, languages which have 
two (or more) reduplication patterns can be neatly accounted for. So what are the 
advantages of applying co-phonology to account for cases like this? As claimed in 
Downing (2008), co-phonologies account well for the case where reduplicative 
morphemes of the same categories have different canonical shapes. The co-phonology 
analysis of the two patterns of Ilokano reduplication can be seen in the following 
tableaux. This discussion continues in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.
37. (a) Ilokano light reduplication (from Downing, 2006: 245).




a. trab-trabaho * *! ***




(b) Ilokano heavy reduplication (from Downing, 2006: 246)
MORPH-SYLL »  MAX-BR »  NOCODA, *VV
Light RED- trabaho MORPH-
SYLL
MAX-BR NO CODA * v v
a.^trab-trabaho * * * * *
b. tra:-trabaho * **** i *
c. trabaho-trabaho ** i
d. tra-trabaho * * * * * i
Works such as Inkelas (1998), Inkelas and Orgun (1998), Inkelas and Zol 
(2000, 2005) and Orgun (1996, 1998) propose that different prosodic morphemes in 
the same language can have different optimal outputs. The different optimal outputs 
are accounted for by co-phonologies. In the case of Illokano presented in the above 
tableau, the markedness constraint, NOCODA, ranks highly for the light reduplicative 
morpheme, while it ranks low for the heavy reduplicative morpheme. In co­
phonologies, the markedness constraint is allowed to have one ranking in one 
morphological construction, and the opposite ranking in the other. This is called 
“Markedness Reversals” in the theory where the relevant markedness constraint can 
be ranked in reverse in some morphological constructions in the same language 
(Downing, 2008). It is worth mentioning that the co-phonology analysis done by 
Downing on Ilokano reduplication is compatible with that of Ito and Mester (1999) 
where the markedness constraint, *NC, has been ranked differently in the lexicon of 
Japanese, as they show distinction in the degree of assimilation.
2.3 Malay Phonology Scholarship
In this section, I will discuss how rule-based, non-linear autosegmental phonology and 
OT have been applied in Malay scholars’ works. In each subsection, we will see how
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prefixation and reduplication have been accounted for as well as the problems arisen 
in the analyses which afterwards need MBT as the solution to overcome them.
2.3.1 Rule-based analysis
Generally, most of earlier studies of Malay concerning prefixation and reduplication 
have applied rule-based analysis. The discussions were focused on the classification of 
forms, grammatical functions and the meanings of affixes (e.g.: Hassan, 1974, 1987; 
Omar, 1975, 1993; Karim, 1995; Onn, 1980). In Omar’s (1986) description, for 
example, prefixation in Malay was described according to the meaning conveyed by 
the prefix, as the following examples show:
38. (a) moN- with the meaning of ‘become like a... ’ (from Omar, 1986: 106).
(i) /moN-abdi/ [moqabdi]
ACT.PRF-slave




‘become like a stone’










Prefixes which end with nasal consonants, such as /moN-/ and /poN-/, have 
some allomorphs and their distribution depends on the phonological characteristic, 
namely the segment (Omar, 1986; Hassan, 1987; Karim et al., 1989). The nasal 
segments of those prefixes assimilate to the subsequent initial segments of the 
following syllable of a root. Each of these prefixes has six variants: [mo], [man], 
[mom], [mop], [moji] and [moqo]; and [po], [pon], [pom], [pop], [poji] and [porjo]. The 
occurrence of these variants depends on the first consonant of the root to which they 
are attached (Omar, 1986; Hassan, 1987; Karim et al., 1989). In the process of 
combining a root to a prefix, an alternation in some segment, at either prefix or root, 
will occur. As claimed by Malay scholars (e.g.: Hassan, 1974; Omar, 1986; Hassan, 
1987; Karim et al., 1989, 1994; Karim, 1995; Ahmad, 1993), the process of 
combining a prefix to a root can be summarised as follows:
39. mo- and po- before 1, r, m, n, ji and g.
mom- and pom- before p, b, f, v
mon- and pon before t, d, c, cfc
moji- and poji- before c, s
mog- and pog before k, g, h, x, y, w and vowels
moge- and pogo before a monosyllabic base.
It has long been observed that the obstruent voiceless consonants, /p, t, k and 
s/, in Malay affixation are deleted when the consonants are concatenated with nasal 
final prefixes, /poN-/ and /moN-/. Meanwhile, the phonological behaviour of the nasal 
segments in the prefixes is always homorganic to the following consonant of the root. 
Let us consider some relevant examples, below, as cited in Karim et al. (1994). Note
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that this phonological behaviour of nasal segments in prefixes is also found in the 
corpus observed in this study (see Chapter 4, subsection 4.2.1.2).






ACT.PRF-compose ‘to com pose’
d) /mop-sinar/ [mopinar]
ACT.PRF-ray ‘to ray’
From the data above, it is clear that the nasal segment is homorganic with the 
following voiceless consonant of the root. Thus, the descriptive generalization that is 
presented by Karim et al. (1994), above, can be summarized as: the active prefix 
/meN-/ becomes [mom], [mon], [mop] and [mop] when the following consonant is /p/, 
/t/, /k/ or /s/, respectively. Although the examples given fulfil the descriptive rule, they 
may not be able to explain the real process of prefixation in Malay, since there is 
evidence that some voiceless obstruent consonants are not deleted when the 
combining process occurs. This phenomenon of undeleted voiceless obstruents, as 
claimed by scholars in many cases, has been retained. Most of them resort to the same 
solution, which is to treat the phenomenon as somehow exceptional.
The following data from the DBP-UKM corpus provide evidence of this 
phenomenon. The undeleted voiceless obstruents have resulted in nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in surface representations, as in (41). I shall argue later, in Chapter 
4, that the phenomenon treated as exceptional by Malay scholars (e.g.: Omar, 1986; 
Karim, 1995) can be accounted for by constraint-based analysis. The theoretical
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framework of OT offers a way of treating those problematic examples shown in (41) 
without claiming them to be exceptions. That is why OT is superior to other earlier 
approaches as it does not seek simplistic solutions. How OT deals with cases such as 
those in (41), and the same case as exemplified in (9), is discussed in Chapter 4, 
subsection 4.2.1.2.
41. Nasal final prefixes (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
(i) /mog-pakecfc-kan/ [mompakec&kan]
ACT.PRF-package-CAUS.SUF
‘to cause to pack for’
(ii) /morj-kelas-kan/ [moqkolaskan]
ACT.PRF-class-CAUS.SUF
‘to cause to categorise for’
(iii) /moq-kabul-kan/ [moqkabulkan]
ACT.PRF-grant-CAUS.SUF
‘to cause to grant for’
From the above review of Malay morphology scholarship, we see that the type 
of root that prefixes can be attached to is disyllabic roots. Apart from that, the 
aforementioned scholars have also analysed the other type of root that prefixes can be 
attached to, i.e. monosyllabic roots. Note that prefixes can also be attached to 
trisyllabic roots. Since most Malay words contain disyllabic roots (see Figure 4 on p. 
133), the examples given above contain disyllabic roots. In what follows, I present 
how monosyllabic bases were analysed in previous studies.
In Malay, the process of prefixation to monosyllabic roots is somewhat 
different from the one for disyllabic roots. In the process of prefixation to 
monosyllabic roots, the initial voiceless consonants of roots are retained when nasal 
final prefixes are attached. This is in contrast to the process where nasal final prefixes
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are attached to disyllabic roots. As postulated by Malay scholars in rule-based analysis 
(e.g.: Karim et al., 1989: 110; Omar, 1986: 50, 121; Othman, 1981; Hassan, 1987; 
Abas, 1975), /moN-/ becomes [mops] if it is attached to a monosyllabic root. The 
nasal final prefixes /moN-/ and /paN-/ each have only one allomorph, [mops] and 
[pops], respectively.
Scholars using rule-based analysis provide no phonological explanation of 
why /moN-/ should always become [maps] for all monosyllabic roots, while this is not 
the case for disyllabic roots. This unexplained phonological matter will be discussed 
in detail in this study (see Chapter 4, subsection 4.2.1.1). As we shall see in that 
section, how /maN-/ becomes [maps] can be satisfactorily explained within the 
theoretical framework adopted in this study.
In the above literature review, we see that a single prefix is attached to roots. 
Now we shall review Malay scholars’ work in situations where two prefixes are 
attached to a root, the so-called multiple prefixes. In previous studies, there are at least 
two analyses concerning multiple prefixation. These are, by way of example, Omar 
(1986) and Karim et al. (1989). There appears to be some disagreement between 
Omar’s (1986) and Karim et al.’s (1989) views. The two contradicting views, 
regarding the deletion of voiceless obstruents when they concatenate to preceding 
prefixes, can be seen in the grammarians’ analyses.
Omar (1986: 51) claims that a voiceless consonant which has already been 
attached to another prefix cannot be deleted when it is attached to a nasal final prefix, 
in order to maintain the form of the prefix, as can be seen in the examples below:
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42. Multiple prefixes by Omar (1986).









As Omar (ibid.: 8, 51) claims, ft/ in 42(i) has been retained, whereas ftf in 
/tulis/ [me-nulis] is deleted, since [ter-] in 42(i) is a prefix and the remaining [t] will 
maintain the position of /ter-/ as a prefix. The same reason is given for 42(ii) and (iii), 
for [per-kata-kan] and [ke-bumi-jan], respectively.
Karim’s et al. (1989: 84) description, on the other hand, is slightly different 
from Omar’s (1986) in the sense that, according to Karim (ibid.), a voiceless 
consonant must be deleted when it is concatenated to another prefix, as can be seen in 
the examples below:




(ii) /mog-ko-topi-kan/ [mogotopikan] 
ACT.PRF-NOM-side-CAUS.SUF





From the above examples, /k/ in the second prefix in 43(i-iii) is deleted when 
concatenated to nasal final prefixes /mag-/ and /pop-/, respectively, in the same way as 
in single prefixation. In contrast to Omar’s (1986) analysis, !k! in this case should not 
be deleted. Hence, the words in 43(i-iii) become [popkotus], [mopkotopikan] and 
[pspkobumijan]. It is apparent that the difference in the analyses of the grammarians 
has resulted in different outputs.
Reflecting on Karim’s et al. (1989) analysis, Karim maintains that voiceless 
consonants must be deleted when they are attached to another prefix, as can be seen in 
(43). However, Karim et al. (1989) express the same findings as Omar (1986) for the 
words /mon-tor-tawa-kan/ and /mop-por-kata-kan/. The outputs for these words are not 
*[m3-nor-tawa-kan] and *[m9-mor-kata-kan], as postulated in their rule. On this 
matter, Karim et al. (1989: 109) claim that [mon-tor-tawa-kan] is the correct output, 
whereby /t/ is not deleted as it is considered an exception in the language. Meanwhile, 
/mompor-/ in the word [mom-psr-kata-kan] is analysed as one morpheme, therefore it 
cannot be deleted and has to remain as [mompor-]. Obviously, the grammarians are in 
agreement in terms of the spelled words but not in the explanation, in particular why 
[t] and [p] have not undergone the deletion process (Ahmad, 1993). Such analyses are 
weak observationally and lack explanatory adequacy as the voiceless consonants are 
either present, as in [mon-tsr-tawa-kan], or absent, as in [ps-po-bumi-jan].
Besides prefixation, reduplication has also been widely studied by Malay 
scholars, particularly partial reduplication. In rule-based analyses (e.g.: Hassan, 1974; 
Othman, 1981; Omar, 1993; Karim et al., 1994), partial reduplication in Malay is 
defined as a process of copying the initial syllable of the base. I exemplify some
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The definition given by those scholars does not however really explain the 
actual process of partial reduplication, since the process of copying the first syllable of 









RED-hair ‘f in e  body hair’ 




The examples in (45) show that the reduplicant in partial reduplication does 
not derive simply from copying the initial syllable of the base, since the coda 
consonant of the base is not copied into the reduplicant. I therefore suggest that the 
definition needs to be revised in order to explain what exactly is copied from the base 
for both light and heavy initial syllables. In Chapter 5, Section 5 .4 ,1 provide a revised 
version of the copying process involving the reduplicant.
In the following subsection, we see how non-linear autosegmental phonology 
analysis applies in Malay scholars to account for both prefixation and reduplication.
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2.3.2 Non-linear autosegmental phonology
In non-linear autosegmental phonology, Malay scholars i.e. Teoh (1994) and Ahmad 
(2000b) have focused on a particular issue in prefixation and reduplication. The 
process of prefixation to monosyllabic roots has been highlighted in both scholars’ 
analysis. Teoh and Ahmad point out one important generalisation when monosyllabic 
roots are discussed. They point out that Malay is a disyllabic language. When scholars 
describe Malay as a disyllabic language, they mean that words in Malay minimally 
contain two syllables. Therefore, they postulate CV.CVC (Teoh, 1994) and V.CVC 
(Ahmad, 2000b) as templates for monosyllabic roots, since they are minimally 
disyllabic (see Chapter 4, subsection 4.2.1.1). Let us see how those scholars dealt with 
this matter in autosegmental analysis.
46. (a) Teoh (1994) (b) Ahmad (2000b)
1 a p
C V C C V CV C
m ar
C V C  V C V C
a p
In these analyses, both Teoh and Ahmad postulate the above underlying 
representation when a monosyllabic root is attached to a nasal final prefix. From 46(a) 
and (b), we see that a surface monosyllabic root contains two syllables in the 
underlying representation. In my view, the templates proposed by both scholars seem 
to represent a problem in Malay grammar, because a monosyllabic root does not 
emerge as two syllables in the surface form. This claim obviously contradicts the 
present proposal. As I will argue further, in subsection 4.2.1.1, not all words in Malay 
must be disyllabic. That means they can also be monosyllabic. Given this fact about 
Malay, I will argue that a form such as *[o.pam] is not grammatical, since schwa only
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appears when a nasal final prefix is attached to a monosyllabic root. To account for 
this, where words in Malay can also be monosyllabic in size, the idea of MBT
words in Malay.
In addition to the proposed template for monosyllabic roots, Ahmad further 
claims that the VC VC template is able to account for prefix /di+/ with monosyllabic 
bases. He identifies a new output from the analysis. In order to fill the empty V slot, 
the final vowel in the prefix undergoes a process of vowel lengthening. I agree with 
Ahmad in this case where the vowel /i/ in the prefix gets lengthened. As I will claim 
later, in subsection 4.2.1.1, vowel lengthening occurs to satisfy the canonical shape for 
an affix. I briefly illustrate how the vowel in the prefix /di+/ gets lengthened:
47. Vowel lengthening in prefix /di+/ (from Ahmad, 2000b).
On the other hand, in autosegmental analysis (e.g. Ahmad, 2000a), CV strings 
are used to account for the process of partial reduplication in SM. I argue that this CV 
template cannot account for both light and heavy reduplicative morphemes if Perak 
partial reduplication is considered. This is because reduplicative morphemes in PD do 
not only consist of the CV which is found in SM. In PD, CVC is one of the 
reduplicative morphemes, as well as CV. The size of the reduplicative morpheme is 
determined by the final syllable of the base. A base with a closed final syllable forms 
a CVC reduplicative morpheme, while a CV reduplicative morpheme is derived from
regarding words’ minimality is useful to explain the difference in the minimal size of
a a
C V V C V C
cl i p a m [di: pam]
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a base with an open final syllable, as the following examples illustrate, cited in Aripin 
(2005: 171):


























As we can see in (49), the CV template used in autosegmental phonology 
analysis, by Ahmad (2000a), to account for SM reduplication can satisfactorily 
explain CV reduplication. One of the reasons why the proposed CV template matches 
the data is that reduplication in SM only consists of CV elements as the reduplicative 
morpheme. This CV template, however, cannot be used to account for CVC 
reduplicative morphemes, as in 48(b). I will demonstrate in (50) how this CV template 
fails to account for such data in 48(b).
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49. CV reduplication in SM (Ahmad, 2000a).
(a) Underlying representation
C V  C V C V
s u k a
(c) Left-to-right mapping
CV C V C V
s u k a + s u k a
(e) Vowel reduction
CV CVCV
s a  +  s u k a
(b) Repetition of melody
C V CVC V
s u k a + s u k a
(d) Delinking of melody
CV C V C V
suk a + sukajj
00
(1) Surface representation 
CVCVCV
s 3 s u k  a [s3.su.ka]
As can be seen, only consonant and vowel segments are linked into the CV 
template. Segments that cannot be linked into the template are deleted. If data from a 
Malay dialect, i.e. Perak, which consist of CVC reduplicative strings were to be 
considered in the analysis, I am convinced that the above CV template proposed by 
Ahmad (2000a) might have difficulty in capturing reduplication with CVC 
reduplicative morphemes, as in 25(b). I briefly demonstrate below how the CV 
template fails to capture CVC reduplicative morphemes.
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j| jjjjC
p 3 1 a 13 p 3 t a i] + p o1 a ij *[p3-p3taij]
It is apparent from the above representation that the CV template used in 
autosegmental analysis fails to account for CVC reduplicative morphemes. The output 
*[p9-p9taq] derived from the analysis is not the desired output. Like autosegmental 
analysis, other earlier analytical approaches that are ruled-based fail to account for the 
data in 48(b). Based on how reduplication is defined in ruled-based analysis (e.g.: 
Hassan, 1974; Othman, 1981, Omar, 1993; Karim et al., 1994), I too am convinced 
that the data in 48(b) are difficult if not impossible to capture. If the first syllable of 
/potar)/ were copied, we would get the same output, *[p9-p9tag].
Thus, the present study will attempt to provide an analysis which can explain 
all the patterns of partial reduplication, both in SM and in non-standard dialects. As 
we will see in Chapter 5 (Section 5.4), I will argue that OT provides us with the best 
way of analysing and understanding the behaviour of partial reduplication in Malay. 
Given the insights afforded by OT, the two patterns for reduplicative morphemes -  
CV and CVC -  can be accounted for in an adequate explanatory manner if the 
analysis of co-phonology -  different constraint rankings -  is adopted. This can be 
done by proposing that CV and CVC reduplication are associated with distinct, 
construction-specific constraint rankings, whereby the constraint ranking of CV 
reduplication is different from that for CVC reduplication. The analysis of this will be 
presented in further detail in Section 5.4.
50.
C V  CVCVC
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2.3.3 OT
As we have just seen in the previous two subsections, rule-based and non-linear 
approaches have been applied in Malay scholars" works. In this subsection, I am going 
to discuss another approach in phonology i.e. which has also been applied in Malay. 
It is worth mentioning that, there is only work done by Ahmad (2005) who has applied 
OT in accounting for a number morphological and phonological processes i.e. syllable 
structure, suffixation, prefixation and reduplication. In what follows, I am going to 
discuss what has been done in Ahmad’s work concerning prefixation and 
reduplication, as these topics are relevant to the present study.
In prefixation, two adjacent segments i.e. the final consonant o f the prefix and 
the initial consonant of the root raise a number o f issues in the morphological and 
phonological system of the language. The two adjacent segments can pose a problem 
if the combination of them results in the emergence of the prohibited clusters in the 
language i.e. (1) nasal and sonorant and (2) nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters.
Ahmad (2005) discusses the occurrence of nasal and sonorant clusters at 
prefix-root boundary. As was mentioned in Chapter 1, Malay does not permit nasal- 
sonorant clusters in a word. Teoh (1994: 97) says, “Nasal deletion in Malay as the 
phonotactic of the language in general does not allow sonorant clusters even across a 
morpheme boundary”. Nevertheless, there are many instances where nasal and 
sonorant clusters occur in root-intemally in the language as exemplified in (51). As 
was mentioned in Chapter 1, such examples in (51) however, are claimed by Ahmad 
(1989) and Teoh (1994) as non-native words o f Malay.
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In the OT analysis done by Ahmad (2005: 123), nasal and sonorant clusters in 
root-intemally are captured by a constraint named, ROOT CONTIGUITY. By adding 
this constraint in the ranking, candidate with epenthesis or deletion segment cannot be 
chosen as the optimal output. In order to sonorant clusters candidate emerge as the 
winner, ROOT CONTIGUITY must be ranked higher. Therefore, sonorant clusters 
are preserved in root-internally. The following tableau illustrates the case we just 
discussed.
52. Preservation of sonorant clusters root-intemally (from Ahmad 2005: 123)
/lorjlai/ ROOT CONTIG OCP MAX-IOcons
a. ^lorj.laj *
b. lo.laj *! *
c. lo.po.laj *!
Unlike in root-intemally, nasal and sonorant clusters at prefix-root boundary 
are resolved by deleting one of the sonorant segments i.e. the first sonorant consonant 
is deleted. In order to account for the deletion one of the sonorant segments at the 
prefix-root boundary, an important constraint which is required to be added in the 
ranking is OCP. Work like Leben (1973), Goldsmith (1976), McCarthy (1986, 1988), 
Mester (1986), Ito and Mester (1986) and Yip (1988) suggest that the deletion of a
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sonorant consonant before another sonorant consonant must be driven by the OCP, 
which can formally be defined as follows:
53. OCP ([+sonorant, +consonantal])
Adjacent identical [+sonorant, +consonantal] features are prohibited.
As defined above, OCP requires the first sonorant is deleted before another 
sonorant at prefix-root boundary. We see in the following tableau how OCP plays its 
role in deleting the first of the two sonorant clusters at prefix-root boundary:
54. Nasal deletion at prefix-root boundary (from Ahmad 2005: 121)





b. mo.qo.lom.pat *! *
c.^mo.lom.pat * *
As well as nasal and sonorant clusters, there is another clusters discussed by 
Ahmad i.e. nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. In discussing nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in the language, Ahmad (2005) applies *NQ as the constraint which 
plays a crucial role to eliminate the clusters.
The clusters therefore undergo nasal substation. By satisfying this constraint, 
candidate with nasal substitution compels a violation of a faithfulness constraint 
named UNIFORMITY which prohibits two or more input segments from sharing an 
output correspondent (McCarthy & Prince 1995; McCarthy 1995; Lamontagne & Rice 
1995 and Pater 1999, cited in Ahmad 2005: 127).
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55. UNIFORMITY (‘No Coalescence’) (McCarthy and Prince, 1999: 296)
No element of S2 has multiple correspondents in Si.
For x, y e Si and z e S2 : if x R z and y R z, then x=y.
The interaction of *NQ and UNIFORMITY can be seen in the following 











b. mo.pu.kol * *!
c. mo.qo.pu.kol *! *
d.^mo.mu.kol * *
It is clear from the above tableau, candidate (c) has been ruled out earlier as it 
fatally violates the highest constraint in the hierarchy, DEP-IOvow. Candidate (a) 
violates *NQ, as it contains a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent. The 
remaining candidates (b) and (d) are in a tie position and subject to evaluation by the 
next constraint, ALIGN PREFIX. As we can see, both candidates violate ALIGN 
PREFIX because the right edges of the prefixes do not coincide with the right edges of 
both syllables. Since candidate (b) and (d) both violate ALIGN PREFIX, the 
evaluation is now proceed to the next constraint i.e. M A X -IO Cons. Candidate (b) 
which deletes the nasal segment in the prefix incurs this violation. Thus the winner is 
candidate (d).
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55. UNIFORMITY (‘No Coalescence’) (McCarthy and Prince, 1999: 296)
No element of S2 has multiple correspondents in Si.
For x, y e Si and z e S2 : if x R z and y R z, then x=y.
The interaction of *N£ and UNIFORMITY can be seen in the following 











b. mo.pu.kol * *!
c. mo.rp.pu.kol *! *
d.^mo.mu.kol * *
It is clear from the above tableau, candidate (c) has been ruled out earlier as it 
fatally violates the highest constraint in the hierarchy, DEP-IOvow. Candidate (a) 
violates *NQ, as it contains a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent. The 
remaining candidates (b) and (d) are in a tie position and subject to evaluation by the 
next constraint, ALIGN PREFIX. As we can see, both candidates violate ALIGN 
PREFIX because the right edges of the prefixes do not coincide with the right edges of 
both syllables. Since candidate (b) and (d) both violate ALIGN PREFIX, the 
evaluation is now proceed to the next constraint i.e. M A X -IO Cons. Candidate (b) 
which deletes the nasal segment in the prefix incurs this violation. Thus the winner is 
candidate (d).
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We have just discussed prefixation in OT work done by Ahmad. We now 
move on to reduplication. In analysing reduplication, Ahmad has given more attention 
among other issues to root reduplication and overapplication processes to 
reduplicative morphemes. I begin the review of Ahmad’s work with root 
reduplication. There are two types of root have been analysed: (1) root ends with nasal 
consonant and (2) root begins with a vowel. In discussion these roots, Ahmad has 
highlighted a constraint that plays a crucial role i.e. ONSET which is driven by a 
process of glottal epenthesis, nasal assimilation and nasal coalescence.
The ONSET requirement is needed especially when roots begin with vowel are 
reduplicated. In Malay, glottal stop is a default consonant and is always used to break 
up vowel clusters in words. As we see in the tableau in (59), this default consonant is 
inserted to provide an onset to the syllable. Shown below are some of the examples of 
vowel initial roots given by Ahmad:
57. Vowel initial roots (Ahmad 2005: 144)
a) /api/ ‘fire’ [api-?api]
b) /alu/’welcome’ [alu-?alu]
c) /ikot/ ‘follow’ [ikot-?ikot]
In order to account for the root reduplication, R=ROOT has been proposed as 
an important constraint that must be added into the constraint ranking. This constraint 
ensures the reduplicant is identical to the root, as can be defined as follows:
58. R=ROOT
The reduplicant is identical to the base.
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Since onset is highly required in the language, R=ROOT is violated in vowel 
initial roots that have been reduplicated. Since this type of root violates R=ROOT, this 
constraint therefore must be ranked beneath ONSET in order to ensure candidate with 
onset emerge as the optimal. To account for this, the following constraint ranking is 








a) a.pi-a.pi ** i
b) ?a.pi.-?a.pi *! *
c) a.pi.?-a.pi *! *
d)®“a.pi.-?a.pi * *
In Ahmad’s analysis, reduplication is claimed as suffix. Therefore ANCHOR 
RIGHT is the constraint that ensures the relation between the base and the 
reduplicative morpheme. Since candidate (c) is ill-anchored, it therefore has been 
ruled out. In candidate (b), glottal stop is inserted in both, the root and the 
reduplicative morpheme. The insertion of glottal stop in the left position of the root 
and the reduplicative morpheme results in the candidate violates ALIGN LEFT. 
Candidate (a) which does not have glottal stop in both, the root and the reduplicative 
morpheme violates ONSET twice. The later candidate i.e. candidate (d) which only 
violates ONSET once is chosen the optimal output.
The second type of root that Ahmad has analysed is roots end with nasal 
consonant. It is claimed that the final nasal consonant of the root does not undergo 
assimilation and coalescence processes when it is reduplicated. This is shown in the 
following tableau, as cited in Ahmad (2005: 145):
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a) pandaq-pandaq ** *
b) pandam-pandam *! * *
c) panda-mandaq *! *
It is shown in the above tableau that an assimilated and coalesced candidates 
i.e. (b) and (c), respectively violate ALIGN RIGHT. Therefore candidate (a) emerges 
as the optimal output as all the segments in the input are retained in the output.
From the discussion above concerning root reduplication, we note that Ahmad 
only accounts for disyllabic roots. Monosyllabic roots however have been missed in 
his analysis. Can monosyllabic roots be reduplicated as well as disyllabic roots? If so, 
how the process is. This is one of the points that this present study will be focus on 
when reduplication is analysed (see Chapter 5).
Besides roots reduplication, Ahmad has also discussed overapplication 
processes in both reduplicant to base and base to reduplicant. In the review of this 
work however, I will only discuss the latter as it is relevant to the present study. 
Overapplication process in base to reduplicant means that the PHONO-CONS applied 
in the base gives effect to the reduplicant. Before we go further, let us consider the 
examples below:
61. Overapplication process in base to reduplicant (from Ahmad, 2005: 150)
Roots Reduplicated forms
pukol ‘hit’ momukol-mukol *m5mukol-pukol
pandai ‘clever’ mamandai-mandai *m5mandai-pandai
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tari ‘dance’ monari-nari *m§nari-tari
tahan ‘stop’ monahan-nahan *m5nahan-tahan
kutep ‘pick’ moijutep-gutep *m5gutep-kutep
kumpol ‘gather’ mopumpol-qumpol *m5i]umpol-kumpol
sikat ‘comb’ mojiTkat-jiTkat *m§jilkat-sikat
The above examples show that both, the bases and the reduplicative 
morphemes undergo nasal coalescence. The initial voiceless obstruents in the roots 
undergo nasal coalescence when prefixes ended with nasal are attached to them. The 
coalescence form then affects the reduplicant form. This situation as claimed by 
Ahmad as an overapplication process that occurs between base and the reduplicant 
which is caused by IDENT-BR [Nasal] constraint:
62. IDENT-BR [Nasal]
The correspondent segments in the base and the reduplicant must have 
identical values for the feature [nasal].
As we observed in the examples in (61), the reduplicant follows the base 
whereby the reduplicant also undergoes coalescence, as the base is. In other words, the 
reduplicant obeys the base than the root. In this case therefore, IDENT-BR [Nasal] 
should be ranked higher in the hierarchy than R=ROOT. I exemplify the following 
tableau:
63. Overapplication of nasal coalescence Ahmad (Ibid.: 152)










a. mantari-tari *! ***
b. manari-tari * *! **
c.^manari-nari * * **
From the analysis of overapplication process, I agree with Ahmad that the 
copying of the coalesced nasal of the base into the reduplicant is an overapplication 
process. This analysis however, lack of some data which are also involved in 
reduplication. In analysing overapplication process occurs in reduplication, Ahmad 
has merely focused on disyllabic roots. It should be mentioned that monosyllabic roots 
also involve in overapplication process. This can be seen in the word like /pam/ 
‘pump’ —> [maqapam] —> [maqapam-qapam] ‘to pump repeatedly’, not *[maqapam- 
pam] whereby the nasal segment in the prefix is copied into the reduplicant.
As we have seen in the data in (61), the roots begin with voiceless stops. The 
data however have omitted voiced stops initial roots. In my opinion, voiced stop initial 
root is not included in the data is because this type of root is not relevant to the 
analysis as the reduplicant in voiced stop initial root is more faithful to the root rather 
than to the base. For example, the root /basoh/ ‘wash’ becomes [mambasoh], while 
[mambasoh] becomes [mambasoh-basoh] ‘to wash repeatedly’. That is why this type 
o f root has not been discussed in Ahmad. But, it is worth to explain in the analysis 
why the overapplication of nasal coalescence occurs when the root begins with 
voiceless stop, as shown in (61), while roots begins with voiced stop, the 
overapplication is not occurred. This is an important point that Ahmad has missed out.
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The lacking of those data in Ahmad’s analysis therefore will be accounted for 
in this study by offering an appropriate theory which is able to account for those data. 
An important point that this present study will be discussing is why the coalesced 
nasal in (61) is copied into the reduplicant, while the uncoalesced nasal as in 
[mombasoh-basoh] which is not included in the analysis is not copied.
2.3.4 Morpheme-Based Template (MBT)
As we have seen in the above discussion of Malay phonology scholarship, all the 
problems that have been unsatisfactorily explained and have been left unexplained by 
previous scholars will be accounted for in this present study. In order to provide a 
satisfactory analysis, I therefore have chosen MBT which has been developed and 
motivated within OT. As a current theory of prosodic morphology, MBT has not yet 
been applied in any previous Malay studies. This study thus, intends to make use of 
the theory as it highlights a number of essential ideas that are useful to account for 
Malay data.
One of the ideas is, defining the constant shape of prosodic morphemes by 
their morphological category rather than constructing a specific size offers an 
advantage for the Malay data. For example, an earlier study of Malay (Ahmad, 
2000a), which applies autosegmental phonology, proposed that the templatic size of 
reduplicative morphemes should only be CV elements. The proposed size of the 
templatic reduplicative morpheme could, however, only account for the data of SM 
reduplication. If the data of Malay dialects reduplication were to be considered, then 
the templatic size of CV would have difficulty in capturing the whole data for Malay
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reduplication since CVC reduplicative morphemes are found in Malay dialects, as 
illustrated in 48(b).
The idea of word minimality requirements as proposed in MBT is essential to 
account for Malay data. It is important to note that the theory proposes that there is a 
distinction between derived and underived words. These groups of words are not 
subject to the same minimality requirements. This idea is crucial to explain one of the 
points that this thesis will raise up i.e. not all words are subject to the same 
disyllabicity minimality requirements. This is because there seems to be a distinction 
between derived and underived words in Malay, whereby it is acceptable for 
underived words to surface as monosyllabic, while derived words are disyllabic. The 
difference in minimality requirements between derived and underived words, as 
proposed in MBT, will be used in this thesis as the supporting argument to argue 
against the claim made by previous studies (e.g.: Teoh, 1994; Ahmad, 2000b), where 
all words in Malay must at least be disyllabic. This idea proposed by MBT works for 
the Malay data. As can be seen in the following examples, in (64), underived 
monosyllabic words do not contain disyllabicity in their surface representation. For 
example, in monosyllabic underived words such as [pam] ‘pump’, [bom] ‘bomb’, 
[pos] ‘post’ and [mop] ‘mope’, the disyllabicity minimality requirements of the 
language cannot be satisfied unless, when the prefixes are attached, the disyllabicity 
minimality requirements of words can then be satisfied, as can be seen in (65):
64. Underived monosyllabic words (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
(i) /pam/ ‘pump’ [pam] *[a.pam]
(ii) /bom/ ‘bomb’ [bom] *[9.bom]
(iii) /mop/ ‘mope’ [mop] *[o.mop]
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(iv) /lap/ ‘wipe’ [lap] *[3 .1ap]
65. Derived monosyllabic words (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
(i) /m sg-s-kod/ [mo.rp.kod]
ACT.PRF-STEMEX-code ‘to code’
(ii) /m sg-s-pam / [ma.gs.pam]
ACT.PRF-STEMEX-purnp ‘to pump’





ACT.PRF-STEMEX-mope ‘to m ope’
It is apparent from the above examples that the minimality requirements 
between derived and underived words in Malay need to be differentiated. To account 
for this, MBT was chosen to explain the differences that occur between derived and 
underived words, as it is a theory that provides a clear distinction between them.
In this reanalysis study, the new idea, where reduplication is treated as 
compounding, will be investigated by looking at total (66) and affixal (67) 
reduplication, since the reduplicative morphemes in both forms of reduplication tend 
to be more than monosyllabic. I briefly lay out some relevant examples of both forms 
of reduplication obtained from the DBP-UKM corpus to show that the size of the 
reduplicative morphemes is larger than the size required by an affix -  a monosyllable:
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66. Total reduplication (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
Roots Reduplicated words
/kira/‘ count’ [kirn] [kira-kira] ‘ calculation/approximately’
/kanak/ ‘child’ [kana?] [kana?-kana?] ‘children’
/mana/ ‘where’ [mans] [mana-mana] ‘anything’
/undang/ ‘rule’ [undag] [undag-undag] ‘rules’
/cita/ ‘ambition’ [cits] [cita-cita] ‘ambition’
/juara/ ‘champion’ [juara] [juara-juara] ‘champions’
67. Affixal reduplication (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
(i) /ma-mutus-i/ 
ACT.PRF-break-LOC.SUF 
‘to cause to break o f f
(ii) /mag-pukul-i/ 
ACT.PRF-Scold-LOC.SUF 
‘to cause to scold’
(iii) /mag-tekan-i/ 
ACT.PRF-oppress-LOC.SUF 
‘to cause to oppress’
(iv) /mag-susah-i/ 
ACT.PRF-difficult-LOC.SUF 
‘to cause to be difficult’
(v) /mag-puji/ 
ACT.PRF-praise-LOC.SUF 






It is apparent from the above examples that the reduplicative morphemes in 
total and affixal reduplication contain more than one syllable. In both types of 
reduplication, the size of the reduplicative morpheme is disyllabic. Because the size of
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reduplicative morphemes is larger than monosyllabic, I am therefore more inclined to 
agree with the claim that reduplication is a process of compounding. MBT provides a 
good explanation of this whereby reduplicative morphemes in both total and affixal 
are analysed as Prosodic Stems which are required to satisfy MORPHEME 
SYLLABLE-CORRELATION (34). I shall leave this point for further discussion in 
Chapter 5.
2.4 Which constraints are important?
This section discusses the constraints for Malay that are important to account for all 
the issues concerned in prefixation, reduplication and dialect variation. The constraints 
are discussed in two subsections. Subsection 2.4.1 discusses the relevant markedness 
constraints, i.e. *NQ and CRISP-EDGE [a]; subsection 2.4.2 discusses faithfulness 
constraints which are treated in OT under Correspondence theory. This subsection will 
then have four subsections, as follows.
2.4.1 Markedness constraints
2.4.1.1 *N£
Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters seem to be disfavoured in many languages (e.g. 
Indonesia, Javanese, Swahili, Toba Batak, Chamorro, Kaingang and many others, as 
cited in Pater, 1999). Therefore, the occurrence of this cluster in the underlying 
representation undergoes a number of phonological processes, such as post-nasal 
voicing, nasal deletion, denasalization and nasal substitution, as ways to get rid of the
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clusters in the surface representation (Pater, 1999). Therefore, as the formal driving 
force behind those phonological processes, *NC is used as the output constraint for 
such clusters. This constraint is defined as follows:
68. *N£
No nasal/ voiceless obstruent sequences.
As was mentioned in Section 2.2.3, a voiceless obstruent following a nasal is 
less unmarked than a voiced obstruent is. This marked segment of voiceless obstruents 
is avoided in the language by considering a relevant markedness constraint, *NC, 
which ensures that no voiceless obstruent following a nasal occurs in the surface 
representation. This means that *NC plays an important role as a markedness 
constraint in Malay grammar. Markedness constraints govern the form of linguistic 
structures (McCarthy et al., 1999). In OT constraint ranking, if a markedness 
constraint *NC dominates a faithfulness constraint, for example MAX-IO, and no 
constraint dominates *NC, then no *NC-offending structure will appear as a surface 
representation, as in (26). In contrast, if *NQ is dominated by MAX-IO, then an *N£- 
offending structure emerges as a surface representation, as the following examples 
show:
69. (i) /morj-pukul/ *[mompukul]
ACT.PRF-SCOld 
‘to scold’
(ii) /morj-kupas/ * [mogkupas]
ACT.PRF-peel 
‘to peel’




Thus, it is crucial that *NC is ranked higher in a constraint hierarchy of Malay 
grammar in order to avoid a marked structure, i.e. a nasal and voiceless obstruent 
cluster, from emerging as the optimal output. Since a markedness constraint such as 
*NQ only makes sense in OT, this theory seems to be able to explain markedness in 
the language, and particularly why [mo-mukul] is favoured over *[mom-pukul], by 
adopting a system of ranked constraints whereby MARKEDNESS »  
FAITHFULNESS.
The situation in Malay is neither unique nor particularly unusual. It has long 
been observed that, phonetically, a voiceless obstruent following a nasal segment 
tends to cause difficulty for the articulatory system. As Huffman (1993: 310) 
observes, the velum rises very gradually during a voiced stop after a nasal segment 
because the nasal airflow will return to a value typical of plain obstruents during the 
release phase (cited in Pater, 1999). She further claims that the velum rises more 
leisurely for nasal and voiced obstruents than for nasal and voiceless obstruents where 
the velum needs to be raised quickly to produce a voiceless obstruent following a 
nasal segment.
In Pater’s (1999) study of nasal substitution in Austronesian languages like 
Chamorro (Topping, 1973), Malagasy (Dziwirek, 1989), Indonesian including 
Javanese, and in several African languages (Rosenthall 1989: 50), it is shown how 
crucial *NQ is to disallowing nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters between a nasal 
final prefix and the initial consonant of a base. Therefore, in Indonesian for example, 
such an output yields [momilih] from the input /moN+pilih/ because of the 
coalescence of segments (Pater, 1996: 6; Lapoliwa, 1981: 111). The following 
tableau, by Pater (1999), exemplifies the analysis of a sequence of nasal and voiceless
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obstruent in Indonesian for the word /moN+pilih/. In the tableau, we can see how the 
*NQ constraint prevents the sequence from emerging in the output.







































a .^m om nilih *
b .m am ^ilih *!
c. m3pip2ilih *!
d. m am ^ ilih *!
e. m9p2ilih *!
f. m3qi9p2ilih *!
In the above tableau, the failed candidate (f) is ruled out, as it incurs a fatal 
violation of DEP-IO, which is the highest constraint in the hierarchy. Candidate (c) 
violates IDENT-IO [Nasal] since the nasal segment of the prefix in the input is 
replaced by [p] in the output, whereas the constraint requires that the output segment 
must be identical to the segment in the input, which is nasal. Deleting one of the 
segments in the output results in candidate (e) violating MAX-IO. The IDENT 
[ObsVce] constraint requires that correspondent obstruents be identical in their 
specification for voice. Therefore, candidate (d) is non-optimal, since the voiceless 
obstruent /p/ in the input is replaced by the voiced obstruent [b] in the output. 
Candidate (b), with no nasal substitution, obeys LINEARITY. However, the 
obedience to this constraint is not significant because it is ranked beneath *NQ. 
Therefore, candidate (a), with nasal substitution, is the optimal candidate because this 
candidate only violates the latter. Hence, the constraint ranking in Indonesian is as
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follows: DEP-IO, IDENT-IO [Nasal], MAX-IO »  ROOT LIN »  IDENT [ObsVce] 
»  *Ng »  LINEARITY.
Now I am going to show that Malay is another language that does not allow 
nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in the surface representation. Nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters in the underlying representation in Malay are therefore 
regularly resolved by nasal substitution, as in Indonesian. Thus, the constraint *NC, 
which bans nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences, as used by Pater (1999) in 
analysing nasal substitution in Indonesian, will also be used to analyse nasal 
substitution in Malay. How *NC plays its role in satisfying the phonological rules of 
the language will be demonstrated in Chapter 4.
In discussing nasal substitution in Austronesian languages, Pater (1996: 326) 
also points out that the fricative consonant /s/, following a nasal segment in 
Austronesian languages, such as Chamorro, Indonesian and Javanese, undergoes nasal 
substitution; /s/ as the initial consonant of a base alternates to nasal palatal /p/, as the 
following examples show:
71. Nasal substitution in Indonesian, Chamorro and Javanese (from Pater, 1999).
/moN+sapu/ [mojiapu] ‘to sweep’ -  Indonesian.
/man+saga/ [majiaga] ‘to stay’ -  Chamorro. (Topping, 1973: 50)
/N+sambuq/ [pambuq] ‘to connect’ -  Javanese. (Poedjosoedarmo, 1982:
51)
The situation in Chamorro, Indonesian and Javanese shown above occurs in 
Malay as well. Observations from the corpus data show that for bases with initial
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fricative consonant /s/, nasals of the prefixes attached to them would alternate to [p]. I 
lay out some of the examples from the corpus as evidence:









Despite the success of *NQ in eliminating nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters, in this thesis I will argue for a reanalysis of prefixation based on the evidence 
from the DBP-UKM corpus. As has been analysed by Malay scholars, in the process 
of prefixation to nasal final prefixes and voiceless obstruents, nasal substitution 
occurs. However, it is important to note that, in some Malay prefixed words, voiceless 
obstruents do not undergo nasal substitution, as shown in (41).
In optimality ranking, if voiceless-obstruent nasal substitution was to emerge 
as the optimal output, then *NC must outrank any relevant faithfulness constraints. 
The converse state occurs if voiceless obstruents fail to undergo nasal substitution, as 
in (41). As was mentioned in Section 2.2.3, there are two families of constraints in 
OT: Faithfulness and Markedness. Because voiceless obstruents are retained, a 
relevant faithfulness constraint must be ranked higher than a markedness constraint, 
*NQ. If this were to apply, a candidate without nasal substitution would be optimal. 
The interaction between these two constraints’ rankings will generally determine the 
optimal output of a language, i.e. whether to choose to eliminate nasal and voiceless
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obstruent clusters or not. In this regard, faithfulness constraints should be ranked 
above *NC since nasal substitution does not occur in (41), these are repeated in (73), 
below, for convenience. While other prefixed words undergo nasal substitution, *NQ 
is ranked above faithfulness constraints. This means we will have more than one 
constraint ranking to account for prefixation, since prefixed words in Malay have two 
patterns in the surface representation whereby one allows the occurrence of nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters and the other does not.
73. Nasal final prefixes (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
(i) /moq-pakec^-kan/ [mompakec^kan]
ACT.PRF-package-CAUS.SUF
‘to cause to pack for’
(ii) /moq-kelas-kan/ [moqkolaskan]
ACT.PRF-class-CAUS.SUF
‘to cause to categorise for’
(iii) /moq-kabul-kan/ [moqkabulkan]
ACT.PRF-grant-CAUS.SUF
‘to cause to grant for’
From the case presented in (73), I will claim in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2) that the 
occurrence of nasal-voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures is due to non­
native words. Since they are non-native, they cannot be analyzed as though following 
the same process as native words, and therefore nasal-voiceless obstruent clusters 
occur.
Although it has been claimed in previous studies (e.g. Hassan, 1974; Omar, 
1986; Hassan, 1987; Karim et al., 1989, 1994; Karim, 1995; Ahmad, 1993) that nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters are not allowed to be present in the surface form, in 
some cases the clusters still emerge, as in (73), above. This thesis will thus argue that
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Malay has a co-existent grammar which means that *NQ is closely obeyed in one of 
the sub-grammars, but not in the other.
It is important to note that such a situation also arises in Japanese vocabulary. 
Due to some reasons of assimilation, the lexicon in Japanese has been partitioned into 
four strata: native (Yamato), established loans, assimilated foreign and unassimilated 
foreign, as Figure 1 illustrates:
Figure 1: The Lexical Strata in Japanese Vocabulary
Lexicon
Sublexicon-1 Sublexicon-2 Sublexicon-3 Sublexicon-4
Native Established Assimilated Unassimilated
Loans foreign foreign
All the lexical strata categorised above are analysed according to the following 
constraints (see Table 3), which claim to operate in the phonological lexicon of 
Japanese (Ito and Mester, 1999b, cited in McCarthy, 2004: 554).
Table 3: Constraints operating in Japanese vocabulary
a) SyllStruc Syllable structure constraints.
b) NoVoicedGem
(NO-DD)
No voiced obstruent geminates (*bb, *dd, *gg, etc.)
c) NoVoicelessLab
(NO-P)
No singleton-p: a constraint against non-geminate 
[pi
d) NoNas Voiceless 
(NO-NT)
Post-nasal obstruent must be voiced (*nt, *mp, qk).
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In the Japanese phonological system, a syllable is controlled by a set of 
syllable structure constraints which include, among others, (1) * Complex where the 
language does not allow any complex onsets or codas in a syllable, and (2) Coda 
Condition, by limiting codas to place-linked consonants or segments without 
consonantal place (=nasal glide N) (cited in McCarthy, 2004: 555). In the 
phonological system of Japanese, voiceless obstruents can be geminate, for example 
ok-kakeru, ot-tsuku and tsut-tatsu. In contrast, if the consonant is a voiced obstruent, 
then the result is not a geminate but rather a cluster of homorganic nasal and voiced 
obstruents (ibid.). A constraint which plays an active role against voiced geminates is 
NoVoicedGem (NO-DD), as in (b). The third constraint, which is operative in the 
phonological lexicon of Japanese, is NoVoicelessLab (NO-P). This constraint states 
that voiceless labial /p/ must not appear as a singleton *[p]. Since there is a restriction 
preventing voiceless labials surfacing as singleton-p, this consonant appears as a 
voiceless labial geminate [pp], for example:
74. (a) ma-prefixation (from Ito and Mester, 1999b).
hiruma ‘daytime’ map-piruma ‘broad daylight’
hadaka ‘naked’ map-padaka ‘stark naked’
(b) Verbal root compounding (from Ito and Mester, 1999b):
hik- ‘pull’ har- ‘stretch’ hip-paru ‘pull strongly’
tsuk- ‘stab’ hatfir- ‘run’ tsup-pafiru ‘dash, race’
In the analysis, Ito and Mester (1999b) claim that the native vocabulary of 
Japanese (Yamato) strongly obeys all the above constraints, while other lexical strata, 
Sino-Japanese, Assimilated Foreign and Unassimilated Foreign, violate one or more
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of them. In short, obedience to the four constraints in Yamato shows that those 
constraints are active in the phonological lexicon of Japanese, while the other three 
lexical strata, which do not fully obey the constraints, clearly show that they are non­
native vocabulary. Therefore, they cannot obey all the constraints in the same way that 
native words do. For example, *NT is violated in the vocabulary of Japanese where 
the post-nasal obstruent is a voiceless obstruent, as in [siNtai], because this incurs 
violation of NoNas Voiceless (NO-NT). Since Japanese loanwords behave differently 
from native words, Ito and Mester proposed different lexical strata to account for the 
different obedience of constraints by native and loanwords. The following table shows 
the degree of obedience of the constraints in every stratified lexicon, as cited in Ito 
and Mester (ibid.).
Table 4: The degree of obedience to active constraints for native and other 
lexicon strata in the vocabulary of Japanese
Lexical strata SYLLSTRUC NO-DD NO-P NO-NT
Yamato V V V V
Sino-Japanese V V V violated
Assimilated
Foreign
V V violated Violated
Unassimilated
Foreign
V violated violated violated
The situation above occurs in Malay prefixation as well. Observations from the 
corpus data show that this phonological restriction of disallowing nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters is obeyed, and thus *NQ can be satisfied. Although Malay 
disfavours the occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in surface 
representation, there are counter-examples which violate *N£. As shown in the
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examples in (41) and repeated in (73), the constraint cannot somehow be neatly 
satisfied in the language. Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in the examples below 
have not undergone nasal substitution, as is regularly applied in the language to 
eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters from emerging in the surface 
representation.
The phenomenon that occurs in Malay prefixation might possibly be accounted 
for by applying Ito and Mester’s ideas on lexical strata in Japanese vocabulary. This is 
because their analysis clearly shows the distinction between native and loanwords in 
applying some of the phonological rules postulated in the language. As Ito and Mester 
(1999b, cited in McCarthy, 2004) demonstrate in their analysis, native words 
(Yamato) obey all the constraints, while loanwords violate some of them. The same 
goes for the Malay prefixation data. The surface representations without nasal 
substitution are loanwords, hence they violate the *N£ constraint, while others with 
nasal substitution are native. If Malay lexical items were ranked differently, according 
to the etymology of the words (native or loanwords) as in Japanese, I am sure we 
would get a better account of prefixation. Hence this idea will be demonstrated in the 
present analysis, based on evidence from the DBP-UKM corpus database. Therefore, 
it is suggested here that a reanalysis of prefixation should employ the OT analysis 
proposed by Ito and Mester (1993), in order to handle the problem that occurs in the 
language. We will then see that, by applying the idea of the analysis of lexical strata in 
the Japanese vocabulary to the Malay data, this would probably resolve the problem of 
why the *NQ constraint cannot be satisfied in some prefixed Malay words. The 
proposed analysis of different lexical strata to account for the issue of assimilation in 
Japanese vocabulary is interesting as the analysis could only be expressed within OT 
(Ito and Mester, cited in Roca, 1997). The differences in the phonological process that
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occur in prefixation can be clearly shown in the same set of constraints, though 
differing in ranking hierarchy. This analysis is discussed at length in the prefixation 
chapter, Chapter 4, of this thesis.
2.4.1.2 CRISP-EDGE [a]
Another constraint, which is also crucial, is CRISP-EDGE. CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] 
requires that no element belonging to a Prosodic Word is linked to a prosodic category 
external to that prosodic word (Pater, 2001), as defined in (75), below:
75. CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] (adapted from Pater, 2001).
No element belonging to a Prosodic Word may be linked to a prosodic 
category external to that Prosodic Word.
In Pater’s (2001) analysis of Austronesian nasal substitution revisited, he 
shows how CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] cannot prevent voiced obstruents from undergoing 
nasal substitution. A nasal preceding a voiced obstruent undergoes nasal assimilation 
instead of nasal substitution. Thus, CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] is crucial in ruling out the 
assimilated nasal from the following voiced obstruent. Pater claims that the interaction 
of CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] »  IDENT [PHAREXP],13 is able to produce voiceless and 
voiced obstruent nasal substitution, as demonstrated by Pater (2001: 176) in the 
following tableaux:
13 The IDENT [PHAREXP] constraint is discussed in subsection 2.4.2.4.
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a .^ M ^ *
b. M1B2 *!





a .^ P i2 *
b. M iP2 *!
By considering CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] in the above constraint ranking, it is seen 
that voiceless and voiced obstruents can undergo nasal substitution. This analysis 
seems crucial to the present study, particularly when nasal substitution in the three 
dialects of Malay (i.e. Perak, Kelantan and NS) is being discussed, since voiced 
obstruents following nasals can also undergo nasal substitution, for example in the 
PD, as exemplified in (77):










In the above tableaux, as illustrated by Pater, CRISP-EDGE [PRWD] will most 
likely be able to account for the voiced obstruents nasal substitution that occurs in 
some dialects of Malay, since this constraint would permit both voiceless and voiced 
obstruents to undergo nasal substitution. To offer a better account for the Malay data, 
including SM and its dialects, presumably CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] would pose a problem 
if it were to be applied in the analysis. This constraint does though have its own 
advantage as it allows voiced obstruents to undergo nasal substitution, as illustrated in 
(76). However, if we refer to the requirement of the constraints, voiceless obstruents 
follow nasals root-internally, for example /sampan/, ‘small boat’, would have to 
undergo nasal substitution as well and the output would be *[saman] and not 
[sampan], because both segments are within the same prosodic word. There is no 
element in the word linked to the prosodic category external to that prosodic word.
The lack of nasal substitution root-internally prevents CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] 
from being satisfied. This will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. From this, I 
will then suggest another constraint of CRISP-EDGE, i.e. CRISP-EDGE [a] in (78), 
which I think might fit the whole dataset of Malay dialects. In the discussion of this, I 
will demonstrate how CRISP-EDGE [cr] is able to account for voiceless obstruents 
following nasals in both morphological domains: prefix juncture and root-internally.
78. CRISP-EDGE [a]
No element belonging to a syllable may be linked to the adjacent syllable.
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2.4.2 Correspondence theory
This section discusses some of the important faithfulness constraints that are used to 
analyse prefixation, reduplication and dialect variation. As stated in McCarthy (2008: 
195), a faithfulness constraint assigns its violation based on disparities between the 
input and the output. Constraints of faithfulness require that output be as close as 
possible to input. Any input-output (henceforth I-O) disparity indicates a violation of 
the constraints. Besides the 1-0 relation, a faithfulness constraint also assigns its 
violation to any disparities between the base and the reduplicant (henceforth B-R) 
(McCarthy, 2008). The B-R relation occurs in reduplication where the constraints of 
reduplicative identity demand that the reduplicant be similar to the base. In OT, the 
relation between these two representations, 1-0 and B-R, is treated under 
Correspondence theory (McCarthy and Prince, 1995). Correspondence theory 
provides a general framework for defining faithfulness constraints (McCarthy and 
Prince, 1995, 1999, cited in McCarthy, 2008: 195). This theory proposes that each 
candidate supplied by GEN includes an output representation and a relation between 
the input and the output (ibid.). This is called the correspondence relation and is 
conventionally indicated by iK. The formal definition of Correspondence theory is 
given below:
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79. Correspondence theory (McCarthy and Prince, 1995: 262).
Given two strings Si and S2, correspondence is the relation 91 between the 
elements of Sj to those of S2 . Elements14 aeSi and |3eS2, are referred to as 
correspondents of one another when cdRp.
In addition to the basic faithfulness constraints listed in (20) in subsection 
2.2.3, there are other relevant constraints on correspondence elements, such as 
UNIFORMITY, INTEGRITY, ANCHOR and IDENT [PHAREXP]. The scope of 
these constraints is limited to a particular position such as the root, edge of a 
morpheme, word or morpheme internal position. In this study, there are four relevant 
faithfulness constraints which are important for analysing the issues concerned in 
prefixation, reduplication and dialect variation. The four constraints are: 
UNIFORMITY-ROOT, EDGE-INTEGRITY, ANCHOR RIGHT-BR and IDENT 
[PHAREXP]. The following subsections discuss all four faithfulness constraints 
briefly as they will become important to the exposition.
2.4.2.1 UNIFORMITY-ROOT
As mentioned in subsection 1.3.1, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are allowed 
root-internally. As exemplified in (5), nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters within 
roots are not resolved by nasal substitution, as regularly applied in the language. 
Harmonic nasals are applied instead.
14 The ‘elements’ used here refers to segments, higher-order units o f  prosodic structure such as moras, 
syllables, feet, heads o f  feet, tones and distinctive features or feature nodes (McCarthy and Prince, 
1995).
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This blocking of nasal substitution also occurs in one of the Austronesian 
languages, i.e. in Indonesian. Indonesian has the same phonological requirements as 
Malay which bans nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters from occurring in the surface 
representation, however it does not ban the clusters root-internally. Let us observe the 
examples below, from Indonesian.





The blocking of nasal substitution within the roots in Indonesian has been 
accounted for by Pater (2001) who proposes a general ranking schema for the non­
application of a phonological process within a root:
81. Non-application of a phonological process within a root.
Root-faithfulness »  Markedness »  Faithfulness
By applying the general ranking schema above, nasal substitution continues to 
apply at prefix junctures, but not within roots (Pater, 2001). Thus, the relevant 
faithfulness constraint to account for this is UNIFORMITY, and the root faithfulness 
constraint is UNIFORMITY-ROOT, as defined in (82) and (83), respectively:
82. UNIFORMITY (‘No Coalescence’) (McCarthy and Prince, 1999: 296).
No element of S2 has multiple correspondents in Si.
For x, y e Si and z e S2 : if x R z and y R z, then x=y.
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83. UNIFORMITY-ROOT
The output reflects the precedence structure of the input segments of the roots, 
and vice versa.






This analysis proposed by Pater, of the non-application of nasal substitution 
within a root, will also be applied to Malay, since the phonological process is also 
blocked within a root in Malay. How the blocking of nasal substitution within roots 
can be accounted for, as in Indonesian, will be presented in Chapter 6, subsection 
6.3.1.
2.4.2.2 EDGE-INTEGRITY
As demonstrated in (12) (see Chapter 1, subsection 1.3.1), we note that nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-prefix junctures in Malay are not entirely 
resolved by nasal substitution. This phonological process is applied only for nominal 
multiple prefixes /porj+por/, but not for verbal prefixes /mom+por/. My assumption for 
why nasal substitution is blocked in /msm+psr/ might be due to non-phonological 
factors, since a nasal and voiceless obstruent sequence is there. I believe that there 
must be a reason why nasal substitution fails to apply in /mom+por/. For this, see my 
discussion in section 4.3.
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In this study, I propose that the occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters at the surface representation in verbal multiple prefixes is due to a constraint 
requiring the integrity of the morphological constituent. In other words, the 
application of nasal substitution in multiple prefixation is mainly determined by the 
morphological input rather than the phonological input. This constraint, EDGE- 
INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince, 1995), ensures that morpheme boundaries 
coincide with syllable boundaries, as defined in (68):
85. EDGE INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince, 1995).
Edge segments in the input preserve their segments at the edge of the 
corresponding prosodic structure.
It is worth knowing how this morphological constraint is used to account for 
other issues or problems in other languages. Consonant copying in the Jeju dialect of 
Korean is one example showing how important the constraint, EDGE INTEGRITY, is 
in preserving the edge segments of a morphological unit in the underlying positions 
with their edge of a corresponding prosodic structure. Consonant copying in the Jeju 
dialect occurs at ...C )Prwd (V...., as in prefix-stems,15 compound words and across 
words in phrases, as the following examples taken from Kang (to appear) illustrate:
86. (a) Consonant copying between prefix-stern.
(i) /hoth ipul/ hot.t’i.pul-hon.ni.pul Thin comforter’
(ii) /hoth os/ hot.t’ot Thin clothes’
(iii) /chos atol/ ch9t.t’a.tol The first son’
15 In the Jeju dialect, prefixes and suffixes form their own prosodic words (see Kang: ibid.).
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(b) Consonant copying in compounds
(i) /cicip ai/ ‘female child’ ci.cip.p’a.i ‘girl’
(ii) /kacuk os/ ‘leather clothes’ ka.cik.k’ot. ‘leather clothes’
(iii) /pitan os/ ‘silk clothes’ pi.tan.not ‘silk clothes’
(iv) /mul ankjog/ ‘water glasses’ mul.lan.kjog ‘goggles’
(c) Consonant copying across words in phrases
(i) /nun otuk-on/ nun no.tu.kon ‘the eyesight is not good’
eye dark-Inf.
(ii) /tap al-an/ tap.p’a.ran ‘knowing the answer’
answer know-Inf
As illustrated in the above examples, initial vowel morphemes satisfy their 
onset requirement by copying the preceding consonants. Kang proposes that 
‘ consonant copy is insertion o f a root node to the onset o f  the prosodic word initial 
vowel with additional featural copy from the preceding consonant at the prosodic 
word juncture \ This is illustrated in the following diagram:
In the analysis, Kang claims that the consonant preceding the initial vowel of 
the following prosodic word is copied is due to EDGE INTEGRITY. Since a 
consonant is inserted before the initial vowel prosodic stem, so DEP-IO is ranked low
87.
PrWdC.. V C)(CV ... )prwd [in which C represents a copied root]
[F]
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in order to allow the copying of the consonant to occur. The following tableau is 
presented in Kang to explain the situation.
88 .





/I A  A





g o  a
^  A  A




A  1o a a
^  A  K
[ k a c  u k ][o  t]
*!
The failed candidate (c) violates the higher-ranked constraint, ONSET, since 
there is no consonant copy in the onset position. In order to obey the higher constraint, 
ONSET, candidates (a) and (b) both violate STEML and EDGE INTEGRITY since 
the left edge of /os/ is disrupted by another segment in the surface representation. The 
double linking of consonant [k] in the ambisyllabic representation in candidate (a) 
results in the candidate violating STEMR. As claimed by Kang, the evaluation above 
is important, particularly the role played by the crisp alignment constraints. He claims 
further that the right edge of a morphological unit is often disrupted due to ONSET
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satisfaction. When ONSET is satisfied by a copied segment, the crisp alignment 
requirement at the right edge emerges (Kang, to appear).
2.4.2.3 ANCHORING-BR
As pointed out above, reduplication is one of the topics that this thesis will be 
discussing. Like previous scholars (e.g.: Omar, 1993; Hassan, 1974; Othman, 1981, 
1983; Abas, 1975; Che Kob, 1981; Karim et al., 1994; and many others), we will be 
focusing on partial reduplication as it is the most complex type of reduplication. 
Taking this into consideration, partial reduplication in the PD of Malay will be 
examined as well as SM.
As we saw in the preceding chapter, reduplicative morphemes in SM partial 
reduplication consist of CV elements. In PD, the reduplicative morpheme consists of 
both CV and CVC elements, as exemplified in the following examples, taken from 
Ahmad (1991):
89. (a) CV reduplicative morphemes in Perak.
(i) /buda?/ ‘child’ [buda?]
(ii) /corita/ ‘story’ [corita]
(iii) /kacfei/ ‘to study’ [kac^i]
(iv) /kira/ ‘to estimate’ [kers]
(v) /dulu/ Tong ago’ [dulu]
[bo-buda?]
RED-child ‘all kinds of children’ 
[co-corita]
RED-story ‘all kinds of stories’ 
[ko-kaciji]
RED-to study ‘to study repeatedly’ 
[ko-kere]
RED-estimate ‘by my estimate’ 
[do-dulu]
RED-long ago ‘very long ago’
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(b) CVC reduplicative morphemes in Perak.
(i) /patarj/ ‘evening’ [potag[
(ii) /(^arag/ ‘seldom’ [cfeairag]
(iii) /barag/ ‘thing’ [bairag]
(iv) /sikit/ ‘a little’ [siket]
(v) /gelap/ ‘dark’ [gslap]
(vi) /buda?/ ‘child’ [buda?]
[pom-potag]
RED-evening ‘every evening’ 
[(feop-c^aKag]
RED-seldom ‘very seldom ’
[bog-bairag]
RED-thing ‘all kinds o f things’ 
[so?-siket]
RED-a little ‘very little’ 
[go?-golap]
RED-dark ‘very dark’ 
[bo?-buda?]
RED-child ‘all kinds o f  children’
Observe, in 89(b), that the PD has two different copying processes of CVC 
reduplicative morphemes, depending on what the final consonant of the base is. The 
difference in the copying process is on the second C of the reduplicative morpheme 
where it is based on the final consonant of the base. When the base ends with a glottal 
stop, the first C in the reduplicative morpheme is copied from the initial consonant of 
the base, while the second C copies the final consonant of the base. When the base 
ends with a nasal segment, this segment is copied into the final C in the reduplicative 
morpheme. As the copied nasal segment occupying the coda position of a syllable, the 
segment must be homorganic to the following onset consonant in the base. The nasal 
segment becomes [m], [n] or [g] if the following consonant is [p, b], [t, d] or [k, g], 
respectively. The two groups of data below represent the two copying processes of 
CVC reduplicative morphemes in Perak just mentioned:
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90. (a) Bases ending with a glottal stop.
(i) /tembak/ ‘shoot’ [temba?]
(ii) /budak/ ‘child’ [buda?]
(iii) /kotfe?/ ‘small’ [kotfe?]
(iv) /siket/ ‘a little’ [sike?]






RED-small ‘very small’ 
rs9?-sike?l
RED-a little ‘very little’
(i) /pgtar)/ ‘evening’ [pgm-pgtarj]
RED-evening ‘every evening’
(ii) /bawar)/ ‘onion’ fbom-bawanl
RED-onion ‘all kinds o f  onions’
(iii) /kawan/ ‘friend’ [kon-kawan]
RED-friend ‘friends’
(iv) /baKarj/ ‘thing’ [boq-baKaq]
RED-thing ‘all kinds of things’
The two faithfulness constraints discussed so far are important in accounting 
for nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in the language. This subsection will discuss 
the next faithfulness constraint which is crucial in accounting for partial reduplication 
in Malay, i.e. ANCHORING-BR. Before showing why ANCHORING-BR is crucial 
to partial reduplication, I will explain what it is.
ANCHORING requires correspondence between two major landmarks in the 
base and reduplicant. These segments, base and reduplicant, must be at the left or right 
edge (Kager, 1999: 213). This requirement is stated in constraint format in (91):
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91. ANCHORING-BR (Kager, 1999: 213)
Correspondence preserves alignment in the following sense: the left (right) 
peripheral element of R corresponds to the left (right) peripheral element of B, 
if R is to the left (right) of B.
ANCHORING-BR has been an important constraint for Diyari, Kinande and 
Samoan reduplication to account for reduplicative prefixes, suffixes and infixes, 
respectively. This constraint ensures the left edge of the reduplicant (in the case of a 
reduplicative prefix) corresponds to the left edge of base. Let us consider the 
following examples from each language:





The following correspondence diagrams demonstrate the obedience of 
ANCHORING-BR in the three languages, Diyari, Kinande and Samoan, as 
exemplified in Kager (1999: 212):
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As we see in 93(a) above, the leftmost segment in the reduplicative prefix 
[t’ilpa] in Diyari corresponds to the leftmost segment [thlparku] in the base.
Meanwhile, in Kinande, the rightmost segment [gulu] in the reduplicative suffix
corresponds to the rightmost segment [ku-gulu] in the base, as in 93(b). The leftmost 
segment [lo] in the reduplicant in the reduplicative infix in Samoan, in 93(c), 
corresponds to the leftmost segment in the base [lofa].
This constraint seems useful to account for Malay partial reduplication which 
has two patterns of reduplicative morphemes: CV and CVC. The role of 
ANCHORING-BR becomes more important when CVC reduplicative morphemes are 
analysed, since the rightmost segment in the reduplicant must correspond to the 
rightmost segment in the base, as demonstrated in (94). Thus, the relevant constraint is 
ANCHOR RIGHT-BR. Therefore, I will make use of this constraint to analyse CV 
and CVC reduplicative morphemes in Malay partial reduplication, and these will be 
discussed further in Chapter 5, Section 5.4.
94. Correspondence diagram for ANCHOR RIGHT-BR.
b a ? -  R
b u d a V B
So far all the examples above, from Diyari, Kinande and Samoan, show the 
obedience of ANCHORING-BR. Now, I will show that this constraint can also be 
violated. As stated in Kager (1999: 213), ANCHORING-BR is a violable constraint. 
Perfective reduplication in Sanskrit is a good example of ANCHORING-BR violation. 
A reduplicant in Sanskrit simplifies the complex onset of the base by dropping the 
initial consonant of the cluster, /sk/ - [k] and /st/ - [t]. Here are the examples:
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95. Sanskrit perfective reduplication (Kager, 1999: 213).
a) ka-skanda-a ‘leap’
b) ta-stambah-a ‘prop’
Due to onset simplification in perfective reduplication in Sanskrit, the leftmost 
segment in the base fails to correspond to the leftmost segment in the reduplicant. The 
following correspondence diagram gives a better picture of this violation.
96. Correspondence diagram for violation of ANCHORING-BR in Sanskrit (from 
Kager, 1999: 213).
k i R
s k a n d a-a B
We saw in (94) that ANCHORING-BR is obeyed in CVC reduplication in 
Malay. This constraint is however violated in CV reduplicative morphemes. The 
following correspondence diagram illustrates this violation:
97. Correspondence diagram for the violation of ANCHOR RIGHT-BR in Malay.
b a- R
b u d a ?  B
2.4.2.4 IDENT [PHAREXP]
From Section 2.3 of the literature review in Chapter 2, we know that nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters have received much attention. However, because it is rare, 
it can be said that little attention has been paid in the literature to nasal substitution in
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voiced obstruents. In my search of the relevant literature, Pater’s analysis (2001) of 
Austronesian nasal substitution revisited discusses the issue pointed out above. By 
giving examples from Muna, he posits a constraint, IDENT [PHAREXP], which 
specifically blocks voiced obstruents from undergoing nasal substitution.
98. IDENT [PHAREXP] (Pater, 2001).
Correspondent segments have identical values for the feature [PHAREXP]. If 
aRp and a is [y PHAREXP], then p is [y PHAREXP].
In Muna, -um- appears as an infix with consonant initial roots, as exemplified 
in 99(a) (Pater, 2001: 163). It does not however appear as an infix if the initial 
consonant of the root is a labial consonant, as exemplified in 99(b), since the language 
has a phonotactic constraint that bans multiple labials in a root (Pater, 2001: 166). For 
a root beginning with initial labial consonants, the vowel and nasal segment in the 
infix are deleted, as can be seen in 99(b). If the labial consonant is voiceless, deletion 
of the vowel occurs and nasal substitution then follows (Pater, 2001: 164).


















Now we see that -um- will only surface as infixation if the consonant-initial 
roots are not labial consonants. As shown in the examples above in 99(a), -um- would 
be infixed after the first consonant of the root, as in [dumadi], [gumaa], [rumende] and 
[sumolo], where the infix is italicised. In the examples in 99(b), the two types of 
consonant-initial roots, voiceless-labial and voiced-labial, undergo different processes. 
When the root-initial is a voiceless-labial, the vowel is deleted, while the two adjacent 
segments, nasal and voiceless labials, undergo nasal substitution; e.g., /um+pili/ 
‘choose’ —> [mili] and /um+futaa/ ‘laugh’ —> [mutaa]. However, if the root-initial 
consonant is a voiced labial, only the vowel and nasal segment are deleted with no 
nasal substitution, such as in /um+baru/ ‘happy’ —> [baru] and /um+6ala/ ‘big’ —> 
[bala].
According to Pater (2001), in order to satisfy the phonotactic constraint of the 
language, where multiple labials are not permitted, *PL/LAB is crucial in banning 
such multiple labials from emerging on the surface. As -um- does not appear as an 
infix in one of the labial-initial roots that is a voiceless labial, then *PL/LAB2 must be 
ranked above MAX-IO and UNIFORM, as shown below:
100. *PL/LAB2»  MAX-IO »  UNIFORM (adapted from Pater, 2001: 167).
/umi+p2ili/ *PL/LAB" MAX-IO UNIFORM
a. p2umiili *!
b. p2ili *!
c .^ m ^ ili *
On the other hand, to account for the root-initial voiced labial consonant, 
IDENT [PHAREXP] is used to explain the blocking of any fusion between the nasal 
and the voiced labial obstruent (Pater, 2001: 169).
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101. PL/LAB2 »  IDENT [PHAREXP] »  MAX-IO »  UNIFORM





c. m^aru *! *
We noted that IDENT [PHAREXP] is a constraint that blocks a voiced 
obstruent from undergoing nasal substitution. This constraint is useful to account for 
nasal substitution in the dialects of Malay. As we will see in Chapter 6, nasal 
substitution is not limited to voiceless obstruents. For example, in the PD, both 








This constraint seems to be crucial for the analysis of Malay dialects, even 
though the constraint blocks voiced obstruents from undergoing nasal substitution. In 
Pater’s (2001) analysis, IDENT [PHAREXP] emerges together with CRISP-EDGE 
[PRWD] (75). Pater demonstrates that in order for voiced-obstruent nasal-substitution 
candidates to be chosen as optimal outputs, CRISP-EDGE [PRWD] must rank above 
IDENT [PHAREXP]. As was mentioned in subsection 2.4.1.2, due to the blocking of 
nasal substitution in root-internal position in the PD for example, CRISP-EDGE [a] is 
seen as more appropriate than CRISP-EDGE [PRWD]. Therefore, for the analysis of
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dialect variation in this thesis, CRISP-EDGE [a] will be used. As we will see in 
Chapter 6, IDENT [PHAREXP] is ranked beneath CRISP-EDGE [a] to account for 
voiced-obstruent nasal substitution. How these constraints interact with one another in 
choosing voiced-obstruent nasal substitution as harmonic candidates will be 
demonstrated in the discussion of Perak in subsection 6.3.1 and NS in subsection
6.3.3.
2.5 Conclusion
In my review of the literature, I have discovered that previous Malay morphological 
scholarship work concerning prefixation and reduplication had been described using 
inappropriate or inadequate approaches and theories. The analyses merely provided a 
general statement of the rules of phonological derivation. Moreover, no phonological 
motivation was provided, for example why a particular process or alternation occurred 
when nasal final prefixes are attached to certain initial consonants of roots. Thus, the 
problems and issues concerned have to date been accounted for unsatisfactorily. From 
the above discussion of previous OT work, MBT, which is one of the versions of 
GTT, is seen as being capable of accounting for the problems raised in this thesis 
more adequately and satisfactorily. The ideas proposed in MBT through GTT, such as 
the minimality condition, can account in an adequate manner for the minimal size of 
words in a language. This is the reason why MBT is chosen in this thesis to account 
for the Malay data, as it provides plausible phonological properties to explain words 
that do not satisfy the minimality requirements in particular languages.
We have also seen from the above discussion that OT seems to be able to 
handle some of the problems that occur in the language, particularly in prefixation and
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reduplication, including SM and its dialects. For example, the analysis of lexical strata 
in OT, proposed by Ito and Mester (1999), is predicted to solve the problem that 
occurs in Malay prefixation. As the lexicon is partitioned according to the 
etymological origins of words, so the lack of nasal substitution in prefixation can be 
plausibly resolved and explained. The discussion of this will be pursued in Chapter 4.
The analysis of co-phonology -  different constraint rankings that can only be 
done in OT -  was able to account for the two types of reduplicative morphemes in 
Ilokano reduplication. Like Ilokano, Malay reduplication will also be analysed by 
proposing a co-phonology analysis. See Chapter 5, Section 5.4, for the analysis.
3. DATA AND METHOD
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the research method which has been used to carry out the 
present study. My intention is to describe the methods of gathering data, of data 
categorisation prior to the analysis, and to comment on and discuss their advantages. 
In order to analyse the three topics concerned in this study, i.e. prefixation in SM, 
reduplication and dialect variation, three types of data are used: (1) corpus data, (2) 
secondary data from previous studies and (3) interviews. Corpus data from the DBP- 
UKM (The Institute of Language and Literature, National University of Malaysia) 
database were used to facilitate analysis of the issues raised in the process of 
prefixation in SM (Chapter 4) and also SM reduplication (see Chapter 5), while 
reduplication in the PD (also see Chapter 5) and dialectal variation (see Chapter 6) are 
based on secondary data from previous studies of Malay. An interview method was 
also used for dialectal variation analysis to supplement data from previous studies. 
Subsection 3.3.3 explains further why this additional method is used for dialectal 
variation.
This chapter is divided into three sections. In Section 3 .2 ,1 briefly explain the 
nature of the corpus database used in this present study, i.e. the DBP-UKM corpus. 
Section 3.3 describes the types of data used in this study and how they were analysed. 
Section 3.4 sketches out the advantages of choosing corpus data and Section 3.5 
concludes the chapter.
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3.2 DBP-UKM corpus
The DBP-UKM corpus database was constructed to provide an objective and 
authentic research facility to those interested in researching Malay. It was designed in 
the hope that corpus-based research might provide an impression of the typical 
behaviour of Malay words and phrases in real usage of the language in every aspect of 
life. The first language research effort was by DBP and began in 1983 with the Project 
for Computerized Text Analysis (Zaiton, 1987). As many as 2 million words were 
collected and used in the project through sampling techniques.
The DBP database is equipped with a system for processing the selection of 
texts. These can be processed in concordance form and analysed to obtain statistical 
data such as word frequency and word count. In the early stages, the collection of data 
into the database was somewhat opportunistic. Any material prepared in digital form 
or DBP books, magazines, papers, etc. were included in the database. The objective of 
the database construction, which was highlighted in ‘DBP Aim Main Work 2001 - 
2005’, was to collect as many as 30 million words. By 2005, the total had reached 120 
million words (Abdul Ghani et al.)16. The corpus consists of written classical texts 
(Malay histories and books) and modern texts, which are taken from books, 
newspapers and magazines. A verbal corpus is, however, still in the planning stage 
because the marking up of this type of corpus is more complicated than for written 
corpora. An entire view of the design of the DBP database is illustrated in Figure 2, 
below:
16 The reference cited has not been published. Readers can obtain the article from the Institute o f  
Language and Literature (DBP) or go to http://dbp.gov.my/korpus/korp.us DBRpdf.
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3.3 What data are used and how they are analysed?
In this section, I discuss what data are used to account for the three topics of concern 
in this thesis: prefixation, reduplication and dialectal variation. As mentioned in 
Section 3.1, three types of data are used for this study: corpus data, data from previous 
studies (secondary data) and interviews. I will start the discussion with the corpus data
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in Subsection 3.3.1. Subsection 3.3.2 presents the secondary data, followed by 
interview data in Section 3.3.3.
3.3.1 Corpus data
Since the data accessed from the DBP-UKM corpus are raw data, they need to be 
categorized according to the focus of my research. As mentioned in Section 3.1, 
corpus data from the DBP-UKM database are used to analyse the process of 
prefixation and reduplication in SM. Two different corpora from tabloid and 
broadsheet newspapers, i.e. Harakah and Berita Harian respectively, magazines and 
books (including academic, fiction and non-fiction) were collected for these topics. As 
many as one million words were collected for the purpose of investigating prefixation 
in SM, and five million words for the analysis of reduplication in SM. I will explain 
soon how the data for each topic are categorised before the analyses commence.
Why corpus data? For the analysis of prefixation, corpus data were chosen to 
prove the existence of the peculiar phonological behaviour of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in Malay grammar, which contradicts claims in previous studies 
regarding clusters. Additionally, corpus data were chosen because the data comprise 
examples of real usage of the language. As far as prefixation is concerned, the 
blocking of nasal substitution in a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents at 
prefix-root junctures, as presented in (9) (see Section 4.2.1.2), has never previously 
been discussed. Therefore, this present study attempts to show that this clustering is 
not always resolved by nasal substitution. This phonological process is somehow 
blocked from occurring between the clusters.
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In SM reduplication, corpus data are used to reveal the use of the three types of 
reduplication discussed in this thesis: total, partial and affixal reduplication. To do 
this, five million words were collected. This begs the question of why so many words, 
some five million, were collected for this analysis. The answer is that reduplication, as 
one of the word formations in Malay, is not very productive compared to prefixation. 
Therefore, five million words were collected in the hope that we might obtain 
sufficient data to describe all three types of reduplication. There might be a problem if 
only one million words were collected. Most likely, we would not have enough data to 
explain adequately the use of those three types of reduplication in SM. The large 
corpus used in this thesis provides us with a large sample of tokens that allows us to 
make robust statistical generalizations for prefixation and reduplication. By this, I 
claim that this is the first study where a large corpus has been used to study the 
morphological and phonological system of Malay.
In what follows, I shall discuss how the categorisations of the collected corpus 
data were effected. Subsection 3.3.1.1 explains how the one million words were 
categorised before the analysis of SM prefixation started, while subsection 3.3.1.2 
describes the categorisation of data for SM reduplication.
3.3.1.1 Data categorization for SM prefixation
Since this topic covers two types of prefixation, single and multiple prefixes, so the 
corpus data must be categorised according to the type of prefixes they belong to. It 
would be very difficult and time-consuming to categorise a million words without 
using corpus software. I have therefore used ‘AntConc’ corpus software to categorise 
the data.
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For single prefixation, I grouped the data according to the initial obstruent 
consonants of the bases: voiced and voiceless obstruents. These are two different sorts
voiceless obstruents with and without nasal substitution. The ones without nasal 
substitution are the type of data which violate the phonological requirements of the 
language since the voiceless obstruents remain undeleted. This type of data therefore 
violates *NQ, the markedness constraint. I now explain how those groups, i.e. voiced 
and voiceless obstruents (with or without nasal substitution), are categorised using 
AntConc software.
(1) Voiced obstruents.
Before the relevant data for this group can be generated, we must choose a text file(s) 
where the data are stored by clicking on the file which is located at the top left of the 
software page and then select open file(s). It looks like this:
/ - 1 11  ...
I £&»] A n tC o n c  3 .2 .1 w  (W in d ow s) 2 0 0 7
of data in which voiceless obstruents form the initial consonant of the root. They are
File G lobal S e ttin g s  T oo l P re fe re n c e s  A b o u t
Ctrl+D
Clear T ool
C lear All T o o ls
Clear All T oo ls  and  Files
Save O u tp u t to  Text File,... Ctrl + S
Im port S ettin g s  fro m  File... 
Export S ettin g s  To File...
R estore D efau lt S ettin gs
Exit
A standard file-open will then appear. Double click on the text folder which 
contains the data, select the text files by clicking on them, and then click on the open 
button on the bottom -  as the following screen shows:
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After all the text files have been selected, the data are now listed on the main 
page of AntConc, as shown below:
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Now, we start searching for nasal and voiced obstruent clusters in the text 
files. To do that, we have to use some regular expressions (Regex) to search for the 
pattern we are looking for — nasal plus voiced obstruent. As the position of the nasal 
segment of the prefix is determined by the following initial consonant of the base, i.e.
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voiced obstruent, we cannot search for whole allomorphs of /moi]+/ i.e. [mom], [man] 
and [mog] at one time. Searching for each of the allomorphs must be done one by one.
In what follows, I show how to search for the allomorph [mom]. Please bear in 
mind that the initial consonant following [mom] is a bilabial voiced obstruent, i.e. [b]. 
As just mentioned, some regular expressions must be used to search for the relevant 
words where the clusters are situated. Thus, a right character must be set for this. To 
search for [mom] followed by a voiced obstruent [b], the regular expression \bmem [b] 
is used. Observe that \b is added before mem in the regular expression \bmem [b] to 
indicate a word boundary. This regular expression, \bm em [b], must be typed in the 
search term box on the main page of AntConc. Make sure to tick the regex box on the 
concordance screen. A concordance list will appear in the central area of the main 
page with all the occurrences of [mem+b]. All the steps mentioned above are shown in 
the screenshot below:
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As we can see in this AntConc screenshot, the concordance list is for 
[mem+b]. To know how many examples of the word were found, just refer to the box 
of Concordance Hits. If we look at Concordance Hits, there are 9,143 words for 
[mem] + b initial base. Our search to find [mem] + b initial base examples of words in 
the corpus files is now done. To search for other voiced obstruents, such as [d] and 
[g], the steps discussed above are repeated.
(2) Voiceless obstruents.
To search for nasal plus voiceless obstruent clusters in the corpus is not as easy as 
searching for nasal plus voiced obstruent clusters. This is because nasal segments 
before voiceless obstruents undergone assimilation (for voiceless obstruents with 
nasal substitution). As we know, when a nasal combines with a voiceless obstruent, 
the nasal undergoes assimilation, while the voiceless obstruent is deleted. Therefore 
we get such outputs as /pap-potop/ —» [pa-motop] and /map-tarik/ —> [ma-nare?].
There are two possible ways to search for nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in the corpus. First, if we set \bpem as the regular expression to search for 
/pap+/ plus /p/ initial base, the concordance words that will appear can be: (1) the right 
words whereby the root actually begins with /p/ combined with a single nasal final 
prefix; (2) the wrong word where the root does not actually begin with /p/ combined 
with a single nasal final prefix but is a sonorant consonant instead, such as [pa-minat] 
where the underlying form is /pap+minat/; (3) nominal multiple prefixes /pap+par/ 
[pa-mar], as in /pap+par+badan+an] -> [pa-mar-badan-an]. Second, if we only write 
\bpe as the regular expression, the software will generate all the words starting with 
[pa+]. Examples of the words that appear are as follows. For convenience, the words 
that start with [pa+] are underlined.
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79 "Yang penting pemegang jawatan persatuan tidak bol BHES7 
21 sendirian kerana pelumba di BHC34
424 Zahid yang juga pemenang pingat perak Kejohanan Lumb BHKS99 
623 Daripada penelitian dan pemerhatian yang dibuat, didapati BHBC15
The examples of concordance words listed above are generated when the 
regular expression \bpe is used. None of the concordances listed above are words that 
we are looking for except concordance (79), which is the correct form of /porj/ + /p/ 
initial base where the underlying form is /porj+pogaq/ —> [po-mogarj]. Concordance 
(21) is wrong since the initial consonant of the root is not a voiceless obstruent, i.e. 
[lumba]. The word [perak] in concordance (424) is not a prefixed word, it is a root 
word. Since the word starts with [pe] it also appears in the concordance list. The other 
form we get from the search is multiple prefixed words, such as in concordance (623), 
/pop+por+hati+an/ —► [po-mor-hati-jan].
To search for nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in the corpus, I use a second 
way, i.e. \bpe, as the regular expression to find any initial voiceless roots that combine 
with prefix /pag+/. Since the examples of words that appear in the concordance list 
contain more than one phonological character, the results can be categorised into five 
groups: (1) /por)+/ combines with a voiceless obstruent initial root (with or without 
nasal substitution; (2) /pag+/ with a sonorant initial root; (3) nominal prefixes /pop+ 
m9r/ [ps-mor]; (4) /por)+/ with a monosyllabic root; and (5) /por)+/ with a voiced 
obstruent initial root. Thus the categorisation work has to be done manually whereby 
all the examples are categorised according to their phonological character. This means 
that we already have five types of data, all of which are useful for our analysis. I 
briefly lay out some examples from the concordance list to represent those groups.
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(1) /psq+/ with voiceless obstruent initial root.
(i) With nasal substitution
921 206 mengesan penipuan apabila pemeriksaan pengesahan BHA198 
941 bahawa kemunculan tanda pemesongan bearis bukanlah alasan BHA17 6 
980 Mengenai aduan ke atas pengilang atau pengimport yang disyaki 
89177 Mengenai ekonomi pula, penubuhan Zon Pemprosesan Eksport adalah
(ii) Without nasal substitution.
24 4 6 untuk memudah dan mempercepatkan pemprosesan permohonan 
3748 selain pengalaman meluas dalam pentadbiran di kementerian 
9643 berisi air dan memasukkan tiub pensterilan ke dalamnya untuk 
89242 terus diberikan kepada kegiatan pengkomersialan keluaran
(2) /por)+/ with sonorant initial root.
118 m Syarikat Harvard Heri 198 Malaysia 0 peratus dan dana BHBC78 
108 204 kesan kepada pelanggan dan pemegang saham dari segi BHBC8 9 
264 mereka untuk muncul selaku pemenang ketika lawan juga BHHS72 
3025 hati, himpunan terbaru pewarna rambut Wella Decore menyediakan
(3) Nominal prefixes /pop+mer/ —> [po-mor].
902 BSKL) membingungkan pemerhatian apabila terus mencatat BHDE81
903 Deutsche itu kerana pemerhati berpendapat ia mungkin BHDE26 
937 teknologi pemerolehan minyak di tempat pengeluar BHFE61
(4) /psrj+/ with monosyllabic root
923 penipuan apabila pemeriksaan pengesahan permohonan BHIE78 
992 ereka yang disyaki selain memperincikan rancangan pengeboman 
7463 untuk mengatasi masalah kerosakan jentera pengepam air sejak
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89266 Bluetooth(R) T305; kaca mata 0 ROKR; pengecaj mudah alih P790;
(5) /pog+/ with voiced obstruent initial root.
947 angkan jadual supaya pemeteraian perjanjian penggabungan BHFE13
948 penggabungan an 208 a pemberita selepas majlis pemeteraian BHFE13
1018 keterangan daripada kira-kira 20 pendatang Indonesia kerana
1019 pendakwa ialah tempoh masa diambil oleh orang yang
The same situation occurs for the prefix /maq+/ plus initial voiceless obstruent 
base. All the groups mentioned above appear in the concordance list except for the 
third group. When \bme as the regular expression is entered into the Search Term 
box, we do not find any examples of words for the nominal prefixes /porj+mor/ as we 
found before for the prefix /pgg+A Verbal prefixes, i.e. /mog+per/ —> [mom-por], are 
found instead. Here are examples of words for those groups:
(1) /mog+/ with voiceless obstruent initial root
(i) With nasal substitution
20 iaitu membuat pemecahan secara mengejut. Dia yang BHLS54 
33 kerana dikatakan tidak muntuk memikul tugas sebagai BHBC16 
35 itu, cukup Itali itu, pernah menewaskan pemecut handalan BHj 99 
94 dwitahunan 570 ini boleh memisahkan antara pemenang dan BHES60
(ii) Without nasal substitution
1409 Menjadi harapannya, lirik yang dihasilkan tidak mengkhayalkan 
4038 untuk menjadikannya lebih bijak dari segi memproses dan mengawal 
6061 Penduduk Palestin sebelum ini pernah memfailkan saman terhadap 
6691 di luar bangunan muzium. Muzium itu turut mempamerkan
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(2) /msrjH-/ with sonorant initial root
12 419 rsama melolos dan melakukan pemecahan meninggalkan BHC135 
113 hambar, dan melayakkan pemenang ke pertandingan Eropah BHES28 
111 kuning. Ditanya meraih pengiktirafan selaku pemenangjersi BHJS18 
5550 Umno sebagai parti pemerintah tidak cuba untuk mewujudkan sistem
(3) Verbal prefixes /morj+per/ —» [mom-por]
209 mereka ke Itali untuk berla 539 paksa mempercepatkan tarikh BHC43 
185 berdiri di pentas pemenang, barulah McRae memperlihatkan BHES65 
462 zi yang mengenai pasti mereka yang disyaki selain memperincikan 
526 Majlis Usahawan di Peringkat Daerah (MPUD) dan memperkukuhkan
(4) /mor)+/ with monosyllabic root
187 untuk keluar selaku pemenang, sekali gus mengesahkan BHES41 
423 Polis mengesyaki pembunuhan Dr Joe Fernandez disyaki dilak 
382 kred cuba mengebom sebuah pusat pemeriksaan tetapi BHIE78 
5147 Cabaran yang dihadapi itu memaksa saya mengehadkan jumlah
(5) /msq+/ with voiced obstruent initial root
6 taktiknya melakukan pemecahan awal sebelum mendaki bukit BHJS96
7 64 man Nieto Fernandez membuat pemecahan awal selepas BHJS96
104 meneruskann dirinya mampu menggantikan pemenang emas Brunei '99,
3.3.1.2 Data categorization for SM reduplication
As noted, reduplication is also one of the discussion topics, along with prefixation and 
dialect variation. The three types of reduplication, i.e. total, partial and affixal 
reduplication, discussed in this study are concerned with SM reduplication, with the
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exception of partial reduplication. As well as SM, partial reduplication in PD is also 
examined as partial reduplication in the dialect contains heavy reduplicative 
morphemes. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, all the data for SM examined in this 
study are based on the DBP-UKM corpus, while the data for the Malay dialects are 
based on previous scholars’ work. Thus, the data used for the analysis of 
reduplication, which includes all three types of reduplication except for PD partial 
reduplication, are from the DBP-UKM corpus. As mentioned in subsection 3.3.1, in 
order to analyse SM reduplication, five million words of corpus data are examined.
In what follows, I am going to explain how I worked with these five million 
words to analyse SM reduplication. As for prefixation, I also use AntConc to 
categorise the five million words into the three types of reduplication. I begin now to 
explain how the categorisation of data is effected. With the same steps applied to 
prefixation, we must first choose the text file(s) that are to be analysed. In Malay, 
reduplicated words are normally indicated by a hyphen which is written between 
the reduplicative morphemes and bases. To search for reduplicated words in the data, 
this symbol is typed along with an asterisk (*) symbol before and after the hyphen in 
the Search Term box in the main page of AntConc. Different from the situation for 
prefixation, as is not a regular expression, the regex box does not have to be ticked. 
By clicking on the Start button, all the reduplicated words appear on the screen.
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It should be noted that a hyphen ‘-’ is not used in partial reduplication as the 
reduplicative morpheme and base are combined into one, e.g. [c^oc^ari] ‘radius’ and 
[gogendarj] ‘eardrum’. Since a hyphen is not used in partial reduplication, the 
concordance list above contains four types of reduplication, i.e. total, rhyming, 
chiming and affixal reduplication. Therefore, they have to be separated according to 
their group.
As partial reduplication is not included in the above concordance list, a new 
search has to be performed. For this, no regular expressions or symbols are used to 
search for partially-reduplicated words. Another way of word search can be done 
using AntConc by simply typing the word we want in the box labelled Search Term. 
This way is fine for searching for partially-reduplicated words as the occurrences of 
such words are fewer than for total and affixal reduplication. Because partially- 
reduplicated words are few in number, speakers of Malay are able to remember all the 
words that belong to this group.
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I now explain how the word [kokuntfi] ‘password’ is searched for. First, type 
the word [kokuntfi] in the Search Term box and then click on the Start button. Once 
again, make sure the regex box is unchecked. A concordance list for the word 
[kokuntfi] will appear in the central area of the window, with all the occurrences of 
‘kekunci’ in context. Observe that there are 53 examples altogether.
g j  AntConc 3.2.1w (Windows) 2007 [ ca ; ED ;
File G loba l S e ttin g s  T o o l P r e fe re n c e s  A b o u t
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3.3.2 Secondary data
Secondary data from previous studies are used to analyse the issues raised in PD 
reduplication (only for partial reduplication) and dialectal variation. One might ask 
why secondary data are used to analyse these two topics and not corpus data. The 
reason is that the scope of investigation into those topics covers both SM and some of 
its dialects. Since the DBP-UKM corpus does not contain any data other than for SM, 
referring to relevant previous studies seemed the best way to obtain the data for Malay
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dialects. Secondary data from previous studies are used in the dialectal variation 
chapter, which is only concerned with Malay dialects. Likewise for the analysis of 
partial reduplication; since this topic seeks to explore all patterns occurring in Malay 
reduplication, some PD data were required for the analysis since SM only has light 
reduplication.17 For this, the work of two scholars, Ahmad (1991) and Aripin (2005), 
is referred to.
In order to analyse the issues raised in both dialectal variation and 
reduplication, a number of relevant previous studies were selected. For dialectal 
variation, different works by various scholars are referred to. Works by Ahmad (1991) 
and Aripin (2005) are used to analyse the phenomenon of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in Perak. For the Kelantan dialect of Malay, Che Kob’s (1985) and 
Teoh’s (1994) studies are used, while work by Rufus (1966) is referred to as the 
source to analyse this phenomenon in the NS dialect.
3.3.3 Interviews
Interviews are another research method used in this present study as a data source. 
This method was adopted to obtain more data for the analysis of dialectal variation, 
particularly for the Kelantan and NS dialects. The data obtained from the previous 
studies (e.g.: Che Kob, 1985; Rufus, 1966) were not sufficient for the analysis. More 
data were needed in order to see how nasal and voiced/voiceless obstruent clusters 
really behave in the dialects. In order to get more data, two native speakers of NS (i.e. 
Dr. Mohd. Fadzeli Jaafar and Mr. Zulkifli Ahmad) and one for Kelantan (i.e. Assoc.
17 As far as reduplication is concerned, reduplication in PD has been discussed much more in previous 
studies than for other dialects o f Malay. The reduplication process in Perak is different from that o f SM 
as heavy reduplicative morph®m®s in partial reduplication occur in this dialect.
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Prof. Ajid Che Kob) were interviewed.181 prepared a short word list based on the data 
for PD obtained by Ahmad (1991) (see Appendix E for the word list). This was 
mainly to get the same list of words for the Kelantan and NS dialects as were found in 
Perak, so that the differences could be more easily seen. In the interview sessions, 
speakers were asked to pronounce all those words.
3.4 Advantages of choosing corpus data
I acknowledged earlier in this thesis that this is a reanalysis study concerning 
prefixation and reduplication in Malay. Numerous works have been done on 
prefixation and reduplication, with various approaches by scholars who have studied 
Malay (e.g.: Omar, 1975, 1986, 1993; Hassan, 1974, 1987; Karim et al., 1989; Karim, 
1995; Onn, 1980, Ahmad, 1993, 2000a, 2000b, 2005; Teoh, 1994; and many others). 
However, little theoretical work has been done, particularly on prefixation. Work by 
Ahmad (2000b) and Teoh (1994) on prefixation was based on autosegmental analysis, 
while the only work on OT was done by Ahmad (2005). However, none of those 
studies used corpus data as the data source. The process of prefixation was analysed 
by scholars based on their intuition as native speakers. As a consequence, the results 
derived from the analyses could only account for some limited data. This might be the 
reason why previous analyses could not adequately explain the real process of 
prefixation. Moreover, earlier studies of Malay tended to treat counter-examples as 
being exceptional in the language since the rules they postulated do not work for their 
data. Thus their analyses were lacking in observational and explanatory thoroughness.
181 would like to thank Professor Ajid Che Kob, Dr. Mohd. Fadzeli Jaafar and Zulkifli Ahmad for their 
contributions to the data. As a native speaker of the NS dialect, Dr. Mohd. Fadzeli Jaafar admits that 
younger users o f the dialect nowadays do not really speak the dialect, even at home. If they do speak it, 
they always mix it up with SM. Most probably, they have been influenced by SM which is taught at 
schools and universities in Malaysia.
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In relation to this, this present study reexamines the process of prefixation in 
SM as well as reduplication, which has been questioned in the previous analyses. In 
my view, it is linguists' responsibility to think of all possible solutions to the problems 
that occur in the Malay language in a scientific way. This corpus-based study of 
Malay shows how corpus data can contribute to a comprehensive analysis of the 
issues arising. It is hoped that, by corpus analysis, prefixation and reduplication in SM 
can be explained in a way that corresponds to the way language users use the language 
in reality. McEnery and Wilson (2001: 1) state that: ‘corpus linguistics is perhaps best 
described for the moment in simple terms as the study o f  language based on examples 
o f ‘real life ’ language use They (ibid.) also state that ‘Corpus linguists study real 
language, other linguists just sit at their coffee table and think o f  wild and impossible 
sentences’. Therefore, there appears to be a problem in non-corpus studies as no 
statistical analysis of the data is involved. The absence of statistical data analysis 
prevents us from identifying the real usage of a particular pattern under investigation 
in a language.
3.5 Conclusion
I have now laid out and discussed all the research methods used in this present study. 
In the next chapter, we will first see how the problems that occur in Malay prefixation 
can be accounted for by the theory adopted for this study -  MBT within OT.
4. PREFIXATION
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, I shall examine the process of prefixation in Malay, which is one of the 
foci of this study. As is generally claimed (e.g.: Ahmad, 2000b, 2005; Teoh, 1994), 
Malay is one of the languages which do not permit nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in their process of prefixation. Other languages with the same constraint 
include Indonesian (Pater, 1999), Toba Batak (Hayes, 1986), Kaingang (Henry, 1948; 
cf. Piggot, 1995), Chamorro (Topping, 1973: 50), Javanese (Poedjosoedarmo, 1982: 
51), the Bantu languages such as Umbundu, Si-Luyana and OshiKwanyama (cited by 
Pater, 1999) and Mandar (Mills, 1975). Nasal substitution is one possible strategy for 
languages to rid themselves of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters (Pater, 1999). In 
Malay, according to previous Malay scholars (e.g.: Hassan, 1974; Omar, 1986; Karim 
et al., 1994; Karim, 1995; and many others), this strategy is regularly applied to 
prevent the clusters emerging in the surface representation.
Observations from the DBP-UKM corpus show that the claim regarding nasal 
substitution postulated by those previous Malay scholars on prefixation does not hold 
for the whole dataset. 19 In an observation based on a sample of 1,141,816 words in 
SM, I note that 461 words with single prefixation contain nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters (see Appendix A), while 6,154 words have multiple prefixes, 
/mop+por/ (see Appendix B). Moreover, there would be problems in accounting for 
the process of prefixation if the previous scholars’ claims were applied to the data.
19The generalization postulated by previous studies can only explain some o f the output derived from 
the process o f prefixation. This is partly because the data they used were from their intuition as native 
speakers creating their own data.
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This chapter will thus reanalyze the phenomenon o f  nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in single prefixation, i.e. one prefix attached to a root, and multiple 
prefixation, i.e. more than one prefix attached to a root. These will be discussed in 
subsection 4.2.1 and section 4.3, respectively. In discussing the occurrence o f nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters in those two types o f  prefixation, we will find out 
what causes the clusters emerge in the surface representation o f  single and multiple 
prefixation although they are supposed to be banned in the language. Later in this 
chapter, we will be able to obtain the answer to research question (1), i.e. why nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters occur in two o f the three environments, prefix-root 
and prefix-prefix junctures (see Research Question 1(a) in Section 1.4), despite the 
fact that the language does not allow clusters to surface, as in [mom-protes] VERBL- 
protest ‘to protest’ and [mom-por-bosar-kan] VERBL-VERBL-large-CAUS.SUF ‘to cause 
to enlarge’.
Besides nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, this chapter will also discuss the 
other cluster that is involved in prefixation, that is nasal and sonorant (see subsection 
4.2.2). As was mentioned in subsection 1.3.1, this cluster is also disfavoured in the 
language, along with nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. Therefore, this cluster has 
been chosen for discussion in this study, in addition to nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters. As sonorants following nasals do not cause great problems when compared to 
voiceless obstruents, the analysis is more to demonstrate how nasal and sonorant 
clusters in the underlying representations are resolved in the language. We will 
investigate whether nasal substitution is also the way to avoid this cluster from 
emerging in the surface representation, or if there might be other phonological 
processes that are applied. The analysis of this will then answer part of Research 
Question 1(a).
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In order to account for single prefixation, I am following Ito and Mester (1999) 
who analysed the structure of the phonological lexicon in Japanese. As mentioned in 
subsection 2.4.1.1, Malay has co-existent grammars, where one does not allow nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters, while the other one does. As we shall see in 
subsection 4.2.1, nasal substitution only applies when the roots are Malay native 
words. This means that *NC, a constraint which bans a sequence of nasal and 
voiceless obstruents on the surface, is obeyed for Malay native words but is violated 
for foreign words. Similar to Japanese, non-native words violate one or more 
constraints that are obeyed by the Yamato lexicon (Japanese native words) (see Table 
4 in subsection 2.4.1.1). This analysis of single prefixation will thus proceed 
according to the etymology of the word: native or non-native. From this, I will then 
propose three categories for the lexicon in Malay as follows: monosyllabic foreign, 
undeleted voiceless plosive in loanwords, and native words, as illustrated in Figure 3, 
below:
Figure 3: Categories of the lexicon for Malay
MALAY LEXICON
Sub-lexicon 1 Sub-lexicon 2 Sub-lexicon 3
monosyllabic foreign undeleted voiceless native
plosive in loanwords
The co-existent grammars also occur in multiple prefixation where one does 
allow the presence of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters while the other does not. 
In the following examples, we see that the clusters occur in verbal multiple prefixes,
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/moq+por/. In nominal multiple prefixes, /poq+por/, on the other hand, the clusters 
undergo nasal substitution. Shown in 103(a) and (b) are some relevant examples of 
multiple prefixes, /moq+por/ and /paq+par/, respectively.














In this study, I will claim that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters occurring 
in /maq+par/ are due to the morphological boundary prefix-prefix where the clusters 
exist. I will argue, in Section 4.3, that nasal substitution does not necessarily apply 
whenever there is a nasal and voiceless obstruent cluster in which the phonetic 
environment is met. Although there is a nasal and voiceless obstruent cluster, nasal 
substitution cannot instantly be applied as the phonological process of nasal 
substitution is largely determined by the morphological domain of prefixes. The 
evidence strongly indicates that the morphological domain is the relevant conditioning 
factor that must also be taken into account to overcome the blocking of nasal 
substitution in multiple prefixation. It should be mentioned that this solution, where
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the application of nasal substitution is determined by looking at the morphological 
domain, has never been considered in previous Malay scholars’ analyses. In OT, this 
matter can straightforwardly be accounted for by proposing a morphology-phonology 
interface constraint which is able to block nasal substitution from occurring at this 
morphological domain. To account for this, I introduce a constraint named EDGE- 
INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince, 1995), in (85), which is able to preserve the 
segments at the edges of both prefixes so that the segments cannot undergo nasal 
substitution. However, the above examples, where nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters undergo nasal substitution, will be analysed in this study as a case of analogy 
where the clusters have been accounted for in the same way as in single prefixation. 
See Section 4.3 for further discussion. These cases of inconsistent application of nasal 
substitution in Malay prefixation will be analysed by proposing a co-phonology 
analysis, i.e. of different constraint rankings. There are good reasons why co­
phonology is preferred. This theory allows markedness and faithfulness constraints to 
be re-ranked in different morphological constructions, even in the same language 
(Downing, 2008). This power of co-phonology is essential to account for languages 
with complex morphologically-conditioned phonology (ibid.). From this, Malay 
prefixation will then have two constraint rankings: (1) Markedness »  Faithfulness in 
voiceless obstruents nasal substitution; and (2) Faithfulness »  Markedness in 
voiceless obstruents without nasal substitution.
In the following Section 4.2, I will be discussing single prefixation. This 
section is divided into two subsections to address: ( 1 ) nasal and voiceless obstruents 
and (2) nasal and sonorant clusters, which will be discussed in subsections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2, respectively. The discussion of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters will be
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according to the type of root, i.e. monosyllabic in subsection 4 .2 .1 .1 , and disyllabic 
roots in 4.2.1.2.
4.2 Single prefixation
This section focuses on single prefixation. As already mentioned in Chapter 1 Section 
1.3.1, two types of clusters are disfavoured in Malay: (1) nasal and voiceless 
obstruents and (2) nasal and sonorant clusters. Since these clusters are involved in 
single prefixation, this section will be divided into two subsections. Subsection 4.2.1 
discusses nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, subsection 4.2.2 discusses nasal and 
sonorant clusters.
It is worth mentioning that the language has different ways of eliminating 
nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. The ways of eliminating the clusters are what 
we call ‘conspiracies’ (see Chapter 2, subsection 2.2.3). The way the language 
eliminates the clusters depends on the size of the root that the prefixes are attached to. 
Subsection 4.2.1 will discuss the clusters (i.e. nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters) in 
two different types of root: monosyllabic and disyllabic/polysyllabic roots, which are 
discussed in subsections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2, respectively.
4.2.1 Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters
In this section, we are going to see how nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters behave 
for monosyllabic, disyllabic and polysyllabic roots.20 The analysis in this section will
20 It is important to note that original Malay words are mostly disyllabic (Ahmad 2007; Teoh 1994). 
One might easily predict that words with fewer or more syllables are probably non-native words. 
Readers can consult the cited references for further explanation.
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thus be divided into two parts: ( 1 ) monosyllabic roots in subsection 4 .2 .1 .1 , and 
disyllabic / polysyllabic roots, which will be considered together, in subsection
4.2.1.2.
4.2.1.1 Monosyllabic Roots
As mentioned in Chapter 2, monosyllabic roots are also involved in the process of 
prefixation, as well as disyllabic/ polysyllabic roots. For monosyllabic roots, the 
process of prefixation is slightly different from that for disyllabic/ polysyllabic roots. 
The difference can be seen when schwa is epenthesized between monosyllabic roots 
and nasal final prefixes. As we will see in the following subsection, 4.2.1.2, there is no 
process like schwa epenthesis in the process of prefixation for disyllabic and 
polysyllabic roots to eliminate the clusters. In other words, epenthetic schwa is only 
applicable when nasal final prefixes are attached to monosyllabic roots.
Before I offer an OT account to explain the process of epenthetic schwa, let us 
observe the data in (104). The descriptive generalisations that can be summarised are 
as follows: (1 ) five prefixes can be attached to monosyllabic roots: /mag+/, /pop+/, 
/di+/, /tor+/ and /bor+/; (2 ) schwa is epenthesized between monosyllabic roots and the 
nasal final prefixes, /mag+/ and /par)+/ only; (3) the process of schwa epenthesis can 
not however be applied if the prefixes are /di+/, /tar+/ and /bor+/; and (4) the nasal 
segment in the prefix then alternates to a velar nasal [rj] after the process of epenthesis 
occurs.
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104. Data for the Malay monosyllabic foreign lexicon (from the DBP-UKM corpus) . 21
a) moq-o-cam (b) moq-o-cap
ACT.PRF-STEMEX-recognise ACT.PRF-STEMEX-Stamp
‘to recognise’ ‘to stamp’
c) moq-o-sah d) moq-o-kod
ACT.PRF-STEMEX-validate ACT.PRF-STEMEX-Code
‘to validate’ ‘to code’
e) moq-o-bom f) poq-o-bom-an
ACT.PRF-STEMEX-bomb ACT.PRF-STEMEX-bomb-NOM.SUF
‘to bomb’ ‘bombing’
g) moq-o-had h) bor-cap
ACT.PRF-STEMEX-limit REF.PRF-Stamp
‘to limit’ ‘to stamp’
i) tor-pam j) tor-had
PAS.PRF-pump ‘pumped’ PAS.PRF-limit ‘limited’
k) di-had-kan 1) di-lap
PAS.PRF-limit-CAU.SUF PAS.PRF-wipe ‘is wiped’
‘is limited’
An interesting question, which might be raised here is: what is the motivation 
for schwa epenthesis? This is an interesting question because schwa is not 
epenthesized in other types of roots, i.e. in disyllabic/ polysyllabic roots, as we will 
see later in subsection 4.2.1.2. Before I provide the answer to the question of what is 
the motivation of epenthetic schwa from the OT point of view, a first reason is that we 
can simply say that schwa might be epenthesized between a nasal final prefix and a 
monosyllabic root because the nasal segment in the prefix would not have a place of 
articulation to alternate to a velar nasal /q/ if schwa was not added. If epenthetic schwa
21 See Appendix C for the complete list o f monosyllabic foreign lexicon data.
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was not added to monosyllabic bases, then we could make a prediction for the 








These outputs, *[m9 mam] and *[m9 mbom], are predictable if the regular rules 
for nasal assimilation and voiceless obstruent deletion, as postulated in ruled-based 
analyses to avoid nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, are applied to monosyllabic 
bases. As noted in Chapter 1 Section 1.3.1, monosyllabic bases are not analysed in 
rule-based analysis. The outputs above are predicted simply on the basis of the two 
rules postulated in rule-based analyses to account for the clusters in the language. In 
the above examples in (105), since schwa is not epenthesized between the prefix and
the monosyllabic root, so the regular phonological processes, nasal assimilation and
voiceless obstruent deletion, are applied. Therefore we get outputs with nasal 
substitution, *[ma-mam] and *[m9 m-bom].
The essential point that I am trying to demonstrate here is that the process of 
prefixation for monosyllabic bases is not the same as that with other larger roots, such 
as disyllabic/ polysyllabic roots, as we will see in 4.2.1.2. The difference can be seen 
in (105) where the outputs *[m9 -mam] and * [mam-born] for the inputs /mag-pam/ and 
/mag-bom/ are not the desired outputs. In my opinion therefore, scholars 
implementing rule-based analyses should not have missed analysing monosyllabic 
bases in their studies. More importantly, such outputs as *[ma-mam] and *[mam-bom]
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are not found in the DBP-UKM corpus used in this study as initial voiceless plosives 
in monosyllabic bases do not undergo nasal substituion. I am convinced that this 
output is impossible to find, as it simply does not exist as any Malay word.
Second, schwa is inserted due to the disyllabicity minimality requirement of 
the language, as pointed out by Onn (1980), Maris (1980), Teoh (1994) and Ahmad 
(2000b), i.e. a word in Malay must have at least two syllables. Therefore schwa is by 
no means inserted to fulfil the word requirements of the language. Before we go 
further, let us consider how the disyllabicity minimality condition in Malay was 
accounted for by previous Malay scholars.
In linear studies for example, Onn (1980: 57) says that most of the 926 word 
stems22 he observed are disyllabic, while trisyllabic stems number only 132. Based on 
his observations, he claims that most stems in Malay are disyllabic and therefore he 
claims further that Malay is a disyllabic language. Shown in (106), below, are some 
relevant examples:
106. Disyllabic and trisyllabic words (from Onn, 1980: 57).
(a) Disyllabic words
/ibu/ [i-bu] ‘mother’
/bulan/ [bu.lan] ‘moon, month’
/sumpah/ [sum.pah] ‘to swear’
/ambil/ [am.bel] ‘to take’
/inti/ [in.ti] ‘the stuffing in... ’
/ikat/ [i-ka?] ‘to tie’
/tsntu/ [ton.tu] ‘sure’
22 Note that ‘stem’ as used by Onn (1980) means root as used in this study. I will continue to use root in 
the whole o f this thesis and will shortly argue for the significance o f  it, instead o f  stem, to refer to the 







[tu.wa.le] ‘towel’ (from Portugese) 
[u.si.ye] ‘age’ (from Sanskrit) 
[bi.na.ss] ‘to destroy’ (from Sanskrit) 
[so.mu.wo] ‘all’ (from Sanskrit) 
[i.d^a.zah] ‘degree’ (from Arabic) 





I am in agreement with Onn on this point. The corpus data used for prefixation 
analysis shows that most roots24 in Malay are disyllabic. Monosyllabic roots constitute 
only 395 words or 0.03% of all roots. Disyllabic roots comprise 68.4% (or 779,860 
words). Trisyllabic/polysyllabic roots are also small in number. There are 31.6% or 
360,814 words. I lay out some of the examples from the corpus in (107) and a graph 
(see Figure 4 below) showing the distinction between those roots:


















[da.lam] ‘deep’ / ‘in’ 
[ti.da?] ‘no’
[du.ds] ‘widower’
23 Most o f  the trisyllabic words listed by Teoh here were originally borrowed words, and thus the 
number o f words is much smaller than for disyllabic words.



















Teoh (1994) and Ahmad (2000b), who agree with the disyllabicity minimality 
condition as postulated by earlier scholars, provide their own justifications for 
epenthetic schwa in monosyllabic bases from the viewpoint of non-linear analysis. 
Teoh (1994) claims that the template for a monosyllabic base is CV.CVC. He claims 
further that Malay is an inherently disyllabic language, and therefore this template is
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chosen as an underlying representation. Ahmad (2000b) claims the lexical 
representation for a monosyllabic word originally contains two syllables. In his 
analysis, he postulates that there is an empty V slot in the underlying representation. 
In my view, the empty slots, CV and V in Teoh’s and Ahmad’s analyses respectively, 
are mainly to ensure that the disyllabicity minimality condition of words is satisfied. 
The templates as claimed by those scholars are repeated below for convenience:
108. (a) INPUT (Ahmad 2000b)
0 0 0 
A
V C V C V c
in 0  ij p a m
(b) INPUT (Teoh 1994)
0  0
A Acv  c c v  cv  c
a p
As can be seen, we note that an empty slot in the underlying representations is 
the solution proposed by both scholars to explain how the disyllabicity minimality 
condition is met. I shall argue against the empty slot for a monosyllabic root as 
proposed by Teoh and Ahmad above. If a prefix was not attached to a monosyllabic 
root, then the skeletal tier for the prefix CVC would need to be deleted. Hence, the 
remaining skeletal tier is the template for monosyllabic roots, i.e. V.CVC (in Ahmad’s 
UR) and CV.CVC (in Teoh’s UR). In my view, the empty slots in the underlying 
representations seem to show that schwa is part of the input that must be filled in. It is 
important to note that schwa would not appear in monosyllabic roots. In other words, 
the presence of schwa can only be seen in the surface form when a prefix ends with a 
nasal attached to a monosyllabic root. As we saw earlier, in Chapter 2 subsection 
2.2.4, the disyllabicity minimality condition in Choctaw is satisfied by epenthesizing 
/a/ in the monosyllabic root: /bi/ ‘to kill’ -  [a-bi] ‘for you to kill’. Although Malay is 
also a disyllabic language, this solution can not however be applied to account for
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monosyllabic roots, as analysed by Teoh (1994) and Ahmad (2000b). This is because 
schwa only appears when nasal final prefixes are attached to monosyllabic roots. 
Unlike Choctaw, with words like [a-bi] ‘for you to kill’, Malay does not allow V.CVC 
words to surface, e.g. *[o.pam], *[o.bom] and *[o.cat]. The underlying representations 
proposed by Teoh (1994) and Ahmad (2000b) are thus unable to resolve the 
epenthetic schwa in monosyllabic roots.
In order to deal with this problem, I pose an alternative analysis that is 
couched in GTT terms. In this theory, as already mentioned in subection 2.2.4, the 
disyllabicity minimality requirement falls under: (1) the Prosodic Hierarchy-Based 
Template -  PBT; and (2) the Morpheme-Based Template -  MBT. In PBT, all words 
are subject to the same minimality condition (Downing, 2006: 127). Therefore, as we 
saw in Choctaw, /a/ is epenthesized in a monosyllabic root to satisfy the minimality 
constraint called BINARITY, but not if a prefix is attached. This idea of all words 
being subject to the same minimality condition leads however to the problem of 
accounting for canonical morpheme shape (ibid.).
In contrast to PBT, the idea of MBT is that not all words in a language have 
the same minimality condition (Downing, 2006: 100). For example, in some 
languages, different categories of words are subject to different minimality conditions. 
As Downing (2006) found in Arabic and Modem Hebrew, the disyllabicity 
requirement is only applicable to derived verb stems, while nouns can be 
monosyllabic (ibid.: 1 0 1 ).
It is instructive also to reflect on Fery (1991) who discusses the requirements 
of derived word disyllabicity in German infinitives. Fery claims that German 
infinitives are subject to a disyllabic minimality condition. As we can see in the
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following examples, the syllabic pronunciation of the infinitive suffix /-n/, in 109(a), 
is required in monosyllabic bases. In contrast, the infinitive suffix /-n/ is not required 
in bases with more than one syllable, as in 109(b).
109. Disyllabic minimum in German infinitives (Ussishkin, 2000: 38-9, cited in 
Downing, 2006).
(a) sehen [ze:.n] ‘to see’
bauen [bau:.n] ‘to build’
fliehen [fli:.n] ‘to flee’
woollen [voln] ‘to want’
(b) fordem [fordorn] ‘to demand’
segeln [ze:goln] ‘to sell’
There is further supportive evidence for this idea. Uhrbach’s (1987) analysis of 
monosyllabic roots in Javanese shows that the output for nasal affixation must be 
minimally disyllabic, while monomorphemic roots can be monosyllabic (cited in 
Downing, 2006: 135). In other words, derived words in the language must contain at 
least two syllables, while underived words can be monosyllabic, as the following 
examples illustrate:
110. Nasal fusion in Javanese (Uhrbach, 1987: 233, cited in Downing, 2006: 102).
(a) Disyllabic roots
cukur jiukur ‘shave someone’
bali mbaleni ‘return something’
tulis nulis ‘to write’
dudut ndudut ‘pull/interesting’








jiocet ‘to print’ 
jiobom ‘to bomb’ 
podol ‘to sell’ 
jiotik ‘to type/typewrite’ 
jiobis ‘(to ride the) bus’
Hence, based on the idea of MBT, that not all words in a language have the 
same minimality condition, I offer a new analysis in order to account for monosyllabic 
roots in Malay. The disyllabicity minimality condition in Malay nasal substitution can 
be accounted for in a similar way as nasal fusion in Javanese. In MBT, there is a clear 
distinction in the minimality requirements between derived and underived words. As 
stated in Downing (2006: 128), underived words (monomorphemic) are optimally 
branching monosyllabic. For derived words, which consist of prefix and root 
(bimorphemic), they are minimally disyllabic by the MORPHEME-SYLLABLE 
CORRELATION seen in (34).
I will explain why monosyllabic roots in underived words are acceptable when 
surfacing as monosyllables. This situation can be formally explained by the principle 
of binary minimality branching words. The branching principle is formalised by the 
markedness constraint HEAD BRANCH, in (31), and branching constraint, 
PROSODIC BRANCHING in (32) (Downing, 2006: 122). As required by HEAD 
BRANCH (31), all lexical heads, which are roots, must branch prosodically. Roots are 
monomorphemic heads, while affixes are monomorphemic non-heads. Thus, they are 
not required to branch. Both of them (prefix and root) are predicted to be 
monosyllables as stated in MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34). There 
are three representations where Heads can be performed, as shown in (33). Thus, I 
claim that Heads for Malay monosyllabic roots fall out from the representation in
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33(b) and are repeated in (111), below. This Head Branch can account 
straightforwardly for why underived words of monosyllabic roots in Malay do not 
violate the minimality word condition, as the Heads (roots) contain more than one 
daughter -  two moras as daughters.
111. Representation of Head (root) for Malay.
Head
]X jn
From this representation of Heads, the construction for monosyllabic roots in 
Malay is that monomorphemic Heads satisfy PROSODIC BRANCHING (32) where a 
Head dominates two moras as its daughters.25 This morphologically-based approach to 
word minimality can account straightforwardly for the problem of why words in 
Malay can be monosyllabic. Therefore, schwa does not need to be inserted in 
monosyllabic roots as the Heads (roots) already contain two moras, as the following 
diagram illustrates:




25 Interested readers can consult Dresher and van der Hulst (1998: 320) and Ussishkin (2000) for more 
details on Heads.
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Given the insight from MBT, I have provided explanations of why 
monosyllabic roots in Malay surface as monosyllables whereas the language requires 
all words to be at least disyllabic. Thus, the templates CV.CVC and V.CVC, as 
proposed by Teoh (1994) and Ahmad (2000b), are deficient in explaining the 
disyllabicity minimality condition for monosyllabic roots.
There is another explanation that can be given for the case in question. It is 
also predicted that the disyllabic minimality requirement cannot be satisfied for 
monosyllabic roots in Malay because they are not Malay words. Teoh (1994: 102) 
claims that monosyllabic roots in Malay are borrowed words. This can be clearly seen 
in the statement that: 7 can off-hand think o f only several monosyllabic words, and 
borrowing which manifest with /mdij+/’. As noted in Maris (1980: 10), ‘there are very 
few  simple words (stems) in Malay, probably about twenty in all, that are 
monosyllabic ’. This is consistent with what I found in the corpus, monosyllabic roots 
that have combined with a single prefix are not as numerous as disyllabic roots. 
Monosyllabic roots that have combined with a single prefix make up only 395 of the 
words found in the corpus (see Figure 4 in subsection 4.2.1.1).
113. Monosyllabic roots are Malay borrowed words (from Teoh, 1994: 102).
cat ‘to paint’ from Chinese
bom ‘to bomb’ from English
pam ‘to pump’ from English
had ‘to limit’ from Arabic
sah ‘to validate’ from Arabic’
syak ‘to suspect’ from Arabic’
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As stated in MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34), Stems 
(referring to prefix and root) must minimally contain two syllables, one for each 
morpheme. Based on this, I will revise the claim made by previous scholars (e.g.: 
Teoh, 1994; Onn, 1980; Maris, 1980; Ahmad, 2000b) that ‘words’ in Malay must at 
least be minimally disyllabic. The word ‘word’, as used by those scholars, is unclear 
because it could refer to either root or stem. Contrary to this claim, I posit a new one, 
which is I think more accurate to account for Malay prefixed words. I posit that
9 6‘stem’ in Malay must minimally contain two syllables. The disyllabic-minimality 
requirement for Stems is formalised as Prosodic Stem Minimality, as shown in (35). 
The constraint is a corollary of MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34) 
(Downing, 2006).
From the data shown in (104), it is clear that nasal substitution in monosyllabic 
bases consist of bimorphemic stems (i.e. one morpheme for the prefix and another for 
the monosyllabic root). Thus, the construction of Prosodic Stem Minimality in Malay, 
for monosyllabic roots, can be illustrated as below:




Prefix M onosyllabic root
mot] pam
26I am following previous works such as Matthews (1991), Spencer (1991), Urbanczyk (1996), 
Stonhom (2004) and Downing (2006), where Stems are defined as polymorphemic Root-Affix
complexes.
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In order to account for Malay nasal substitution, a PROSODIC STEM will be 
high-ranked, as this constraint ensures stems (prefix and root) are minimally 
disyllabic. From the Prosodic Stem structure for Malay prefixation in (114), it is 
clearly seen that both prefixes and roots are minimally monomorphemic, as required 
by MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34). As mentioned above, roots as 
monomorphemic Heads are predicted to be minimally monosyllabic and to contain 
two moras as daughters. It could be more -  disyllabic or polysyllabic roots -  as we 
will see in the following section.
Now we return to the question of what the motivation for schwa epenthesis is 
in monosyllabic bases, as raised in subsection 4.2.1.1. As we have just seen, schwa 
epenthesis is applied to monosyllabic bases; it was analysed by previous scholars 
(e.g.: Teoh, 1994; Onn, 1980; Maris, 1980; Ahmad, 2000b) and is a requirement of the 
word minimality condition in Malay. In contrast to those analyses, this study claims 
that schwa is epenthesized in order to satisfy the markedness constraint *NC, which 
requires that no nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters emerge in the surface form. By 
maintaining the analyses (i.e.: Teoh, 1994; Ahmad, 2000b) that the empty slot(s) are 
unable to resolve epenthetic schwa in a process for monosyllabic roots, I offer other 
possible solutions to resolve this problem. To give an OT account, this situation is 
captured by the constraint *NQ that has already been defined in (6 8 ).
As was mentioned in Chapter 2, subsection 2.4.1.1, nasal-voiceless obstruent 
clusters are disfavoured in a wide variety of languages (Pater, 1999). But why are 
voiceless obstruents following nasals disfavoured, while voiced obstruents are not? 
This is something that needs to be discussed by taking the phonetic aspect of voiceless 
and voiced obstruents into account. A nasal consonant is produced by lowering the
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velum in the mouth, allowing air to exit freely through the nose. The change from a 
nasal consonant to an obstruent causes the velum to be raised and this blocks the 
airflow from passing through the nose (Kager, 1999: 61). However, the process of 
raising the velum takes some time and is not complete at the time when the obstruent 
begins. At this point, there is a little air flowing out through the nose because the 
velum is not raised high enough. This is called ‘nasal leak’ (cf. Kager, 1999).
In Malay, therefore, nasal substitution is regularly applied when the input 
contains a nasal and voiceless obstruent to break up the cluster, i.e. nasal substitution 
occurs. The voiceless obstruent is deleted and leaves its place of articulation to the 
preceding nasal. It is one of the strategies for languages to get rid of the cluster, 
though there are other possible solutions, for example post-nasal voicing, nasal 
deletion and denasalisation (ibid.). In Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince, 
1995), the phonological process of nasal substitution is explained as a process of 
merging, between the nasal segment in the prefix and the voiceless obstruent, that can 
be interpreted as a two-to-one mapping from input to output. In other words, two 
segments in the input correspond to a single segment in the output. The 
correspondence relationship between the input and output of a sequence of /q+p/ is 
illustrated in (115). As can be seen, the voiceless obstruent [m] in the output is 
obtained from two segments in the input, nasal segment /q/ and place of articulation
/p /.




For monosyllabic bases, nasal substitution does not however apply to break up 
the cluster, as presented in (104). The cluster is resolved by a strategy other than nasal 
substitution. This alternative strategy is epenthesis. Due to the *NC constraint, I claim 
that the epenthetic schwa in monosyllabic bases is to satisfy the markedness constraint 
requirement. We have now seen that schwa epenthesis is also the strategy applied in 
the language to satisfy *NQ. In OT, the markedness constraint can be satisfied in 
diverse ways, depending on the context (McCarthy, 2002: 95). In order to satisfy a 
particular markedness constraint, we have to rank the relevant markedness constraint 
above the faithfulness constraint in the constraint hierarchy: Markedness »  
Faithfulness. As demonstrated in (115), nasal substitution is triggered by a conspiracy 
of the markedness constraint *NC. Now I am going to go into greater depth of how 
schwa epenthesis is triggered by a conspiracy to satisfy the same markedness 
constraint.
The process of schwa epenthesis has resulted in one segment being added to 
the prefix and the monosyllabic root. In OT, an additional segment, which is not part 
of the input, is analyzed under Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince, 1995) 
(see Section 2.4.2). The general claim of this theory is that faithfulness to the input- 
output is a kind of requirement, whereby this pair of representations must be identical 
(Kager, 1999: 24). One example of the identity requirement, that is expressed by the 
faithfulness constraint, is DEPENDENCE. In this case, schwa, which is not found in 
the input, has been added to the output and is related to input-output faithfulness. 




Every segment in the input must have a correspondent in the output.
The violation of DEP-IO in the optimal output [mor)i3 p2am] is illustrated in the 
correspondence diagram below:




The discussion of monosyllabic bases so far has considered three constraints. 
These are Prosodic Stem, *NC and DEP-IO. Because the optimal output violates 
DEP-IO by epenthesizing schwa, this constraint has to be ranked beneath *NC. Now, I 
shall demonstrate these constraints in the following tableau (where syllable boundaries 
are marked by a full stop
118.
/mor]i9p2am/ Prosodic Stem *NC DEP-IO
a. m3 mi.p2am *!
b. ®=m9.g!9.p2am *
The presence of nasal-voiceless obstruent [mp] in candidate (a) has resulted in 
the violation of *NQ. Although candidate (a) satisfies the faithfulness constraint, 
DEP-IO, by not epenthesizing schwa, it fatally violates the higher constraint *NQ. In 
order to satisfy the *NC constraint, schwa is epenthesized between the cluster, as in 
candidate (b). Since the cluster is separated by a schwa, candidate (b) satisfies *NQ.
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This is why I claimed above that schwa epenthesis is a conspiracy applied in the 
language to satisfy the markedness constraint, *NQ.
Considering all the constraints in (118), another potential candidate that must 
be taken into consideration is *[m9 .mi2am]. This candidate seems predictable if nasal 
substitution is applied. In OT, if a candidate satisfies a particular constraint, it may 
violate other constraints in the hierarchy. In this case, the new candidate *[m9 .mi2am] 
satisfies *NC, as the cluster is resolved by nasal substitution. Nevertheless, it violates 
a constraint which bans nasal substitution, namely UNIFORMITY, that requires that 
no element of the output has multiple correspondents in the input, as has already been 
defined in (82).
The following diagram (119) shows how this constraint is violated. In the 
input, there are two segments, /g+p/. In the output, these two segments become a 
single segment, [m], which has multiple correspondent segments when nasal 
substitution occurs. UNIFORMITY is a constraint which bans nasal substitution and 
is known as an anti-nasal substitution constraint. As we will see in this study, 
UNIFORMITY is violated by all candidates with nasal substitution. In order for a 
nasal substitution candidate to be chosen as the optimal output, this faithfulness 
constraint must be ranked beneath the markedness constraint, *NQ. We see this 
ranking *NQ »  UNIFORMITY in the analysis tableau in (105).




Besides the phonological requirement mentioned above, Malay requires a 
nasal segment to occupy the coda position of a syllable; it must be homorganic to the 
following consonant. A nasal segment in the coda position assimilates to the place of 
articulation of the following onset consonant, e.g. /m3i]i+t2arik/ VERBL-pull —► 
[men^are?] ‘to puli’ and /mor)i+b2atfa/ VERBL-read —> [mom^atfo] ‘to read’. I 
illustrate this in the following diagram of nasal assimilation:
120. Diagram of nasal assimilation.
/moi] +  bat) a/ [m o m  b a tf a]v '
{labial}
Due to this phonological requirement, another potential candidate that needs to 
be considered is *[m9qip2am]. The nasal segment [rj] in the prefix and the initial 
voiceless obstruent [p] in the surface representation give rise to a problem because the 
nasal segment [q] is not homorganic to the initial consonant of the root, [p]. Note that 
in Indonesian, which also has the same requirement as Malay, the unassimilated nasal 
segment in the following consonant is resolved by a NASAL ASSIMILATION 
(henceforth NAS ASS) constraint (Pater, 2001), as defined in (121). This constraint 
will thus also be used for Malay in order to rule out any candidate without a 
homorganic nasal, such as *[m9qip2am].
121. NAS ASS (cf.: Jun, 1995; Padgett, 1995; Boersma, 1998; Pater, 2001).
A nasal must share place features with a following consonant.
Given the fact that NAS ASS is higher ranked in the hierarchy, it is plausible 
for nasal segment /rj/ in the prefix becomes [m] as in *[m9mip2am]. This possibility
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however can not be optimal since *NQ is ranked right after NAS ASS which causes 
*[momip2am] to be ruled out. In this situation, NAS ASS and *NQ do not conflict, 
and therefore they are not ranked with respect to each other. The interaction between 
the five constraints -  Prosodic Stem, *NC, DEP-IO, UNIFORMITY and NAS ASS -  
is controlled by the following ranking: Prosodic Stem »  NAS ASS, *NQ »  
UNIFORMITY »  DEP-IO. Bringing together all these constraints and all the 
candidates introduced thus far, I establish the following tableau:
122.
/moi]i+p2am/ PrStem NAS | *NC 
ASS
UNI DEP-IO
a. mom 12am *!
b. momip2am *!
c. mor)ip2am *! ;
d .^m o .g io^am *
We have just seen how the nasal final prefix /mor)+/, for example, behaves 
when it is attached to monosyllabic roots. Now, we examine how other prefixes, /di+/, 
/ter+/ and /bor+/, behave when they are combined with monosyllabic roots. We will 
then see, in the discussion of /di+/, /tor+/ and /bor+/, that another conspiracy applies in 
the process of single prefixation in Malay. These prefixes undergo vowel lengthening 
in order to satisfy the canonical shape of an affix. We note from the above discussion 
of monosyllabic roots that epenthetic schwa is a conspiracy that applies to 
monosyllabic bases to satisfy the markedness constraint, *NQ. In prefixes /di+/, /tor+/ 
and /bar+/ on the other hand, vowel lengthening is applied in order to satisfy the 
canonical shape of an affix -  monosyllabic bimoraic. I will first analyse the passive 
prefix /di+/. This is then followed by the other two prefixes, /tor+/ and /bor+/.
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If we turn to the work done by Ahmad (2000b) in 108(a), he claims that the 
empty V slot in the template V.CVC, for monosyllabic roots, is mainly to ensure that 
schwa can be epenthesized in the derivation. By maintaining that the template can also 
be applied to prefix /di+/, he draws out a new output from the analysis. In order to fill 
the empty V slot, the final vowel in the prefix /di+/ undergoes a process of vowel 
lengthening. In the non-linear derivation, /if in the final prefix is associated with the 
empty V slot, hence it creates vowel lengthening in the passive prefix /di+/. As I 
mentioned in Chapter 2 ,1 agree with Ahmad’s (2000b) analysis. Thus, this analysis of 
vowel lengthening will be used in this study to account for the passive prefix /di+/.
In this study, however, the vowel lengthening which occurs in the prefix /di+/ 
is not due to an empty slot. The theoretical approach being applied here has nothing to 
do with a templatic constraint or segmental structures like skeletal C, V and X slots 
(e.g.: Marantz, 1982; Steriade, 1982; Archangeli, 1983; Clements and Keyser, 1983: 
Levin, 1983, 1985). In this study, GTT, developed within OT, proposes that the size 
requirement of prosodic morphemes should fall out from their morphological category 
(e.g. affixes, stems and roots), rather than constructing a specific size such as RED=o 
(cf. Downing, 2006: 24). The size of the prosodic morpheme then follows from the 
canonical shape holding that morphological category (ibid.). This is how the theory 
avoids construction-specific constraints of size restrictions for prosodic morphemes.
Based on the central idea of MBT, that the size of prosodic morphemes is 
assigned from their morphological category (e.g. affixes, roots or stems), I postulate 
that the canonical shape of affixes in Malay is monosyllabic bimoraic. In the
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following diagram, I illustrate the canonical shape for Malay prefixes -  monosyllabic 
bimoraic prefixes.27
123. Canonical shape for Malay prefixes: /mag+A
a
m o i]
The above illustration is the prosodic structure of Malay prefixes which end 
with consonants such as /msgT/, /paq+/, /bsr+/ and /tar+7. The prosodic structure 
contains one syllable and is bimoraic, where each of the moras is in association with a 
schwa (nucleus) and a velar nasal /q/ (coda). In the passive prefix /di+/, however, it 
does not contain a coda consonant as it ends with a vowel. This causes the second 
mora to be empty. In this case, how can the emptiness of the second mora be filled? 
By using OT, this question can be answered quite simply. I illustrate below how 
passive prefix /di+/, with no coda consonant, meets the canonical shape of Malay 
prefixes -  monosyllabic bimoraic.
124. Canonical shape of Malay prefix /di+/ —> [di:].
a
27 This canonical shape for Malay prefixes may vary from other prefixes in other languages, similarly 
the size o f roots. For example, in English and Ancient Greek, as claimed by Golston (1991), roots are 
minimally bimoraic, while affixes in the languages are minimally monomoraic.
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As illustrated above, since the prefix does not contain a coda consonant, the 
second mora is filled by the preceding vowel, l\l. In Moraic Theory, a heavy syllable 
is said to have two moras, while a light syllable only has one (Durand and Katamba, 
1995: 125). Besides having two moras, a long vowel (VV) is also counted as a heavy 
syllable (ibid.). Therefore, the above illustration is also considered a heavy syllable. 
Thus the canonical shape for Malay prefixes -  monosyllabic bimoraic -  contains CVC 
(123) or CVV (124) segments.
Other than the above solution proposed in (124), one might suggest other 
possible ways to satisfy the canonical shape of an affix. There are two possible ways 
that this prefix might be analysed. First, if schwa is epenthesized in prefix /di+/ to fill 
the second mora, then it creates two syllables. The MORPHEME-SYLLABLE 
CORRELATION (34) however demands that each morpheme (prefix and root) in 
stems consist of only one syllable. By inserting a schwa in the prefix /di+/, it will 
exceed the size requirement of affixes. Moreover, /di+/ is a single prefix and therefore 
it cannot have more than one syllable. The diagram of dissatisfaction for 
MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION is illustrated below:
125. Violation of MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION.
One might argue about the structure for the passive prefix /di+/ in (125). As I 
have said, schwa cannot be epenthesized to prefix /di+/ since the presence of schwa 
creates another syllable on the prefix. Therefore *[di.o] violates the MORPHEME-
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SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34). Moreover, as I claimed earlier in this chapter, the 
schwa epenthesis is essential to getting rid of nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences 
in monosyllabic bases. Therefore, schwa is not epenthesized in passive prefix /di+/ as 
there is no sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents when /di+/ in (125) is attached 
to a monosyllabic root. Thus, this possible analysis of prefix /di+/ is not the best way 
to satisfy the canonical shape of an affix.
Second, another possible way to analyse the prefix /di+/ is to syllabify the 
schwa into the same syllable with /di+/ as * [die], as illustrated in (126). This might 
possibly be the optimal form for the prefix /di+/, by parsing the schwa 
tautosyllabically with the initial syllable. As has been claimed, not all vowel 
sequences in Malay can be syllabified tautosyllabically (Ahmad, 2005: 29). A 
sequence of vowels is claimed to be a diphthong if the second vowel is high, e.g. 
/pisau/ ‘knife’, /kurau/ ‘a kind of fish’, /gurau/ ‘to joke’ and /pantai/ ‘beach’ become 
[pi.saw], [ku.raw], [gu.raw] and [pan.taj], respectively. Thus, we cannot consider the 
output * [die] as a diphthong. It must be mentioned that Malay only has three 
diphthongs: [ai], [au] and [oi] (Ahmad, 1964; Hassan, 1974; Omar, 1975; Maris, 
1980; Onn, 1980; Karim et al., 1989; Teoh, 1994; Ahmad, 2005), and *[io] is not one 
of them. In short, parsing the schwa into the same syllable with [di] cannot be 
accepted, even though it satisfies MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34). 
Thus, this analysis of prefix /di+/ cannot be used as a way to satisfy the canonical 
shape of an affix. The following diagram gives a better picture of this analysis:
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126. Tautosyllabic schwa in the prefix *[dio].
a
d i 9  * [d io ]
With the same constraints ranking that I have discussed so far, I establish a 





a. ^ d i:  .pam *
b. di.pam *!
c. dpam *!
The failed candidates (b) and (c) fatally violate PROSODIC STEM (35). The 
prefix in candidate (c) does not have its own syllable, as illustrated in (128), below. 
Although candidate (b) contains two syllables, and therefore satisfies PROSODIC 
STEM (35), the prosodic structure of the prefix does not contain a monosyllabic 
bimoraic, as illustrated in (124). By contrast, the prosodic structure for Malay prefixes 
is satisfied in candidate (a) by lengthening the vowel in the prefix. Therefore it is 
chosen as the optimal candidate.
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128. Violation of Prosodic Stem Minimality.
Prosodic Stem
a  a
d p a m
As illustrated in the above diagram, the PROSODIC STEM of candidate (c) 
*[dpam] only contains one syllable, which is from the root. The prefix does not 
contain any syllables, as there is no nucleus in the prefix to form a syllable. Thus, /d/ 
cannot be associated with its syllable. In this case, in order for /d/ to get its syllable, it 
must be syllabified into the same syllable with the root, /pam/. If this was applied, 
then the prosodic stem would contain only one syllable, which violates PROSODIC 
STEM (35).
Now we see how /bor+/ and /tor+/ satisfy the canonical shape of an affix -  
monosyllabic bimoraic. These two prefixes do not end with nasals. Therefore, we do 
not need a schwa here. These prefixes will be analysed here in the same way as I 
analysed the prefix /di+/. A question that might be posed here is how the lengthening 
process can be applied to these prefixes, since they end with a consonant that can be 
linked to the second mora of the canonical shape. The explanation of this is as 
follows.
It has long been observed that /r/ in Malay is never realised word finally 
(Maris, 1980; Omar, 1975; Onn, 1980, cited in Ahmad, 2005: 58). Some of the 
relevant examples are shown in (129). In a rule-based analysis, segment /r/ in stem 
final position is obligatorily deleted (Onn, 1980), while in non-linear analysis, /r/ is an
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optional delinking rule (Teoh, 1994: 43). Onn and Teoh’s analysis can be explained in 
the following rules, i.e. in (130) and (131), respectively:
129. Ixl in stem finally (Ahmad, 2005: 59).
/kotor/ ‘dirty’ [koto:]
/pasar/ ‘market’ [pasa:]
/uker/ ‘to carve’ [uke:]
130. Ixl deletion in rule-based analysis (Onn, 1980: 16).
r —► 0  / ____{#. C}
131. /r/ delinking rule (Teoh, 1994: 43).
X  coda
root





The rules postulated by Onn (1980) and Teoh (1994) above have the same 
structural description where /r/segment in the coda position of a syllable is banned. 
Given this phonological rule, I propose that the final /r/ in the prefixes /bar+/ and 
/tor+/ must be deleted. Due to the /r/-deletion, these prefixes do not match the 
canonical shape of an affix as I proposed earlier. Hence, vowel lengthening is the best 
way to match the prefixes /bar+/ and /tsr+/ to the second mora. In Malay, the CODA
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CONDITION constraint plays a crucial role in banning /r/ in the coda position of a 
syllable. Adopting Ito and Mester’s (1994) alignment formalism, the ALIGN 
RHOTIC (r, o) (132) constraint, that requires the segment /r/ to be left-aligned with a 
syllable, is needed in our analysis. In order to satisfy this constraint, the vowel in the 
prefix will be lengthened.
132. ALIGN-RHOTIC (r, o) (Ito and Mester, 1994).
Segment /r/ must be left-aligned with a syllable.
The tableau below gives a better picture of how ALIGN RHOTIC (r, a) 
functions, and how the candidate with vowel lengthening surfaces as the optimal 
output. By satisfying this constraint, the candidate with vowel lengthening violates 














f. bo.r.o.cap *! *
Candidates (c) and (f) violate the highest constraint in the hierarchy, Prosodic 
Stem, where the prefixes do not consist of two moras. The epenthesis of schwa 
between the prefixes and roots cause the candidate to violate DEP-IO, since schwa has 
no correspondent in the input. As I claimed earlier in this chapter, the presence of
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schwa is only to avoid nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences. Since the prefixes 
/tor+/ and /bor+/ do not end with nasals, epenthetic schwa is not relevant. As ALIGN- 
RHOTIC (r, a) is ranked higher than DEP-IO, candidates (b) and (e) are chosen as the 
optimal output.
4.2.1.2 Disyllabic and Polysyllabic Roots
In this subsection, I examine how disyllabic / polysyllabic roots surface when prefixes 
are attached. We will see later in this subsection that the other two groups in the 
Malay lexicon (see Figure 3 in Section 4.1) that I identified earlier, i.e. undeleted 
voiceless plosives in loanwords and native groups, are derived from these types of 
roots. Observation from the corpus shows that there are 461 out of 1,141,816 words 
where voiceless plosives following nasal segments that are not deleted (see Appendix 
A).
To begin with, I lay out some relevant examples illustrating how nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters surface in one of the two categories of the Malay lexicon: 
undeleted voiceless plosives in loanwords.
134. Group of undeleted voiceless plosives in the loanwords sub-lexicon (from the 
DBP-UKM corpus).
(a) Consonant clusters initial root
i) /m og-p rom osi/ [m om -prom osi]
ACT.PRF-promotion ‘to p rom ote’
ii) /mog-kritik/ [mog-kritik]
ACT.PRF-critic ‘to cr itic ise’

















iv) /m op-popular-kan/ [m om -popular-kan]
ACT.PRF-popular-CAUS.SUF ‘to cause to be
popular for’
v) /mop-fasakh/ [mom-fasakh]
ACT.PRF-divorce ‘to annul a marriage’
vi) /mop-Jukur-i/ [mon-Jukur-i]




viii) /m op-tauhid/ [m on-tauhid]
ACT.PRF-monotheism ‘on en ess and unity o f
god’
ix) /m op-kom ersil/ [m op-kom ersil]
ACT.PJIF-commercial ‘to com m ercia lise ’
The descriptive generalisations that are observed in the above examples can be 
summarised as follows: (1) the voiceless obstruents remain undeleted even though
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nasal segments precede them; (2 ) the nasal segments in the prefixes are homorganic to 
the following initial consonants of the roots. I will first discuss the data in 134(a) and 
then the data in 134(b).
As already noted in Section 1.2, Malay disfavours consonant clusters in its 
surface representation. As we see in 134(a), the roots contain consonant clusters. The 
roots do not however undergo any phonological process, i.e. vowel epenthesis, to 
break up the clusters. I shall argue that the data in 134(a) are borrowed words because 
of the presence of consonant clusters *[CCV.] in the roots. In order to support this, I 
shall mention what previous Malay scholars have said about Malay syllable structure. 
In earlier studies of Malay phonology, such as Hassan (1974), Maris (1980) and Onn 
(1980), they discussed the basic syllable structure of Malay as being (C)V(C). Ahmad 
(2005) with his OT work states that Malay loan phonology offers good evidence that 
* COMPLEX is highly respected in the language. He claims that any consonant 
clusters in Malay are resolved by schwa epenthesis. This can be seen in borrowed 
English words such as class, stem, post, glass and club. These words are realised as 
[kelas], [setem], [pos], [gelas] and [kelab], respectively, in Malay (Ahmad, 2005: 18).
In fact, the data in 134(b) are also borrowed words. As we can see, the data in 
134(b) are slightly different from the data in 134(a) in terms of the segments in the 
words. As we have already observed, in the data in 134(a), the roots contain more than 
one segment in the onset position. In contrast to the data in 134(a), if we take a closer 
look at the data in 134(b), the initial consonants of the roots are originally borrowed 
consonants. As mentioned in Chapter 1 Section 1.2, Malay has 16 underlying 
consonants: /p, b, t, d, k, g, f ,  <fe, s, h, m, n, ji, rj, 1 and r/, and six vowels: /i, u, e, o, a 
and a/ (Ahmad, 2005: 16). As far as the underlying consonants are concerned, it is
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apparent that every word in 134(b) consists of non-underlying Malay consonants. For 
example, consonants /f/, JJ7 and /x/, in 134b (ii), (vi) and (vii) respectively, are not 
underlying Malay consonants. Thus they are all borrowed words. Observe that there 
are some examples which do not contain any borrowed consonant, as in 134(b) (iii),
(iv), (viii) and (ix). These words are originally non-native words, see the examples in 








The data in (134) present a different phonological pattern of non-native words in 
the language than the one discussed in subsection 4.2.1.1 -  monosyllabic roots. The 
hierarchical ranking for this type of data in (134) is therefore different from the 
sublexicon of monosyllabic foreign. The new constraint ranking to account for the 
sublexicon of undeleted voiceless plossive is: PrStem »  NAS ASS »  DEP-IO »  
UNIFORM ITY» *NC »  ALIGN-RHOTIC, as demonstrated in the following
tableau:
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136. Constraint ranking for the group of undeleted voiceless plosive in loanwords.




UNI *n q ALIGN
RHOTIC
a. momnro.ses *!
b .^m sm  p ro se s *




f .^m sn ^au h id *
g. m srj^auhid *!
h. m sp ^ a u h id *!
Candidates (c) and (g) are ruled out as they fatally violate the higher constraint 
NAS ASS, since the nasal segments in the prefixes are not homorganic to the initial 
consonants of the roots, [p] and [t], respectively. In the group of monosyllabic foreign 
(see subsection 4.2.1.1), vowel epenthesis is one of the strategies that can satisfy *NC. 
However this strategy cannot be satisfied in the group of ‘undeleted voiceless plosive 
in loanwords’, as DEP-IO is highly ranked in the constraint ranking. This shows that 
o-epenthesis is not always a better option to break up nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in the language. Therefore, candidates (d) and (h) cannot emerge as optimal 
output. In the above tableaux, as we can see, nasal substitution is a strategy to satisfy 
the constraint *NC, as candidates (a) and (e) show. However, these candidates fail to 
emerge as optimal output as the constraint which bans nasal substitution, 
UNIFORMITY, is ranked higher than *NC. Therefore candidates (b) and (f) are 
chosen as the optimal output.
Now, we come to examine the third category in the Malay lexicon, which is 
native. Here we will see whether the constraint ranking for the native Malay lexicon is
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the same as for the two groups we have discussed above. I am convinced that the 
constraint ranking of this group is different from those two groups as Malay does not 
permit nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. This means the markedness constraint 
*NC should be placed higher in the ranking compared to the constraint rankings of 
monosyllabic foreign (133) and undeleted voiceless plosives in loanwords (136).
As I shall argue in the next section, nasal and sonorant clusters are disallowed 
in the language as the two consonants share greater similarity in their features (see 
subsection 4.2.2). The similarity between the adjacent consonants leads to nasal 
deletion. Before we go to the point of similarity where consonants cause difficulties in 
an utterance, at this stage, I would like to argue that dissimilarity between consonants 
also causes the same problem. Nasals and voiceless obstruents share the same feature, 
i.e. [continuant]. Both consonants however have different features of [sonorant] and 
[voice]. The great dissimilarity in features between nasals and voiceless obstruents is 
the cause of why these consonants are not in harmony together.
As we will see in the following examples taken from the corpus, 24,657 
voiceless obstruents following nasal segments undergo nasal substitution, where 
14,623 words have been attached to prefix /mog+/ and 10,034 words to prefix /paq+/. 
Meanwhile, 19,507 voiced obstruents after nasal segments undergo assimilation. From 
this last number, 13,731 and 5776 words are attached to prefixes /msg+/ and /pai]+/, 
respectively. This can be clearly seen in the following graph:
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Figure 5: The num ber of voiced and voiceless obstruents following nasal 









i v o iced  
obstruen ts
/m eq + / /p eq + /
Before I start the analysis, let us consider first relevant examples of the native 
group. More data from this group can be seen in Appendix D, attached to the end of 
this thesis.
137. Data for the native Malay sub-lexicon (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
(a) Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters
(i) /moq-temu-i/ [mo-nemui]









ACT.PRF-visit-LOC.SUF ‘to cause to visit’
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The above data present two types of clusters: (1) nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters and (2) nasal and voiced obstruent clusters. As the language disfavours nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters emerging in the surface representation, so the clusters 
have regularly been resolved by nasal substitution, as presented in the data in 137(a). 
In contrast, the voiced obstruents following nasals in 137(b) are preserved and do not 
have to undergo nasal substitution. The data in 137(b) are consistent with what Kager 
(1999: 61) says about the articulatory mechanisms of voiced obstruents, as mentioned 
in the previous subsection, on p. 141.
The data in (137) reveal that the case of nasal substitution in Malay only 
targets voiceless obstruents, i.e. not voiced obstruents. As has been discussed, *NC is 
a constraint used to break up nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters from emerging in 
the surface representation. Nasal substitution therefore occurs. In contrast to nasal and 
voiced obstruent clusters, the clusters are permitted in the language therefore they do 
not have to undergo nasal substitution. A question which can be asked here is: What 
constraint in OT can be invoked to account for the blocking of voiced obstruent nasal
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substitution? Here I would like to propose a constraint which is able to prevent voiced 
obstruents from undergoing nasal substitution. As was mentioned in 2.4.2.4, the 
IDENT[PHAREXP] constraint (98), which specifically blocks voiced obstruents from 
undergoing nasal substitution, has been used to explain the blocking of voiced 
obstruent nasal substitution in Muna (Pater, 2001). Thus, in this study, I will make use 
of the constraint IDENT [PHAREXP] that served this purpose in the analysis of 
Muna, for the Malay data. The analysis of both voiceless and voiced obstruents 
follows.
In OT analysis, a candidate with nasal substitution can be obtained by ranking 
the constraint which bans the clusters, i.e. *NQ, higher in the hierarchy. By satisfying 
*NC, a candidate with nasal substitution, for example [mon^ola?] ‘to push’, violates a 
faithfulness constraint, i.e. UNIFORMITY. This is because both segments in the input 
/q+t/ are not preserved as the input segments are not in a perfect one-to-one relation 
with the single output segment (Kager, 1999: 62).
I construct the following tableaux to account for the data in both 137(a) and
(b). The tableaux demonstrate the satisfaction of *NC and violation of UNIFORMITY 
by the optimal candidate, as just mentioned. It also shows how a voiced obstruent is 
blocked from undergoing nasal substitution by adding IDENT [PH AREXT] into the 
constraint ranking of the Malay native lexicon.
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138. Constraint ranking of the Malay native lexicon.
PrSTEM »  NAS ASS »  *Ng »  IDENT [PHAREXP], ALIGN-RHOTIC »  





























a.1^  mon^ola? *
b. m sn^ola? *!
c. marj^ola? *!
d. m srj^ o la ? *!
/m3rji+d2apat/
e. msn^apat *!
f .^ m sn ^ a p a t
g. m arj^apat *!
h. m3r)i3d2apat *!
In the above tableaux, it is apparent that Malay disallows nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in surface form, as *NC is ranked higher in the hierarchy. Because 
of this, candidate (b) violates this constraint, since the cluster [nt] emerges in the 
surface. Candidate (c) violates NASS ASS because the nasal velar [p] is not 
homorganic to the following obstruent [t]. Candidate (d) with schwa epenthesis 
violates DEP-IO as the segment does not have an input correspondent. Given the 
above constraint ranking, candidate (a) is the optimal output. It obeys *NC as the 
cluster /nt/ is resolved by nasal substitution. This candidate however violates 
UNIFORMITY, as the two input segments are not preserved in the output. The 
violation of UNIFORMITY does not however play any significant role because the 
rest of the candidates have already been ruled out.
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As we can see, IDENT [PHAREXP] can rule out candidate (e) with nasal 
substitution. Observe that *NC does not play a role in this case. By adding 
IDENT[PHAREXP] to the constraint ranking, we now have an account of why nasal 
substitution is blocked between a nasal and a voiced obstruent cluster. However, it is 
crucial to note that voiced obstruents after nasals in Malay are not always preserved. 
Not surprisingly, these clusters also undergo nasal substitution, even though they are 
phonetically natural, as claimed by Kager (1999: 61). This situation occurs in some 
Malay dialects, for example Perak and NS. I shall discuss this later in this thesis, in 
the chapter on dialectal variation.
The tableau in (138) analyses disyllabic roots that combine with the nasal final 
prefix /msg+A Now we see how /di+/ and /tor+/ behave when they are attached to 
disyllabic roots. The same hierarchical constraint ranking in (138), above, is applied to 
passive prefixes /di+/ and /tor+/ as well. Since there are no nasal segments in the 
prefixes, the NASS ASS and *N£ constraints do not play a crucial role. Let us now 



































a. di. balances *!
b. dbolanc&s *!
c. ^ d i: balances *
/tor+tola?/
d. tar.tola? *!
e. ^ts:. tola? *
f. ts.tola? *!
We note from the above discussion that Malay has a co-existing distinct 
phonological system, or so-called co-phonology, in its single prefixation. This 
distinction could be captured adequately by a morphological construction with a 
distinct phonological process that has different constraint rankings. The same set of 
constraints is ranked differently according to a distinct phonological system where one 
allows nasal substitution, while the other one does not. The co-phonology developed 
within OT is completely different from earlier approaches such as rule-based analysis. 
In the latter, a phonological phenomenon is described as an input configuration and 
the operation that applies to it is rule ordering. If the data were to be analysed using 
rule-based analysis, optimal output with nasal and voiceless obstruent cluster would 
be impossible to obtain. In (140), I illustrate how rule-based analysis fails to handle 




1) Nasal assimilation mom-proses
2 ) Voiceless obstruent deletion mom-roses
Output *[mom.roses]
4.2.2 Nasal and sonorant clusters
We have just seen, in the above discussion, that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters 
are disfavoured in the language. I will also discuss here the fact that as well as 
simplifying NC clusters, Malay also disfavours another type of cluster emerging in the 
surface representation, i.e. nasal and sonorant clusters. This is consistent with what I 
have observed in the corpus. Nasal segments followed by sonorant consonants are 
constantly deleted in the language. As was mentioned earlier in this thesis (see 
Chapter 1 subsection 1.3.1), nasal and sonorant clusters do not raise a particulary 
interesting issue when compared to nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. There is not 
a single word in the data which shows the occurrence of this cluster in the surface 
representation.
In the previous section, we saw that two prefixes which end with nasal 
segments /mog+/ and /pog+/ can be attached to obstruents, either voiced or voiceless. 
The same happens for sonorant initial roots. The two prefixes /mog+/ and /pog+/ can 
also be attached to sonorant /m, n, 1, r, y, w/ initial roots. I now provide the details of 
these two prefixes which have been attached to sonorant initial roots. The sonorant 










Figure 6: The num bers o f prefixes /m ag+/ and /pai]+/ attached to sonorant initial













I shall now present the relevant data from the DBP-UKM corpus. More 
examples from this can be seen in Appendix E.




e / r /
■ /y/
B /w /







ACT.PRF- embrace ‘to embrace’
Observe that when the first initial consonant of the root is a sonorant, the 
preceding nasal is deleted. Thus nasal deletion is the way that Malay avoids nasal and 
sonorant clusters. In this case, nasal substitution is not applied to break up nasal and 
sonorant clusters. As Teoh (1994: 97) says, ‘nasal deletion in Malay as the 
phonotactic o f the language in general does not allow sonorant clusters even across a 
morpheme boundary ’. The statement made by Teoh is a description of the language. It 
does not explain the phonological motivation of why the clusters are disallowed, 
leading to nasal deletion. In the following discussion, I am going to offer an 
explanation of this.
Data such as those in (142) confirm that there are no words in the language 
containing a nasal followed by a sonorant. In Malay, a sonorant following a nasal 
segment is not allowed to surface as the two adjacent segments are not compatible 
phonetically. Nasals and sonorants share a great similarity of features where both 
segments are within the class feature of [sonorant] and [voice]. It has been observed in 
the literature on language production involving speech errors caused by similarity 
sound relations. Works such as Nooteboom (1967), Mackay (1970), Fromkin (1971) 
and Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt (1979), and many others, demonstrate that 
consonants sharing great similarity have a high potential to participate in a ‘slip of the 
tongue’ (cited in Rose and Walker, 2004). It has also been claimed in other work 
concerning language-production processing, done by Dell (1984, 1986), Stemberger 
(1985) and MacKay (1987), that the occurrence of similar but different consonants 
causes difficulties in an utterance that are mitigated by a shift towards identity (cited
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in Sharon and Walker, 2004). Because of the high similarity shared by consonants, 
misprononciation occurs in such phrases as ‘subjects show ' which is pronounced as 
4shubjects show’ (Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt, 1979). Therefore, near-identical 
sounds are preferred to identical forms. Thus, in Malay, two adjacent consonants, i.e. 
a nasal and a sonorant which have similarity in features, are neutralised by deleting 
the nasal before the sonorant to keep the similar segments distinct. There is another 
phonological reason why sonorant consonant that follows a nasal segment is banned. 
As stated in the Syllable Contact Law (Venneman 1998, Kaye 1990), an onset must be 
less sonorous than its preceding coda. As in Malay, the nasal coda in the prefix is less 
sonorous than /l/ or /r/ in the following onset. These two adjacent consonants therefore 
violate Syllable Contact Law. To overcome this, Malay has chosen to drop the nasal 
segment that precedes a sonorant consonant. I establish the following tableau with the 




























It is clear from the above discussion on single prefixation that Malay does not 
allow two clusters: (1 ) nasal and voiceless obstruents and (2 ) nasal and sonorant 
clusters. To prevent nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters from appearing in the 
surface representation, vowel epenthesis, nasal asslimilation and nasal substitution are
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applied to monosyllabic foreign, undeleted voiceless plosives and native sublexical 
groups, respectively. For nasal and sonorant clusters, nasal deletion is applied instead.
The above discussion also shows that the UNIFORMITY constraint is fully 
obeyed in monosyllabic foreign and undeleted voiceless plosive groups compared to 
the native sub-lexical ones. In contrast, these two sub-lexicon groups disobey *NC, 
while the native sub-lexicon does not. These two differences in obedience and 
violation could be one piece of evidence that not all the data are Malay native words. 
The differences in obedience to the markedness constraint can be shown through 
differences in the constraint ranking, i.e. a co-phonology where the native sublexicon 
group has a different constraint ranking from non-native sublexical groups.
4.3 Multiple prefixation
We have just discussed the process of single prefixation in Malay. Now we turn our 
attention to multiple prefixation. It should be mentioned that, in prefixation, as many 
as three prefixes can be attached to a base to form multiple prefixation. As a source of 
evidence, the UKM-DBP corpus clearly proves that cases of three prefixes being 
combined to form multiple prefixation are very few. This is also mentioned in Onn 
(1980: 56), in that Malay affixes may take as many as four affixes, including a suffix. 
Here are some examples28 (prefixes and suffixes are emboldened).
28 Onn admits that such examples o f multiple prefixes are very few in number.
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144. Multiple prefixes (Onn, 1980: 56).
a) bar-sa-ka-tidur-an
REF-AD J-N OM-sleep-NOM. SUF 
‘sleeping together without commitment’
b) bar-ka-sa-oraq-an 
REF-NOM-ADJ-person-NOM.SUF 
‘a state o f loneliness’
As this study is only concerned with nasal final prefixes, there is a maximum 
of two prefixes that can be attached to a root. Let us first consider the following 
examples in (145). I have classified the data into two groups according to the class 
derived from the multiple prefixes: ( 1) nominal and (2 ) verbal prefixes.
















‘to cause to strengthen for’
ii) mam-par-luas-kan 
VERBL.PRF-NOM.PRF-strength-CAUS.SUF 
‘to cause to broaden for’
iii) man-tar-tac^am-kan 
VERBL.PRF-VERBL.PRF-sharp- CAUS.SUF 
‘to cause to sharpen for’
A generalisation from the above examples can be summarised as: Nasal 
substitution occurs when the multiple prefixes produce a nominal prefixed word, as 
shown in 145(a). On the other hand, when the multiple prefixes form a verbal word, as 
in 145(b), nasal substitution is blocked.
Observations from the corpus show that 6,154 words are /moq+psr/, while 
only 1,020 words are /poq+por/. This shows that multiple prefixes with nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters occur more than the ones with nasal substitution. The 
difference in number between the prefixes can clearly be seen in the following graph:
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As already noted, the language does not allow nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in the surface representation. Therefore, voiceless obstruents following nasals 
regularly undergo nasal substitution, as in 137(a). One question that can be asked here 
is: Is it obligatory for a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent to undergo nasal 
substitution? Or to put it in another way: Must nasal substitution be applied whenever 
there is a nasal and voiceless obstruent cluster since the phonetic requirements are 
already met? To answer this question in the context of multiple prefixation, I suggest 
that another factor, as well as the phonetic environment, i.e. the morphological 
environment, is worthy of consideration. By considering both factors, I assume that 
nasal substitution is blocked in multiple prefixation (i.e. at the prefix-prefix 
boundary). Why is it blocked in this morphological environment? To support this, I 
will then propose an EDGE-INTEGRITY (85) constraint which requires a 
morphological unit to preserve its edge segments in the underlying position by 
keeping them at the edge of a corresponding prosodic structure (Kang, forthcoming) 
in the constraint ranking.
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Before the discussion begins, it is worth a brief overview of what has been 
done in previous studies. Works like Omar (1986), Hassan (1987), Kroeger (1988) 
and Pater (1999), cited in Ahmad (2005: 185), concerning multiple prefixation, claim 
that the morphological environment of the prefix-prefix boundary is impermeable to 
nasal substitution. This claim is true, as shown in the above data in 145(b), where 
nasal substitution does not occur between prefixes. However, those studies do not give 
any phonological explanation of why the clusters cannot undergo nasal substitution at 
this morphological boundary. Moreover, data such as those in 145(a), where the 
clusters undergo nasal substitution, have been left unexplained. Considering the above 
examples therefore, this issue will be brought into the discussion since nasal 
substitution is not fully active, as at the prefix-root juncture (i.e. single prefixation). 
Therefore, we need to revise the claims made in previous studies on nasal substitution 
at the prefix-prefix boundary. Before I offer an OT account, let us see first how the 
case under discussion has been resolved in ruled-based analyses.
In rule-based analyses, two rules, (1) nasal assimilation and (2) voiceless 
obstruent deletion, are applied to account for nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. 
These two rules have to be applied in order, in that the nasal assimilation rule must 
precede the voiceless obstruent deletion rule. It is assumed that the same rules have 
also been applied to explain nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in multiple 





(1) Nasal Assimilation: pom+por+badan+an
(2) Voiceless Obstruent Deletion: pom+or+badan+an
Output: [po.mor.bada.nan]
From the above derivation, it shows that by applying the same rules, in order, 
to nominal multiple prefixes /pop+por/, the correct output is obtained. However, if this 
method of analysis were to be applied to another type of data, as we have in 145(b) for 




(1) Nasal Assimilation: mom+por+kuwat+kan
(2) Voiceless Obstruent Deletion: mom+or+kuwat+kan
Output: * [mo.mor.kuwat.kan]
The above derivation clearly shows that the two rules, taken in order, fail to 
account for /moq+por/. The output derived from the above derivation is an output with 
nasal substitution. This is an incorrect output since /moq+psr/ does not undergo nasal 
substitution, as the data in 145(b) show. By assuming that nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in multiple prefixation can be resolved in the same way as in single 
prefixation, some previous scholars (e.g.: Omar, 1993; Karim, 1995) have claimed 
that the data in 145(b) are to be considered as exceptional since the output does not 
obey the system of Malay grammar. Such a simple explanation has been given to
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account for the occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at the prefix-prefix 
juncture.
I assume that this claim was made by previous studies as they were only 
considering the phonetic factor in multiple prefixes. Since there is a nasal and 
voiceless obstruent cluster, hence the solution applied to a single prefix has also been 
applied to multiple prefixes. Therefore they simply claim that the non-application of 
nasal substitution in the verbal multiple prefixes /morj+psr/ is an exception. Here, I 
will put forward my argument about what I have claimed earlier, that nasal 
substitution does not actually occur in Malay multiple prefixation, and that it is also 
motivated by the morphological environment factor as well as the phonetic 
environment factor.
The data in 145(b) prove that nasal substitution is not active at the prefix- 
prefix juncture. The occurrence of nasal substitution, as in 145(a), is only a case of 
analogy, as I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, where the solution applied in 
single prefixation has also been applied to multiple prefixes. To account for the 
blocking of nasal substitution between prefixes, we need to posit a new constraint, 
which ensures that no nasal substitution occurs in this morphological domain. OT is a 
theory which is able to account for a phonological process according to the 
morphological domain. To put it differently, unless the clusters occur in the right 
morphological domain, other than that, the phonological process of nasal substitution 
cannot be applied, even though all the phonetic requirements have been met. With the 
issue at hand, a morphology-phonology interface constraint is truly required to 
account for multiple prefixes. A faithfulness constraint proposed by McCarthy and 
Prince (1995), EDGE INTEGRITY, is a morphologically-conditioned phonology
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constraint which has been used to account for cases like this. The definition of EDGE 
INTEGRITY as proposed by McCarthy and Prince (ibid.) has been defined in (85) and 
is repeated below for convenience:
148. EDGE INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince, 1995).
A segment at the edge of a morphological constituent should be at the edge of
a prosodic constituent, where the edges can be left, right or both.
As defined, EDGE INTEGRITY requires that the morphological unit preserve 
its edge segments in the input by keeping them at the edge of a corresponding 
prosodic structure. There is a strict faithfulness constraint on the segments at the edges 
so that every segment at the edge of a morphological unit is protected and is immune 
to phonological processes like epenthesis (Kang, forthcoming).
According to Kang (forthcoming), EDGE-INTEGRITY evaluates a segment 
and its affiliation. The segment is said to be violating the constraint if an initial or a 
final segment is not affiliated with the corresponding PCafs edge (ibid.: 7). The 
structure in 149(a) violates EDGE INTEGRITY since the final segment C\ of MCati is 
linked to MCat2 and is not affiliated with PCati. Recall that the process of nasal 
substitution causes the two segments in the input to merge into a single segment in the 
output, due to the process of nasal substitution. Therefore, we see that the final 
segment Cj of MCatj is also linked to the initial segment C2 of MCat2. The structure in 
149(b) does not violate EDGE-INTEGRITY at all, since the two segments Ci and C2 
are at the edges of their prosodic constituents.
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M Cati M Cat2 M Cati M Cat2
The merging of the two segments Ci and C2 in the input into a single segment 
results in one less consonant in the output. The consonant then has to be syllabified 
into the second prefix, MCat2. This results in the right edge of MCati not being 
affiliated with the corresponding PCati Thus I propose an EDGE-INTEGRITY 
(MWord, PrWord) constraint which focuses on the segments at the edges of 
morphological words and their prosodic words for Malay, as defined below:
150. EDGE INTEGRITY (MWord, PrWord).
Segments at the edges of a morphological word should be at the edge of a 
prosodic word at both edges.
Considering the constraint I have just introduced, I now establish the following 
constraint ranking for verbal multiple prefixes: PrStem »  EDGE INTEGRITY »  
NAS ASS »  *NQ »  ALIGN RHOTIC »  DEP-IO »  UNI. Observe that EDGE 
INTEGRITY has been added into the constraint ranking.
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151. Constraint ranking for multiple prefixes.









a. momnorbosar *! * *
b.c®=momip2orbosar * *
c. mopip2orbosar *! *
The tableau above shows that the faithfulness constraint EDGE-INTEGRITY 
dominates the markedness constraint, *NC. Because of that, candidate (a), with nasal 
substitution, loses due to a fatal violation of the faithfulness constraint. In contrast, 
candidate (b) violates the markedness constraint *N£, as the candidate does not 
undergo nasal substitution. Since the markedness constraint *NC is ranked beneath the 
faithfulness constraint, EDGE INTEGRITY, the least unmarked output is preferable to 
the unmarked ones. Therefore [mom^orbosar] emerges as the winner, not 
*[m3 mi2 9rb9 sar]. This ranking, EDGE INTEGRITY »  *NC, can thus account 
straightforwardly for why nasal substitution does not occur in the environment of the 
prefix-prefix juncture.
The analysis of multiple prefixes above proves the fact that EDGE 
INTEGRITY provides us with a means to account for the problem of phonological 
opacity which arises from the interaction of phonological process (i.e. nasal 
substitution) and morphological domain (i.e. prefix-prefix juncture). This 
morphology-phonology interface constraint, which is found in OT and is used as a 
research tool to account for any morphologically-conditioned phonology issues, is 
absent in previous approaches, such as rule-based and non-linear autosegmental 
analyses. Thus, it is impossible to say that those previous approaches can perform the 
analysis correctly as OT does. Moreover, due to the morphological domain, nasal and
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voiceless obstruent clusters at the prefix-prefix juncture cannot undergo the regular 
process, nasal substitution. As a result, the constraint ranking for multiple prefixes is 
different from the one in the native group for single prefixation. As already 
demonstrated in the above analysis, the difference between multiple and single 
prefixes can be explained straightforwardly by applying co-phonology analysis. Co­
phonology is the most morphologically sophisticated theory, as it assumes that 
morphological structure interacts with phonological constraints (Downing, 2006). This 
is the reason why OT is chosen as the theoretical framework in this study -  it is a 
superior phonological theory that can account for a problem like this.
4.4 Conclusion
The above discussion on prefixation, which covers both single and multiple 
prefixation, has presented some important points about the grammar of Malay. Nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters are disfavoured in the language. This can be seen in 
the analysis of single prefixation, where words in the native group obey *NC -  the 
constraint which bans the clusters from occurring -  while in the remaining groups, 
monosyllabic foreign and undeleted voiceless plosive in loanwords, they do not. 
Words in these two groups, as I have claimed, were originally non-native words, thus 
the regular process (i.e. nasal substitution) cannot be applied. It is impossible for 
borrowed words to be analysed in the same way as native words, since if the process 
for native words were to be applied to analyse borrowed words, then the surface 
output would become odd. The analysis above clearly shows that loanwords cannot be 
subject to a stricter set of constraints than those imposed on native words. By ranking 
the lexicon according to the etymology of words, this can limit the number of 
constraints used to analyse the process of prefixation in Malay. We probably need to
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consider more constraints to explain all the phonological matters regarding prefixed 
words in one hierarchy. As Inkelas, Orgun and Zoll (1997: 403) say, the model 
proposed by Ito and Mester ‘would certainly limit the number of constraints available 
to define morpheme-specific co-phonologies to those true of the entire ‘core’ 
vocabulary’. One thing to note is that the phonotactics of loanwords cannot be totally 
changed to the phonotactics of native words, and therefore they cannot obey all the 
constraints obeyed by native words.
On the other hand, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at the prefix-prefix 
juncture are not resolved by nasal substitution. The clusters at this morphological 
boundary are permitted to emerge in surface representation as the edges of a 
morphological word are preserved by the faithfulness constraint called EDGE- 
INTEGRITY (150). However, as we saw, nasal substitution applies to nominal 
prefixes and is analysed in this study as a case of analogy. Since there is a nasal and 
voiceless obstruent cluster between the first and second prefix, it has been resolved by 
nasal substitution, as this is the way in which this cluster is resolved at the prefix-root 
boundary. To deal with this matter, I have argued that although there is a nasal and 
voiceless obstruent cluster, which means the phonetic environment is met and can thus 
be resolved by nasal substitution, the morphological environment must also be 
considered as a factor conditioning the clusters to undergo nasal substitution. By 
considering the phonetic and morphological environments, I have further claimed that 
nasal substitution is blocked between prefixes.
In the above analysis, it is clearly shown that OT offers a much better solution 
to handling all the problems in both single and multiple prefixes, rather than any other 
model. This theory could explain the application of nasal substitution and schwa
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epenthesis in disyllabic and monosyllabic bases, respectively. As we saw, stems with 
nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in the underlying representation undergo some 
repair strategies in the surface representation, either nasal substitution or epenthesis 
schwa, depending on the size of the root. Those repair strategies apply in order to 
satisfy the markedness constraint in the hierarchy, i.e. *NC. In other words, epenthesis 
schwa and nasal substitution are the conspiracies applied in the language through 
prefixation to rid the surface representation of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. 
Another example of conspiracy applied in prefixation is vowel lengthening. We note 
that MBT developed within OT proposes that the size of prosodic morphemes should 
fall out from their morphological categories. By claiming the size of affixes in Malay 
is monosyllabic bimoraic, vowels in prefixes with no coda consonant have to be 
lengthened. Such a solution of vowel lengthening as offered in OT cannot be found in 
any other alternative.
For convenience, I briefly tabulate the rankings that outline the process of 
prefixation in Malay (native words):
152. Constraint rankings for single and multiple prefixation.
(1) Single prefixation
(a) Native:
PrStem »  NAS ASS »  *NC »  ALIGN-RHOTIC »  DEP-IO, 
UNIFORMITY
(b) Monosyllabic foreign:
PrStem »  NAS ASS, *Ng »  UNIFORMITY »  ALIGN RHOTIC 
»  DEP-IO
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(c) Undeleted voiceless plosive:
PrStem »  NAS ASS »  DEP-IO »  UNIFORMITY»  *NC »  
ALIGN-RHOTIC,
(2) Multiple prefixation:
PrStem »  EDGE-INTEGRITY »  NAS ASS »  *N£ »  DEP-IO »  
UNIFORMITY »  ALIGN-RHOTIC
5. REDUPLICATION*
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, I presented the processes of prefixation in Malay for single 
and multiple prefixes. In this chapter, I shall examine another morphological process: 
reduplication. As I mentioned in Chapter 4, the results from the analysis of prefixation 
are essential for the analysis of reduplication. It has been demonstrated in that chapter 
that Stems (i.e. prefix and root) must be disyllabic in size where each morpheme 
contains one syllable. In this chapter, we will investigate whether the disyllabic 
condition required on Stems also applies to prefixed reduplicants, which will be 
discussed in Section 5.5.
In Malay, reduplication has long received much formal attention, particularly 
from Malay scholars such as Omar (1986, 1993), Hassan (1974), Othman (1981), Onn 
(1980), Che Kob (1981), Karim et al. (1994), Karim (1995), Ahmad (2000a, 2005) 
and Aripin (2005).30 It should be mentioned that, among those scholars, only Ahmad 
(2000a, 2005) and Aripin (2005) apply non-linear phonology analysis, 31 the other 
scholars apply rule-based analysis. Those previous analyses have discussed various 
types of reduplication such as total, partial, rhyming and chiming. Although Malay 
reduplication has been widely studied, there are some problems that have not been
* Acknowledgements: thanks to Moira Yip for her very valuable comments on this paper that was 
presented to the 4th ‘Language at the University o f Essex Postgraduate Conference’ [LangUE],
30 Reduplication has been analyzed by the previous scholars listed here, but is not specific to either SM 
or Malay dialects.
31 Ahmad (2000a) and Aripin (2005) apply non-linear autosegmental analysis to account for partial 
reduplication in SM and PD, respectively. These two scholars’ works will be reviewed in this chapter 
for the purpose o f argument. Meanwhile, Ahmad (2005) uses OT to scrutinize Onn’s work on Malay 
reduplication.
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satisfactorily been explained by previous studies. To put it differently, previous 
analyses cannot neatly explain some processes of reduplicated words.
The discussion in this chapter will focus on the three types of reduplication, 
i.e. partial, total and and affixal. What issues in each of these types will be discussed? 
In partial reduplication, the inaccurate definitions given by previous scholars in rule- 
based analyses (e.g.: Hassan, 1974, 1987; Othman, 1980; Omar, 1975, 1986, 1993) 
will be revised. As was mentioned in subsection 1.3.1, partial reduplication was 
defined as a process of copying the first syllable of the base into the reduplicant. As I 
commented in the first chapter (see subsection 1.3.1), the definition of partial 
reduplication has only been simply described in rule-based analyses. Therefore, it will 
be revised in this present study, in section 5.4.
Besides that, two types of partial reduplication will be discussed, i.e. light and 
heavy reduplication. It must be noted that although partial reduplication in SM has 
been discussed in previous studies, such as Onn (1980) and Ahmad (2001), it has been 
discussed separately from the process of reduplication in any of the Malay dialects. 
This could be the reason why the two patterns of reduplicative morpheme (i.e. light 
and heavy) have never been discussed simultaneously in any previous study. 
Considering one of the Malay dialects, i.e. Perak, this chapter will be discussing heavy 
reduplicative morphemes in partial reduplication in PD , 32 as SM partial reduplication 
only contains light reduplicative morphemes. Why is PD chosen for analysis and not 
another dialect of Malay? This is because partial reduplication in PD has received 
more attention among Malay scholars (e.g.: Omar, 1985; Ahmad, 1991; Aripin, 2005)
32 Partial reduplication in PD was selected for examination in this study because the reduplicative 
morphemes in partial reduplication in this dialect consist o f heavy syllables which are not found in SM. 
For the analysis o f heavy reduplicative morphemes in partial reduplication in PD, this study will be 
using the data from previous studies, such as Ahmad (1991) and Aripin (2005).
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compared to other Malay dialects. As noted in Chapter 3, since Malay does not have a 
corpus for its dialects, so data from previous works are very much needed for this 
analysis. However, in order to analyze heavy reduplicative morphemes, which occur 
in PD, Ahmad’s (1991) work has been referred to. All the data for SM reduplication 
on the other hand will be based on the five million words of data from the DBP-UKM 
corpus.
In affixal reduplication on the other hand, the issue of ‘compounding’ vs. 
‘affixation’ will be highlighted in Section 5.5. This issue is worth discussing since 
previous Malay studies did not examine it seriously. It has been claimed in many 
previous studies (e.g.: Kim, 1996; Hendricks, 1999; Myers and Carleton, 1996; 
Keenan and Polinsky, 1998) that reduplication is a kind of affixation. In Malay, most 
previous studies (e.g.: Ahmad, 2001; Aripin, 2005) are more inclined to agree that 
reduplication resembles affixation. In my analysis, however, reduplication will not be 
claimed as a kind of affixation, as those previous studies claimed. Rather, 
reduplication in Malay will be analysed as being self-compounding. To account for 
this issue, total reduplication (discussed in Section 5.3) and affixal reduplication will 
be examined. Despite the fact that there is nothing much of interest in connection with 
the alternation segments in total reduplication, as the reduplicant copies the entire 
base, it is however crucial that this type of reduplication be discussed, since the 
reduplicative morpheme in total reduplication is essential to determining whether 
reduplication can be considered as a type of affixation or not. Total and affixal 
reduplication play a significant role in accounting for the canonical form in 
reduplicative morphemes. The size of the reduplicative morpheme in those types of 
reduplication determines whether reduplication is better treated as an affixation or 
self-compounding process.
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Apart from the issue of ‘compounding’ vs. affixation’, there are some other 
issues that have not been taken into account, even though they are crucial. When 
affixed words are reduplicated, the prefix is not carried along, as in 14(b). Rather, in 
some affixed words, the prefix is copied into the reduplicant, as in 14(a). I repeat the 
examples here for convenience. In the analysis, I will then propose a solution based on 
the ideas of MBT to overcome this problem.






I begin the chapter with a brief note on Malay reduplication, which will be 
discussed in Section 5.2. In Section 5 .3 ,1 will focus particularly on total reduplication. 
In the following section, 5.4, partial reduplication in SM and PD will be discussed 
and, finally, in Section 5 .5 ,1 will demonstrate the process of affixal reduplication.
5.2 A brief note on Malay reduplication
Generally, reduplication in Malay has been divided into four groups. These are: (1) 
total reduplication (2) partial reduplication (3) rhyming reduplication and (4) chiming 
reduplication (Hassan, 1974; Ahmad, 2005: 143). Each of the groups will be described 
in turn.
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First, total reduplication is a process of completely copying the base onto the 
reduplicative morpheme, like /makan/ ‘to eat’ -  [makan-makan] ‘to eat repeatedly’. It 
is also known as a process of doubling (Inkelas, 2005), where the reduplicant is 
always identical to the base from where it is copied. In this case, since the reduplicant 
copies the entire base, it is difficult to determine which is the reduplicant and which is 
the base or root. As stated in Wilbur (1973), since total reduplication copies the entire 
base, the reduplicant and base are identical. Because of this, there is no way to say the 
reduplicant is prefixed to the base, or the reduplicant is suffixed to the base. He also 
mentions that: ‘There is no qualitative or quantitative difference between these two in 
a surface form, which is the original and which is the copy’ (ibid.: 11). Wilbur’s 
statement is upheld when we look at examples of Malay:
154. Total reduplication of roots (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
Roots Reduplicated words
/marah/ [marah] ‘scold’ [marah-marah] ‘scold repeatedly’
/bulat/ [bulat] ‘round’ [bulat-bulat] ‘exactly’
/lagu/ [lagu] ‘song’ [lagu-lagu] ‘many songs
/top ah/ [toqah] ‘middle’ [toqah-toqah] ‘very in the middle
/baru/ [baru] ‘new’ [baru-baru] ‘very new
It is hard to determine the reduplicant from the reduplicated forms in the above 
examples, since the copying process involves copying the entire segment of the base. 
By contrast, in some languages, for example CiYao verbs reduplication, tone is not 
carried along in the reduplicant (Myers and Carleton, 1996). The reduplicated words 
are underlined:
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155. CiYao Verb Reduplication (Myers and Carleton, 1996: 64, cited in Downing, 
2006: 2 1 ).
Unreduplicated
ku-teleka ‘to cook’
ku-womboka ‘to save’ 
ku-sulumunda ‘to sift (flour) 5
Reduplicated
ku-teleka-teleka 
‘to cook repeatedly 
ku-womboka-womboka 
‘to save repeatedly’ 
ku-sulumunda sulumunda 
‘to sift (flour) repeatedly’
In terms of meaning, totally-reduplicated words denote plurality, repetition, 
continuity, intensity, extensiveness and reciprocity (cf.: Omar, 1993; Hassan, 1974; 
Ahmad, 2005: 141). I briefly lay out some relevant examples for each of these:








muntah-muntah ‘to vomit repeatedly’ 
lari-lari ‘keep running’ 
benar-benar ‘very true’ 
kawasan-kawasan ‘spaces’ 
balas-balas ‘revenge’
As claimed by Omar (1993), this type of reduplication is the most productive, 
compared to others. In my observations, based on five million words of corpus data, I 
firmly agree with Omar on this. The data contain a lot of examples of total 
reduplication in SM. There are 5,843 examples of total reduplication. This includes
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disyllabic roots (see Appendix F) and monosyllabic roots (see Appendix G). Most of 
the totally reduplicated words are disyllabic roots, 5,685 words. Monosyllabic roots 
comprise 158 words. The comparison of disyllabic and monosyllabic roots featuring 
total reduplication can be easily seen in Figure 8  below. In the corpus, this type of 
reduplication has the highest number among other types of reduplication, which are 
partial, rhyming, chiming and affixal. The details of both disyllabic and monosyllabic 
roots’ total reduplication in SM will be discussed in the following Section 5.3.
Figure 8 : Disyllabic and monosyllabic roots in total reduplication in SM (from the
DBP-UKM corpus)
monosyllabic rootsdisyllabic roots
Second, partial reduplication is a process where only part of the base is copied. 
Unlike total reduplication, partial reduplication in SM is not a very productive form 
but it does exist as something productive in terms of phonological process. As I 
observed, there are only 4,180 words of partial reduplication in the corpus, as 
exemplied in (166) (also see Appendix H).
As stated in Omar (1975: 190), this type of reduplication became more 
productive after 1956 when the Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka -  DBP (The Institute of
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Language and Literature) revived this morphological process as a procedure for 
coining new words. This procedure is designed particularly to convey scientific terms 
for concepts, which are mainly borrowed from English (cited in Ahmad 2005: 142). 
This includes both partial reduplication in SM and other dialects spoken in Malaysia. 
As claimed by Omar (1975), partial reduplication is widely used in colloquial Malay 
and in Malay dialects. In my search of the relevant literature (e.g.: Omar, 1985; 
Hassan, 1974; Ahmad, 1991; Aripin, 2005), I have found that partial reduplication in 
some Malay dialects consists of more than one pattern of reduplicative morpheme, i.e. 
light and heavy. In contrast, light reduplicative morphemes are the only pattern in SM 
partial reduplication, as exemplified in (166). As we shall see soon, in Section 5.4, 
partial reduplication in Perak, one of the Malay dialects, consists of two patterns of 
reduplicative morpheme -  light and heavy.
Apart from those two, rhyming is the other type of reduplication in Malay. It is 
called rhyming if one syllable of the base, either the initial or final syllable, is copied 
onto the reduplicant (Ahmad, 2005: 143). Meanwhile in chiming reduplication, only 
the initial consonant of the base is repeated, while vowels undergo phonetic 
modification (Ahmad, 2005). In these types of reduplication, the reduplicative 
morpheme follows or precedes the base (Hassan 1974). As stated in Ahmad (2005), 
phonetic modifications in chiming reduplication are unpredictable, and so he claimed 
that it might be impossible to capture them with a rule. This might be the reason why 
rhyming and chiming in Malay have not received much attention from Malay scholars 
previously.
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In the following are examples of each, i.e. rhyming and chiming 
reduplication. 33 Observe that in rhyming, the initial or final syllable of the base is 
copied, while in chiming only the initial consonant of the base is copied onto the 
reduplicative morpheme.
157. Rhyming reduplication (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
Roots Reduplicated words
ana? ‘child’ ana?-pina? ‘a large number of children’
saudaro ‘relative’ saudaro-maro ‘a large number of relatives’
sorto ‘along with’ sorto-morto ‘immediately’
bopko? ‘bent’ borjkarj-borjko? ‘to be crooked’
158. Chiming reduplication (from DBP-UKM corpus).
Roots Reduplicated words
gunur) ‘hill’ gunup-ganap ‘hills’
tanah ‘soil’ tanah-tanih ‘various kind of soils’
asal ‘origin’ asal-usol ‘ancestor’
In the corpus, I observe that rhyming and chiming reduplication are not as 
productive as total and partial reduplication. There are 364 and 592 words for rhyming 
and chiming, respectively. The following graph presents the numbers for chiming (see 
Appendix I) and rhyming (see Appendix J) reduplication in SM.
33 As has been claimed by Ahmad (2005), ‘Rhyming and chiming reduplication are no longer 
productive in the language’. I will not therefore discuss these two reduplications; instead, I will refer 
the interested reader to sources such as Hassan (1974) and Onn (1980). For these types o f  reduplication, 
it has also been claimed by Omar (1982: 206) that there seems to be no rule to formulate the 
construction o f them.
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Figure 9: Rhyming and chiming reduplication in SM (from the DBP-UKM corpus)
ryhming chiming
Apart from the above-mentioned groups, there is another type of reduplication 
which I call ‘affixal reduplication’. Affixal reduplication is a process whereby 
prefixed words are repeated. Most of the previous studies, for example Hassan (1974), 
Che Kob (1981) and Othman (1985), omit this type of reduplication from their lists. 
As far as I know, at least three Malay scholars have discussed affixal reduplication. 
These are Onn (1980), Omar (1982)34 and Ahmad (2005). Taking this into account, it 
will therefore also be analysed in this thesis. Besides that, this type of reduplication is 
examined as it involves some interesting phonological processes, especially when the 
copying process occurs. The corpus shows that both single prefix and multiple 
prefixes can be reduplicated. However, the existence of these in the corpus is only 
occasional. Perhaps not all prefixed words in SM can be reduplicated. There are 612 
words with single and multiple prefix reduplication, comprising 590 and 22 words, 
respectively. I briefly lay out some examples from the corpus. A full discussion of this 
topic can be found in Section 5.5.
34 Note that affixal reduplication in Omar’s (1982: 206) analysis is termed ‘cross reduplication’.
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159. Single and multiple prefix reduplication (from the DBP-UKM corpus).



















‘to compare with others’
(i) /mom-por-bosar-kan/ [mom-por-bosar-bosar-kan]
VERBL.PRF-NOM.PRF-large-CAUS.SUF VERBL.PRF-NOM.PRF-large-RED-
‘to cause to enlarge for’
(ii) /di-por-main-kan/
PASS.PRF-NOM.PRF-play-CAUS.SUF 
‘to be cheated for’
CAUS.SUF





‘to be cheated for repeatedly’
In the following sections, we are going to discuss the three types of 
reduplication chosen in this study i.e. total, partial and affixal. We begin the 
discussion with total reduplication, in Section 5.3.
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5.3 Total Reduplication
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter (Section 5.1), the reason why total 
reduplication is discussed in this present study is to support the argument I raised 
earlier that reduplication is a process of self-compounding, rather than affixation. In 
this section, I will provide my argument, based on the ideas of MBT, of why 
reduplication is best treated as self-compounding by examining the data for total 
reduplication. The discussion follows.
As far as reduplication is concerned, it has been treated as a kind of affixation. 
Reduplicative morphemes tend to be labelled as affixes, particularly concerning the 
aspects of their meaning and function (Downing, 2006). There are numerous examples 
of languages in the world where reduplication is considered as a form of affix, for 
example Korean (Kim, 1996) and Semai (Hendricks, 1999; Myers and Carleton, 1996; 
Keenan and Polinsky, 1998).
Malay scholars, for example Ahmad (2005) and Aripin (2005), have also 
proposed the same argument, with those scholars considering reduplication as a form 
of affix for SM and PD, respectively. Aripin (2005: 162) claims that reduplication is a 
process where the root receives an affixation. The reduplicative affix (i.e. 
reduplicative morpheme) in Aripin’s analysis is represented as CVC elements. 
Likewise, Ahmad (2005: 141) claims that reduplicant R is the output form of the affix 
morpheme called /RED/. This affix morpheme has no phonological specification in its 
lexical entry. The reduplicant gets its phonological material from the base to which it 
is attached. In contrast, the affix morpheme in affixation is phonologically specified 
(Ahmad, 2005). In other words, the affix morpheme has its own phonological 
material, for example the prefixes /marj+/, /por)+/, /di+/, /tor+/, /bor+/ and /ss+/, and
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the suffixes /-kan/, /-an/ and /-i/. The segmental form in affix morphemes is consistent, 
whereas the form in reduplicative morphemes changes for every word.
According to Moravcsik (1978) and McCarthy and Prince (1986), prosodic 
morphemes for reduplicative affixes typically contain one or two syllables, while 
other prosodic morphemes, like truncations, nicknames and roots, which can stand 
independently, tend to be disyllabic or polysyllabic (McCarthy and Prince, 1986; 
Hayes, 1995; Ito, 1990, cited in Downing, 2006). Given the insights from MBT, 
every morpheme has a canonical shape. It is common in many languages for affixes to 
be monosyllabic or monomoraic, while stems tend to be larger, typically foot-sized 
(Downing, 2006: 25). As reduplicative morphemes in total reduplication copy the 
entire base, so they cannot be said to be a kind of affixation, since the reduplicative 
morphemes would exceed the canonical shape of one affix. This poses a problem for 
the earlier claim that a reduplicant should be treated as an affix.
To deal with this, in recent prosodic morphology (e.g.: Eulenberg, 1971; 
Niepokuj, 1991; Downing, 2006), work concerning total reduplication has proposed 
that total reduplication is a process of compounding, rather than affixation. Such work 
claims that total reduplication is primarily a reduplication process and is a form of 
self-compounding (cited in Downing, 2006: 65). Those scholars also claim that, like 
compound words, total reduplication is made up of two lexical morphemes -  base and 
reduplicant. Other scholars, such as Bauer (1988), claim that a reduplicated word is to 
be considered as compound if the base is entirely reduplicated. The claim that 
reduplication should be treated as forming compound words can clearly be seen in 
CiYao (155), as the reduplicative morphemes are disyllabic or polysyllabic (Downing, 
2006). In this language, reduplicative morphemes contrast with ordinary affixes which
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typically contain one syllable. In CiYao, the reduplicative morphemes are 
polysyllabic.
There is another instance, from other languages, for example Kambera, where 
the reduplicative morphemes contain more than one syllable. See the examples of total 
reduplication in Kambera below:
160. Total reduplication in Kambera (Klamer, 1998: 38, cited in Downing, 2006: 67).
ha-pungu = ha-pungu ‘various poles’
ha-atu = ha-atu ‘each and every one (people)’
pa-mula = pa-mula ‘keep on planting (rice)’
ma-ramba = ma-ramba ‘various (kinds of) kings’
The situations in CiYao and Kambera also occur in the process of doubling 
words/total reduplication in Malay where the reduplicative morphemes copy the entire 
base. Therefore, the size of the reduplicative morphemes is larger than one syllable, as 
in (154). The DBP-UKM corpus used in this study proves the fact that most of the 
reduplicative morphemes (5,685 words) in total reduplication that I observed are 
disyllabic. Because the roots are disyllabic, the reduplicative morphemes are also 
disyllabic, as reduplicative morphemes in total reduplication copy the entire root. 
However, there are totally-reduplicated words found in the corpus that are smaller 
than disyllabic, that is they are monosyllabic. In this case, the roots and reduplicative 
morphemes are monosyllabic. There are only 158 words of total reduplication with 
monosyllabic reduplicative morphemes in total (see Appendix G). The following 
graph presents the numbers for monosyllabic reduplicative morphemes in total 
reduplication:
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Figure 10: The numbers for monosyllabic total reduplication in SM (from the
DBP-UKM corpus)
Except for those four words with monosyllabic reduplicative morpheme 
presented in the graph, /kes/ ‘case’ —► [kes-kes] RED-case ‘cases’, /was/ ‘suspicion’ —► 
[was-was] RED-suspicion ‘very suspicion’, /lot/ ‘group o f  —> [lot-lot] RED-group of 
‘more than one group o f  and /pain/ ‘pump’ -> [pam-pam] RED-to pump ‘to pump 
repeatedly’, the remainder of the total reduplication data found in the corpus contain 
disyllabic reduplicative morphemes. Now I draw out some of the examples of 
disyllabic total reduplication found in the corpus. For more examples, see Appendix F.
161. Disyllabic total reduplication (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
/potani/ ‘farmer’ [potani] [potani-potani] ‘farmers’
/apgota/ ‘member’ [aqgoto] [apgoto-apgoto] ‘members’
/bila/ ‘when’ [bib] [bib-bib] ‘whenever’
/baru/ ‘new’/ ‘recent’ [baru] [baru-baru] ‘very new'
‘recently’
/bonar/ ‘true’ [bona] [bona-bona] ‘very true’/ ‘truly’
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From the copious data for disyllabic total reduplication found in the corpus, we 
have concrete evidence to disagree with previous scholars’ claims that reduplication is 
a form of affix. I shall argue against the previous claims, based on the data I have 
observed. To account for Malay total reduplication, I am following recent work in 
Prosodic Morphology such as that of Eulenberg (1971), Inkelas and Zoll (2000, 2005), 
Niepokuj (1991) and Downing (2006), which claims that total reduplication is a form 
of self-compounding. Thus, I claim that total reduplication in Malay is not a process 
of affixation but rather a process of self-compounding. Now, I am going to provide the 
justification of my claim based on the ideas of MBT.
Recall that MBT requires that all prosodic morphemes must be assigned a 
morphological category (e.g. root, stem, affix or RED). As we can see in (161), the 
reduplicative affix in Malay can be longer than one syllable. This is contrary to what 
MBT predicts for the typical size of an affix syllable -  monosyllabic or monomoraic 
affixes. Because of that, it is plausible if the reduplicative affix, which contains more 
than one syllable, is analysed as either a Stem or Word. This is what those scholars 
have claimed for total reduplication, that it forms a compound word and can therefore 
no longer be said to be an affix. As a compound, a word with total reduplication, 
which is made up of two lexical morphemes, must be minimally bimorphemic, and 
therefore is required to be at least disyllabic. This requirement is formalised by a 
COMPOUND constraint which is analogous to PROSODIC STEM in (35) (Downing, 
2006: 124).
The data presented in Figure 10 show that monosyllabic roots can also be 
totally reduplicated. There is an important point that needs to be touched on when a 
monosyllabic root is the base for a reduplicative morpheme. As discussed at length in
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Chapter 4 (subsection 4.2.1.1), even though the language requires a word to be at least 
disyllabic, this requirement however could not be satisfied in monosyllabic roots. 
Once again, the issue of disyllabicity minimality requirements will be addressed here.
Since reduplication in MBT is treated as self-compounding, the base and 
reduplicant are subject to similar minimality requirements because both of them are 
stems (Downing, 2006: 159). Therefore, they are defined as minimally disyllabic by 
PROSODIC STEM (35) (Downing 2006: 160). Based on the data in (161), the base 
and reduplicative are identical in size and, as such, both are minimally disyllabic. 
Therefore, the minimality requirements, as expected by MBT for base and 
reduplicative morpheme, do not encounter any problem with disyllabic roots.
For monosyllabic roots (monomorphemic roots) however, the bases do not 
contain two syllables and, therefore, the reduplicative morpheme would also be 
monosyllable as the bases are. To account for this, it is the same argument that I 
proposed earlier, in Chapter 4 (subsection 4.2.1.1), the disyllabicity minimality 
requirements for monosyllabic roots can be accounted for by the binary minimality 
principle, which is HEADS BRANCH (31). In this constraint, the base and 
reduplicative morpheme in monomorphemic roots reduplication are allowed to be 
monosyllabic bimoraic, the minimum size required for Heads (roots) (see the 
representation of Heads in (33). See the illustration below:
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The minimality requirements to account for Malay monomorphemic root 
reduplication can be clearly seen in the constraint ranking: HEADS BRANCH »  
DEP-IO »  PROSODIC STEM. In this constraint ranking, as we see in the following 








a. ^  [pam]-[pam] **
b. [pam]-[a.pam] *! (BR) *
c. [o.pam]-[pam] *! (10)
As shown in the above tableau, when HEAD BRANCH is ranked high, it 
allows the base and reduplicative morpheme to be monosyllabic. Therefore, we see in 
the tableau that none of the candidate violates this constraint. Due to schwa 
epenthesis, candidates (b) and (c) violate DEP-BR and DEP-IO, respectively. 
Candidate (a) without schwa epenthesis, neither in the base nor in the reduplicative 
morpheme, emerges as the winner.
35 As I said earlier, it is difficult to determine the base and reduplicative morpheme in total 
reduplication since the reduplicative morpheme copies the whole base. Because o f that, the above 
representation is roughly sketched out simply to give a clearer view o f the discussion.
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Similar to Malay monosyllabic root reduplication, HEADS BRANCH has been 
used to account for monosyllabic (monomorphemic) roots in the process of total 
reduplication in Axininca Campa. Observe that HEADS BRANCH is high in the 
ranking to satisfy the bimoraic minimality requirement for monomorphemic bases 
(Downing, 2006: 160). By ranking HEADS BRANCH higher than other constraints in 
the ranking, the base and reduplicant, with less than two syllables respectively, can be 
chosen as the best output.








b.[naa]-[naata] *! (BR) *
c. [naata]-[naata] *! (IO)
We have just discussed total reduplication. The following section discusses 
partial reduplication.
5.4 Partial Reduplication
Now we move on to partial reduplication. In this section, I am going to discuss the 
two patterns of reduplicative morpheme, light and heavy, that are found in SM and 
one Malay dialect, i.e. Perak.
36 The tableau is from Downing (2006), though here it has been modified. The modification made in 
this tableau is only o f the constraint. I do not include the ALIGN PREFIX constraint, since the 
constraint is not yet relevant to the discussion. The full tableau with the ALIGN PREFIX constraint can 
be seen later, in the section on affixal reduplication in Section 5.5, or by directly consulting Downing 
(2006: 161).
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A key point to note here is that partial reduplication in Malay is not analysed 
as a process of self-compounding, as 1 claimed for total reduplication. As we will see 
later in this section, reduplicative morphemes in this type of reduplication are 
regarded as affixes, and therefore both reduplicative morphemes and bases are subject 
to the MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34), which requires that each 
morpheme that is a prefix and a root contains exactly one syllable. Thus, stems must 
be at least disyllabic. In the case of reduplication, MORPHEME-SYLLABLE 
CORRELATION can be satisfied by ensuring each morpheme that is a reduplicative 
prefix and base contains exactly one syllable. I demonstrate in the following diagram 






As we will soon see, all partial reduplicated words satisfy the MORPHEME- 
SYLLABLE CORRELATION constraint, as reduplicative prefixes always contain 
one syllable while bases are always disyllabic or larger. Further discussion of the 
MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION continues later, on p. 217. Now, we 
observe first what previous studies have said about partial reduplication.
Partial reduplication, as defined by McCarthy (1986), is a process where 
reduplicative morphemes copy the base to which they are attached. The copying
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process in partial reduplication is however incomplete (ibid.). Unlike total 
reduplication, Malay partial reduplication has received much formal attention by 
scholars working on Malay, including, for example: Omar (1986, 1993); Hassan 
(1974); Othman (1976, 1981, 1985); Abas (1988); Che Kob (1981); Karim et al. 
(1994); Karim (1995). Likewise, in many other languages in the world, such as 
Ilokano (McCarthy, 1986; Downing, 2006), Orokaiva (Sommer, 1981), Yoruba 
(Akinlabi, 1984; Pulleyblank, 1988), Kamrupi (Goswami, 1955) and Mokilese (Levin, 
1983, 1985), much theoretical attention has been paid to partial reduplication. This is 
mainly because the reduplicative morphemes in this type of reduplication are quite 
different and interesting in their examination, and the patterns of reduplicative 
morphemes offer challenges to morphological and phonological theories. In Malay, 
this is the reason why partial reduplication has been widely discussed by previous 
scholars as it presents more interesting phonological and morphological processes, 
though it is not very productive in terms of total reduplication. In my observation of 
the corpus, there appear to be only 4,180 words of partial reduplication in SM out of 
five million words (see Appendix H). The corpus data really do prove that partial 
reduplication is present in a very small amount in the language.
Before we go further, let us consider first the following examples of partial 
reduplication in SM, taken from the DBP-UKM corpus. Observe that the reduplicative 
morphemes in this group consist of CV elements -  light syllables.
166. Partial reduplication in SM (from the DBP-UKM corpus).
/bo.la/ ‘ball’ ( round object) [bs-bola]




/ka.tfarj/ ‘bean’ [ko-kafarj] 
RED-bean ‘beans’
/po.hon/ ‘tree’ [po-pohon] 
RED-tree ‘trees’
/kun.tfi/ ‘key’/ ‘lock’ [ko-kuntji]
RED-key ‘password’
In the above data we see that the C element in the reduplicative morpheme is 
copied from the initial consonant of the base, while the V element is a specific vowel, 
schwa. In fact, this is the correct process where the reduplicative morpheme in partial 
reduplication in SM is copied. With the case in hand, I would like to turn back to 
previous scholars’ work on partial reduplication in SM. As noted earlier (see Chapter 
2 Section 2.3), the way a reduplicative morpheme in this type of reduplication is 
copied was wrongly described by previous scholars, especially those who applied 
rule-based analysis (e.g.: Hassan, 1974, 1987; Omar, 1975, 1986, 1993; Karim et al., 
1994, Karim, 1995; and many others). The reduplicative morpheme is not copied from 
the first syllable of the base, as described by those scholars. I shall argue that, if that 
description were to apply to those words in (166), then we would definitely get the 
wrong reduplicative morpheme for partial reduplication in SM. I demonstrate below 
how the copying process described by those previous scholars produces incorrect 
reduplicative morphemes:
167.
Input: /bo. la/ /kun.tfi/
Copy the first syllable: bo-bola kun-kuntfi
Output * [bo-bola] * [kun-kuntfi]
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We have just seen in the above discussion how the copying process is 
described in rule-based analyses. Now, we shall see how the same case has been 
explained in segmental analysis. In works since Marantz (1982), segmental theories 
have been proposed as representing the template shape of reduplicative morphemes. 
Since reduplication is considered a type of prefixing, Marantz proposes that a 
reduplicative affix is obtained by copying the complete phoneme melody of the root 
and linking it to the affixal CV template (ibid., cited in Spencer, 1991: 151). 
Marantz’s segmental theory was applied by Syed Ahmad (1998) to analyse partial 
reduplication in Malay. The concept of partial reduplication given by Syed Ahmad 
(ibid.) offers nothing different from the one given by previous scholars (e.g.: Omar, 
1986, 1993; Hassan, 1974; Othman, 1981; Che Kob, 1981), where reduplication is 
defined as a process of copying the initial syllable of a base, while the vowel in the 
reduplicative morpheme is weakened to a central vowel ‘schwa’ (Syed Ahmad, 1998: 
39). I briefly illustrate the derivation of the CV template as applied by Syed Ahmad:
168. CV Template for partial reduplication (adapted from Syed Ahmad, 1998).
a ij l
C V CV C
a ij t t 1 a ij l
CVCVC CVCVC
From the derivation above, the whole word and segment of the base are copied 
into the template. Only the first two segments in the base, i.e. consonant and vowel, 
are associated to the CV templates. In accordance with autosegmental principles, any 
melody elements or prosodic template slots left unassociated at the end of the 
derivation will be deleted by convention (Marantz, 1980, cited in Spencer, 1991: 152). 
Therefore, the unlinked segments /g/, /i/ and lil would have to be deleted. Then, the
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vowel in the CV template would be weakened to schwa and the output would be 
[lo.lagit].
Another scholar, Ahmad (2000a), also applies template analysis to analyse 
partial reduplication in SM. The proposed template for reduplicative morphemes is 
CV as well. Differing from Syed Ahmad (1998), in Ahmad (2000a), the underlying 
form only contains the elements of CV, regardless of how long the base is. The 
melodies of the base are then repeated in the reduplicative morpheme and are 
associated to the skeletal tier through a process of left-to-right mapping. Any melodies 
left unassociated are deleted. The vowel in the reduplicative morpheme becomes a 
schwa through the process of vowel reduction. I briefly illustrate the process below:
169. (a) Underlying representation (b) Repetition of melody
C V  C V C V  C V  CVCV
s u k a
(c) Left-to-right mapping
CV




suka + su k a
s u k a + s u k a
(d) Delinking of melody
CV CVCV
I I I t I I I I




(e) Vowel Reduction (f) Surface representation
CV CVCV CVCVCV
s 9 + s uka s o s u k a [sa.su.ka]
According to McCarthy and Prince (1986), ‘CVC’ as a reduplicative 
morpheme, for example, in the earlier stages seems to be plausible enough when 
templatic phonology is used to analyse other process of partial reduplication in other 
languages like Ilokano. It shows that this segmental approach finds it harder to 
account for a correct generalisation. I am in agreement with McCarthy and Prince on 
this matter. If we look at the CV template as proposed by Syed Ahmad (1998) and 
Ahmad (2000a) to account for SM partial reduplication, it poses a problem for the PD 
data in which the reduplicative morphemes also consist of both patterns, i.e. CV and 
CVC elements -  light and heavy reduplicative morphemes. Certainly, the CV template 
can only be applied to SM reduplication, as CV is the only pattern of reduplicative 
morphemes in SM, and CV reduplicative morphemes in PD. This CV template, 
however, fails to apply to another pattern of reduplicative morphemes in PD, i.e. 
CVC. The two patterns of reduplicative morpheme in PD -  CV and CVC -  were 
exemplified in (89) (see Chapter 2 subsection 2.4.2.3), and are repeated here for 
convenience:
170. Partial reduplication in PD (from Ahmad, 1991).
(a) Light reduplicative morphemes
(i) /buda?/ ‘child’ [buda?] [bo-buda?]
RED-child ‘all kinds o f children’
(ii) /corita/ ‘story’ [corita] [cs-corita]
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(iii) /kac^i/ ‘to study’ [kac^i]
(iv) /kira/ ‘to estimate’ [kere]
(v) /dulu/ ‘long ago’ [dulu]
(b) Heavy reduplicative morphemes
(i) /potarj/ ‘evening’ [pstaq]
(ii) /<%arag/ ‘seldom’ [c&aKag]
(iii) /barar)/ ‘thing’ [baKarj]
(iv) /sikit/ ‘a little’ [siket]
(v) /galap/ ‘dark’ [galap]
(vi) /buda?/ ‘child’ [buda?]
RED-story ‘all kinds o f stories’ 
[ko-kac^i]
RED-to study ‘to study repeatedly’ 
[ka-kere]
RED-estimate ‘by my estimate’ 
[da-dulu]
RED-long ago ‘very long ago’
[pam-pataq]
RED-evening ‘every evening’ 
[djaji-cfeaKarj]
RED-seldom ‘very seldom’ 
[bag-baKag]
RED-thing ‘all kinds o f  things’ 
[sa?-siket]
RED-a little ‘very little’ 
[ga?-galap]
RED-dark ‘very dark’ 
[ba?-buda?]
RED-child ‘all kinds o f children’
Observe that there are two types of reduplicative morphemes in partial
reduplication in PD: (1) light reduplicative morphemes, as in 170(a) and (2) heavy
reduplicative morphemes, as in 170(b). For light reduplicative morphemes, the 
copying process is exactly the same as in SM, where the C element in the 
reduplicative morpheme is copied from the initial consonant of the base. The V 
element is schwa specific. Notice that in 170(b), the reduplicative morphemes are 
constructed of heavy syllables -  CVC. The first CV has the same process as in SM,
where the initial consonant in the reduplicative morpheme is copied from the initial
consonant of the base, while the V segment is also schwa specific. From where does
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the final C in the reduplicative morpheme gets its phonological material? The final C 
in the reduplicative morpheme is copied from the final consonant of the base. Note 
that there are two types of final consonant of the base that are involved in the process 
of reduplication in PD. The consonants are nasal segments and consonant stops. The 
two final consonants then undergo certain phonological processes when the process of 
copying occurs. The phonological processes are debuccalisation and nasal 
assimilation. Debuccalisation converts consonant stops /t/, /p/ and /k/ into [?] when the 
consonants are copied into the final C in the reduplicative morpheme in the syllable 
coda. The nasal assimilation process occurs when the nasal consonant is copied into 
the coda syllable in place of the final C of the CVC reduplicative morpheme. The 
nasal consonant assimilates to the following onset consonant in the second syllable.
Similarly, a reduplicative pattern, where the final consonant of the base is 
copied into the reduplicative morpheme, is also found in Semai reduplication. In this 
language, the reduplicative morpheme does not however contain a vowel. The 
reduplicative morpheme only contains CC elements whereby these consonants are 
copied from the initial and final consonant of the base, respectively. Let us first 
consider the Semai data, as illustrated below:
171. Semai reduplication (from Hendricks, 1999).
ta?oh th-ta?oh ‘appearance o f large stomach constantly bulging out’
payar) Efl-payai) ‘appearance o f being dishevelled
sulor) srpsulor) ‘the odd appearance o f a snake’s head’
cay3m cm-cay3m ‘contracted fingers o f  a human or animal, not m oving’
ruho:ji rp-ruho:ji ‘the appearance o f  teeth attacked by decay’
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Based on the Prosodic Morphology framework, where reduplicative 
morphemes are represented as prosodic units such as moras, syllables, feet, prosodic 
words and so on (McCarthy and Prince, 1990, 1993, 1994), those patterns of 
reduplicative morphemes, CV and CVC in SM and PD, can plausibly be accounted 
for. The success of prosodic units in describing reduplicative processes in many 
languages, such as Arabic (McCarthy and Prince, 1988), Sanskrit (see Steriade, 1988) 
and Kinande (see Mutaka and Hyman, 1990), has brought me to apply it to Malay 
reduplication. We will see later in this section how the prosodic template works on the 
two patterns of reduplicative morphemes -  light and heavy.
It must be mentioned that Squamish and llokano are two languages that also 
have two reduplication patterns. Before we go to the Malay data, we first look at a 
case study of reduplication in Squamish and then continued by looking at llokano 
reduplication. As mentioned, co-phonology has been applied to Squamish which also 
has two reduplication patterns: (1) the reduplicative morpheme is CoC, regardless of 
what the base vowel is, as in 172(a); and (2) the reduplicative morpheme is CV 
whereby the vowel is copied exactly from the vowel in the base, as exemplified in 
172(b). What I will demonstrate here is how elegant co-phonology is in accounting for 
the two patterns of reduplicative morphemes in the language. Shown below are 
examples of those two patterns. For convenience, the reduplicative morphemes are 
underlined:
172. Squamish’s two reduplicative morphemes (from: Bar-el, 2000; Downing, 2006).
(a) CoC reduplicative morpheme
p ’oq’w - p ’eq’w ‘yellow’
toc-tec ‘skinny’
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k’wos -  k’was ‘bum’
toqw -  toqw ‘red codfish’
(b) CV reduplicative morpheme
k’wa -  k’way? ‘very hungry’
s e - s iq  ‘fly’
p o -p u m ?  ‘swell’
The two patterns of reduplicative morphemes in Squamish has been analysed 
by applying co-indexed constraint analysis. This analysis has proposed the same 
ranking for CoC and CV as for reduplicative morphemes in Squamish. I exemplify the 
following tableau to show how co-indexed constraint analysis gives the wrong optimal 
output.
173. Squamish CoC and CV reduplicative morphemes -  co-indexed constraint 
analysis (Bar-el, 2000, cited in Downing, 2006: 247).
/R E D Afx -k ’way?/ *STRUC *V -Place M A X -B R
ROOT
NO
C O D A
M A X -B R
A FX
a .© k ’wa-k’way? * *! * **
b .# 'k ’V k ’way? * * ***
c. k ,way?-k’way? * *! **
/R E D root -k ’was/
d .^ k ’w3s-k’was * *(3) **
e. k ’wa-k ,was * *! ** * *
f. k ’was-k’was * *! **
In the co-indexed constraint analysis shown above, the same constraint ranking 
optimizes a correct output for the CoC reduplicative morpheme, (d). With the same 
constraint used to account for the CV reduplicative morpheme, the analysis wrongly
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optimizes the optimal output, (b). Two suggestions have been proposed by Downing 
(2008) to solve the problem arising in the analysis. These suggestions are:
( 1 ) Reversing the morphological labelling, i.e. from R E D Afx to R E D root and 
vice versa and ranking the constraint *V-Place lower down in the 
hierarchy.
(2) Reversing the ranking of MAX-BR-ROOT and MAX-BR-AFX.
As claimed by Downing (ibid.: 7), the two solutions proposed to repair the co­
indexed constraint analysis give the correct results. However, some problems occur 
when those solutions are applied. If solution (1) were to apply to the analysis, the 
result would conflict with the cross-Salish requirement that roots have minimal CVC, 
while affixes can violate this constraint. Although the correct results can be obtained 
when we reverse the ranking of MAX-BR-ROOT and MAX-BR-AFX, it is at the 
expense of violating what is claimed to be the universal ranking of these two 
constraints.
Since the two solutions proposed do not work well to account for CoC and CV 
reduplicative morphemes in Squamish, the best way to solve the problems is via co­
phonology analysis. In co-phonology analysis, each of the reduplicative morphemes is 
labelled as a Root, that is Rootj and Root2 . These Roots are analysed in a distinct 
constraint ranking where the same constraints apply for Root] and Root2 but they are 
ranked differently in the hierarchy. The constraint rankings for Rooti and Root2 are as 
follows:
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174. Co-phonology rankings for CoC and CV reduplicative morphemes in Squamish 
(Downing, 2006, 2008).
(a) Root] co-phonology: *V-PLACE »  MAX-BR »  NOCODA
(b) Root2 co-phonology: NOCODA »  MAX-BR »  *V-PLACE
The following tableaux demonstrate how the above co-phonology constraint 
rankings are analysed:
175. Co-phonology analysis in Squamish reduplication.






a .^ k ,wos - k’was * * **
b. k ,wa- k ,was * *! * *
c. k’was - k ,was * *! **
(b) Root2 -  CV reduplicative morpheme in Squamish.
/R E D  - k ,way?/ M ORPH-
SYLL
N O C O D A M A X -B R  
(V-PLA C E, SEG)
♦V-PLACE
d .^ k ’wa - k ,way? * ** *
e. k ’w9 - k ’way? * *** i
f. k ’way?- k ,way? *
As shown in 175(a), by ranking *V-PLACE higher in the hierarchy, this 
constraint optimizes candidate (a) with vowel reduction in the CoC reduplicative 
morpheme. Meanwhile, in 175(b), the markedness constraints NOCODA and MAX- 
BR ensures only the vowel in the base is copied exactly into the reduplicative
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morpheme. It is clear now that the co-phonology analysis as demonstrated above can 
account well for the two patterns of reduplication in Squamish.
According to Downing (2006: 248), the two reduplicative morphemes in 
Squamish are best treated by applying co-phonology analysis -  a distinct constraint 
ranking. The reasons to prefer co-phonology over co-indexed analysis are, first, 
because the reduplicative morphemes CoC and CV with identical categories show 
different patterns in markedness reduction. As we saw in the above tableaux, a vowel 
in one of the reduplicative morphemes in Squamish must be a schwa, no matter what 
the vowel in the base is, as in the CoC reduplicative morpheme. In the other pattern 
however, i.e. CV, a vowel in this reduplicative morpheme can be any vowel, 
depending on what vowel in the base is. The difference in vowel reduction in the two 
reduplication patterns is analysed in co-phonology by reversing the ranking of 
NOCODA and *V-PLACE in the hierarchy, as co-phonologies allow markedness 
reversals. Meanwhile the second reason is that co-phonology is the more powerful 
theory when the morphological category and degree of markedness are not the ones 
expected in the language.
Besides Squamish, llokano is another language which also has two 
reduplication patterns and co-phonology is the best solution to explain those patterns 
too. As illustrated in Hayes and Abad (1989), llokano also has two types of 
reduplication. The two patterns of reduplicative morphemes in llokano could be 
adequately explained by proposing co-phonology. In co-phonology analysis, the 
heavy reduplicative morpheme in llokano is explained by the tendency for prosodic 
constituents to be of maximal size, while the light reduplicative morpheme is 
explained by the opposing tendency for some prosodic morphemes to have an
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unmarked structure (cf. Downing, 2006: 12). As claimed in Downing (ibid.), these 
opposing tendencies can be accounted for in co-phonologies analysis. Before we go to 
the analysis tableaux, let us consider examples of the two reduplication patterns:




saqit ‘to cry’ 
trabaho ‘to work’
(b) Light reduplication: 
buneg ‘kind of knife’ 





?ag-san- sagit ‘is crying’ 
?ag-trab-trabaho ‘is working’
si-bu- buneg ‘carrying a bunerj ’ 
?agin-sa- sag it ‘pretend to cry’ 
si-pa-pandilig ‘wearing a skirt’ 
?agin-tra-trabaho ‘pretend to work’
As MBT has been applied to resolve the opposing cross-linguistic tendency, as 
in the two llokano reduplication patterns, it is proposed that the reduplicative 
morphemes -  light and heavy -  are affixes (Downing, 2006: 245). Reduplicative 
morphemes are treated as affixes, which means that both reduplicative morphemes in 
light and heavy reduplication must be monosyllabic in size, as required by the 
MORPHEME SYLLABLE CORRELATION constraint in (34). As we can see in 
(176), the two reduplicative morphemes can be light and heavy monosyllabic in size. 
Therefore, the difference in markedness of the two patterns of reduplicative 
morphemes, as claimed by Downing (2006: 245), is accounted for by proposing that
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each reduplication pattern introduces a distinct co-phonology. The following tableaux 
exemplify the analysis of llokano light and heavy reduplication in a version of MBT:
177. (a) llokano light reduplication (from Downing, 2006: 245).




a. trab-trabaho * *! ***
b. tra:-trabaho * *!
c. trabaho-trabaho ** i
d.^tra-trabaho *
(b) llokano heavy reduplication (from Downing, 2006: 246)
MORPH-SYLL »  MAX-BR »  NOCODA, *VV
Light RED- trabaho MORPH-
SYLL
MAX-BR NO CODA *vv
a. ^ trab-trabaho * *** *
b. tra:-trabaho * *
c. trabaho-trabaho **!
d. tra-trabaho * **** i
As can be readily seen in the tableaux, the MORPH-SYLL constraint is highly 
ranked in both types of reduplication. Since the reduplicative morphemes are claimed 
to be affixes, the MORPH-SYLL constraint must be highly ranked in both types of 
llokano reduplication. However the other constraints, NO CODA, MAX-BR and 
*VV, need to change their positions in the ranking depending on the reduplicative 
shape. In order to allow light reduplication to be chosen as a target shape, the 
NOCODA and *VV constraints must be ranked higher in the ranking compared to the 
heavy reduplication ones. This is because the reduplicant syllable in light
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reduplication only consists of CV elements. Therefore, NOCODA must be ranked 
higher, so that any heavy reduplicant can be ruled out.
We have just seen two examples from Squamish and llokano reduplication. It 
has been shown that by using co-phonologies, the two patterns of reduplication in the 
two languages, i.e. CoC and CV in Squamish and light vs. heavy reduplication in 
llokano, can be accounted for straightforwardly. As discussed, co-phonologies are 
able to account for the differences in markedness of the two patterns of reduplicative 
morphemes in Squamish and llokano, as this theory allows markedness reversals. 
Since Malay also has two patterns of reduplicative morphemes, light and heavy, co­
phonology analysis will be used to analyse them.
In co-phonology, a phonological function is associated with a morphological 
construction (Orgun, 1996, 1998; Inkelas, 1998, 2008; Inkelas and Zoll, 2005, 2007; 
Antilla, 2002; Downing, 2008; and many others). Scholars who have applied co­
phonology analysis to analyse reduplication (e.g.: McCarthy and Prince. 1995; Myer 
and Carleton, 1996; and many others) claim that in morphological construction, 
specifically the Faithfulness constraint for example, Faith-BR can be interleaved into a 
fixed ranking of markedness constraints (cf. Downing, 2008). This allows some 
constructions to have a more (or less) marked structure in the output than others 
(ibid.).
By applying co-phonology to account for Malay reduplication (this includes 
SM and PD), the heavy reduplicative morpheme is explained by the tendency for 
prosodic constituents to be of maximal size, while the light reduplicative morpheme is 
explained by the opposing tendency for some prosodic morphemes to have unmarked 
structure and be distinctly ranked. These opposing tendencies can be accounted for by
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proposing that the heavy and light reduplicative morphemes are associated with 
distinct constraint rankings, i.e. co-phonology.
Considering both reduplicative patterns, including reduplication in SM and one 
of the Malay dialects, Perak, I shall now begin the analysis. Since Malay reduplication 
contains two types of reduplicative morphemes, as in Squamish and llokano, I will 
follow work such as that of Inkelas (1998), Inkelas and Orgun (1998), Inkelas and Zol 
(2000, 2005) and Orgun (1996, 1998) to propose that different prosodic morphemes in 
the same language can have different optimal output. They claim further that, although 
in the same language, the reason that different optimal output can be obtained is 
because each morphological construction is potentially associated with a different co­
phonology: a construction-specific constraint ranking (Downing, 2006: 13).
Therefore, light and heavy reduplication patterns in Malay must be accounted for by 
proposing co-phonology: a specific construction constraint ranking.
For ease of reference, since the light reduplicative morpheme in PD is exactly 
the same as the one in SM, I will combine the examples from SM and PD:
178. Two patterns of reduplicative morpheme in Malay.
(a) Light reduplicative morphemes.
(i) /buda?/ ‘child’ [buda?] [bo-buda?]
RED-child ‘all kinds of children’
(ii) /kun.fi/ ‘key’/ ‘lock’ [kun.fi] [ks-kunfi]
RED-key ‘password’
(iii) /taq.gaI ‘stairs’ [taq.go] [ta-tarjga]
RED-stairs ‘neighbours’
(iv) /ka.tfag/ ‘bean’ [ka.farj] [ka-kafag]
RED-bean ‘beans’
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(v) /dulu/ ‘long ago’ [dulu] [do-dulu]
RED-long ago ‘very long ago’
(b) Heavy reduplicative morphemes.
(i) /pstag/ ‘evening’ [pstag[
(ii) /cftarag/ ‘seldom’ [cfeaKag]
(iii) /barag/ ‘thing’ [bairag]
(iv) /sikit/ ‘a little’ [siket]
(v) /golap/ ‘dark’ [golap]
(vi) /buda?/ ‘child’ [buda?]
[pom-pstag]
RED-evening ‘every evening’ 
MpjxfeaKag]
RED-seldom ‘very seldom’ 
[bom-bairag]
RED-thing ‘all kinds of things’ 
[so?-siket]
RED-a little ‘very little’ 
[go?-golap]
RED-dark ‘very dark’ 
[bs?-buda?]
RED-child ‘all kinds o f  children’
Before we establish the constraint analysis, it is worth discussing first the 
relevant constraints to account for the two patterns of reduplicative morpheme partial 
reduplication. Following the analysis of llokano reduplication, reduplicative 
morphemes in both light and heavy reduplication in Malay are considered as affixes. 
They must therefore obey the MORPH-SYLLABLE CORRELATION as shown in 
(34) which requires affixes to be monosyllabic.
As proposed in co-phonology analysis, light reduplication is explained by the 
tendency for some prosodic morphemes to have an unmarked structure. Language 
typology and the widespread occurrence of processes which avoid codas suggest that 
the unmarked structure is for syllables not to have codas (cf. Kager, 1999). This 
unmarked structure is set in the following well-formedness constraint, named
NOCODA:
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179. NOCODA (syllables are open) (Kager, 1999).
*C]c
The above constraint requires that syllables are not allowed to have codas. As 
a coda is not present in the light reduplicative morpheme, then NOCODA must be 
highly ranked in the constraint ranking for light reduplicative morphemes. For heavy 
reduplicative morphemes, NOCODA should be ranked lower in the constraint 
ranking.
The second constraint which is crucial to accounting for the data is REDUCE. 
As we observed, a vowel in the two patterns of reduplicative morpheme is a fixed 
vowel, which is schwa, regardless of what the vowel in the base is.
180. REDUCE
Vowels lack quality.
The two constraints we just discussed are both markedness constraints which 
play important roles. As mentioned above, light reduplication is explained by the 
tendency for some prosodic morphemes to have unmarked structure. Here, I would 
like to point out work done by previous scholars regarding unmarked structure in 
reduplicative morphemes. In work such as that of Alderete et al. (1999), McCarthy 
and Prince (1994a, 1999) and Steriade (1988), it is said that reduplicative morphemes 
always illustrate unmarked structure, or what we call the Emergence of the Unmarked 
(TETU) (cited in Downing, 2006: 41). Those previous works claim that a marked 
structure is optimal in the base output, and is non-optimal in reduplicative morphemes. 
In OT, a marked structure in the base can be prevented from occurring in the 
reduplicative morpheme by ranking the relevant B-R faithfulness constraint beneath 
(some) markedness constraints (ibid.). I shall demonstrate shortly that this solution
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works well to produce unmarked structures in light reduplicative morphemes in Malay 
(see tableau 186).
We shall now discuss the relevant faithfulness constraints to account for the 
data. Recall that heavy reduplication is explained by the tendency for prosodic 
constituents to be of maximal size. The maximal size of prosodic constituents is stated 
in the MAXIMALITY CONDITION below:
181. MAXIMALITY CONDITION (Prince, 1985)
Units are of maximal size within the other constraints of their form.
As stated in Downing (2006: 12), this MAXIMALITY CONDITION 
optimizes the largest reduplicative syllable, which is formalised by the faithfulness 
constraint, MAX-BR.
182. MAX-BR
All segments of the base are contained in the reduplicative morpheme (no
partial reduplication).
The faithfulness constraint, MAX-BR, requires that every element in the base 
has a correspondent in the reduplicative morpheme. This means that this constraint is 
violated more for light reduplicative morphemes as only a few segments of the base 
are copied into the reduplicative morpheme. As discussed earlier, the light 
reduplicative morpheme is a case of unmarked syllable structure. It is an open 
syllable, omitting any coda consonant. If [rj] in the first syllable from the base [taq.go] 
were copied into the reduplicative morpheme, it would be syllabified as a coda
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syllable, from which the output would be *[tor)-tar)ge]. In this case, the faithfulness 
constraint, MAX-BR, must be ranked beneath the markedness constraint NOCOD A in 
the constraint ranking of light reduplicative morphemes -  NOCODA »  MAX-BR 
(see tableau in 186). But then when is a marked structure allowed in the reduplicative 
morpheme? A marked syllable structure occurs in heavy reduplicative morphemes. 
Thus, in order to get marked syllable structure in the reduplicative morpheme, MAX- 
BR must outrank NOCODA: MAX-BR »  NOCODA (see tableau in 187).
Observe that the heavy reduplicative morpheme which occurs in PD poses a 
fundamental challenge. As pointed out by Ahmad (2005: 182), the partial 
reduplication in PD and most of the Peninsular Malay dialects37 does not meet the 
regularities of phonology and morphology in the language since the clusters of nasal 
and voiceless obstruents in the reduplicated words do not undergo the regular process, 
nasal substitution, e.g. [pom-pstanl -  * [pom-stag] and [kon-kawanl -  *[kop-awan]. 
This process, which is invisibly active in the environment of the reduplicative 
morpheme, has posed a challenge to linguists writing about the grammar of Malay. It 
should be kept in mind that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not permitted in 
the language. Therefore, this sequence undergoes nasal substitution whereby a 
voiceless obstruent is deleted, leaving its place of articulation to a nasal (Kager, 1999: 
59). In this analysis, the undeleted voiceless obstruent after the nasal segment, as in 
178(b), can be accounted for by proposing a constraint called ANCHORING. As the 
coda consonant in the reduplicative morpheme is determined by the final consonant of 
the base, the relevant ANCHORING constraint which plays a crucial role here is 
RIGHT ANCHOR-BR. It can be formally defined as follows:
37 The author did not mention which Peninsular Malay dialects contain heavy reduplication.
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183. RIGHT ANCHOR-BR (Kager, 1999: 251)
Any element at the designated periphery of Si has a correspondent at 
the designated periphery of S2
This constraint requires that the right peripheral edge of the base must coincide 
with the right peripheral edge of the reduplicative morpheme. As a final consonant of 
the base will be copied into the coda position in the reduplicative morpheme, so 
RIGHT ANCHOR-BR is ranked higher in the hierarchy. This constraint is, however, 
ranked lower in light reduplication, because the right edge of the reduplicative 
morpheme does not coincide with the right edge of the base. I demonstrate the 
following correspondence diagram for obedience of RIGHT ANCHOR-BR. The 
violation of this constraint has already been demonstrated in (97).
184. Correspondence diagram for obedience of RIGHT ANCHOR-BR.
b 11 d a ?  base
b o V reduplicative morpheme
As already mentioned, co-phonology is used in this present study to analyse 
the two reduplicative morphemes. I establish the following co-phonology rankings for 
Malay.
185. Co-phonology rankings for Malay.
(a) Light reduplicative morpheme co-phonology:
NOCODA »  REDUCE »  MAX-BR »  RIGHT ANCHOR-BR
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(b) Heavy reduplicative morpheme co-phonology:
RIGHT ANCHOR-BR »  REDUCE »  MAX-BR »  NOCODA
Now I present the analysis of light and heavy reduplication in the following 











a. bu-bu.da? * *! *** *
b.^bo-bu.da? * *
c. bud- bu.da? * *! * ** *
d. bu.da?-bu.da? **! * *
d. bo?-bu.da? * *! ***
As discussed earlier, the unmarked syllable structure for light reduplicative 
morphemes is obtained by ranking the relevant markedness constraint, in this case 
NOCODA, above the faithfulness constraint, MAX-BR. Thus, candidates (c), (d) and 
(e) are ruled out. The remaining candidates in the hierarchy are now (a) and (b). Since 
REDUCE is high-ranked in the constraint ranking, candidate (a) is ruled out as the 















a. bu-bu.da? * *! * ***
b. bo-bu.da? * *!
c. bud-bu.da? * *! * ** *
d. bu.da?-bu.da? ** f ** *
e .^ b 3 ?-bu.da? * *** *
As shown in (187), when RIGHT ANCHOR-BR ranks high in the hierarchy, it 
is optimal for the reduplicative morpheme to copy the rightmost segment of the base. 
As a glottal stop is the rightmost segment in the base, it must be present in the 
rightmost position of the reduplicative morpheme. Therefore candidates (a), (b) and
(c) are ruled out. Next, candidate (d) with total reduplication is ruled out by the 
markedness constraint, REDUCE, because the vowels [u] and [a] are not reduced to a 
schwa. The remaining candidate, (e), which does not violate the highest constraint, 
RIGHT ANCHOR-BR, or REDUCE emerges as the optimal output. Since this 
candidate is not a total reduplication, it violates MAX-BR three times. These 
violations are however not significant as the optimal output has already been 
determined.
The data /buda?/ we analyse in the above tableaux, (186) and (187), end with a 
glottal stop. As we observed, two types of final consonant in the base are involved in 
heavy reduplication: ( 1 ) stop consonants and (2 ) nasal consonants (see 170(b) -  heavy 
reduplication data in PD). Stop consonants have already been discussed above. Now, 
we turn to analyse other data for heavy reduplication where the base ends with a nasal 
consonant. With the same constraint ranking that I established in (187) above, for
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heavy reduplicative morphemes, I now demonstrate how a base ending with a nasal 












a. po-po.taq * *! * ***
b. pot-ps.taq * *!
c. po.taq-po.taq ** *
d.^pom-po.taq * *** *
As shown in the above tableau, the final consonant of the base is a nasal 
consonant, /q/. This consonant is copied into the heavy reduplicative morpheme and is 
syllabified as a coda consonant. When occupying the coda position of the 
reduplicative morpheme syllable, the velar nasal /q/ assimilates to the following onset 
consonant, [p]. The velar nasal then becomes [m] after the assimilation process, while 
[p] remains in the onset syllable of the base. Nasal substitution as mentioned above is 
invisibly active in the environment of reduplicative morphemes. This situation is 
captured under the identity faithfulness constraint which is RIGHT ANCHOR-BR. 
Since the optimal output in (d) is not ill-anchored, it is chosen as the victor. As we can 
see in the above tableau (188), RIGHT ANCHOR-BR is also crucial to rule out other 
non-optimal candidates, hence it must be highly ranked.
The above analysis of Malay partial reduplication, which covers SM and PD, 
clearly shows that co-phonology can handle the two patterns of reduplicative 
morphemes -  light and heavy. As can be seen, light and heavy reduplication patterns
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are analysed differently according to the specific-construction ranking or co­
phonology. In co-phonology, the two different patterns of reduplicative morphemes 
are labelled as ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ and are ranked in a distinct constraint ranking, as I 
demonstrated in (186), (187) and (188). I believe that it is difficult if not impossible 
for the two patterns of reduplicative morpheme to be analysed by earlier derivational 
phonological approaches. Unlike co-phonology, which is developed and motivated in 
OT, it is a non-derivational theory. It formalizes the link between particular 
morphemes and particular phonological patterns in a non-derivational way (Downing, 
2008). If a CV template was, for example, introduced to account for the two types of 
Malay partial reduplication, the heavy reduplicative morpheme would be impossible 
to resolve. As claimed by Moravcsik (1978), there are two problems with CV strings. 
The reduplicative syllable fails to match with the base because the reduplicative 
morpheme contains either more or fewer segments than the corresponding base. 
Hence, the CV reduplicative template, as proposed by Syed Ahmad (1998) and 
Ahmad (2000), fails to account for all the patterns of reduplicative morphemes in 
Malay partial reduplication.
As shown, the analysis of co-phonology can account well for the two 
reduplicative morphemes with identical categories though they show different patterns 
of markedness reduction. In co-phonology, the different patterns of markedness 
reduction are accounted for by reversing the markedness constraint in the ranking. 
This can be done by ranking the relevant markedness constraint above the faithfulness 
constraint in light reduplication, while in heavy reduplication the markedness 
constraint is ranked below the faithfulness constraint. This application is called 
‘Markedness Reversal’, and is allowed in co-phonology. As demonstrated in the 
above tableaux, in (186), (187) and (188), the syllable markedness constraint
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NOCODA can only be satisfied in light reduplication, not in heavy reduplication. 
Therefore, this syllable markedness constraint should be ranked higher in light 
reduplication to ensure the reduplicative morpheme contains no coda. In contrast to 
light reduplication, NOCODA is ranked lower in the heavy ones, since the 
reduplicative ends with a consonant. Therefore, by ranking NOCODA lower, a second 
consonant, which occupies the coda position of the reduplicative morpheme, is 
allowed to be present.
5.5 Affixal Reduplication
In this section I will discuss the process of reduplication in prefixed words. As 
claimed in previous work, for instance Onn (1980), Syed Ahmad (1998), Teoh (1994) 
and Ahmad (2005), prefixed words in Malay can also be reduplicated. This means 
that, as a productive morphological word formation, reduplication can be applied to 
both roots and affixed words. My observations from the corpus show that both single 
and multiple prefixed words in Malay can also be reduplicated. Although the 
existence of reduplicated words with multiple prefixes (22 words) does not turn up 
very frequently in the corpus compared to single prefixed words (590 words), it does 
however exist in Malay vocabulary as another form of reduplication in the language 
(see Appendix K). Therefore it is included for analysis in this study.
In what follows, I shall first discuss the process of affixation by presenting 
some relevant examples from previous work. Onn’s (1980) work on affixation is 
chosen here as this work can be considered one of the comprehensive studies on 
affixation. Affixation in Onn has been broadly discussed more than other previous 
scholars’ work. Before we are in a position to discuss affixal reduplicated words by
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referring to data obtained from the DBP-UKM corpus database, it is worth knowing 
what the process of affixation in Malay is. This will be demonstrated by reviewing 
Onn’s work and the relevant phonological aspects found in affixed words, since 
surface forms produce certain effects in reduplicated words:
189. (a) V-final prefixes + V-initial stems (from Onn, 1980).
/di+ubah/ [di.?u.bah] to alter (pass.)
/di+ambil/ [di.?am.bel] to take (pass.)
/di+olah/ [di.?o.lah] to describe (pass.)
/di+iris/ [di.?i.res] to cut/to slice (pass.)
/di+acfcar+i/ [di.?a(%a.ri] to teach (pass.)
nal prefixes + V-initial stems.
/bsr+adu/ [bo.ra.du] to compete
/psrj+usik/ [po.rju.se?] teaser
/pop+asut/ [ps.rja.sot] instigator
/morj+acfcar/ [msq.a.cija] to teach
/msrj+awas/ [ms.rja.was] to supervise
The phonological facts displayed above can be summarised as follows: In the 
examples in 189(a), no matter what the root is, the prefix /di+/ will always be realised 
as [di]. When /di+/ is attached to a V-initial root, a glottal stop will be epenthesized to 
break up the derived vowel sequences (Onn, 1980). Meanwhile, in 189(b), the nasal 
segment in the prefix is maintained as a velar nasal and will be resyllabified to the 
following vowel, passing across the prefix boundary, likewise the /r/ segment in the 
prefix /bor+/.
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As we can see in 189(a), the role of the glottal stop between the V-final prefix 
and the V-initial root is primarily to break up vowel sequences at the prefix-root 
juncture. Note that the glottal stop is a default consonant which is commonly used to 
break up any vowel sequences in Malay. Epenthesis of the glottal stop as a default 
consonant can be seen easily in Arabic loanwords, for example /maaf/ ‘forgive’, 
/dtjumaat/ ‘Friday’, /taat/ ‘obey’ and /saat/ ‘second/minute’. These words are realised 
as [ma?af], [cftuntffPat], [ta?at] and [sa?at] (Ahmad, 1990). Additionally, glottal 
epenthesis is a result of the syllable structure in the language where a syllable must 
begin with an onset. In other words, a syllable without an onset is prohibited from 
emerging in the surface form.
Notice that the examples in 189(a) show that a glottal stop is epenthesized 
between the V-final prefix /di+/ and V-initial roots and is by no means to provide an 
onset to the syllable. In the examples in 189(b), all the roots begin with a vowel which 
means no onset, a glottal stop is however not inserted. Besides, by epenthesizing a 
glottal stop to provide an onset to a syllable, there is another way that a syllable can 
get its onset. The initial vowel in stems gets its onset from the preceding consonant in 
accordance with the Minimal Onset Satisfaction Principle (Roca, 1994). The final 
consonant of the prefix is syllabified to the initial vowel of the stem to provide an 
onset. This is in parallel to the above examples when C-final prefixes concatenate to 
V-initial stems, e.g. /bor+adu/ ‘to compete’ becomes [bo.ra.du]. The consequence of 
syllabifying the final consonant of the prefix to the initial vowel of the stem is that the 
prefix syllable produces a light syllable. The light syllable in the prefix then does not 
fit the size of the prosodic morpheme for affixes [opp] in Malay prefixation, as I 
maintained earlier. In order to ensure the prefix satisfies the size of that prosodic
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morpheme, as I have also argued, the best solution is that the vowel in the prefix needs 
to be lengthened.
It must be noted that Onn’s (1980) analysis also observed that a vowel in the 
prefix would undergo compensatory lengthening. In his analysis, however, 
compensatory lengthening is due to: (i) the deletion of /r/ in a coda position. When [r] 
in a coda position is deleted, the additional mora to the coda consonant is linked to the 
preceding vowel. Therefore, the vowel gets lengthened. This process in which a coda 
consonant has an additional mora has been termed ‘Weight by Position’ by Hayes 
(1989, cited in Durand and Katamba, 1995: 127); (ii) when another consonant follows 
(ibid.: 16) and a vowel precedes a nasal and a consonant. I am not in agreement with 
this kind of lengthening and I shall argue against this shortly. The following are 
examples of each case:




/tor+duduk/ [to:dudo?] to sit unintentionally
/bor+kata/ [bs:kat3] to utter
/bor+dsbat/ [b9:dsbat] to compete
(b) Lengthening of the vowel that precedes a nasal and a consonant (Onn, 1980: 38):
/baqga/ [ba:qg9] to be proud
/gurindam/ [guri:ndam] ‘a kind of poetry’
/tumbai)/ [tu:mbar|] ‘to fall’
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/di+bantu/ [diba:ntu] ‘to help (pass.)’
/di+?arjgap/ [di?a:qgap] ‘to assume (pass.)’
/morj+daki/ [momdaki] ‘to climb (active)’
/morj+bayar/ [moimbayar] ‘to pay (active)’
In this present study, I postulate another compensatory vowel-lengthening 
situation in Malay, in addition to the two examined by Onn (1980). This argument 
must, however, be differentiated from Onn’s claims. According to Onn (ibid.), the 
vowel in the prefix will be lengthened although the final consonant is retained, as in 
[momdaki] and [moimbayar]. In my view, vowel lengthening, as proposed by Onn, 
presents a problem in explaining why the vowel in the prefix should be lengthened 
whereas the final consonant is not deleted. There is no strong phonological motivation 
to account for this fact. Given the insight from Prosodic Morphology, where template 
morphemes are expressed in terms of prosodic units, I claim that vowel lengthening in 
the prefix is a kind of conspiracy in the language to satisfy PROSODIC STEM (35). 
Vowel lengthening is seen as a way to satisfy PROSODIC STEM because the other 
segments in the word cannot be linked to the empty mora, as it causes the association 
line to be crossed. In that sense, it is hard to agree with Onn (1980) that vowels are 
lengthened, as in [msmdaki] and [moimbayar]. I shall argue this based on the ideas of 
MBT where morphemes tend to have a ‘canonical form’ or a ‘general phonemic 
shape’ (Hockett, 1966a; Nida, 1949, cited in Downing, 2006). As I proposed earlier, 
the canonical shape for prefixes in Malay is monosyllabic bimoraic (123) -  none is 
less or more. By lengthening the vowels in [momdaki] and [moimbayar], this causes 
the prosodic size of the affix to exceed the canonical shape. Vowel lengthening, as I 
have demonstrated in this study can, however, only be applied in restricted 
environments. The environments where vowel lengthening occurs are: (1) when a root
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is concatenated with V-final prefix /di+/ to satisfy PROSODIC STEM, (35), as 
illustrated in (124); (2) when Ivl in the prefix /tor+/ and /bor+/ is deleted in order to 
satisfy ALIGN-RHOTIC, as in (133); (3) when the final consonant in the prefix is 
syllabified to the following syllable of the stem that begins with a vowel, as in 189(b).
Now we shall proceed to the analysis. We have seen that total reduplication in 
Malay resembles compounding, as has also been claimed in other languages. In 
Section 5.3, I have demonstrated data for total reduplication showing that
reduplication in Malay is best considered as a type of compounding rather than
affixation, as the reduplicative morphemes in total reduplication contain more than
one syllable. As I have already mentioned in the discussion, work such as that of
Eulenberg (1971), Niepokuj (1991), Inkelas (2005), Inkelas and Zoll (2000, 2005) and 
Downing (2006) claims that each half of the complex has the same morphological 
category, likewise in Malay. Thus, I illustrate the structure of reduplicative 
compounds for Malay reduplication:





I briefly present some of the relevant examples of affixal reduplicated words 
from the corpus. As mentioned earlier in this section, both single and multiple prefixes
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can be reduplicated in Malay. Thus, the data presented below are divided into these 
two types of prefixes:





























‘to cause to enlarge for’
(ii) /msm-por-main-kan/ 
VERBL-NOML-play-C AU S. SUF 






‘to cause to enlarge for repeatedly’ 
[mom-por-main-main-kan] 
VERBL-NOML-play-RED-CAUS.SUF 
‘to cause to play for repeatedly’ 
[di-por-main-main-kan] 
PASS.PRF-NOML-play-CAUS.SUF 
‘is mocked for repeatedly’
38 See Appendix L for more data.
39 See Appendix K for more data.
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As we can see in the above examples, unlike in total and partial reduplication 
where roots are the input for the reduplicative morphemes, in affixal reduplication, in 
contrast, the affixed words are the input for the potential possible candidates. In MBT 
analysis, the input for the reduplicated words in this case is stems, which consist of 
prefix and root (191). Therefore, stems must at least be disyllabic, as required by the 
MORPHEME-SYLLABLE CORRELATION constraint (34). As explained in 
Chapter 2 subsection 2.2.4, this constraint is a corollary to the PROSODIC STEM 
constraint, as illustrated in (35). In MBT, the ALIGN PROSODIC STEM constraint 
defines the prosodic stem as the base for reduplicative morphemes (Downing, 2006: 
159). The constraint, ALIGN PROSODIC STEM, can be formally defined as follows:
193. ALIGN PROSODIC STEM (Downing, 2006).
Align (L, RED; R, Prosodic Stem)
As formally defined by the ALIGN PROSODIC STEM constraint, a prosodic 
stem is the base for a reduplicative morpheme. Nevertheless, prefixes are not allowed 
to be copied into the reduplicative morpheme. As stated in Downing (2006: 159), 
prefixes are not copied except by reason of satisfying the minimality condition. It can 
be summarised that if the reduplicative morpheme has already satisfied the minimality 
condition, then copying the prefix is not plausible in this case. This is true for what I 
have observed in the corpus. Prefixes are not copied into reduplicative morphemes, 






‘to choose’ ‘to choose repeatedly’
(ii) /mom-bolek/ [mom-balek-bolek]
VERBL.PRF-scrutinise VERBL.PRF-scrutinise-RED
‘to scrutinise’ ‘to scrutinise repeatedly’
(iii) /bor-kato/ [bor-kato-kato]
PASS.PRF-utter PASS.PRF-Utter-RED
‘to utter’ ‘to utter repeatedly’
(iv) /tor-bawa/ [tor-bawa-bawa]
TRANS-carry TRANS-carry-RED
‘to carry unintentionally’ ‘to carry unintentionally repeatedly’
(v) /mop-c^adi/ [mqp-c^adi-c^adi]
VERB L. PRF-become VERBL.PRF-become-RED
‘to become’ ‘to become seriously’
It is clear from the data that only roots are copied into reduplicative 
morphemes. Since the roots already consist of disyllabics and therefore the disyllabic 
minimality condition in the language is satisfied, the prefixes are thus not copied. It is 
crucial to demonstrate that reduplication with multiple prefixes also has the same 
process as in single prefix reduplication.
This idea of MBT, where prefixes are copied only to satisfy minimality, is 
important when we account for monosyllabic roots. As shown in the section on total 
reduplication (Section 5.3), base and reduplicative morphemes are also subject to the 
minimality condition in the language where a word must contain at least two syllables. 
In total reduplication however, this requirement cannot be met for monosyllabic roots.
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Thus, this situation has been satisfactorily resolved in MBT by the HEADS BRANCH 
constraint (31), as I have shown in (162) and (163). In contrast to total reduplication, 
the requirement for disyllabicity minimality in affixal reduplication can be satisfied 
even in monosyllabic roots. This can be explained by the constraint I have just 
introduced above, i.e. ALIGN PROSODIC STEM (193). This constraint ensures that 
prefixes are copied into reduplicative morphemes to satisfy minimality. I will 
demonstrate the analysis of this shortly. Before that, let us consider the example 
below:
195. Data for reduplicated words with monosyllabic root.40
(i) /mo-go-pam/ [ms-go-pam-ga-pam]
It is clear now, from the examples, that the minimality requirement in a 
language can be satisfied in monomorphemic roots in affixal reduplication. The 
minimality requirement is met in monomorphemic roots, as we can see where the 
prefix is also copied in the reduplicative morpheme. Since there is no prefix in total 
reduplication, so the reduplicative morpheme only contains one syllable. In affixal 
reduplication, copying the prefix into the reduplicative morpheme is a plausible way, 
as the prefix is also part of the base for the reduplicative morpheme. This situation can 
be accounted for by ALIGN PREFIX (196), ensuring that prefixes are copied to word- 
initial position only.
196. ALIGN PREFIX
AlignL (Prefix, Prosodic Word)






Considering all the relevant constraints discussed above, I now establish the 
following tableau to account for reduplication with monosyllabic roots. The schematic 
ranking to account for this is: DEP-IO, DEP-BR »  ALIGN PRSTEM »  ALIGN 










a .^ [m 3 .r)9 .pam]-[r)9 .pam] * **
b. [mo.r)9 .pam]-[pam] *!
Candidate (b) is ruled out because the reduplicative morpheme only contains 
one syllable. As reduplication is considered to be compounding, so it is must contain 
at least two syllables, one for each morpheme, as required by the PROSODIC STEM 
constraint. By copying the final syllable of the prefix into the reduplicative morpheme, 
candidate (a) does not violate PROSODIC STEM, as the reduplicative morpheme now 
contains two syllables. However, it does violate ALIGN PREFIX. As candidate (b) 
was ruled out earlier, then the violation of this constraint is not significant anymore 
and candidate (b) emerges as the winner.
Regarding the copying of prefixes into reduplicative morphemes, this is only 
allowed to satisfy minimality, as claimed in MBT, and I would like to add one 
important point which I found out from the corpus. Given the data for Malay 
reduplication, prefixes are not only copied to meet the disyllabicity minimality 
condition in the language, they are also copied into reduplicative morphemes to 
provide an onset to a syllable. As was discussed, the deletion of a voiceless obstruent 
in the process of prefixation to a nasal final prefix causes the lost of a voiceless
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segment on the surface. Although the segment has been deleted, it leaves its place of 
articulation to the nasal segment in the prefix (Kager, 1999: 59). Voiceless obstruent 
deletion has contributed that the stem root contains no onset and, therefore, as we have 
discussed earlier, the nasal segment in the prefix will be syllabified to the first syllable 
of the root stem in order to provide an onset to the syllable. As Onn (1980) also says, 
‘when the nasal assimilation deletes the original onset of the stem, the resulting nasal 
is treated as the new onset of the root’. Therefore, the reduplicated forms copy the 
nasal segment in the prefix into the reduplicative morphemes. If the nasal segment 
was not copied, then the initial syllable of the reduplicative morpheme would not have 
an onset. Below, I examplify the affixal reduplicated words found in the corpus. The 
bases are underlined.
198. Data for voiceless obstruent initial roots (from the DBP-UKM corpus) . 41
(i) /ms-rjore?/ [morjorel-rjore?]
ACT.PRF-dig ‘to dig’ ACT.PRF-dig-RED
‘to dig repeatedly’
(ii) /mo-marjgil/ [msmaQgii-marjgil]
ACT.PRF-call ‘to call’ ACT.PRF-call-RED
‘to call repeatedly’
(iii) /mo-nuncfcu?/ [m9nuncfru?-nuncfru?1
ACT.PRF-show ‘to show’ ACT.PRF-show-RED
‘to show o ff
(iv) /ma-mukol/ [mgmukoj-mukol]
ACT.PRF-beat ‘to beat’ ACT.PRF-beat-RED
‘to beat repeatedly’
Due to nasal substitution which is applied to break up nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters, reduplicative morphemes in affixal reduplication, as presented in
41 For more data for reduplicated words with voiceless obstruents initial roots, see Appendix M.
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the above examples, copy the nasal segments as the onset of syllables. In MBT, This 
phonological process that occurs in prefixed reduplicated words can be 
straightforwardly explained by the constraint called ALIGN ONSET, as defined 
below:
199. ALIGN ONSET
AlignL (Prosodic Stem, a)
Considering all the constraints that I have used, and the new constraints I have 
just introduced here, ALIGN PROSODIC STEM, ALIGN PREFIX and ALIGN 










a. [momukol] - [mukol]
b. [msmukolHpukol] *! (BR) *
c. [momukol]-[ukol] *! *
As shown in the tableau, the losing candidates, (b) and (c), are ruled out since 
they violate higher constraints. The presence of [p] in the reduplicative morpheme in 
candidate (b) causes the candidate to violate DEP-BR and 10, since [p] is not 
contained in both input and base. Candidate (c) violates ALIGN ONSET, as the 
reduplicative morpheme contains no onset. The solution proposed earlier, where the 
resulting nasal is treated as the new onset for the deletion of a voiceless obstruent, 
does not however apply to this candidate. Therefore, it violates ALIGN ONSET. 
Candidate (a), on the other hand, achieves this solution by syllabifying the nasal
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segment into the following syllable, obeying ALIGN-ONSET. This candidate is thus 
the winner.
Recalling the idea of MBT, where prefixes are only copied to satisfy the 
minimality condition in the language, I shall then make my argument based on the 
analysis made by Onn (1980), where prefixes (final nasals in prefixes) are copied into 
disyllabic bases, as shown in the data below:






Observe too that, from the above examples, the nasal segment in the final 
prefix will also be repeated in the reduplicant. As I have already discussed, this 
repeated nasal occurs only if the roots are monosyllabic. In the above examples, 
however, the reduplicant is carried along with the nasal segment in the prefix although 
the roots are disyllabic. A question that can be posed is: Why do optional consonants, 
for example (m) as in [mombidas-(m)bidasi], appear, even though the roots already 
have an onset and are disyllabic? I suggest that, in order to argue for the surface form 
derived from affixal reduplication where a nasal in the final prefix is also copied into 
the reduplicative morpheme, we should consider every segment in the word. As 
claimed in Teoh (1994: 28), based on Clement and Keyser (1983: 28), SM belongs to 
Type III, where CV or CVC are the core syllable structures in the language. 
According to this core syllable structure, the initial syllable [CCV.C] in the surface
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form of the reduplicated words above is not included in the core syllable structure. 
This matter can be plausibly accounted for by applying the analysis from MBT. A 
number of constraints must be considered in the tableau to account for the syllable 
structure of [CCV.CV], as proposed by Onn (1980). There are four relevant 
constraints that can be established here: NO CODA »  COMPLEXonst »  *VV. The 
effects of these constraints ranking are demonstrated in the following tableau.
202. Constraints accounting for the core syllable structure in Malay.
(a) NO CODA —> syllables must not have a coda
(b) *COMPLEX —> no more than one onset may associate with one
syllable







The analysis in the above tableau can account straightforwardly for the core 
syllable structure of a word in Malay. Candidate (c) cannot be chosen as the optimal 
output. The reason is that the syllable contains [CCV] elements where it is not the core 
syllable in Malay. Thus this candidate is ruled out by the constraint *COMPLEXonst.
As we have already noted, Malay disfavours a syllable without an onset. This, 
however, does not mean that two onsets, or more than one onset, are allowed to be 
present in a surface form, as Malay also does not allow complex onset structures in a
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word. Candidate (b), which satisfies all the constraints in the hierarchy, is chosen as 
the victor. Candidate (a) violates the highest constraint in the hierarchy, NOCODA, 
since the syllable contains a coda. Although candidate (d) does not have a coda in the 
syllables, it does however violate *VV since the candidate does not contain at least 
two syllables. Therefore, the overcopying of the final nasal in the prefix onto the 
reduplicative morpheme, as in Onn’s examples (201), is considered non-optimal 
output. Thus, it should not emerge as a surface form in reduplicated words.
The discussion on affixal reduplication above raises some important points. 
This type of reduplication is analysed as involving compound words where the 
reduplicative morphemes consist of disyllabics. After investigating affixal 
reduplication, we are now able to answer the Research Questions (2) relating to 
reduplication. Why for example is the nasal segment in the prefix copied in [mopslap- 
rplap] and [monekan-nekani], but not in [mambandiq-bandii]]? The answer is that the 
nasal segment in the prefix, as in [maqolap-qslap], is copied into the reduplicative 
morpheme to satisfy the word minimality condition in the language, i.e. stems must be 
at least disyllabic. This solution applies to all monosyllabic bases to ensure that the 
disyllabicity minimality of the language is satisfied. In the word [monekan-nekani], 
for example, the nasal segment is copied mainly to provide an onset to the 
reduplicative morpheme as the base starts with an initial-voiceless obstruent, i.e. [t]. In 
short, there are two reasons why the nasal segment in the prefix is copied into the 
reduplicative morpheme in affixal reduplication: ( 1) to satisfy the disyllabicity 
minimality of the language; and (2 ) is to provide a new onset to the initial syllable of 
the reduplicative morpheme due to the deletion of a voiceless obstruent. From this, 
there is no reason why a nasal segment in the prefix, as in [msmbandig-bandirj],
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should be copied since the reduplicative morpheme contains a disyllabic and has an 
onset.
Besides that, the analysis of affixal reduplication supports the claim I made 
earlier, i.e. that reduplication is compounding, not affixation. We noted that one of the 
reasons for copying nasal segments in the prefixes into reduplicative morphemes is to 
ensure that the reduplicative morphemes satisfy the disyllabic minimality 
requirements. This means that affixal reduplicated words contain more than one 
syllable. Therefore, they are not best treated as affixation because the size of the 
reduplicative morphemes is larger than the typical size of an affix.
5.6 Conclusion
The discussion presented above reveals some important points about the process of 
reduplication in Malay. As we have seen, MBT can satisfactorily account for the 
issues concerned in Malay reduplication. One of the issues is that reduplication 
resembles affixation. This has long been claimed by previous Malay scholars, so that 
the reduplicative morphemes in reduplication have been accounted for as affixes. I 
have argued in the analysis above, based on the ideas of MBT, that the previous 
claims pose a problem in accounting for the canonical shape of reduplicative 
morphemes, particularly in total and affixal reduplication. As discussed, the canonical 
shape of a prosodic morpheme is defined by the morphological category held by the 
prosodic morpheme. Thus, if the reduplicative morphemes in total and affixal 
reduplication were considered as affixes, then we would have a problem, because the 
sizes of the reduplicative morphemes are larger than monosyllabic -  the typical size
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predicted tor affixes. To account for this problem therefore, they (total and affixal 
reduplication) are no longer considered as affixation but rather as compounding.
Besides that, the issue of minimality requirements in reduplication has also 
been discussed. This issue has never been touched on in previous Malay studies where 
reduplication is concerned. In this study, how the word minimality requirement is 
satisfied in reduplicated words has been given formal attention by adopting MBT 
within OT analysis. By considering the disyllabicity minimality requirements in the 
language, we can therefore answer the question mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter, concerning why prefixes are carried along when monosyllabic stems (prefixes 
and monosyllabic roots) are reduplicated, as in 153(a), but not carried along in 
disyllabic stems, as in 153(b). This is mainly to satisfy the disyllabicity minimality 
requirements in the language by obeying PROSODIC STEM (35), which demands 
that the prefix and root have at least disyllabicity in the constraint hierarchy. This is an 
exciting idea for word minimality when raised in a theory which then leads to a better 
account of this issue.
In addition to the idea of minimality, MBT can also explain why monosyllabic 
roots emerge as monosyllabic. In MBT, a constraint called PROSODIC STEM (35) 
requires that the base and reduplicative morpheme must at least be minimally 
disyllabic. It explains why monosyllabic roots violate this constraint, whereby the 
bases do not contain two syllables. Therefore, the reduplicative morpheme would also 
be monosyllabic, as the bases are. This matter has been well explained by MBT with 
the constraint named HEAD BRANCH (31) -  the minimum size that roots must have 
(bimoraic).
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Partial reduplication reveals that Malay does not only have one pattern of 
reduplicative morphemes. Considering SM and one of its dialects, i.e. PD, 
reduplication in Malay has two patterns for reduplicative morphemes -  light and 
heavy reduplication. These two patterns for reduplicative morphemes could plausibly 
be accounted for by proposing co-phonologies -  different constraint rankings. 
Different co-phonology constraint rankings are able to analyse both patterns 
adequately and satisfactorily, as this clearly discriminates between light and heavy 
reduplication. As discussed, heavy reduplication is explained by the tendency for 
prosodic constituents to be of a maximum size, while light reduplication is explained 
by the tendency for prosodic morphemes to have an unmarked syllable structure. 
These opposing tendencies, as shown in the analysis, can neatly be accounted for by 
distinct constraint rankings -  a constraint ranking for each type of reduplication. As 
co-phonology allows markedness reversals, the relevant markedness constraint used to 
analyse light and heavy reduplication in SM and PD is NOCODA which can be re­
ranked in the constraint rankings.
To sum up, it is clear that MBT developed within OT can explain some 
complex problems that previous studies failed to explain. Apart from that, some new 
issues have been raised here that were never been touched on in previous studies, for 
example that minimality requirements and a compounding process can also be 
explained by MBT. It is apparent from the above discussion that this theory works 
well in explaining those new issues.
6. DIALECTAL VARIATION
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, we investigated how nasality and voicing are treated in the process of 
prefixation in SM. In this present chapter, we shall investigate how they are treated in 
three selected dialects of Malay i.e. Perak, Kelantan and NS (see Map 1). The 
investigation of nasality and voicing here includes: (1 ) nasal and voiceless obstruents,
(2) nasal and voiced obstruents and (3) nasal and sonorant clusters. Why were only 
these dialects chosen to be analysed?
First, these dialects present different forms in their surface representation when 
treating nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters from SM, either within a root or at 
prefix-root junctures.42 As we see in Table 5, a sequence of root-internal nasal and 
voiceless obstruents in some dialects of Malay, such as Perak, Johor and Kedah, 43 is 
not resolved by nasal substitution or by any other *NQ effects, since it is allowed in 
the surface representation. In some dialects, for example Kelantan and NS on the other 
hand, a sequence of root-internal nasal and voiceless obstruents is treated differently, 
in that the sequence is not allowed to surface, even within a root. In these dialects, 44 
the sequence would normally be resolved by deleting the nasal segment that the 
voiceless obstruent precedes.
42 It is important to note that only nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures are 
found in Malay literature. The same goes for nasal and voiced obstruent clusters. Perhaps the 
vocabularies o f  Malay dialects are rather simple. The words used in Malay dialects contain no 
complicated morphological forming words. This might be why there were no examples o f these in 
previous studies.
43 Note that three Malay dialects are listed here (i.e. Perak, Johor and Kedah) which permit nasal and 
voiceless obstruents cluster root-intemally. However, in this present study, not all three dialects will be 
examined, due to time constraints, thus only Perak is chosen for examination.
44 More examples o f disallowing nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters root-intemally in these two 
dialects will be presented in Section 6.3.1 where the issue is discussed.
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Table 5:
The differences in root-internal nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in SM and 
some of the dialects of Malay: Perak, Johor, Kedah, Kelantan and NS
SM Perak Johor Kedah45 Kelantan NS
kampoq kampoq kampog kampoq kapog kapoq village
sampan sampan sampan sampan sapan sapan small boat
lompat lompat lompat lompat lopa? lopat to jump
pintu pintu pintu pintu pitu pitu door
tempat tempat tempat tempat tepa? tepat place
taqkap taqkap tagkap tagkap taka? takap to catch
hantu hantu hantu hantu hatu hatu ghost
At a prefix-root juncture, a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents in 
Malay dialects is resolved in the same way as in SM, where this cluster undergoes 
nasal substitution, for example: /q+puji/ —> [muji] ‘to praise’ and /mq+pilih/ —► 
[mmilih] ‘to choose’ in the Perak and NS dialects, respectively (see 6.3.2). It is worth 
noting that in Kelantan other strategies are applied to avoid nasal and voiceless 
obstruent sequences in the dialects, i.e. nasal assimilation and nasalisation.
Second, as we saw in Chapter 4 Section 4.2.1.2, voiced obstruent clusters in 
SM do not undergo nasal substitution. It ought to be mentioned that the reverse state 
occurs in some Malay dialects if the obstruent is voiced. In Perak, for example, voiced 
obstruents following nasals undergo nasal substitution, as in (102). Such a process of 
nasal substitution between nasal and voiced obstruents in Perak never occurs in SM.
45 Note that Kedah has a number of sub-dialects, namely Perlis-Pulau Langkawi, Kedah Persisiran, 
Kedah Utara and Pulau Pinang (Omar, 1993: 190). Every sub-dialect shows variation from the others. 
The data from Kedah dialect listed here are from the sub-dialect Kedah Pesisiran, and may vary from 
other sub-dialects o f Kedah.
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This raises the question of how this phonological process can be resolved in OT 
analysis. To deal with this, it is necessary to posit a constraint that is able to rule out a 
nasal plus a voiced obstruent cluster, so that a candidate with nasal substitution can 
emerge as the optimal output. Therefore, I suggest that CRISP-EDGE[a] (78) should 
be added to the constraint ranking of Malay dialects. However, obedience to CRISP- 
EDGE [<j] leads to a violation of another constraint that bans a voiced obstruent from 
undergoing nasal substitution, that is IDENT[PHAREXP] (98) (see Chapter 4 
subsection 4.2.1.2). Thus, to account for voiced obstruent nasal substitution, as in 
Perak, these constraints should be ranked in the following order: CRISP-EDGE
[ a ] »  IDENT [PHAREXP] (see 6.3.3). The adoption of CRISP-EDGE [a] seems 
more practical since it allows both voiceless and voiced obstruents to undergo nasal 
substitution rather than *NQ. The advantage of using CRISP-EDGE [ci] can be seen in 
the discussion of Perak and NS dialects, where voiced obstruents can also undergo 
nasal substitution.
In order to do that, this analysis will be based on the data from Ahmad (1991) 
for Perak, Che Kob (1980) and Teoh (1994) for Kelantan, and Rufus (1969) for the 
NS dialect.46 As mentioned earlier in this thesis (see Chapter 1 section 1.1), since the 
Institute of Language and Literature (DBP) only provides corpus data for SM, corpus 
data are not available for the dialects. For that reason, this chapter will draw on data 
gathered by the scholars mentioned above. Their studies on Malay dialects are 
essential for this analysis.
46 It ought to be mentioned here that as well as the data from those scholars’ books, some data were also 
obtained directly from native speakers o f those dialects. Two native speakers o f NS, Dr. Mohd Fadzeli 
Jaafar and Mr. Zulkifli Ahmad, and others, were interviewed, as well as there being a discussion with 
Assoc. Prof. Che Kob to obtain and reconfirm the data for Kelantan. The word lists for the three 
dialects which cover the three phonological phenomena -  nasal and voiceless obstruents at root-internal 
and prefix-root junctures, and nasal and voiced obstruent clusters at prefix junctures -  are provided in 
Appendix N.
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In my search of Malay literature for Malay dialects, nasal and voiceless/voiced 
obstruent sequences behave distinctly for SM and among the dialects. The 
distinctions, or so-called ‘variation’ — different ways of saying the same word -  have 
not however been discussed in great formal detail in previous works. The study of 
dialect variation by those previous scholars mentioned above is no more than just 
describing and listing the words used in the dialects they examined. Therefore, this 
analysis offers a different analysis from those previous studies in its analysing of 
different ways of saying the same word in the Perak, Kelantan and NS dialects. The 
variations occurring in the three dialects will be analysed with an adequate 
phonological theory adopted by this thesis, which is OT (see Section 6.2 for more 
detailed about variation in OT). By this, I claim that this analysis is the first OT 
account for those three clusters in Malay dialects. No generative grammar has 
discussed clusters, either within a dialect or between dialects, as this present study 
attempts to do.
The variation that occurs in Malay dialects, three of which were chosen for 
further discussion in this chapter, will be accounted for in terms of different constraint 
rankings. This analysis thus aims to show why dialects in Malay differ from one 
dialect to another and how OT as a theoretical framework can explain the differences 
that occur. Thereafter, we will see how OT can explain, in an adequate manner, the 
variations occurring among the dialects, as this is an important new contribution that 
OT has made (McCarthy, 2008: 260). It is crucial to note that this analysis does not 
claim to be the first study of dialect variation in Malay. It does however claim to be 
the first extensive and theoretical study of dialect variation concerning nasal plus 
voiceless andvoiced obstruent, and sonorant clusters in Malay.
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In what follows, as this analysis of dialectal variation relies on an advantage of 
OT, dialect-specific ranking (see Chapter 2 Section 2.2.3), I will first discuss what 
variation means in the theory. This will then lead to the main intention of this present 
chapter, the data analysis, which will be discussed in Section 6.3. This section will be 
divided into three subsections whereby each subsection discusses one dialect. The 
Perak, Kelantan and NS dialects will be discussed in Sections 6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, 
respectively. In the concluding section, I will summarise the discussion of this 
chapter.
6.2 Variation in OT
Variation refers to the range of differences between languages or dialects within a 
language. It has become increasingly important to phonological theory over recent 
years (Coetzee and Pater, 2009). In the beginning, variation received much attention 
amongst sociolinguists. Therefore, it has always been explained from the viewpoint of 
sociolinguistics, i.e. it is due to external factors such as sex, age, style, register and 
social class (Anttila, 2002: 206). According to Anttila (2002), variation is also due to 
internal factors such as morphology, phonology, syntax and lexicon. With this in 
mind, this study is going to examine one of the internal factors, i.e. phonology, which 
is also a conditioning variation.
It is important to study the phonological facts of nasal and voiceless/voiced 
obstruents, and nasal and sonorant clusters, in three Malay dialects (Perak, Kelantan 
and NS). Why is a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruent allowed within a root, 
but not at prefix-root junctures, as in PD? Moreover, the same sequence in other 
dialects of Malay, for example Kelantan and NS, is not allowed to emerge in either
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morphological environment. At this point, a rule-based analysis explanation does not 
seem to be helpful. To explain this, therefore, we need an appropriate phonological 
theory of language variation that can offer a good justification for the case. In recent 
work on phonological theory, OT has been used to understand the phenomenon of 
language or dialect variation (Antilla, 2002). The results yielded were illuminating, as 
variation could be captured more effectively and evidently within OT.
How can variation be accounted for in OT? The basic idea of OT is that UG 
consists largely of a set of well-formedness constraints, out of which individual 
grammars are constructed (cf. Prince and Smolensky, 2004) (see Section 2.2.3 in 
Chapter 2). This theory views UG as a set of violable constraints. By allowing 
constraints to be violable, we are able to see different patterns and variations between 
languages through such constraint violations. OT also suggests that each language has 
its own ranking as the grammar of a language uses a specific constraint ranking. 
Differences in ranking between language A and language B result in different patterns 
in the two languages, or so-called variation between languages. By differences in 
constraint ranking, this theory can formally expresses the distinction between each 
dialect or variation occuring in a language (McCarthy, 2008). Although constraints in 
UG in OT are allowed to be violated, violations do however occur in limited contexts 
(Archangeli and Langendoen, 1997). In the following section, we investigate how 
constraint ranking and violation handle the data for Perak, Kelantan and NS.
In the earlier stages of OT, known as classic OT, there was only one way that 
grammar could produce multiple outputs from a single input (McCarthy, 2008. 261). 
If there were two or more candidates with the same number of violation marks from 
every constraint in CON, then EVAL had to choose both as optimal outputs (ibid.). In
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addition to two or more candidates with the same number of violations, Anttila (1997) 
discussed variation in OT in a way that is similar to McCarthy’s idea. Variation in a 
simple way, according to Anttila, occurs if the grammar is unable to distinguish 
between candidates. From this simple solution, Anttila exemplifies the following 
tableau whereby the candidates are both optimal, thus the grammar is unable to decide 
on the optimal output. Anttila argues that two optimal outputs derived from a set of 
constraints, as in (204), is a simple and truly poor way of dealing with variation. This, 
as claimed by Anttila, is not however the way to analyse variation in OT.
204.
I A B C
a. ^  candi I *
b. cand2 *
McCarthy (2008: 261) claims that candidates with the same number of 
violations probably never occur in terms of phonology and syntax, if the constraint 
sets are rich enough. To put it another way, a set of constraints should never produce 
more than one optimal output, as shown in the above tableau.
As stated in Guy (1997: 135), OT’s hypothesis states that several categorical 
grammars are involved in the production of variability, with each grammar generating, 
discretely and invariably, a different one of variable outcomes. Another linguist’s 
point of view concerning variation existing in languages can clearly be seen in 
Kiparsky’s (1993, 1994) statement: ‘Assumption: Variation comes from competition 
of grammatical systems (in the individual or in the community), not from a 
probabilistic component in the rules of the language’. As stated in Guy (1997: 135-6), 
OT is a theory which does not impose any limitations on sequential orders of the
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various constraints. Moreover, the theory explicitly attributes differences among 
languages to different orders of a universal constraint inventory (ibid.: 136). As has 
been suggested by the theory, the different orders of a universal constraint inventory 
in different languages might also be applied to differences within a language, such as 
regional dialects, social dialects and stylistic differences (ibid.). Several analyses 
concerning the variations within a language can be seen in work such as that of 
Iverson and Lee (1994), which concerns the differences between two regional dialects 
of Korean and between two stylistic varieties within one dialect. Anttila (1997) has 
analysed variable productions in Finnish, and Rose (1995) accounts for differences in 
the Gurage dialect (cited in Guy, 1997).
Recently, in works such as Anttila (1997, 2002, 2007), Boersma (1998), 
Kiparsky (1993a) and many others, variation has been analysed under the multiple 
grammars theory. This theory proposes that an individual grammar may have several 
different grammars (cited in Anttila 2007), which means that, in OT, a speaker of a 
language knows more than one constraint ranking. The existence of variation in an 
individual grammar occurs when the same individual speaks different forms at 
different times (ibid.: 519). The argument made by the theory for the occurrence of 
multiple grammars known by an individual is that it is as the result of multilingualism.
The most famous example from Kiparsky’s analysis (1993a) of /t/ and /d/ 
deletion, in words like ‘cost me ‘cost ’ and ‘cost again ’ in American English, has 
always been referred to whenever variation is discussed. As proposed by Kiparsky 
(ibid.), t/d is deleted when it ends up being extra-syllabic (cf. Anttila, 2007: 522). The 
constraints used to analyse the phenomenon of t/d deletion are: * COMPLEX, ONSET, 
PARSE, ALIGN-LEFT-WORD and ALIGN-RIGHT-PHRASE, and these constraints
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are the possible grammars. The following tableau shows violations of the three 
candidates, as exemplified in Anttila (2007: 523):
205.
1 . /kastagen/ ♦COMPLEX : ONSET ALIGN- ; ALIGN-R- | PARSE 
L-W P
a. kast][9 gen * ; *
b. kas]t[9 gen ! * : : *
c. kas][t9 gen * : :
2 . /kast mi/
a. kast] [mi * :
b. kas]t[mi ! ! *
c. kas][tmi * : * ; ;
3. /kast/
a. kast]] * !
b. kas]]t ; * ; *
Under multiple grammars, those constraints are completely unranked with 
respect to one another (cited in McCarthy, 2008: 262). For example, there might be 
120 possible ways to rank the constraints. The speakers of the language know the 120 
grammars since there are 120 permutations of these constraints. Speakers, however, 
do not have to learn all 120 grammars that the language has. By allowing the 
constraint to be unranked, speakers have, in effect, internalised a system of 1 2 0  
grammars (cited in McCarthy, 2008: 262).
6.3. Data Analysis
This section discusses how the three clusters, (1) nasal and voiceless obstruents, (2) 
nasal and voiced obstruents and (3) nasal and sonorant clusters, behave in the three 
dialects of Malay, Perak, Kelantan and NS, examined in this thesis. The behaviour of
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those clusters in three morphological domains, i.e. root-intemally, prefix-root and 
prefix-prefix junctures, will be examined. We begin the discussion with PD in 
subsection 6.3.1. The other two dialects, Kelantan and NS, will be discussed in 
subsections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, respectively.
6.3.1 Perak dialect
It is worth noting that one of the dialects that this study examines, PD, permits nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters in the surface representation root-intemally (see Table 
6 , below). We begin the discussion of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters within 
roots by first observing the data listed in the following table:
Table 6 : Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in Perak (Ahmad, 1991).
SM Perak
terjkat teqkat ‘level’
topkat toqkat ‘walking stick’
kampor) kampoq ‘village’
tompat tompat ‘place’
simpan simpan ‘to keep’
lambat lambat Tate’
pintu pintu ‘door’
As illustrated in the above data, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters within 
the roots appear in the surface representations of PD, the same as in SM. Observe that 
words such as [teg.kat], [kam.poq] and [tom.pat] in Perak do not undergo any 
phonological processes that serve to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters,
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such as nasal substitution, nasal deletion or epenthesis. The above data obviously 
show that, despite the fact of nasal substitution, which is normally applied in SM to 
rid the language of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, it is however blocked within 
the roots in PD.
It is worth mentioning that the situation discussed above is also found in other 
languages that do not allow a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents, but that they 
emerge in the surface representation within the roots. One of those languages is 
Indonesian. The nasal substitution that is generally applied in Indonesian, to eliminate 
nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences at prefix-root junctures, is blocked at root- 
internal level as well. The consequence of blocking nasal substitution in Indonesian 
results in a sequence of homorganic nasal and voiceless obstruents in the surface 
representation, as exemplified below:




Such a problem occurring in Indonesian has received much attention among 
theoretical linguists, particularly within OT (e.g. Pater 1999, 2001), as to why nasal 
substitution is blocked within roots. This poses a challenge to the theory when 
explaining the blocking of nasal substitution at root-internal position. In explaining the 
lack of nasal substitution at root-internal position, McCarthy and Prince (1994b, cited 
in Pater, 1996) claim that ‘a large number of disparate phonological phenomena for 
instance, reduplicative and otherwise, result in a stricter Faithfulness requirement 
within the root than elsewhere in the word, that is the relative markedness of roots’
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(see also Urbanczyk, 1996). In OT, this situation is accounted for as faithfulness 
requirements are more strictly applied within the root than in non-root morphemes, 
such as affixes (McCarthy and Prince, 1995, cited in Kager, 1999: 75). To capture this 
situation, McCarthy and Prince (1994a) proposed a general ranking schema where 
root-specific versions of faithfulness constraints are ranked higher than the general 
version of these constraints: Root-Faithfulness »  Faithfulness.
Returning to our discussion of PD, since nasal substitution is also blocked 
within roots in the dialect, a root-specific constraint, which bans root-internal nasal 
substitution, is needed for the analysis of Perak. The relevance constraint of 
faithfulness that is able to capture the blocking of nasal substitution is UNIFORMITY, 
as defined in (82). We will see then, in this section, that UNIFORMITY, which is the 
general version of the faithfulness constraint, is ranked beneath the root-specific 
version of this constraint, i.e. UNIFORMITY-ROOT, in the constraint ranking of PD, 
as demonstrated in (209). The root specific constraint, UNIFORMITY-ROOT is 
defined in (83).
In the case where nasal substitution is blocked root-intemally, UNIFORMITY- 
ROOT is ranked high so as to allow output containing a sequence of nasal and 
voiceless obstments. There is a functional explanation of why nasal and voiceless 
obstruent sequences are allowed to be present root-intemally. As asserted in Pater 
(1999), root-internal segments are more resistant to phonological processes than 
segments in other positions (cited in Kager, 1999: 75). In some of the morphological 
literature (e.g.: Mascaro, 1976; Kiparsky, 1982, 1993b; cf. Kager, 1999) it is said that 
‘there is a well-known class of processes that apply only across morphemes but fail to 
apply within the roots’ (cf. Kager, 1999: 75). That is the reason why sequences of
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nasal and voiceless obstruents function root-intemally in Perak and thus do not 
undergo the regular process, nasal substitution.
Before we proceed to the analysis of how UNIFORMITY-ROOT prevents 
root-intemal segments from undergoing nasal substitution, we consider first what has 
been discussed in the relevant literature about this constraint. Pater (1999, 2001), for 
example, captured the case of the blocking of nasal substitution in Indonesian by 
applying the idea of McCarthy and Prince (1994b). Two root-specific constraints, 
LINEARITY-ROOT and UNIFORMITY-ROOT, as shown in 207(a) and 207(b), 
respectively, were used.471 exemplify in the following tableaux how Pater makes use 
of these two root-specific constraints to analyse the lack of nasal substitution in 
Indonesian:





a. 9 mi2at *! *
b.^sm ip^t *
(b) Root-intemal NQ tolerance: UNIFORMITY-ROOT » * N Q  »






47 Pater’s analysis concerning nasal substitution in Indonesian applied two constraints: LINEARITY is 
used in his earlier analysis, but UNIFORMITY in the revisited analysis on nasal substitution in 
Austronesian. According to McCarthy (1995), LINEARITY and UNIFORMITY are used to ban 
metathesis and coalescence, respectively.
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The above tableaux clearly show that the root-specific constraints, 
LINEARITY-ROOT and UNIFORMITY-ROOT, play important roles in accounting 
for the blocking of nasal substitution root-intemally in Indonesian. According to Pater 
(2001), by ranking the root-specific constraints UNIFORMITY-ROOT or 
LINEARITY-ROOT above *NC, nasal substitution can certainly be blocked from 
occurring within roots in Indonesian. To ensure nasal substitution is not blocked at 
prefix junctures, *NC must outrank UNIFORMITY or LINEARITY, so that nasal 
substitution would continue to apply, as exemplified in the tableau below.
208. Nasal substitution is unblocked at prefix junctures in Indonesian: 
UNIFORMROOT »  *NQ »  UNIFORM (adapted from Pater, 2001: 161).
/moqip2aksa/ UNIFORMROOT *NC UNIFORM
a.^m om ^aksa *
b. momip2aksa *!
As we can see in the above tableau, nasal substitution continues to apply at 
prefix junctures by employing the constraint ranking: UNIFORM-ROOT »  *Ng »  
UNIFORM. Since the root-specific constraint is able to block nasal substitution only 
within a root, so this constraint is not violated by candidate (a), which undergoes nasal 
substitution. This candidate, however, violates UNIFORMITY, since the sequence of 
nasal and voiceless obstruents at the prefix juncture in the input is substituted into a 
single segment in the output. Considering the case under discussion, I am going to 
make use of Pater’s analysis (2001) in order to capture the blocking of nasal 
substitution within roots in Perak, where a root-specific constraint, UNIFORMITY- 
ROOT, will be used in this analysis.
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Now we shall begin the analysis. Since root-intemal nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in Perak are not resolved by nasal substitution, we need a root- 
specific faithfulness constraint, as discussed above, i.e. UNIFORMITY-ROOT, which 
is able to block the cluster from undergoing nasal substitution. By considering 
UNIFORMITY-ROOT in the ranking, a candidate without nasal substitution is 
preferred, i.e. [kamip2orj] is preferred over *[kam 12013], and thus emerges as the 
optimal output.
As we saw in Chapter 4 Section 4.2.1.1, schwa is epenthesized to break up the 
sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents in prefixed monosyllabic words, since the 
voiceless obstruent is not deleted, even though the nasal final prefix is attached to it. 
This solution of epenthesizing a schwa can also be applied to eliminate a sequence of 
nasal and voiceless obstruents within a root. Thus, the potential candidate if schwa 
epenthesis were to apply is *[kamapor)]. This candidate involves an additional 
correspondent in the output. Under Correspondence Theory, (see Chapter 2 subsection 
2.4.2) the constraint that this candidate violates is DEP-IO (116). The diagram for 
DEP-IO violation is illustrated in (117). For this constraint, DEP-IO, and the other 
two faithfulness constraints, UNIFORMITY and UNIFORMITY-ROOT, discussed 
above, I establish the following constraint ranking for PD.








Here we see that epenthesis is not a better way to break up the cluster as DEP- 
IO is highly ranked, as in candidate (c). The root-specific constraint, UNIFORM- 
ROOT, blocks candidate (a) from undergoing nasal substitution. Therefore it is chosen 
as the winner. However, candidate (b) with nasal substitution violates UNIFORMITY- 
ROOT. I illustrate below the difference between [kam ^oq] and [kam^orj], as in 
candidates (a) and (b), respectively. Candidate (b) with nasal substitution violates the 
root-faithfulness constraint, UNIFORMITY-ROOT. The subscripted number is used 
to indicate the correspondence relationship.
210. Correspondent diagram of UNIFORMITY-ROOT violation.
Candidate (a) Candidate (b)
X j  X 2  X 1 2
k a 1111 p2 oi] k a m2 o q
As well as the above candidates in (209), we shall consider other potential 
candidates that might be generated. Another potential candidate that must be taken 
into consideration is *[kapor)]. In *[kaporj], the nasal segment is deleted and this has 
resulted in one segment in the input having no correspondent in the output. The 
relation between input and output is called Faithfulness-IO, where faithfulness to the 
input and output identity is a type of requirement in which a pair of representations 
must be identical, as stated in Correspondence Theory (79) (McCarthy and Prince, 
1995, cited in Kager, 1999: 24). In this case, the Faithfulness-IO constraint that is 
crucial to account for nasal deletion is MAX-IO:
211. MAX-IO (Kager, 1999: 24)
Every segment in the input must have a correspondent in the output.
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The constraint in (211) requires every element in the input to have a 
correspondent in the output. The violation of MAX-IO in the suboptimal candidate 
* [kapog] is illustrated in the correspondence diagram, below:
2 1 2 . Correspondence diagram for nasal deletion: [kampoq] —» *[kapoq].
Input m  p
Output p
Considering the potential candidate *[kapoq] in the tableau, I establish the 
following part of the constraint ranking: DEP-IO »  MAX-IO »  UNIFORM-ROOT 
»  UNIFORM. Now we have two relevant faithfulness constraints, DEP-IO and 
MAX-IO, in the ranking for further evaluation.












As can be seen, candidates (c) and (d), which undergo schwa epenthesis and 
nasal deletion respectively, to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, are 
ruled out because the candidates incur violation of DEP-IO (116) and MAX-IO (211), 
respectively. Candidate (b), which undergoes nasal substitution, violates 
UNIFORMITY-ROOT. Although nasal substitution is a process of merging two 
segments in the input into a single segment in the output, which results in one segment 
less in the output, it does not however violate the faithfulness constraint, MAX-IO, as
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with candidate (b). Indeed, MAX-IO requires every segment in the input to have a 
correspondent in the output; in nasal substitution however, the two [mp] segments 
share a single output correspondent (Pater, 2001: 167). Therefore, candidate (a) with 
lack of nasal substitution is chosen as the optimal output as this candidate violates 
none of the constraints.
We saw from the above discussion that in order for a candidate without nasal 
substitution to emerge as the optimal output, the root-specific faithfulness constraint, 
UNIFORMITY-ROOT, is high in the ranking. This constraint is able to rule out any 
candidate with nasal substitution as it requires the output segments to be as faithful as 
possible to the input segments. As /kam ^o g / is a root word, the output must be 
faithful to the input which is a root.
We now should move on to the next discussion of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures in Perak. The same as in SM, PD also 
disfavours the same two clusters in the surface representation at prefix-root junctures: 
(1) nasal and voiceless obstruents and (2) nasal and sonorant clusters. We start the 
discussion with nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in this dialect. As we shall see 
in the following discussion, in order to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters, a markedness constraint, CRISP-EDGE, is added into the constraint ranking 
of PD. The discussion is as follows.
As stated in Ahmad (1991: 54), there are two prefixes ending with a final nasal 
in Perak: /r)+/, a verb forming prefix, and a noun forming a prefix, /paq+/. The verb 
forming prefixes, i.e. the velar nasal /r)+/, has two allomorphs, /rj+/ and /mag+A These 
two allomorphs can be used interchangeably in the dialect. Thus, he claims that words 
like /q-toKEh/ ACT.PRF-tap ->  [noKeh] ‘to tap’ and /rj-jiadi/ ACT.PRF-be fjiadi] ‘to
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be’ can also be pronounced as [monoKeh] and [mojiadi], respectively (ibid.: 5 5 ). 
However, the form with velar nasal /q+/ is used more prominently in Perak compared 
to the other one which has a sound more like SM.
Those prefixes, /g+/, /mag+/ and /pag+/, exhibit the same phonological 
behaviour where the nasal segments in the prefixes undergo phonological alternation, 
as can be seen in the following data:



















It is clear, from the above list, that a sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents 
undergoes nasal substitution in Perak. Since nasal substitution at a prefix-root juncture 
is used to break up the cluster, UNIFORMITY is violated, as the two segments in the 
input are mapped to a single segment in the output. Hence, UNIFORMITY must be 
ranked beneath the other faithfulness constraints in the hierarchy. From this, the 
output undergoes nasal substitution and can emerge as a winner.
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As discussed in Chapter 2  subsection 2.2.4, stems that contain a prefix and root 
must satisfy MORPHEME SYLLABLE CORRELATION (34). This constraint 
requires a prefix to contain one syllable, and the root must also contain one syllable. 
This constraint therefore requires that stems (i.e. prefix and root) must be at least 
disyllabic. The disyllabicity minimality required by MORPHEME-SYLLABLE 
CORRELATION (34) is a corollary to the constraint named PROSODIC STEM, as 
illustrated in (35), and is repeated below for convenience. As we are examining nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures, PROSODIC STEM is crucial 
to ensure that the prefix and the root are at least disyllabic. This prosodic stem 
minimality constraint will then be added into the constraint ranking of PD.
215. Prosodic Stem Minimality (Downing, 2006: 124).
Observe that in (208), *NQ in Pater’s analysis is ranked beneath the root- 
specific constraint, UNIFORMITY-ROOT, mainly to ensure that a sequence of root- 
intemal nasal and voiceless obstruents does not undergo nasal substitution. An 
important point that must be addressed here is that, in this analysis, CRISP-EDGE, 
which bans any element linked to a prosodic word and may be linked to a prosodic 
category external to that prosodic word, will be used instead of *NQ to avoid nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters in the surface representation. Besides that, CRISP- 
EDGE is also crucial to rule out nasal and voiced obstruent clusters in the surface 
representation. In order to account for voiced obstruent nasal substitution in the Perak 
and NS dialects, which allow voiced obstruents to undergo nasal substitution, I will
(a) STEM (b) PROSODIC STEM
Prefix Root
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make use of the constraint CRISP-EDGE [a], as in (78), which has been used by Pater 
(2001) to analyse the same sequence in Muna when undergoing nasal substitution (see 
Chapter 2, subsection 2.4.1.2). As we shall see later in this section, CRISP-EDGE [a] 
becomes more crucial in accounting for nasal and voiced obstruent clusters at prefix- 
root junctures in PD. As I will demonstrate in (229), this constraint is able to rule out 
candidates with a sequence of nasal and voiced obstruents in the surface 
representation at prefix junctures.
Besides that, CRISP-EDGE [a] is also crucial when we come to examine nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters root-internally in Kelantan and NS, whereby [gat2oq] 
is preferred over *[ganit2oq]. In the following subsection, 6.3.2,1 will explain CRISP- 
EDGE [cr] in great detail when we discuss nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters root- 
intemally in Kelantan. As the case in Kelantan provides us with more understanding 
about the importance of CRISP-EDGE [a] in root-intemal situations, I will explain 
why CRISP-EDGE [a] is chosen for this analysis of Malay dialects and not CRISP- 
EDGE [PRWRD], as used by Pater (2001) to account for Indonesian nasal 
substitution. Below is how CRISP-EDGE [o] is defined. This constraint was defined 
in (78) and is repeated here for convenience:
216. CRISP-EDGE [cr]
No element belonging to a syllable may be linked to an adjacent syllable.
As just mentioned above, CRISP-EDGE [a] rules out candidates with both 
nasal and voiceless/voiced obstruent clusters in the surface representation. This means 
this constraint will prevent *[nup2uct5i] from emerging as a winner. The only 
candidate that this constraint prefers is a candidate with nasal substitution, i.e. a
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candidate without a nasal and voiceless obstruent cluster. The potential candidate is 
[mi2U<^5i]. Although this candidate obeys CRISP-EDGE [a], it does violate another 
constraint which requires edge segments in the input to preserve their segments at the 
edge of the corresponding prosodic structure, as stated in a constraint named EDGE- 
INTEGRITY, which is defined below. This constraint has already been introduced in 
Chapter 2 subsection 2.4.2.2, in (85).
217. EDGE INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince, 1995).
Edge segments in the input preserve their segments at the edge of the
corresponding prosodic structure.
Before I establish a new tableau to evaluate a sequence of nasal and voiceless 
obstruents at prefix-root junctures in Perak, I would like first to show a case of nasal 
substitution in Javanese. It is worth knowing that the situation regarding nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures in Perak is the same as nasal 
fusion in Javanese, as demonstrated in (30) (see Chapter 2, subsection 2.2.4), where 
the prefix also shares the same syllable with the initial syllable of the root. Since stems 
in Javanese must be minimally disyllabic, so nasal fusion is accounted for as follows:




The above construction clearly shows that nasal fusion in Javanese contains 
bimoiphemic stems (affix and root). Therefore, they are subject to PROSODIC STEM
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(35) (Downing, 2006: 135). I exemplify again, below, the tableau in (30) for Javanese 
nasal fusion:
219. Disyllabicity in Javanese nasal affixation (Downing, 2006: 136).






The important point I would like to address here is that, for optimal output, 
candidate (b) in the above tableau does not violate PROSODIC STEM, as it is 
disyllabic. As we will see in the following tableau, this optimal output is the same as 
the optimal output in Perak, /r)i+P2U<^5i/ —> [muucfci], because the prefix is a nasal 
segment and therefore the voiceless obstruent following the prefix is deleted.
Putting together all the constraints we have discussed thus far, I establish the 
following part of the constraint hierarchy for PD: PROSODIC STEM »  DEP-IO »  
MAX-IO »  UNIFORM-ROOT »  CRISP-EDGE [a] »  EDGE-INTEG »  
UNIFORM.
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a. ‘®=mi2uc^i * *
b. mip2uct5i *!
c. mi3 p2uc|5 i *!
d. p2u(%i *! *
All candidates in the above tableau satisfy PROSODIC STEM, as the stem 
contains two syllables. In order to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences at 
prefix junctures, schwa is epenthesized between the two segments, as in candidate (c), 
and the nasal prefix is deleted, as in candidate (d). This evaluation reveals that the 
epenthesis of schwa and nasal deletion in candidates (c) and (d), respectively, can 
never be optimal, because these candidates disobey DEP-IO and MAX-IO, 
respectively, which are ranked higher in the hierarchy. The competing candidates, (a) 
and (b), do not violate these constraints. Without undergoing nasal substitution, 
candidate (b) obeys UNIFORM, because this constraint works against segmental 
fusion or coalescence (McCarthy and Prince, 1999). This candidate, however, violates 
CRISP-EDGE [a], as the two segments are doubled-linked. The diagram for CRISP- 
EDGE [ct] violation of this candidate is illustrated in (221). Since CRISP-EDGE [a] is 
ranked above UNIFORMITY, so candidate (b) is ruled out. Therefore, candidate (a), 
with nasal substitution, is the winner, as it only violates the latter.
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2 2 1 . Diagram of CRISP-EDGE [a] violation: [m ^uc^i] with multiple linking.
a  . a  a
111 !p u i
! CPlace [labial]
Another potential candidate that must be taken into consideration is 
*[r}ip2u4 5 i]. The nasal segment in this potential candidate is not homorganic to the 
following voiceless obstruent. Thus it violates NAS ASS, as defined in (121). This 
constraint is also used by Pater (2001) to account for voiceless obstruent nasal 
substitution in Indonesian. In Indonesian, NAS ASS outranks CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] 
and UNIFORM in Indonesian nasal substitution. I exemplify the analysis by Pater in 
the following tableau with the constraint hierarchy: NAS ASS »  CRISP-EDGE 
[PrW D]»  UNIFORM.
222. Indonesian nasal substitution: NAS ASS »  CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] »  
UNIFORMITY (Pater, 2001: 175).
/mor)i+p2ilih/ NAS ASS CRISP-
EDGE[PrWD]
UNIFORM
a.^m om ^ilih *
b. momip2ilih *!
c. mor)ip2ilih *!
As we can see in the tableau, the unassimilated nasal to the following 
consonant, as in candidate (c), violates NAS ASS. According to Pater (2001: 175), in
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order to obtain a candidate with nasal substitution as the optimal output, NAS ASS 
and CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] must dominate UNIFORMITY.
Following the above analysis, the potential candidate *[r)ip2ucJ3 i] and the 
constraint NAS ASS will be added into the constraint ranking of Perak for further 
evaluation. The relevant constraint ranking is now as follows: PROSODIC STEM, 
DEP-IO »  NAS ASS »  MAX-IO »  UNIFORM-ROOT »  CRISP-EDGE [ct] »  
EDGE-INTEG »  UNIFORM.













































a. ^m ^ucjji * *
b. mip2u4 5 i *!
c. mi 9 p2u^5i *!
d. p2ucfei *!
e. r}ip2ucki *!
From the above discussion, we note that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters 
are disfavoured at prefix-root junctures in the PD. But what about the occurrence of 
the same cluster at prefix-prefix root junctures in the dialect? Are nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters also banned? This merits a question since the cluster can also occur 
at prefix-prefix root junctures, as in SM. As Ahmad (1991: 80) says, most derived 
words in Perak have only one layer of prefixation or suffixation. Roots can only be 
attached to one prefix or suffix, or a combination of both, but not a sequence of the
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two. From this, it means that PD cannot receive more than one prefix in prefixed 
words as in SM. Thus, multiple prefixes can not possibly be found in the vocabulary 
of Perak.
In what follows, I am going to discuss the other cluster which is no less crucial 
to be explored, i.e. nasal and sonorant clusters. As mentioned, this cluster is also not 
permitted to emerge in the surface representation at prefix-root junctures in Perak. As 
discussed in Chapter 4, previous Malay scholars (e.g.: Teoh, 1994; Ahmad, 2000) 
claimed that root-internal nasal and sonorant clusters in SM, as presented in (7), are all 
non-native Malay words which have been borrowed from Chinese. In my search of the 
previous literature for Perak, primarily Ahmad (1991), as this dialect is based on his 
work, the examples provided show no root words with nasal and sonorant clusters. In 
my assumption, perhaps the situation that occurs in SM regarding nasal and sonorant 
clusters root-intemally also occurs in Perak. However, there is not a single example of 
this cluster within a root to be found in Ahmad’s work.
On the other hand, there is a short discussion on nasal and sonorant clusters at 
prefix-root junctures in this dialect that is presented in Ahmad (1991). In PD, the final 
nasal of the prefix is claimed to be deleted when it occurs with roots beginning with 
nasals and liquids /l/ and /k/ (ibid.: 60). I now lay out all the examples given by 
Ahmad (ibid.):
224. Nasal and sonorant clusters at prefix-root junctures in Perak (Ahmad 1991: 60).
/pog+maen/ [po-maen] ‘something which is used in play’















The hierarchical ranking that was established before is: PRSTEM »  DEP-IO 
»  NAS ASS »  MAX-IO »  UNIFORMITY-ROOT »  CRISP-EDGE[o] »  EDGE 
INTEGRITY »  UNIFORMITY. The effects of this ranking on nasal and sonorant 















































a.1^  moK2okok *
b. morjiK2okok *!
c. moi]i3 K2okok *!
The above tableau shows that a sequence of nasal and sonorant is also 
disallowed in the dialect of Perak, along with nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters as 
discussed earlier. The occurrence of a nasal and sonorant cluster in the underlying 
representation in Perak, as we can see in the above tableau, is resolved by nasal 
deletion. This phonological effect of nasal deletion can clearly be explained by the 
above constraint ranking in (225). In order for [moi^okok] to be chosen as the 
optimal output, the IO-faithfulness constraint, MAX-IO, is ranked below DEP-IO as
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C-deletion is a better option than V-epenthesis to avoid nasal and sonorant sequences 
in the dialect.
The analysis thus far has discussed two consonant clusters that are banned at 
prefix-root junctures in Perak: nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, and nasal and 
sonorant clusters. Now we see how voiced obstruents in the dialect undergo nasal 
substitution. Why does a sequence of nasal and voiced obstruent not need to undergo 
nasal substitution? This is because the sequence allows a more leisurely rising of the 
velum than nasal and voiceless obstruents (Huffman, 1993: 310, cited in Pater, 1999). 
Thus, there is no need for a voiced obstruent following a nasal segment to undergo 
nasal substitution. Some dialects of Malay, however, prove the fact that a voiced 
obstruent following a nasal segment will also undergo nasal substitution. This 
interesting process that occurs in Malay dialects cannot be found in SM. As discussed 
in Chapter 4, nasal substitution is only applied to break up a sequence of nasal and 
voiceless obstruents due to the high obedience to *NQ. Therefore, a word like 
/moq+paksa/, ‘to force’, surfaces as [mom^aksa], where the nasal and voiceless 
obstruent cluster undergoes nasal substitution. Based on evidence from the data for 
Perak, I claim that nasal and voiced obstruent clusters also undergo nasal substitution. 
Thus this section will be discussing this issue further, using apparatus available within 
OT. Before we proceed to the analysis, let us first observe the Perak data.
226. Nasal and voiced obstruent clusters in Perak (from Ahmad, 1991).
(i) /q -bagi/ [m agi]
ACT.PRF-give ‘to g iv e ’
(ii) /q-dapat/ [napat]
ACT.PRF-obtain ‘to obtain’





The above data reveal that voiced obstruents after nasals also undergo 
substitution. The question to be addressed in this subsection is why the initial voiced 
obstruent of the root needs to be substituted since the language does licence nasal­
voiced obstruent clusters in a word. What argument in OT can be offered to explain 
the phenomenon of substituting a voiced obstruent following a nasal segment?
As discussed in the literature review, a voiced obstruent in Muna can be 
blocked from undergoing nasal substitution by adding a constraint named IDENT 
[PHAREXP]. This can be seen in the tableau presented in (101), in Chapter 2 
subsection 2.4.2.4. As presented in Pater (2001), a voiced obstruent can be blocked 
from undergoing nasal substitution by ranking IDENT [PHAREXP] above CRISP- 
EDGE [PrWD] (Pater, 2001: 176). The following tableau demonstrates how this 
ranking blocks a voiced obstruent from undergoing nasal substitution, but not a 
voiceless obstruent.
227. IDENT [PHAREXP] »  CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] (Pater, 2001: 176).




c.^m am ^ilih *
d. m am ^ilih *!
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We can see in the above tableaux that a voiced obstruent following a nasal 
segment can be blocked from undergoing nasal substitution by the constraint ranking: 
IDENT [PHAREXP] »  CRISP-EDGE [PrWD]. However, with the ranking reversed, 
CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] »  IDENT [PHAREXP], both voiceless and voiced obstruents 
are subject to fusion (Pater, 2001: 176), as the following tableau demonstrates:
228. CRISP-EDGE [a] »  IDENT [PHAREXP] (Pater, 2001).
/mor)i+b23li/ CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] IDENT [PHAREXP]
a. m om ^oli *!
b.^m om ^oli *
/m3iji+p2ilih/
c.^m om ^ilih *
d. m om ^ilih *!
Considering the ranking CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] »  IDENT [PHAREXP], as in 
the above tableau, as well as a voiceless obstruent, a voiced obstruent following a 
nasal segment at a prefix-root juncture can also undergo nasal substitution. To account 
for the case in Perak, nasal substitution with voiced obstruents can be attributed to the 
ranking of IDENT [PHAREXP] beneath CRISP-EDGE [a]48, as demonstrated in the 
following tableau:
48 Observe that although I make use o f Pater’s (2001) work regarding both voiceless and voiced 
obstruent being able to undergo nasal substitution by reversing the ranking IDENT [PHAREXP] »  
CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] to CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] »  IDENT [PHAREXP], I will continue to use 
CRISP-EDGE [cj] in this analysis as 1 have already applied it in the analysis of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in PD.
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229. Nasal substitution with voiced obstruents in Perak: CRISP-EDGE [a] »  IDENT 
[PHAREXP].
/r)i+b2agi/ CRISP-EDGE[g] IDENT [PHAREXP]
a.^m ^agi *
b. mib2agi *!
The above analysis clearly shows that a sequence of nasal and voiced 
obstruents can also undergo nasal substitution. Most previous studies of nasal 
substitution in Malay (e.g.: Hassan, 1974, 1987; Omar, 1975, 1993; Karim, 1995; 
Onn, 1980) only relate this phonological process to nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters. Therefore, *NC plays an important role in their analysis. This present 
analysis of Malay dialects reveals that the *NQ constraint, which prohibits nasal and 
voiceless obstruent sequences, cannot satisfactorily explain the phenomenon of voiced 
obstruent nasal substitution. Hence, to provide a better explanation, *NQ is replaced 
by another constraint, CRISP-EDGE [a], which is able to capture nasal substitution in 
both voiceless and voiced obstruents. In Chapter 4, I demonstrated the importance of 
the *NQ constraint in eliminating the occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in SM. In order to satisfy this markedness constraint, the clusters undergo 
nasal substitution. It is however difficult to explain the process of nasal substitution 
with voiced obstruents since it is beyond the limits of *N£ to eliminate a sequence of 
nasal and voiced obstruents. I establish the following tableau to see how difficult it is 
for the constraint to capture voiced obstruent nasal substitution. If *NC were to apply, 
then the optimal output would fall to candidate (b) which is not the correct output in 
the dialect.
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230. *NQ »  IDENT [PHAREXP]: *[mbagi]
/r)i+b2agi/ *NQ IDENT[PHAREXP]
a. mi2agi *!
b .^m ib 2agi
As we can see, candidate (a) is ruled out because it violates IDENT 
[PHAREXP]. On the other hand, candidate (b), which does not violate any constraint 
in the hierarchy, is chosen as the winner. This is an incorrect output since a voiced 
obstruent after a nasal segment in the dialect must undergo nasal substitution. It is 
clear that *NQ in the above constraint hierarchy does not play a significant role in 
ruling out a sequence of nasal and voiced obstruents, as in candidate (b), since the 
constraint is specifically for nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. This shows that 
*NQ cannot be used to account for voiced obstruent nasal substitution as occurred in 
PD above. From this, we have now answered the Research Question in 1(c) (see 
Section 1.3). Thus, *NC must be replaced by CRISP-EDGE [a] which is able to rule 
out both voiceless and voiced obstruents following nasal segments. By considering the 
constraint ranking CRISP-EDGE [a] » IDENT [PHAREXP] above, I establish a new 
hierarchy of constraint ranking for PD to account for voiced obstruent nasal 
substitution.
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a .^  m^agi * *
b. m ^ a g i *!
c. gib2agi *!
The failed candidate, (c), violates NAS ASS as the nasal segment in the prefix 
does not assimilate to the place of articulation to the following onset consonant. Since 
the NAS ASS constraint is ranked higher in the hierarchy, candidate (c) is ruled out. 
The competing candidates now are (a) and (b). As we see, by ranking CRISP-EDGE
[a] above IDENT [PHAREXP], the candidate with a nasal and voiced obstruent 
cluster, candidate (b), is ruled out. Thus candidate (a) emerges as the winner as it only 
violates the latter constraint, IDENT [PHAREXP], which bans voiced obstruents from 
undergoing nasal substitution.
It is now apparent from the above tableau that the CRISP-EDGE [ct] constraint 
cannot limit voiced obstruents from undergoing nasal substitution in Perak, which 
does occur in Muna, as presented in Chapter 2 subsection 2.4.1.2. As we saw in (231), 
CRISP-EDGE [a] also permits voiced obstruent nasal substitution. The effect of 
CRISP-EDGE [a] is to permit both voiced and voiceless obstruents to undergo nasal 
substitution, thus this constraint is preferred for the analysis of Malay dialects, rather 
than *N£, which limits nasal substitution to voiceless obstruents only. Since the role 
of *NQ is limited, it cannot handle the case being discussed here.
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6.3.2 Kelantan dialect
In the above discussion, we have seen that Perak is one of the Malay dialects that 
lacks nasal substitution within a root. However, as we shall see in this section, a 
reverse state of affairs occurs in Kelantan. Different from Perak, root-internal nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters in Kelantan undergo nasal deletion. To begin with, let 
us first consider the following examples:




[tampar] [tapa:] ‘to slap’
[pantun] [patog] ‘poem’
[santan] [sate] ‘coconut milk’
[kelantan] [kelate] ‘name of state’
[untug] [?utog] ‘profit’
[gantug] [gatog] ‘to hang’
[pajitfug] [patfog] ‘to lop o ff
From the above examples, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not 
manifested phonetically in Kelantan root-intemally. As these clusters are disfavoured 
in the dialect, a nasal segment preceding a voiceless obstruent would be deleted. This 
can clearly be seen in, for example, the word /gantorj/ which becomes [gatog], where 
the nasal segment undergoes a process of deletion as the way to get rid of nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters in the surface representation.
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Because a nasal segment before a voiceless obstruent in Kelantan is deleted, 
the optimal output violates the faithfulness constraint, MAX-IO, that requires input 
segments to have output correspondents. Therefore, MAX-IO must be ranked beneath 













a.®=gat2 0 i] *
b. gani2or) *!
c. ganjot2og *!
Candidate (b) violates UNIFORM-ROOT because of the sequence of nasal 
segment and voiceless obstruents within the word which undergo nasal substitution. 
Candidate (c) violates DEP-IO since epenthetic schwa is applied between the nasal 
segment and the voiceless obstruent. Candidate (a) is optimal as it satisfies the 
highest-ranked constraints defining nasal deletion as a way of avoiding a sequence of 
nasal and voiceless obstruents. As the result of nasal deletion, candidate (a) violates 
MAX-IO. The violation of MAX-IO is, however, not significant as the optimal output 
has already been determined.
When evaluating the grammar of Kelantan nasal deletion, another potential 
candidate that must be taken into consideration is *[ganit2oq]. This potential candidate 
might possibly be included in the constraint ranking of Kelantan, since nasal and 
voiceless obstruent sequences within a root can also have opportrunity to surface, as 
occurs in Perak. To complete our analysis, we must explain why this candidate cannot 
be chosen as the optimal candidate in Kelantan. Thus, there must be another
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constraint, which bans a nasal and voiceless obstruent sequence within a root, and this 
constraint must rank above MAX-IO in order to rule out [gan^og] and [gat2og] being 
able to emerge as the optimal candidate. A possible solution to account for why such 
output as [gan^og] cannot be chosen as the optimal output in the Kelantan dialect can 
be found by appealing to the constraint CRISP-EDGE [a].
Returning to the point I mentioned in the preceding subsection, i.e. why 
CRISP-EDGE [a] is chosen in this analysis of Malay dialects rather than CRISP- 
EDGE [PrWD], I now provide the justification for choosing this constraint. According 
to Ito and Mester (1999a), three types of CRISP-EDGE have been used in the 
literature to solve certain phonological matters. There are: (1) CRISP-EDGE [PrWD], 
as defined in (75), which was used by Ito and Mester (1999) in their analysis of the 
prosodic morphology of Sino-Japanese. Pater (2001) has also used this constraint 
when accounting for nasal substitution in Indonesian. (2) CRISP-EDGE [Ft] was used 
to explain the ambisyllabicity in most of dialects of English which is claimed only to 
be possible in non-foot-initial position (Kiparsky, 1979).49 The other one is (3) CRISP- 
EDGE [a] which is used to rule out gemination and similar cases such as double­
linking (Ito and Mester, 1999a).
As I suggested in subsection 6.3.1, the phenomenon of nasal and voiceless 
obstruent clusters in Malay dialects is best analysed by positing CRISP-EDGE [a] 
(78). CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] in (75), which was used by Pater (2001) to account for 
nasal substitution in Indonesian, was only used to discuss the clusters at prefix-root 
junctures. The analysis did not however consider the clusters occurring root-intemally. 
In that case, the use of CRISP-EDGE [PrWD], as in Pater’s (2001) analysis
49 Refer to the cited reference for more detail.
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concerning nasal substitution in Indonesian, is plausible as nasals and voiceless 
obstruents are not in the same prosodic word, and therefore the clusters undergo nasal 
substitution.
If CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] were to apply when accounting for the clusters of 
root-internal nasal and voiceless obstruents in Indonesian, as applied at prefix-root 
junctures, it could not explain why the clusters occur root-internally, since they belong 
to the same prosodic word. The same problem applies to some dialects of Malay, such 
as Perak, where the clusters are permitted within roots. It would be difficult to capture 
the case if CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] was applied. Candidates without nasal substitution 
or nasal deletion in Kelantan could not be ruled out by CRISP-EDGE [PrWD], since 
the clusters are within the same Prosodic Word. I now illustrate the following prosodic 
word structures of root-internal nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in Kelantan:
234. Prosodic word structures in Kelantan.
(a) Root-internal (b) Prefix juncture
As required by CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] in (75), no element belonging to a 
Prosodic Word may be linked to a prosodic category external to that of the Prosodic 







not violate CRISP-EDGE [PrWD], as the nasal segment and the voiceless obstruent 
belong to the same Prosodic Word and are not linked to a prosodic category external 
to that of the Prosodic Word. CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] is, however, violated in 234(b), 
as the voiceless obstruent [t] is an element that belongs to the Prosodic Word which is 
linked to the nasal segment in the prefix, which is the element that belongs to the 
prosodic category external to that Prosodic Word.
Returning to our discussion of the Kelantan dialect, if CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] 
were to apply in the analysis, the candidate *[ganit2oq] from the input /gan^oq/ could 
not be ruled out, since it does not violate CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] and, therefore, the 
desired optimal output [gat2oq], could not emerge as the winner.
The following tableau sums up the argument I have just made, showing that 
suboptimal candidate *[ganit2oq] cannot be ruled out by CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] with 
the same schematic ranking that is in (233): DEP-IO »  UNIFORM-ROOT »  
UNIFORM »  NAS ASS »  EDGE-INTEGRITY »  CRISP-EDGE[PrWD] »  
MAX-IO, as demonstrated in (235). This ranking fails to account for the phenomenon 


















































c. gani3 t2orj *!
d.^gan,t2or)
The above tableau shows that CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] cannot successfully 
determine which candidate should emerge as the optimal output. As we also see in the 
above tableau, candidate (d), which emerges as the winner, is incorrect output as a 
nasal preceding a voiceless obstruent root-internally in the Kelantan dialect would 
have to be deleted. Candidate (a), indicated with an unhappy face, should be the 
correct output; however, it does not emerge as the winner in the above constraint 
ranking. As an alternative solution therefore, I have suggested that CRISP-EDGE [a] 
must be considered in the constraint ranking of Malay dialects.
By replacing CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] with CRISP-EDGE[cr] in the constraint 
ranking, *[ganit2og] can be ruled out and, therefore, the desired optimal output, 
[gat2og], can be obtained. CRISP-EDGE [a] is able to rule out *[ganit2orj] because the 
homorganic nasal segment has the same place of articulation as the following 
voiceless obstruent. By having the same place of articulation, these two adjacent 
segments are linked together in the same syllable. According to the obedience and 
violation of CRISP-EDGE [a], as exemplified by Ito and Mester (1999a) and shown
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in Table 7, I claim that the violation of CRISP-EDGE [a] by candidate *[ganit2or)] 
falls out from the representation in (d).
Table 7: Obedience and violation of CRISP-EDGE [a] (from Ito and Mester,
1999a: 209).
Obedience of CRISP-EDGE [a] Violation of CRISP-EDGE [a]
CT
C V C V
c  v  c  v
C V C  V c v c c v
For a clearer view, I illustrate in the following diagram how *[ganit2oq] 
violates CRISP-EDGE [a], as shown in (d) in the above representation.
236. Representation of CRISP-EDGE [a] violation for *[ganit2og].
a  a
As established in the earlier tableau (235), CRISP-EDGE [PrWD] is not 
violated by this candidate and, therefore, it surfaces as optimal output. Considering 
CRISP-EDGE [ct] and the potential candidate *[ganit2or)], I re-establish the following 
tableau for the Kelantan dialect, which gives a better picture of how the candidate 
*[ganit2orj] can be ruled out and the candidate with nasal deletion, [gat2oi]], surfaces
as optimal output:
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237. Nasal and voiceless root-internal obstruent clusters in Kelantan.
DEP-IO »  UNIFORMITY-ROOT »  UNIFORMITY »  NAS ASS »  EDGE- 













































It is clear, from the above tableau, that CRISP-EDGE [a] is the better 
constraint, rather than CRISP-EDGE [PrWD], This constraint can prevent candidate 
(d), with a nasal and voiceless obstruent sequence, from emerging as the winner. Since 
*[ganjt2oq] violates CRISP-EDGE [a], candidate (a), which only violates the latter, 
i.e. MAX-IO, emerges as the correct output.
The deletion of nasals preceding voiceless obstruents root-intemally clearly 
shows that Kelantan is quite direct in banning nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in 
the dialect when compared to Perak. Now we examine the occurrence of this cluster at 
prefix-root junctures in Kelantan. The process of prefixation to a nasal final prefix in 
Kelantan dialect is, however, somewhat different from Perak. Before we proceed to 
the analysis, let us observe the data for nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences at
prefix-root junctures in Kelantan.
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(b) Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in Kelantan (from Che Kob, 1985)50
(i) /q-kanduq/ [qqanduq]











50 Note, some o f the examples are taken from Che Kob (1985) and some are obtained from the 
interview session with him in person. More examples of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix- 
root junctures in Kelantan can be seen in the word list in Appendix N.
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The phonology of the Kelantan dialect in (238) can be summarised as follows: 
(i) a nasal segment assimilates to the place of articulation of a following voiceless 
obstruent; (ii) a voiceless obstruent becomes a nasal segment, which has the same 
place of articulation; and (iii) the first vowel following a nasal segment is nasalised. 
From the above examples, we see that voiceless obstruents undergo alternation to 
nasals when preceded by a nasal segment in the prefix. The alternation segment of 
voiceless obstruents to nasals creates consonants clusters at the prefix juncture, as 
illustrated in (238).
Before we proceed any further, it is worth discussing the single velar nasal /q+/ 
as an active prefix in the data shown above. Based on my discussion with the author 
of the book titled Dialek Geografi Pasir Mas \ Che Kob, /rj+/ can also be used as 
/mor)+/ in the underlying form. These two active prefixes can be in free variation or in 
complementary distribution in the dialect. The single nasal prefix /q+/ can be used for 
any consonant initial base, while /mor)+/ can only be attached to bases that start with 
/m, n, ji, q, 1, y/. As mentioned in subsection 6.3.1, /q+/ in PD has, as claimed by 
Ahmad (1991), two allomorphs, /q+/ and /moq+/. The velar nasal /q+/ is a variant of 
/maq+A This prefix undergoes an initial syllable reduction (ibid.: 55). Syllable 
reduction has been claimed by previous scholars to be a common case in most Malay 
dialects, such as in Kedah (Collins, 1986: 10; Omar, 1986: 99), Kelantan (Che Kob, 
1985: 270), Terengganu (Omar, 1985: 287), Pahang (Collins, 1983: 104) and Perak 
(Ahmad, 1991: 55). Thus, in our analysis, /q+/ is used to account for any initial 
obstruent consonants bases in the dialect (these include voiceless and voiced 
obstruents), while /moq+/ will be used for initial sonorant bases.
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Turning back to the data presented in (238) above, a voiceless obstruent 
following a nasal segment alternates to a nasal consonant which takes the place of 
articulation of the voiceless obstruent that remains in the nasal consonant. For 
example, if the voiceless obstruent following the nasal segment in the prefix is /p/, 
then it alternates to [m] on the surface. This process of alternation from /p/ to [m] I 
here call nasalisation. The representation of nasalisation is illustrated in the following 
diagram:
239. The representation of nasalisation.
Input: 13 p
Output: m  m
The alternation of a voiceless obstruent to a nasal consonant in Kelantan at 
prefix-root junctures is quite similar to a case in the Bantu language, Kikongo 
(Meinhof, 1932; Dereau, 1955; Webb, 1965; Ao, 1991; Odden, 1994; Piggott, 1996, 
cited in Rose and Walker, 2004), as exemplified in (240). In this language, a voiced 
obstruent in the suffix /-idi/ alternates to a nasal consonant [-ini] when preceded by a 
nasal consonant at any distance in the stem (Rose and Walker, 2004). Given the case 
in Kikongo, we could say that the initial consonant in the root in Kelantan alternates to 
a homorganic nasal when preceded by a nasal final prefix, as we can see in (238). See 
the examples of Kikongo data from Rose and Walker (ibid.) below.
240. Kikongo suffix /-idi/ becomes [-ini].
1 (a) m - [ b u d - i d i ] S K m ‘ I h i t ’  2 (a) tu-[kun-ini]aem‘we planted’
(b) n - [ s u k - i d i ] s , e m ‘I washed’ (b) tu-[nik-ini]stem‘we ground’
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Note that the phonological process that occurs in the Kelantan dialect of Malay 
has also been examined by Pater (1999). He states that, as well as in Indonesian, 
Kelantan Malay also undergoes nasal substitution that includes nasal deletion. As we 
have just seen, nasal and voiceless root-internal obstruent clusters in Kelantan undergo 
nasal deletion, and this is consistent with what Pater claimed. However, based on the 
above data for Kelantan prefixation, I would like to revise the claim made by Pater 
(1999).
If we observe the process of prefixation to a nasal final prefix in the dialect, we 
can see that the clusters are not resolved by nasal deletion, as applied root-intemally. I 
claim that there are two processes that occur at the prefix-root juncture in Kelantan 
dialect to eliminate nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, which I refer to here as 
nasal assimilation and nasalisation. This means that there is more than one method 
that the dialect uses to get rid of the clusters, as well as the nasal deletion which is 
applied root-intemally (see the illustration in 237). Probably, the claim made by Pater 
(1999) was only concerned with nasal and voiceless root-internal obstruent clusters, 
without considering the occurrence of clusters at prefix-root junctures. Thus, the claim 
is not correct in its explanation of the occurrence of clusters at any morphological 
domain in the dialect.
For a clearer view, I illustrate the representations of nasal deletion, nasal 
assimilation and nasalisation in Kelantan Malay, as follows.
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Process: nasal deletion assimilation nasalisation
The phonological processes that occur at prefix-root junctures in Kelantan, as 
we saw, are quite distinct in that the voiceless obstruents do not undergo the process 
of deletion, as is regularly applied in the language. As I have just claimed, the 
voiceless obstruents at the prefix-root junctures in Kelantan undergo nasalisation 
instead of deletion. In an OT account, the irregularity process that occurs at the prefix 
juncture in Kelantan is an explainable phenomenon. This irregular behaviour has 
never been discussed in previous Malay studies. Pater’s analysis (1999) of nasal 
substitution in Austronesian languages only discussed nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters within the roots in Kelantan. In OT, the reason why voiceless obstruent 
deletion does not take place in the optimal output for this dialect can be explained by 
the candidate to hand not being the candidate best satisfying the constraint hierarchy. 
By employing the same ranking hierarchy that we have in the analysis of nasal and 
voiceless root-internal obstruents in Kelantan, as demonstrated in (237), together with 
the constraint PROSODIC STEM (35) which is required to account for stems (i.e. 
prefix and root), I establish the following tableau:
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242. PROSODIC STEM »  DEP-IO »  UNIFORMITY-ROOT »  UNIFORMITY 

















































a. gi t2umbo? *!
b. nnumbo? *! *
c .^n i^um bo?
d. n n u m b o ? *!
e. nnum bo? *!
As can be seen, the failed candidate (b), which undergoes nasal substitution, is 
ruled out because it involves a violation of UNIFORMITY. Because UNIFROMITY 
is ranked higher in the hierarchy, candidate (b) cannot emerge as the optimal output. 
By violating UNIFORMITY, it explains why nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at 
the prefix juncture in Kelantan do not undergo the regular process of nasal 
substitution. In order to break up [nt] clusters, schwa is epenthesized in candidate (d). 
This possible way that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters can be eliminated is, 
however, not the best way, as schwa epenthesis incurs a fatal violation of DEP-IO. As 
required by NAS ASS, the nasal segment in a coda position must be homorganic to 
the following consonant. The unassimilated nasal before the voiceless obstruent in 
candidate (a) thus violates this constraint, as the nasal segment [rj] in the prefix is not 
in the same place of articulation as the following consonant [t]. Unlike candidate (a), 
the nasal segment in the prefix in candidate (e) assimilates to the following consonant 
[t]. However, the voiceless obstruent does not undergo the process of deletion, hence
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it violates CRISP-EDGE [a], which prohibits multiple linking between syllables. 
Therefore, candidate (e) is non-optimal. Candidate (c) is the optimal output, since this 
candidate violates none of the constraints in the hierarchy.
We have seen in the above discussion that Kelantan disfavours nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures. Are any clusters banned in the 
dialect apart from nasal and voiceless obstruents? In what follows, I am going to 
discuss another cluster that occurs at prefix-root junctures that is both nasal and 
sonorant. Before we see how this cluster is treated in the dialect, it would be helpful to 
consider some relevant examples from it:
243. Nasal and sonorant clusters at prefix-root junctures (from Che Kob, 1981).
(i) /mq+yose?/ [m-ysse?]














Recall, as mentioned above (see p.292), /moq+/ can be attached only to certain 
initial consonants bases, i.e. /m, n, ji, r), y, 1/. Therefore, this prefix is used to account
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for nasal and sonorant clusters at prefix-root junctures. The examples above show that 
sonorant consonants following nasal segments at prefix-root junctures are not deleted. 
When initial sonorant bases are combined with /moq+/, the final nasal segment of the 
prefix, i.e. /g/, is deleted. From this, the output form must be, for example, [ma- 
maso?] or [ma-latu?]. From the data shown above, why is schwa absent from the 
prefix with only [m] left? I am inclined to claim that the reason why only [m] has 
shown up in the data is because the prefix has undergone so-called syllable reduction. 
Speakers of Kelantan tend to minimize a syllable in a word. When they speak, one or 
more syllables of the words will be silent. Thus, outputs like [m-maso?] and [m-tatu?] 
are produced instead of [mo-maso?] and [ma-latu?], respectively. Therefore, only the 
[m] segment in the prefix is realised in output forms. This situation of syllable 
minimisation also occurs within roots in the dialect, as the following examples 
illustrate. In the examples in (244), the syllable minimisation is more like schwa 
deletion as only the schwa in the first syllable is deleted.
244. Syllable minimization in roots (from Che Kob, 1985).
SM KD
(i) [kslilirj] ‘around’ [klilirj]
(ii) [salimut] ‘duvet’ [slimu?]
(iii) [karamat] ‘supernatural power’ [kyama?]
(iv) [tambaga] ‘copper’ [tmago]
(v) [saluar] ‘pants’ [sluwa]
(vi) [bayuwap] ‘bear’ [byuwe]
I now establish a new tableau with the same constraint ranking as in (242) to 


















































a. r2apeq *! *
b.^m i^apeq
c. mior2apeq *!
As shown in the tableau, candidate (a) violates the highest constraint in the 
ranking as the candidate has no prefix. Although the failed candidate (c) avoids the 
cluster via schwa epenthesis, it fatally disobeys DEP-IO. Thus, schwa epenthesis is 
not the way to get rid of nasal and sonorant clusters. The remaining candidate (b) is 
thus the optimal candidate.
Unlike Perak, Kelantan does not allow voiced obstruents to undergo nasal 
substitution. Nasal and voiced obstruent clusters in this dialect only undergo nasal 
assimilation, with no deletion of voiced obstruents, the same as in SM. Nasal 
assimilation and undeleted voiced obstruents are illustrated in the following examples.














To complete the analysis, the full hierarchy of constraints as established for the 
Kelantan dialect is: PROSODIC STEM »  DEP-IO »  UNIFORMITY-ROOT »  












































a .^ g ig 2untig *!
b. g2untig *! *
c. g]2untig *!
The above tableau shows that candidate (a), with nasal assimilation and an 
undeleted voiced obstruent, emerges as the winner. A candidate with nasal deletion 
has been ruled out early as it fatally violates the PRSTEM constraint. As the PRSTEM 
constraint requires each prefix and root to contain one syllabic, candidate (b) violates 
this constraint as the candidate only contains a root. Meanwhile, candidate (c) with 
nasal substitution is not chosen as the winner as it incurs violation of UNIMORMITY 
that bans nasal substitution. Therefore, candidate (a) is the optimal candidate. Since 
the voiced obstruent is not deleted, this candidate violates CRISP-EDGE [a] because 
the nasal segment in the prefix and the initial voiced obstruent base are linked 
together.
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6.3.3 Negeri Sembilan dialect
We now shall discuss how the situations discussed in the Perak and Kelantan dialects 
occur in another dialect of Malay concerned in this study; this is NS. We begin the 
discussion by presenting some examples of NS dialect nasal and voiceless root- 
internal obstruent clusters. Observe that this cluster is resolved in the same way as in 
Kelantan, whereby nasal segments preceding voiceless obstruents undergo deletion. 
Let us consider the following data:
248. Nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in the NS dialect.51
SM NS
[djempot] [djaput] ‘to fetch’
[dentom] [datum] ‘an explosive sound’
[tampa:] [tapo] ‘to slap’
[kampoq] [kaporj] ‘village’
[sampan] [sapan] ‘small boat’
[terjka?] [teka?] ‘level’
[simpan] [sipan] ‘to keep’
The data in (248), above, show that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters 
within roots in NS undergo nasal deletion. Because of this, the root-specific 
faithfulness constraint, UNIFORMITY-ROOT, must be low in the constraint ranking. 
Now I establish the following tableau to account for root-internal nasal and voiceless
obstruent clusters in NS.
5'The data presented here are from Rufus (1966) and also the interview conducted with two native 
speakers o f  NS- Dr Mohd Fadzeli Jaafar and Mr. Zulkifli Ahmad, as mentioned in Chapter 3 
subsection 3 3 3 ’ A list o f additional data of NS is enclosed at the end of the thesis and was obtained 
from those two native speakers of NS. I would like to thank them for providing me with more data from

















































d. d a n ^ u m *!
As shown in the above tableau, when CRISP-EDGE [a] is high-ranked, 
candidate (a) with a nasal and voiceless obstruent cluster is ruled out. Candidate (c) 
with nasal substitution is ruled out by the constraint on anti-nasal substitution, 
UNIFORMITY-ROOT, while candidate (d) with schwa epenthesis is ruled out by 
DEP-IO. Thus the latter candidate, (b), is more harmonic than the former, even though 
the nasal segment is deleted.
The same as in the two dialects discussed above, NS also does not permit two 
types of clusters at prefix-root junctures in the surface representation. The two clusters 
are: (1) nasal and voiceless obstruents and (2) nasal and sonorant clusters. Now I will 
first examine how nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures in NS 
are treated. Nasal and sonorant clusters will follow. Before we go to the data analysis, 
it is worth knowing the allomorph structure of nasal final prefixes /moN-/ and /poN-/ 
in the NS dialect as they give effect to the phonological processes applied in the 
dialect, especially in the process of alternation segments. As stated in Rufus (1966: 
48), the prefix /moN-/ has two sets of basic allomorphs which are /moN-/ and /0 n‘ /.
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According to Rufus, /moN-/ occurs regularly with any initial-consonant of the root 
except for /tf/. The use of /moN-/ as a prefix is shown in the following examples:



















The allomorph /0 n' / is claimed by Rufus (ibid.: 52) to be a free alternant of 
/moN-/ that can be attached with a consonant stop initial-root or /s/. For example:













(vi) /kac^a/ ‘chase’ [pad^aj^mac^a]
ACT.PRF-chase ‘to chase’
The examples show that the two prefixes in the NS dialect have no constant 
form when they are attached to roots. It is said that the prefix /moN-/ can be attached 
to those listed initial roots but, in the surface representation, the prefix can be [mo-] or 
[m-], as shown in (250). Likewise, for /0 n’ /, somehow this prefix surfaces as an 
assimilated nasal, [N-] or [m-], as exemplified in (251). It can be said that the two 
prefixes do not seem to show any difference in their surface forms. My justification of 
this is that if we refer to the examples in 250(v) and 251 (ii), even though the /g/ 
initial-roots are combined with two different prefixes, the same outputs are obtained. 
The two different prefixes, /moN-/ and /0 n7, surface as [m-]. Other examples are also 
found in Rufus where two different roots begin with /b/, /bascoh/ ‘wash’ and /batfa/ 
‘read’, surface as [mo-mascoh] ACT.PRF-wash ‘to wash’ and [m-matfo] ACT.PRF-read 
‘to read’, respectively.
Based on the above examples, it seems that the case under discussion is almost 
the same as the one in Perak. Recall that /rj-toKeh/ ACT.PRF-tap —► [noKeh] ‘to tap’ and 
/rj-jiadi/ ACT.PRF-be —► [padi] ‘to be’ in Perak can also be pronounced as [mo-noKeh] 
and [mo-jiadi], respectively (Ahmad, 1991: 55). Thus, [mo-mascoh] and [m-mafo] in 
NS may also be realised as [m-mascoh] and [mo-matfo], respectively. In my analysis, 
/0 n /, which surfaces as an assimilated nasal, as in /c^orjoq/ see > [noqoq] 
ACT.PRF-see ‘to see’ and /pilih/ ‘choose’ -> [milih], has undergone syllable reduction.
As we will see, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in NS at the prefix-root 
juncture are not very different from those in Perak, as the nasal segment of the prefix
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and the initial voiceless obstruent undergo the regular process of nasal substitution. 
Let us first observe the data for the NS dialect:









As can clearly be seen, voiceless obstruents following nasals are deleted, while 
the nasals in the prefix assimilate to the same place of articulation with the following 
voiceless obstruent. Putting together all the constraints from (249) and the additional 
constraint which is important to account for STEMS (i.e. prefix and root), PRSTEM 
yields the following set of rankings to account for nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters at prefix junctures in NS: PROSODIC STEM »  DEP-IO »  CRISP- 



















































b.^m om nilih *
c. m om ^ilih *!
d. m6 miop2ilih *!
e. mop2ilih *!
The failed candidate (d) with a schwa epenthesized between the prefix and the 
root is ruled out as a consequence of violating DEP-IO. By having the same place of 
articulation, candidate (c) violates CRISP-EDGE [a] as the two adjacent segments [m] 
and [p] are linked together in the same syllable. Since the nasal segment in candidate
(a) does not assimilate to the following consonant, this candidate violates the NAS 
ASS constraint. Deleting the second nasal in the prefix causes candidate (e) to violate 
MAX-IO because the one of the input segments does not have an output 
correspondent. Candidate (b) with nasal substitution violates UNIFORMITY. The 
violation is however in significant as all other candidates have already been ruled out.
Rufus (1966) mentioned in her work that there are three types of affix in the 
NS dialect. These are prefix, circumfix and suffix. In the discussion of prefixes in the 
dialect, all the examples of data given are only concerned with single prefixes. There 
is no discussion of multiple prefixes being used in the dialect. Is it probable that the 
dialect has no multiple prefixes? To confirm this, two previous scholars’ works have 
been referred to, Omar (1985, 2008) and Hussein (1973). Both scholars discuss the NS
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dialect in their analysis, but the discussions do not aim to provide a comprehensive 
study of it as they focus on other dialects of Malay. No examples of multiple prefixed 
words are found in either scholar’s work.
Now we come to examine the other cluster which is nasal and sonorant. As we 
have seen in the two dialects discussed above, nasal deletion is the way to prevent this 
cluster from occurring in the surface representation. Do nasal and sonorant clusters 
have the same solution that the Perak and Kelantan dialects have? We begin the 





















ACT.PRF-grass ‘to do gardening’
[mo-rumpcot]
It is clear from the above examples that nasal and sonorant clusters are 
disfavoured in the NS dialect. The occurrence of this cluster in the surface 
representation is resolved by nasal deletion, in exactly the same way as it is in the 
Perak and Kelantan dialects. I establish a new tableau with the same constraint
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ranking as in (253) that was established above to account for a sequence of nasal and 



















































c. moNio^aso *! *
With the constraint ranking established in the above tableau, a sequence of 
nasal and sonorants is not selected as the winner, as seen in (a). Candidate (b) with 
nasal deletion emerges as the winner, instead.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, voiced obstruents in two of the three 
dialects of Malay discussed in this chapter, Perak and NS, undergo nasal 
substitution. We have already discussed the case of voiced obstruent nasal 
substitution in Perak in subsection 6.3.1. Now we shall discuss the other dialect in 
which voiced obstruents also undergo nasal substitution, i.e. NS. We first begin the 
discussion by presenting the data from NS:


















The data presented above show that nasal and voiced obstruent clusters in NS 
undergo the same process as in Perak, whereby this cluster also involves nasal 
substitution. The process is exactly the same as in Perak. Nasal segment in the prefix 
assimilates to the place of articulation of the following voiced obstruent. The voiced 
obstruent then is deleted. Now, we discuss how this situation is accounted for in a 
tableau analysis.
As I have demonstrated in Section 6.3.1, CRISP-EDGE [a] is ranked above 
IDENT [PHAREXP] in order to rule out candidates with a sequence of nasal and 
voiced obstruents (see tableau in 229). By ranking CRISP-EDGE [a] »  IDENT 
[PHAREXP], *[mib2agi] does not emerge as the optimal output in Perak. The 
following tableau demonstrates how this ranking, CRISP-EDGE [a] »  IDENT 
[PHAREXP], can rule out candidates with a sequence of nasal and voiced 
obstruents.
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257. Nasal substitution with voiced obstruents in NS: CRISP-EDGE [a] »  IDENT 
[PHAREXP].
/moNi+b2aco/ CRISP-EDGE [cr] IDENT [PHAREXP]
a.®" m6 mi2aco *
b. m6 mib2aco *!
As demonstrated in the above tableau, when CRISP-EDGE [a] is ranked high, 
it is optimal for a sequence of nasal and voiced obstruents to undergo nasal 
substitution, as in candidate (a). Competing candidate (b) violates this constraint. The 
two segments [m] and [b] are linked together into one syllable as they share the same 
place of articulation.
Putting those two constraints together, along with the other constraints used 
for NS earlier, I now establish a new tableau to account for voiced obstruent nasal 
substitution in the dialect. Observe that the constraint ranking is still the same as for 
voiceless obstruent nasal substitution as demonstrated in (253), and for the nasal and 
sonorant clusters in (255).






















































c .^ m 6 m i 2aco
* *
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As shown in the above tableau, CRISP-EDGE [<j] dominates IDENT 
[PHAREXP] in the ranking. This directly explains why a voiced obstruent following a 
nasal segment undergoes nasal substitution.
The analysis presented above shows that two clusters, i.e. nasal and voiceless 
obstruents and nasal and sonorant clusters, are also disfavoured in the three Malay 
dialects of Perak, Kelantan and NS. Analysis of Perak and NS dialects reveals 
however that nasal and voiced obstruent clusters are also disfavoured in the dialects, 
as well as the two clusters.
6.4 Conclusion
The analysis of dialectal variation in Malay shows that the three clusters, (1) nasal and 
voiceless obstruents, (2) nasals and sonorants and (3) nasal and voiced obstruents, 
behave differently with respect to the phonological processes of the dialects that they 
belong to. The differences between the phonological processes are analysed in this 
study as the result of each dialect imposing a different particular dialect ranking. It is 
apparent from the analysis that the differences in ranking proposed in the theory can 
account straightforwardly for the multiple outputs from a single input which occur 
within a language or dialect variation.
As we have seen in the analysis, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are 
prohibited from emerging in the surface representation of all three of the dialects 
discussed above. In two of the three dialects, Kelantan and NS, the clusters are more 
strictly prohibited since they are not allowed to emerge even within roots. The root- 
internal clusters in these two dialects have been resolved by nasal deletion. In order 
for candidates with nasal deletion occurring root-intemalh in Kelantan and NS
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dialects to be chosen as optimal output, CRISP-EDGE[cy] is the constraint which is 
able to rule out candidates that spare UNIFORMITY-ROOT, which bans nasal 
substitution within a root. CRISP-EDGE [a] is therefore ranked above MAX-IO in the 
ranking for the Kelantan and NS dialects, since the deletion of nasal segment results in 
the candidate violating MAX-IO.
Unlike Perak, clusters are allowed root-intemally. In the process of prefixation 
to a nasal final prefix, nasal substitution violates UNIFORMITY as the constraint 
works against segmental fusion or coalescence (McCarthy and Prince, 1999). This 
constraint leads to a straightforward account of the lack of nasal substitution root- 
intemally in Perak by employing UNIFORMITY-ROOT. As mentioned, such cases 
are captured, by McCarthy and Prince (1995b), by a general ranking schema in which 
a root-specific version of the faithfulness constraints must be ranked higher than the 
general version of these constraints, (cited in Kager, 1999: 76). By ranking 
UNIFORMITY-ROOT above UNIFORMITY, a sequence of nasal and voiceless 
obstruents can be prevented from undergoing nasal substitution within a root. The 
preservation of this cluster within roots, as in PD, is the consequence of a candidate’s 
output best satisfying the root-specific constraint UNIFORMITY-ROOT in the 
hierarchy. Yet, this could also be another piece of evidence that a root is more faithful 
than other morphological affixes, as claimed by McCarthy and Prince (1995b).
The occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root 
junctures is, on the other hand, completely banned in all three dialects. As discussed, 
nasal substitution is also the way to break up clusters at prefix-root junctures. 
However, in Kelantan, nasal substitution is not the way that is used to break up 
clusters. In Kelantan, nasalisation and assimilation are applied instead. The different
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ways of resolving nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in the dialects of Malay 
discussed in this study show that nasal substitution is not only the strategy for 
eliminating nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters. From the discussion, we have seen 
that nasal deletion, nasalisation and assimilation, along with nasal substitution, are the 
strategies applied in Malay, including both SM and a number of its non-standard 
dialects. This provides us with the answer to the Research Question 1(b) (see Section 
1.3 in Chapter 1).
The second cluster that this chapter has discussed is nasals and sonorants. We 
note from the above discussion that the occurrence of nasal and sonorant clusters is 
the same as in SM, where the clusters only occur at prefix-root junctures in non­
standard dialects of Malay, i.e. in the Perak, Kelantan and NS dialects. As we saw, 
nasal and sonorant clusters at prefix-root junctures are always resolved by deleting the 
nasal segments in the prefixes. In this way, nasal deletion, as shown above, is applied 
in the three dialects concerned in this study. Thus, it can be said that nasal deletion is 
the only way that Malay, including SM and its dialects, uses to avoid nasal and 
sonorant clusters.
The other cluster discussed in this chapter is nasal and voiced obstruents. As 
presented in Chapter 4, nasal and voiced obstruent clusters are allowed in the surface 
representation in SM. Therefore, the clusters do not have to undergo nasal 
substitution, as nasal and voiceless obstruent do. In contrast, in non-standard dialects 
of Malay, nasal and voiced obstruent clusters also undergo nasal substitution as occurs 
in the Perak and NS dialects. By employing the constraint of faithfulness to obstruent 
voicing IDENT[PHAREXP], the case where voiced obstruents following nasals at 
prefix junctures in Perak and NS undergo nasal substitution is an explainable
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phenomenon. IDENT[PHAREXP] is ranked above CRISP-EDGE[<r] to stop a voiced 
obstruent from undergoing nasal substitution in Indonesian (Pater. 2001). However, in 
this study, IDENTjPHAREXP] is ranked beneath CRISP-EDGE[a], so that nasal 
substitution is not limited to voiceless obstruents. In other words, the ranking CRISP- 
EDGE[cr] »  IDENT[PHAREXP] allows both voiced and voiceless obstruents 
following a nasal segment to undergo nasal substitution.
Since voiced obstruents can also undergo nasal substitution, then *NC has 
been replaced by CRISP-EDGE[a], as *NQ only allows voiceless obstruents to 
undergo nasal substitution. As demonstrated in (230), this constraint fails to rule out 
candidates with a nasal and voiced obstruent cluster and thus it cannot be used to 
account for both voiceless and voiced obstruent nasal substitution. By employing 
CRISP-EDGE[a] in the analysis of non-standard dialects of Malay, nasal and voiced 
clusters can be ruled out because nasal and voiced obstruents are two adjacent 
segments that are linked together in the same syllable. In order to satisfy CRISP- 
EDGE[o],the clusters undergo nasal substitution. Voiced obstruent nasal substitution 
is one of the important points this study makes. Nasal substitution does not only apply 
between a cluster of nasal and voiceless obstruents. It also occurs for a voiced 
obstruent following a nasal consonant. The data from the the NS and Perak dialects 
are evidence that a sequence of nasal and voiced obstruents can also undergo nasal 
substitution.
For convenience of reference, I briefly tabulate the constraint rankings in the 
three dialects of Malay, Perak, Kelantan and NS, which have been discussed in this 
chapter:
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259. Constraint rankings for the three Malay dialects: Perak, Kelantan and NS.
(a) Constraint ranking in Perak:
PROSODIC STEM »  DEP-IO »  NAS ASS »  MAX-IO »  
UNIFORMITY-ROOT »  CRISP-EDGE[a] »  EDGE-INTEGRITY »  
IDENT[PHAREXP]»  UNIFORMITY
(b) Constraint ranking in Kelantan:
PROSODIC STEM »  DEP-IO »  UNIFORMITY-ROOT »  
UNIFORMITY »  NAS ASS »  EDGE-INTEGRITY »  CRISP-EDGE 
[ a ] »  MAX-IO
(c) Constraint ranking in NS:
PROSODIC STEM »  DEP-IO »  CRISP-EDGE [a] »  NAS ASS »  




In this study, I have examined two types of morphological process, prefixation and 
reduplication, which play decisive roles in forming new words in Malay. Besides that, 
dialect variation in three selected Malay dialects, Perak, Kelantan and NS, has also 
been investigated. This chapter concludes the discussion and analysis of those topics. 
By applying current prosodic morphological theory developed within OT, i.e. MBT, 
all the problems mentioned in Chapter 1 Section 1.3 can be captured more adequately. 
I briefly summarise each of the topics discussed in this thesis.
For prefixation, the discussion has been based on one million words gathered 
from the DBP-UKM database. The large dataset used for prefixation provides strong 
evidence to account for how nasal final prefixes really behave when they are attached 
to voiceless, voiced and sonorant initial-roots in SM. Observations of the one million 
words from that corpus reveal that nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root 
junctures are not entirely prohibited in SM as there are counter-examples which show 
that the clusters exist somehow in the language. As I have claimed in the analysis, the 
occurrence of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters is due to the etymology of the 
words, as observed by partitioning the data into three lexical strata, i.e. monosyllabic 
foreign, undeleted plosive in loanwords, and native. The analysis of lexical strata 
shows that non-native words (i.e. monosyllabic foreign and undeleted plosive 
loanwords) are not subject to the same phonological requirements as those imposed on 
native words. Therefore, each lexical stratum has been analysed with distinct 
construction-specific constraint rankings or so-called co-phonologies.
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Based on the central idea of MBT, that the typical size of prosodic morphemes 
should fall out from their morphological categories (Downing 2006), I proposed that 
the canonical shape of affixes in Malay is monosyllabic bimoraic. Thereofore, affixes 
in Malay must be monosyllabic bimoraic. However this requirement, postulated for 
affixes, gives rise to a problem with the prefix /di+/ as it does not fit the typical size 
for an affix. In order to satisfy the canonical shape, monosyllabic bimoraic, 
compensatory lengthening has to be applied to the prefix /di+/, so the vowel in the 
prefix has to be lengthened, likewise for prefixes /bsr+/ and /tor+/. Due to the 
phonological requirement of the language that [r] in the coda position of a syllable has 
to be deleted, the vowels in the prefixes also undergo vowel lenghthening. In this case, 
to satisfy the constraint called ALIGN-RHOTIC that requires segment /r/ to be left 
aligned with a syllable, vowel lengthening applies. Such a solution is applied to satisfy 
one or more constraints in the hierarchy that can be well explained by OT with its idea 
of conspiracies. Compensatory lengthening is applied to the prefixes /di+/, /bsr+/ and 
/tor+/ so as to satisfy the canonical shape for an affix, i.e. monosyllabic bimoraic.
In the analysis, I also claimed that monosyllabic words cannot be subject to the 
disyllabicity minimality of the language. Regarding this claim, I have argued on the 
basis of two previous studies, i.e. Teoh (1994) and Ahmad (2000b), who claimed that 
monosyllabic words in Malay actually contain two syllables. Those scholars propose 
CV.CVC (Teoh) and V.CVC (Ahmad) as the lexical representations for monosyllabic 
words. I argued that this idea is not plausible as schwa only appears when nasal final 
prefixes are attached to monosyllabic roots. There is no such output as [o.pam] or 
*[o.bom] to be found in the corpus. Therefore, the idea proposed by those scholars 
cannot be accepted, as *[3 .ptm] or *|>.bom] do not exist in the language.
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Based on the idea of MBT, that not all words can be subject to the same 
minimilaity condition, I argued that monosyllabic words in Malay emerge as 
monosyllabic, which they are. The disyllabicity minimality requirements postulated in 
the language are only applicable when monosyllabic words are combined with nasal 
final prefixes. As also proposed in MBT, underived words are not subject to the same 
words minimality requirements as derived words. Therefore, based on this, I claim 
that the disyllabic minimality postulated in Malay can only be met in derived words. 
Underived words can be monosyllabic. This matter is explained by HEAD BRANCH, 
the minimum size of roots. Although underived words can contain less than two 
syllables, these words must however meet the minimum size of words proposed by 
MBT. The minimum size can be one of the Heads, as presented in (43).
As I have claimed, the size of monosyllabic words falls out from the 
representation in (b). Therefore, underived words with monosyllabic roots in Malay 
do not violate the minimality of words condition. This idea of the minimum size of 
roots, as proposed in the theory, is essential when analysing Malay data as 
monosyllabic words do not surface as disyllabic, as required by word minimality in 
the language. Such an explanation was omitted from the earlier model, however it can 
be well explained in MBT.
This analysis of prefixation is not limited to nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters at prefix-root junctures in single prefixation. It also discusses the occurrence 
of clusters at prefix-prefix junctures in multiple prefixation. As we saw, nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-prefix junctures somehow undergo nasal 
substitution, as in the nominal prefixes /pag+par/. However, in verbal prefixes 
/marj+par/, nasal substitution fails to occur. As discussed, the non-application of nasal
Conclusion
substitution in the verbal prefixes /mog+por/ was analysed by previous scholars (e.g.: 
Asmah, 1986, Karim et al., 1989) as an exception because the regular process of nasal 
substitution, which is applied to avoid nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters, fails to 
occur.
In contrast to those previous studies, in my analysis the inconsistency of nasal 
substitution in multiple prefixes is analysed as the application of nasal substitution at 
prefix-prefix junctures is mainly determined by a morphological factor, i.e. the 
domain, rather than a phonetic factor. Thus, I claim that nasal substitution is blocked 
in the morphological domain of prefix-prefix junctures in Malay. To account for this, 
a morphology-phonology interface constraint called EDGE INTEGRITY, which 
requires edge segments in the input to preserve their segments at the edge of a 
corresponding prosodic structure, is essential to explaining why clusters occur in this 
morphological domain. This means nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not 
always resolved by nasal substitution, even if the phonetic factor is satisfied. The 
phonological process of nasal substitution is driven by a morphological factor and can 
satisfactorily be accounted for in constraint-based theory, OT. But why does nasal 
substitution apply in the nominal prefixes /pag+psr/? This is analysed in this study as 
a case of analogy, whereby the application of nasal substitution in the nominal 
prefixes /pag+por/ has been analysed by previous studies in the same way as in single
prefixation.
In the reduplication chapter, there are analyses of three types of reduplication, 
i.e. total, partial and affixal. By referring to five million words of corpus data for SM, 
this chapter criticizes the notion of reduplication being best treated as self­
compounding rather than affixation. Based on the idea of MBT, that the typical size of
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prosodic morphemes should fall out from their morphological categories, I claimed 
that total and affixal reduplication should be considered as compounding. Since the 
size of the reduplicative morphemes in total and affixal reduplication is larger than 
monosyllabic, the typical size of affixes, they cannot be said to constitute affixation.
In this chapter, I also analysed why nasal segments in the prefixes are copied 
into the reduplicative morphemes, as in: (i) /morj-s-lap/ —* [mog-o-lap-go-lap] and (ii) 
/mag-tokan-i/ —> [ma-nakan-nakan-i], but not in (iii) /mam-bandiq-bandiq/ —» [mam- 
bandig-bandig]. In this thesis, I claim that the nasal segements in the prefixes in (i) 
and (ii) are copied into the reduplicative morphemes for two reasons. The nasal 
segment is copied: (1 ) to satisfy the disyllabicity minimality condition of the 
language, as in (i), and (2 ) to provide an onset to the initial syllable of the 
reduplicative morpheme due to nasal substitution which is applied to break up a 
sequence of nasal and voiceless obstruents, as in (ii). In contrast to (iii), a nasal 
segment in the prefix is not copied into the reduplicative morpheme because the word 
minimality of the reduplicated word has already been satisfied. Moreover, the initial 
syllable of the reduplicative morpheme contains an onset, therefore copying the nasal 
segment is not significant. Such a problem was never discussed in previous studies, 
however it has been given attention in this thesis since it arises in the data. From the 
ideas of the canonical shape of an affix and the word minimality requirements 
proposed in MBT, those problems can be explained straightforwardly.
Having referred the previous study of Ahmad (1991) on partial reduplication 
in PD, this study discovers that not only does Malay have one pattern of reduplicative 
morphemes, i.e. light, in its process of reduplication, but also heavy reduplicative 
morphemes which are found in PD as one of the patterns. Since Malay has two
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patterns of reduplicative morphemes, light and heavy, I have claimed in this thesis that 
the CV analysis of Ahmad (2000) in autosegmental analysis cannot be used to account 
for both patterns. The CV analysis is only applicable to explain light reduplicative 
morphemes. As I have demonstrated in (27), the CV analysis fails to account for CVC 
reduplicative morphemes as the result produces an incorrect output.
In this analysis, the two patterns, light and heavy, are accounted for in co­
phonology analysis. The heavy reduplicative morpheme is explained by the tendency 
for prosodic constituents to be of maximal size, as stated in the MAXIMALITY 
CONDITION (see 164). The light reduplicative morpheme on the other hand is 
explained by the opposing tendency where some prosodic morphemes have unmarked 
structure. In a co-phonology analysis, both patterns are associated with a distinct 
constraint ranking. As shown, a co-phonology analysis can account for light and 
heavy reduplicative morphemes in Malay by reversing the ranking of the relevant 
markedness constraint with the faithfulness constraint in the hierarchy. This was done 
by ranking NOCODA above the faithfulness constraint in heavy reduplication, while 
ranking this constraint lower in light reduplication.
Chapter 6  offered an OT account of the study of variation. Variation occurring 
in three Malay dialects, Perak, Kelantan and NS, was analysed as each dialect has a 
particular constraint ranking. The analysis reveals some interesting points that have 
been missed in previous studies. As we saw in the discussion, although nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters are claimed by previous studies (e.g.: Hassan, 1974; 
Omar, 1986; Hassan, 1987; Karim et al., 1989, 1994; Karim, 1995; and many others) 
to be disfavoured in the language, clusters do however occur in one of the non­
standard dialects of Malay discussed, i.e. Perak. The clusters occur in root-internal
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position of the dialect. The occurrence of clusters within the roots has been analysed 
by using the root-faithfulness constraint called UNIFORMITY-ROOT. This 
faithfulness constraint ensures that nasal substition is only blocked within roots. 
Therefore, this root-faithfulness constraint is ranked high in the constraint ranking of 
Perak. In contrast, nasal and voiceless root-internal obstruent clusters in Kelantan and 
NS dialects are strictly prohibited when compared to Perak as the clusters are resolved 
by nasal deletion in both dialects.
Apart from that, the analysis of dialectal variation also reveals another 
important point regarding nasal substitution in the language. Voiced obstruents also 
undergo nasal substitution, as do voiceless obstruents. Since both voiceless/ voiced 
obstruents undergo nasal substitution, the *NC constraint cannot be used to explain 
both situations because this constraint cannot account for voiced obstruent nasal 
substitution. Therefore, I proposed that CRISP-EDGE[a] is a better constraint than the 
*NQ to account for both voiced and voiceless obstruent nasal substitution.
7.2 Contribution of the research
This thesis has offered a new analysis in its investigation of prefixation and 
reduplication in Malay which have not been satisfactorily accounted for in previous 
studies. Reanalysing those topics with reference to a current theory in Prosodic 
Morphology, MBT, has allowed the thesis to explain all the problems arising in both 
topics. It is apparent from the reanalysis performed that MBT developed within OT 
can satisfactory account for prefixation and reduplication, in contrast to other earlier 
approaches applied by scholars of Malay. In what follows, I am going to list the 
contributions that the thesis has made.
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The thesis has made an important contribution to understanding a number of 
theoretical aspects of Malay linguistics. It reveals some important facts about the 
grammar of Malay. First, as we saw, nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters are not 
entirely prohibited in the language. There are three instances where nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters emerge in the surface representation of the language, 
namely, in root-internal position, prefix-root and prefix-prefix junctures. In agreement 
with Mascaro (1976) and Kiparsky (1982, 1993a) cited in Kager (1999: 75), who 
claim that root internal segments tend to be more resistant to other phonological 
processes than segments in other word positions, nasal substitution fails to apply 
inside a morpheme in Malay. A root-specific faithfulness constraint, UNIFORMITY- 
ROOT, blocks this phonological process from occurring in this environment, therefore 
it has been added into the constraint ranking of Malay. Faithfulness constraints that 
require inputs to be as faithful as possible to outputs are only applicable in OT and 
cannot be found in any other alternative model.
The occurrence of clusters at prefix-root junctures is claimed as the roots are 
non-native. Thus, the regular phonological process to avoid clusters can be applied, as 
non-native words cannot be subject to the same phonological requirements as those 
imposed on native words. By adapting Ito and Mester’s (1999b) co-phonology 
analysis, where the markedness constraint, *N£ can be ranked reversely in the same 
language, non-native words with no application of nasal substitution have their own 
constraint ranking. In the constraint rankings of non-native words, NQ is ranked 
lower than in the ranking of native words. As demonstrated in Chapter 4 subsection 
4.2.1.2, the blocking of nasal substitution could not be resolved by the rule ordering 
proposed in rule-based analyses. As was mentioned, the occurrence of nasal and 
voiceless obstruent clusters at prefix-root junctures has never previously been
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discussed by scholars of Malay. This study has thus come out with new data showing 
that there is another environment where nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters can be 
found. The heavy usage of corpus data for the analysis validates our findings 
regarding the occurrence of clusters at prefix-root junctures.
The non-application of nasal substitution at prefix-prefix junctures on the other 
hand is due to a morphological factor, i.e. domain. Domain is the main factor which 
determines when nasal substitution should occur while the phonetic factor comes 
afterwards. By this, nasal substitution is actually blocked at prefix-prefix junctures 
since the multiple prefixes are outside the domain where nasal substitution can occur, 
as in the multiple verbal prefixes /maq+por/. This morphology-conditioning 
phonology that occurs in the language can be accounted for by a morphology- 
phonology interface constraint named EDGE INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince, 
1995). This constraint requires edge segments in the input to preserve their segments 
at the edge of corresponding prosodic structures. In other words, EDGE INTEGRITY 
requires the integrity of the morphological constituent.
As was pointed out, this morphology-phonology interface constraint is absent 
in previous approaches, such as those in rule-based and non-linear autosegmental 
analyses. Thus, it is impossible that this case can be captured in earlier approaches. 
This study thus supplies a more plausible theoretical motivation to account for the 
blocking of nasal substitution in multiple prefixes than those previously offered by 
scholars in rule-based analyses, such as Omar (1986) and Karim et al. (1989), who 
simply claimed that the non-application of nasal substitution in /mag+par/ was an
exception.
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The three environments where nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters occur in 
the language prove the fact that the phonological system of the language is not 
completely uniform. The language thus has co-existing distinct phonological systems, 
or so-called co-phonology. The diversity of how nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters 
emerge in the language has been captured by the morphological constructions with 
distinct phonological grammars, i.e. different constraint rankings. In the case of 
Malay, the situation where one constraint ranking allows nasal and voiceless obstruent 
clusters in the surface representation while the other one does not can be captured with 
two different co-phonologies. As mentioned, ‘Markedness Reversals’, as allowed in 
co-phonology, enable us to rank the markedness constraint *NQ in one ranking in 
some morphological construction(s), but the opposite ranking in others.
Second, the idea of word minimality requirements proposed in MBT, which 
has been put forward for prefixation and reduplication, can explain a number of 
problems in the grammar of the language. As was discussed in Chapter 4, the idea can 
account for monosyllabic roots in the language. Malay, as claimed by previous 
scholars, is a disyllabic language, however the requirement cannot be met in all words. 
As explained in the analysis, monosyllabic roots like [pam], [bom] and [lap] surface 
as they are. No additional segment can be added to them to satisfy disyllabicity 
minimality requirements. I have argued that the disyllabic template for monosyllabic 
roots in Malay, i.e. V.CVC and CV.CVC, as postulated by Teoh (1994) and Ahmad 
(2000b) respectively, cannot be accepted as schwa is only added when prefixes that 
end with a nasal segment are attached to monosyllabic roots. Otherwise, monosyllabic 
roots remain monosyllabic. MBT, with its idea of word minimality requirements, i.e. 
derived words are distinct from underived words to satisfying the word minimality 
requirement, can satisfactorily account for this matter. Since monosyllabic roots
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remain monosyllabic on the surface, they therefore have to satisfy the minimum size 
of roots, i.e. HEAD BRANCH as proposed by MBT. Such a clear explanantion 
provided by MBT, regarding the satisfaction of word minimality in monosyllabic 
roots, works well for Malay. This sort of explanation can however never be found in 
any earlier approaches. Therefore, no previous Malay scholar has given an accurate 
explanation of the disyllabicity minimality requirements of the language.
Besides that, the idea of word minimality can also account for why a nasal 
segment is copied into the reduplicative morpheme when monosyllabic bases are 
reduplicated. Based on that idea, the copying of a nasal segment into the reduplicative 
morpheme is to satisfy disyllabic minimality requirements. This theoretical 
justification provided by MBT works well for Malay since a nasal segment is not 
copied when disyllabic bases (except for voiceless obstruent initial bases) are 
reduplicated. Observations from the huge corpus dataset confirm the case. Therefore, I 
claim that a nasal segment in the prefix is only copied by reason of satisfying the 
disyllabic minimality requirements of the language. Such a matter of copying nasal 
segments into reduplicative morphemes when monosyllabic bases are reduplicated has 
never been addressed in any previous studies. The claim I make is thus the first 
explanation for the grammar of Malay concerning reduplication based on an 
appropriate theory, i.e. MBT.
Third, the investigation of dialectal variation in the three selected non-standard 
dialects provides another new fact about Malay that has also never been covered in 
previous studies. Nasal and voiced obstruent clusters in two of the Malay dialects 
examined in this study, i.e. Perak and NS, can also undergo nasal substitution, as nasal 
and voiceless obstruent clusters do. As demonstrated, voiced obstruent nasal
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substitution can be explained well within the theoretical framework of OT by 
implying a CRISP-EDGE[g] constraint which is able to rule out an element in a 
syllable which has multiple linking to an adjacent syllable. A sequence of nasal and 
voiced obstruents can be ruled out by this constraint, thus allowing a voiced obstruent 
to undergo nasal substitution. Therefore, CRISP-EDGE[a] is ranked high for those 
two dialects of Malay, while it is not in Kelantan as the dialect disallows voiced 
obstruents from undergoing nasal substitution. It should be noted here, when 
discussing voiced obstruent nasal substitution, that this study finds that the use of the 
*NC constraint is limited to voiceless obstruents only. This constraint cannot explain 
voiced obstruent nasal substitution. In the analysis, I presented the limited role of *NQ 
when accounting for both voiceless and voiced obstruents in the three selected Malay 
dialects. The study of Malay dialects discussed in this thesis can thus be another 
example of how voiceless and voiced obstruents in the Perak and NS dialects are out 
of the reach of *NQ, as well as Pater’s (2001) analysis of Muna.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A 
Voiceless obstruents without nasal substitution (non-deletion obstruents)
1. yang ja  yang akan m e n t a d b i r k a n  pemerentahan k i t a  dengan
2.  demokrasi  dan memp z i  in  yang m e n t a d b i r  wi layah pemerintahan s e n d i r i
3.  d i  PTO yang m e n t a d b i r  wi layah pemerintahan s e n d i r i  di
4. menguji  k e s e t i a a  tu mendengar dan m e n t a a t i  (pemerintah)
5.  Seterus nya ,  t a a t  kepada pemerintah,  i a i t u  m e n t a a t i  semua unda
6. d i t an ya  mengapa kewajipan rakyat m e n t a a t i  pemerintah.
7. iban membina s i s t e m  pemerintahan yang mampu m e n t a d b i r  dan
8. B r i t i s h  dan India  pun datang ka- Malaya dan m e n t a d b i r k a n  n e g e r i  i n i .
9. chekap yang di -amalkan o le h  pegawai2 yang m e n t a d b i r  Kerajaan waktu
10.  iap  ha r i  sudah dapat menyaksikan berbagai  tempat m e n t a d b i r k a n
11 .m eren ta h dan Ahl i2  M aj l i s  Permesuaratan,  bagi  m e n t a d b i r  m usl i ha t
1 2 . b e r e r t i  bahasa yang d i -  gunakan untok m e n t a d b i r k a n  negara dalam
13. jawab di  bidang pemerintahan,  kawalan dan m e n t a d b i r
14.  4782 bukan hanya m e n t a d b i r  s o a l  pemeriksaan,  pemantauan dan 
1 5 . o r p o r a t  terhadap n i l a i  pemegang saham t e l a h  m e n t a f s i r k a n
16.  i l  bahagian dalam pros es  demokrasi ,  y a i t u  p ro ses  m e n t a d b i r k a n
17.  ereka juga mendakwa ag ens i  yang m e n ta d b i r k a n
18.  yang s e t i a  kepada pemerintah I n g g e r is  dan m e n t a f s i r k a n
19.  yang sama kedudukannya dan m en te r je ma h  kelemahan
20.bahawa pemerintah diamanahkan untuk m e n t a d b i r  angka masa t i g a  tahun,
21 .pe mbesar  yang menyokong pemerintahan dan m e n t a d b i r k a n  kerajaa  B00404
22.  nubuhan Badan $$158 Pemerintah Negara bagi  m e n t a d b i r  nega
23.  Pengetahuan bertujuan m e n t a d b i r  dan mengurus
24.  pula bagai  tempat m e n ta d b i r k a n  pemerentahan; orang2 yang
25.  dan s e b a l  a i t u  pr ose s  m e n ta d b i r k a n  pemerintahan mereka s e n d i r i
26.  Tentera I n g g e r i s  B r i t i s  m e n ta d b i r k a n  ne g e r i  i n i .  Pemerentahan
27.  Dunia Arab m e n t a f s i r k a n  pemenci lan
28.  Yang d i -P e r tu a n  atur dan m e n t a d b i r  urusan pemerintahan negara ."
29.  Harta sepe nc arian  Seksyen 2 EUKIS m e n t a f s i r k a n  harta  s epencar ian
30.  hingga k i n i . Makna 'mat' pula bagi  menter jema hk an  maksud kepada
31.  s t r a t e g i  t e r b a i k  ke arah m e n t r a n s f o r m a s i k a n  u n i v e r s i t i  i n i  menjadi
32.  Mereka sen gaja  m e n t a f s i r k a n  galakan pengajaran bahasa
33.  waj ib  d i laksanakan o le h  Muslim s e l e p a s  me ntauhidkan  Al l ah  dan berbuat
34.  d i laksa nak an o le h  Muslim s e l e p a s  me nt a vh id ka n  A l la h  dan berbuat  baik
35.  Saya seb agai  masyarakat b ia sa  menterjemahkan ha srat  Perdana Menteri
36.  sudahkah k i t a  bersungguh-sungguh mentaat i  Al lah? s e n d i r i  yang
37.  sudahkah k i t a  bersungguh-sungguh m e n t a a t i  Al lah? Kalau belum, jangan
38.  Graduan harus me nter jemahkan  idea  dan c i t a - c i t a  murni m e la lu i  pende
39.memberi  kebebasan kepada pembaca untuk m e n t a f s i r  kepent ingan di
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40.  Terdahulu ke lmarin,  B l a t t e r  m e n g k r i t i k  beberapa pe nga di l an  dalam
41. uga mengetahui mengenai kewujudan songket  Melayu, me n g k o m e rs ia l k a n
42.  84 a ja r  matlamat kerajaan untuk memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n  s e k t o r  i
43 .m at lamat  kerajaan untuk memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n  s e k t o r  i t u .
44.  kerajaan untuk memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n  s e k t o r  i t u .
45.  peruntukan RM3.6 b i l i o n  bagi  memoden dan mengkomersilkan s e k t o r  i
46.  peruntukan RM3.6 b i l i o n  bagi  memoden dan me n g k o m e rs i l k a n  s e k t o r  i t u .
47.  peruntukan RM3.6 b i l i o n  bagi  memoden dan mengkomersilkan s e k t o r  i t u .
48.  ganjarannya sama s e p e r t i  mengkhatam  al-Quran pada bulan l a i n .
4 9 . m i l i k  seorang se nato r  d i p e r c a y a i  mengklon  AP kereta  sehing ga  mengaut
50 .Ke ja ya an  dalam m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  b i o d i e s e l  seb aga i  bahan api  komersial
51.  Pengarang m e n g k a t e g o r i k a n  hampir semua karya Pramoedya Ananta Toe
52.  Pengarang m e n g k a t e g o r i k a n  hampir semua karya Pramoedya Ananta To
53.  beberapa orang ju rut era  l a i n  yang mengkhusus  da r i  s e g i  p e r a l a t a n ,  M&E
5 4 . b e l i a u  s e la n j u t n y a  m e n g k l a s i f i k a s i k a n  persaudaraan kepada empat
55.  mereka untuk mengupas dan m e n g k r i t i k  se su a tu  agama t i d a k  kira  Islam,
5 6 . a p a b i l a  d i b e r i  amanah suka m e n g k h i a n a t i  amanah.
57.  dan s e te r u sn y a  me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  produk d i h a s i l k a n , " katanya.
58.  Perdana Menteri  yang m e n g k r i t i k  dengan b e g i t u  keras dan lant ang ,
59 . Ke ja ya an  dalam me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  b i o d i e s e l  s eba ga i  bahan api  komers ia l
60. Dr Mahathir m e n g k r i t i k  Abdullah s e h a r i  s e l e p a s  perjumpaan empat ma
61. kepemimpinan Melayu, m e n g k r i t i k  p a r t i  Melayu dan kerajaan yang
62.  kepemimpinan Melayu, m e n g k r i t i k  p a r t i  Melayu dan kerajaan yang
63. "mengapa Dr Mahathir m e n g k r i t i k  kerajaan yang pernah d i t e r a j u i n y a  
64 . b e l  iau  s e la n j u t n y a  m e n g k l a s i f i k a s i k a n  persaudaraan kepada empat
65 .beragama l e b i h  suka m e n g k r i t i k  s e n i  t e t a p i  t id a k  mahu mengambil
66 .beragama l e b i h  suka m e n g k r i t i k  s e n i  t e t a p i  t i d a k  mahu mengambil
67. akhbar juga m e n g k r i t i k  t indakan k i t a  s e t i a p  ha r i  (orang melaporkan
68. m e n g k l a s i f i k a s i k a n  kes i t u  sebagai  kematian mengejut ,  k
69. mulanya m e n g k l a s i f i k a s i k a n  kes i t u  kematian mengejut,
7 0 . b e r h a s r a t  mengkontrakkan  ke luar  mana-mana jaminan BHBR46 S
71.pembuat  yang berhas ra t  mengkontrakkan  ke luar  mana-mana jaminan
72 . yang be rh as ra t  mengkontrakkan  ke luar mana-mana jaminan t e r s e d i a  in
73.  "Kita p e r l u  m e ng ke las kan  pusat  hiburan kerana s e s e  BHCR80 SE
74. "Kita p er lu  m e ng ke las kan  pusat hiburan kerana s e s e t e n g a h  pusat  h
75.  "Kita p e r lu  me ngk e l ask an  pusat  hiburan kerana s e se te n g a h  pusat
76.  l e b i h  meluas ke arah m eng kom er s ia lk an  se k to r  berkenaan s e r t a  BHCR12
77. l e b i h  meluas ke arah m e n gk om er s ia lk an  s e k t o r  berkenaan s e r t a
78.  meluas ke arah me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  se kt or  berkenaan s e r t a  penggunaan t
79.  kemasukan kereta  import mengklonkan  AP untuk mendapatkan keunt
80.  angan KDRM kerana t indakan mengklonkan  AP dikatakan ber laku tanpa
81.  p e r i n c i  berhubung t indakan mengklonkan  AP berkenaan
82. k eret a  import mengklonkan  AP untuk mendapatkan keuntungan se gera .
83.  KDRM kerana t indakan mengklonkan  AP dikatakan ber laku tanpa d i s e d a r i
84.  s i a s a t a n  t e r p e r i n c i  berhubung t indakan mengklonkan  AP berkenaan.
85.  k ereta  import mengklonkan  AP untuk mendapatkan keuntungan se gera .
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86.  kerana t indakan mengklonkan  AP dikatakan ber laku tanpa d i s e d a r i  pem
87. berhubung t indakan mengklonkan  AP berkenaan.  "Saya sudah
8 8 . b e r j a y a  membangun dan m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  t i g a  t e k n o l o g i  sehing ga  BHDR34
89. be rjaya  membangun dan mengkomersialkan t i g a  t e k n o l o g i  sehingga
90. membangun dan m en g k o m e rs ia l k a n  t i g a  t e k n o l o g i  sehingga Februari  l a
91. hawanan dan tabung bagi  m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  R&D. Oleh keran
92. keusahawanan dan tabung bagi  m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  R&D
93. pembangunan keusahawanan dan tabung bagi  m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  R&D.
9 4 . c o n t o h ,  me ng ke la sk an  kehidupan seks  mereka t i n
95. s eba ga i  contoh,  me ng ke la sk a n  kehidupan seks mereka t i n g g i  manakala t
96. s eba ga i  contoh,  men g ke la sk a n  kehidupan seks mereka t i n g g i  manakala
97. b e r f u n g s i  mengurus dan m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  produk p e n y e l i d i k a n  uni
98.Mustapha,  UPM b e r s e d ia  m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  l e b i h  40 produk p e n y e l i
99. mengurus dan m e ng k o m e rs ia lk an  produk p e n y e l i d ik a n
100.  UPM b e r s e d i a  m e ng k om e rs ia lk an  l e b i h  40 produk p e n y e l i d i k a n
101.  b e r f u n g s i  mengurus dan m en g k o m e rs ia l k a n  produk p e n y e l i d i k a n
102.  Menurut Nik Mustapha, UPM b e r s e d i a  m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  l e b i h  40
103.  usaha mempopular  dan m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  kain i t u  bertuju an seba
104.  usaha mempopular  dan m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  kain i t u  bertu juan
105.  usaha mempopular  dan m e ng k o m e rs ia lk an  kain i t u  bertu juan
106.  Bagaimana Shanon m e ng ke las kan  genre album i t u ?  Shanon
107.  t e t a p i  saya m e ng ke las kan  album i t u  seb aga i  pop kre
108.  Bagaimana Shanon me ngk e l ask an  genre album i t u ?  Shanon:
109.  Terasnya t e t a p  pop, t e t a p i  saya m e ng k e la sk an  album i t u  seb aga i
110.  Bagaimana Shanon m e ng ke las kan  genre album i t u ?  Shanon:
111.  t e t a p i  saya meng ke las ka n  album i t u  seb ag ai  pop k r e a t i f .  Mungkin
112.  43 bidang i t u  dan membantu mengkomersialkan produk mereka.
113.  seb agai  p la t form  bagi  m e ng k o m e rs ia lk an  produk yang d i h a s i l k a n
114.  i t u  dan membantu me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  produk mereka. B e l i a u  juga
115.  seb aga i  p la t form  bagi  me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  produk yang d i h a s i l k a n
116.  dan membantu me n gko me rs i a l ka n  produk mereka. "Antara bidang
117.  bagi  me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  produk yang d i h a s i l k a n  daripada keg
118.  4 6 r ha t ia n  pe nt in g  sebelum m e ng k om e rs ia lk an  produk baharu i n i .
119.  t i g a  pe rh at ia n  p ent in g  sebelum m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  produk baharu
120.  t i g a  pe rha t ia n  p ent in g  sebelum m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  produk baharu
121.  e l i d i k a n  dan set erus ny a me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  produk d i h a s i l k a n , "
122.  dan se terus ny a m e n gko me rs i a l ka n  produk d i h a s i l k a n , "
123.  dan se terus ny a m en gko me rs i a l ka n  produk d i h a s i l k a n , "  katanya.
124.  Amerika Syarikat  yang me ngk e l ask an  Hamas seb ag ai  pertubuhan
125.  Amerika Syarikat  yang mengke lask an  Hamas seba gai  pertubuhan
126.  Amerika Syarikat  yang mengke lask an  Hamas seb ag ai  pertubuhan
127.  51 id ik a n ,  pembangunan dan m e n gko me rs i a l ka n  sumber tenaga boleh
128.  dan me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  sumber tenaga bol eh  d i p e r b a h a r u i , "
129.  dan me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  sumber tenaga boleh  d i pe rba har ui , "
130.  ada pihak t e r t e n t u  mengklonkan  kad mereka. Adalah l e b i h
1 3 1  kerana kemungkinan ada pihak t e r t e n t u  mengklonkan  kad mereka.
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132.  ada pihak t e r t e n t u  mengklonkan  kad mereka. Adalah l e b i h  baik
133.  lah  SWT turun ke bumi dan mengkabulkan  s e t i a p  doa yang
134.  A l la h  SWT turun ke bumi dan mengkabulkan  s e t i a p  doa yang
135.  A l l a h  SWT turun ke bumi dan mengkabulkan  s e t i a p  doa yang
136.  "Usahawan wanita mampu m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  p e n y e l i d i k a n  dan
137.  "Usahawan wanita  mampu m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  p e n y e l i d i k a n  dan
138.  "Usahawan wanita mampu m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  p e n y e l i d i k a n  dan
139.  57 erharap pihak media t id a k  m e n g k e la sk an  a r t i s  tanah a i r  yang
140.  "Saya berharap pihak media t i d a k  m e n g k e la sk an  a r t i s  tanah a i r
141.  "Saya berharap pihak media t id a k  m e n g ke la sk a n  a r t i s  tanah a i r
142.  61 nan s e r t a  memajukan dan me ng k o m e rs ia l k a n  paten  berasaskan
143.  s e r t a  memajukan dan m en g k o m e rs ia l k a n  paten  berasaskan
144.  s e r t a  memajukan dan m en g k o m e rs ia l k a n  paten  berasaskan t e k n o l o g i
145.  65 wujudan songket Melayu, m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  t e k s t i l  i t u  dan
146.  songket  Melayu, m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  t e k s t i l  i t u  dan d i k e n a l i  pada
147.  kewujudan songket Melayu, m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  t e k s t i l  i t u  dan
148.  66 rajaan untuk memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n  s e k t o r  i t u .
149.  matlamat kerajaan untuk memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n  s e k t o r
150.  matlamat kerajaan untuk memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n  se k to r
151.  hubung pendir iannya dalam m e ng k e la sk an  d e f i n i s i  f i l e m  n a s i o n a l .
152.  pendir iannya dalam m e ng ke las kan  d e f i n i s i  f i l e m  n a s i o n a l .
153.  berhubung pendir iannya dalam me ng ke la sk an  d e f i n i s i  f i l e m
154.  pada a k t i v i t i  i n i  i a l a h  m e n g ko m e rs ia l ka n  projek  R&D. Bagi
155.  p e r lu  d i laksanakan bagi  m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  10 pera tus  daripada
156.  Sektor swasta pula mahu m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  produk yang b e r p o t e n s i
157.  b e r f u n g s i  mengurus dan m e ng k om e rs ia lk an  produk p e n y e l i d i k a n .  La
158.  UPM d i b e r i t a k a n  s e d ia  me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  40 produk p e n y e l id ik a n
159.  b e r p o t e n s i  untuk m en gk o m e rs ia lk a n  projek  t e r h a s i l .  Kalau
160.  daripada a k t i v i t i  i n i  i a l a h  m e ng k o m e rs ia lk an  proje k  R&D. Bagi
161.  p e r lu  d i laksanakan bagi m e ng k om e rs ia lk an  10 per atus  daripada
162.  Sektor  swasta pula mahu m en gk o m e rs ia lk a n  produk yang b e r p o t e n s i
163.  mengurus dan m e n gko me rs i a l ka n  produk p e n y e l i d ik a n .
164.  UPM d ib e r i t a k a n  s e d ia  me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  40 produk p e n y e l i d ik a n
165.  s y a r i k a t  b e r p o te n s i  untuk m en gk o m e rs ia lk a n  pr ojek  t e r h a s i l .
166.  pe n t i n g  daripada a k t i v i t i  i n i  i a l a h  m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  projek
167.  p e l b a g a i  usaha pe r lu  d i laksanakan bagi  m e ng k om e rs ia lk an  10
168.  Sektor  swasta pula mahu me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  produk yang b e r p o t e n s i
169.  b e r f u n g s i  mengurus dan me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  produk p e n y e l i d i k a n .
170.  UPM d i b e r i t a k a n  s e d i a  m e n gk om er s ia lk an  40 produk p e n y e l i d ik a n
1 7 1 .  b e r p o t e n s i  untuk m en gko me rs i a l ka n  projek  t e r h a s i l .  Kalau t i d a k
172.  Kejayaan dalam m e ng kom er s ia lk an  b i o d i e s e l  sebagai
173.  Kej ayaan dalam me ngk ome rs i a l kan  b i o d i e s e l  sebag ai  bahan BHHR86
1 7 4 . Kejayaan dalam m en gko me rs i a l ka n  b i o d i e s e l  sebagai  bahan api
1 7 5 . Kejayaan dalam me ngk ome rs i a l kan  b i o d i e s e l  sebagai  bahan api
176.  Kejayaan dalam meng ko me rs i a l kan  b i o d i e s e l  sebag ai  bahan api
1 7 7 . Kejayaan dalam meng ko me rs i a l kan  b i o d i e s e l  sebag ai  bahan api
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178.  juga akan membantu m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  landskap mereka u
179.  "Kita juga akan membantu me n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  landskap mereka
180- "Kita juga akan membantu me n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  h a s i l  landskap
181.  sa in g ;  membangun s e r t a  m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  bidang b i o t e k n o l o g i .
182.  membangun s e r t a  m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  bidang b i o t e k n o l o g i .
183.  membangun s e r t a  m e n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  bidang b i o t e k n o l o g i .
184.  b i l i o n  bagi  memoden dan m en g k o m e rs i l k a n  s e k t o r  i t u .  In i
185.  mkan peruntukan RM3. 6 b i l i o n  bagi  memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n
186. mkan peruntukan RM3.6 b i l i o n  bagi  memoden dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n
187.  alam b i o t e k n o l o g i  s e r t a  m en g k o m e rs ia l k a n  har ta  i n t e l e k  dalam
188.  dalam b i o t e k n o l o g i  s e r t a  me n g k o m e rs ia l k a n  harta  i n t e l e k  dalam
189.  dalam b i o t e k n o l o g i  s e r t a  m en gk o m e rs ia l k a n  harta  i n t e l e k  dalam
190.  Dalam mengkuduskan  i lmu seorang budiman meng BHIR69
191.  Dalam mengkuduskan  i lmu seorang budiman menganggap: "Pendi
192.  Dalam mengkuduskan  i lmu seorang budiman menganggap: "Pend
193.  bagi  membangun dan m e n g k om e rs i l k an  s i s t e m  i t u  yang dikataka
194.  membangun dan m e ng k o m e rs i l k a n  s i s t e m  i t u  yang dikatakan bakal
195.  dengan P21 bagi  membangun dan m e n g k o m e rs i l k a n  s i s t e m  i t u  yang
196.  96 yang mana mereka sudah m en g k o m e rs ia l k a n  produk dan
197.  yang mana mereka sudah m e n g k om e rs ia l ka n  produk dan perkhidmatan
198.  yang mana mereka sudah m e ng k o m e rs ia lk a n  produk dan
199.  p e r ib a d i  mereka yang cuba me ng ke la sk a n  bahan bacaan kepada dua
200.  cuba m e ng ke las kan  bahan bacaan kepada dua kelompok
201.  pe r i b a d i  mereka yang cuba me ng ke las kan  bahan bacaan kepada dua
202.  Kemas yang pakar dalam m e ng k om e rs ia lk an  produk makanan kampung,
203.  Kemas yang pakar dalam me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  produk makanan
204.  Kemas yang pakar dalam me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  produk makanan
205.  102 i a  menjanj ikan p a s t i  akan mengkabulkan  permohonanmu i t u .
206.  Dia menjanj ikan p a s t i  akan mengkabulkan  permohonanmu i t u .
207.  s e r t a  Dia menjanjikan p a s t i  akan mengkabulkan  permohonanmu
208.  gambil  kesempatan untuk me ng ko me rs i a l ka n  Ramadan dan A i d i l f i t r i
209.  mengambil kesempatan untuk m e ng k o m e rs ia lk an  Ramadan dan
210.  mengambil kesempatan untuk me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  Ramadan dan
211.  105 b e r s e d i a  membeli s e r t a  me ng ko m e rs ia lk a n  pengeluarannya
212.  membeli s e r t a  me ngk om er s ia lk an  pengeluarannya sebanyak 100 ,000
213.  b e r s e d i a  membeli s e r t a  men g ko me rs i a lk an  pengeluarannya sebanyak
214.  Melaka untuk me ngk om er s ia lk an  asam pedas Melaka, seka BHKR43
215.  Duyung, Melaka untuk m e ng kom er s ia lk an  asam pedas Melaka, s e k a l i
216 .  Melaka untuk m e n gko me rs i a l ka n  asam pedas Melaka, s e k a l i  gus
217.  b e r s e d i a  membeli s e r t a  me n gko me rs i a l ka n  pengeluarannya sebanyak
218.  s e r t a  men g ko me rs i a lk an  pengeluarannya sebanyak 100 ,000 uni
219 .  China b e r s e d i a  membeli s e r t a  men g ko me rs i a lk an  pengeluarannya





1.  g i  m e m pe r o le h i  kuasa se la k u  pemegang hak k om ers i l .
2.  barulah McRae m e m p e r l i h a tk a n  ana d ia  hanya tunduk kepada
3. paksa mempe rc epa tk an  t a r i k h  pemergian mereka untuk membe
4. m em per cay a i  pemimpin dan pemerintah t e n t e r a  s e n d ir
5.  s e l a i n  m em p er in c ik an  rancangan pengeboman i t u .
6. dan memperkukuhkan  Program Pemasaran Satu
7.  Per ingkat  Daerah (MPUD) dan memperkukuhkan  Program
8. k i t a  akan memperoleh  laporan yang boleh  d i te r i m a
9. s e t e l a h  l e b i h  30 tahun memper juangkan  i a l a h  Se t iaus aha
1 0 . p e n c i n t a  angger ik  untuk memper luaskan  pengetahuan dan
11. menjalankan perniagaan,  memperkena lkan  produk baru, s e r t a
12.  menjalankan perniagaan,  memperkena lkan  produk baru, s e r t a  berupaya
13.  dan masih mempertahankan media.
14.  t i d a k  bol eh  d i j a d ik a n  asas untuk m e m p e r t i k a i k a n  kesahihan A r t i k e l  121
1 5 . A r t i k e l  3 yang memperuntukkan  Is lam seb agai  agama rasmi
16.Maka, m e m p e r t i k a i k a n  a r t i k e l  i n i  mungkin bo leh  disamakan
17. bo le h  disamakan s e p e r t i  m e m p e r t i k a i k a n  A r t i k e l  3 berkenaan.
18 .p ekebun sayur ,  k i n i  mereka mampu mempero leh  pendapatan sehingga
19.  mereka mula mempersoa lkan  apakah yang difahami
20.  i n i  dan mempers iapkan  pasukan wanita dengan b a ik ."
21.  mengeluh dan memperbesarkan  i s u  remeh temeh tanpa
22.  kepada p e l a j a r  yang mahu memperoleh  kemudahan
23. Tingg i  i n i  dapat m e m pe r t i n g ka tk an  l a g i  k u a l i t i  pendidikan
2 4 .P erda na  Menteri  yang memper tahankan  Perkara 1 2 1 (1A)
2 5 . k e t e g a s a n  Perdana Menteri  yang memper tahankan
26.  Iran mempunyai hak untuk mempertahankan  d i r i n y a .
27.  dan berharap untuk t eru s  memper tahankan  jawatan Ahl i  Parlimen
28.  ke arah memaju dan memperkasakan  se kt or  per
29.  langkah ke arah memaju dan memperkasakan  se k to r  p er ta ni an
30.  ke arah memaju dan memperkasakan  se k to r  p er ta ni an  t i d a k  p er lu
31.  sedangkan kerajaan memperuntukkan  beratus  ju ta  setahun
3 2 . t e r p a k s a  menanggung kos t i n g g i  m e m p e r b a ik inya.
33.  pasukan l e l a k i  akan dapat mempertahankan  emas perseorangan
3 4 . t e r b a i k  mengenai program memperkemas  la lu a n  domest ik
35.  Pada bahagian i n i  juga Ginsberg memperkatakan  mengenai tekn ik
36.  s t r a t e g i  untuk memudah dan mempercepa tkan
37.  yang s e n t i a s a  memperbaharu i  s e r t a  berterusan memperkenalkan  s tandard
38.  p e r c u t i a n  termasuk semua',  memperkenalkan  Mini Trident
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39.  Loloq kekal  digunakan apa b i l a  d ia  memperoleh  t a r a f  pemastaut in  t e t a p
40.  cerpen i n i  memperlihatkan  Putu juga s e o l a h - o l a h  mahu menggambarkan
41. "Kami juga b e r j a n j i  akan memperketat  dan memperkemas  p roses  kawalan
4 2 . b e r j a n j i  akan memperketat  dan memperkemas  untuk 
43 . menj ag a , memartabat dan memperkasa  i n s t i t u s i  k
4 4 .m enjaga,  memartabat dan memperkasa i n s t i t u s i  ke luarga .
45.  tanggungjawab menjaga, memartabat dan memperkasa  i n s t i t u s i  ke luarga .
46.  kaedah i n i  membantu mempercepatkan  pembayaran.
47.  Malaysia  bagaimanapun sudah memperjelaskan  perkara i t u  kepada
48.  s e n t i a s a  m e la lu i  budaya mempertingkatkan  k u a l i t i
49.  "Satu l a g i ,  bank akan memperkenalkan  pembiayaan baru
50.  dan Sarah Parker mula mempersoalkan  hubungan perasaan mereka.
51.  sungguh b e r n i l a i  untuk memperj uangkan agama dengan cara menuntut
52.  t e r u s  d i la k s a n a  termasuk memperketatkan  pembinaan s i s t e m  kumbahan,
53.  d i  p e s i s i r a n  pa nt a i  s e r t a  memperketat  peraturan pembuangan sampah.
5 4 . t i t i k  awal i a i t u  dengan memperkemaskan  mekanisme perundangan yang
55.  sebelumnya pernah lantan g mempertikaikan  mengapa 'orang tempatan'
56.  Kementerian Pelajaran b e r s e t u j u  memperkenalkan  s i s t e m  i n i
57.  kaedah yang akan memperbaiki
58.  kaedah yang akan memperbaiki kedudukan Tenaga N as io na l  Bhd (TNB).
59.  t e t a p i  untuk memperbaiki p e r j a n j i a n  s e d i a  ada
60.Airocom tu rut  memperkenalkan  produk terbarunya yang d i k e n a l i  sebag ai
61. Se l  a in  i t u ,  s y a r i k a t  i t u  juga memperkenalkan  LinguaMobi le,
62. budayawan Indones ia  i t u  memperkatakan  Sa st era  dan P o l i t i k
63. irama dangdut untuk memperkenalkannya di  persada s e n i .
64. k i t a  mula mempersoalkan  apakah pengarang bol eh  be rt ind ak
65. Pada m a j l i s  memperkenalkan  kenderaan dan anggota kedua-dua kumpulan
66.Mungkin ada golongan mempersoalkan  sama ada masih
67.  tanah rakyat  dan mempersoalkan  pindaan yang
68.  tempat i n i  untuk memperingati Umno, p a r t i  yang k i t a
69. tempat i n i  untuk memperingati  Umno, p a r t i  yang k i t a  say an g i .
70.  rakan peguamnya t i d a k  mempertikaikan sama ada Rozana
71.memudah dan mempercepatkan  proses  mendapatkan bantuan daripada Tabu
72. dua hal a  kerana s a l i n g  t id ak mempercayai se jak  hubungan dip lomat ik
73.  m e l i h a t  sesama s e n d i r i  sebagai  pe sa in g ,  memperkuatkan  angkatan
74.  "Tetapi  kami kembali dan memperbaiki ke s i la p a n  kami.
75.  Dan Ka l in ichenko kemudian memperoleh  golnya,  menjaringkan h a s i l
76.  Simao meluru di  s ebe la h k i r i ,  memperdayakan pertahanan di  penjuru
77.  karya yang secara  halus  mempersenda hukum Is lam dengan
7 8 . h a l u s  mempersenda  hukum Islam dengan menyeleweng
79.  menyumbang kepada usaha mempertingkatkan  tahap ke s i ha ta n masyarakat di
8 0 . p e l b a g a i  k h a s ia t  k i n i  memperkenalkan t i g a  p i l i h a n  r o t i  dalam
81. kaj ian  s e r t a  t i d a k  jemu memperbaiki d i r i .
82.  J u s teru ,  d ia  cuba m e m pe r t i n g k a t ka n  penyampaian s e l a g i  terdaya.
83.  tawar ker ing  atau s a l a i  di  samping memperbanyakkan  promosi masakan
84. TLDM yang banyak b e r ja s a  dalam mempertahankan kedaulatan negara.
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85.  bukan sa j a  bagi  memperkukuhkan  projek  i t u ,  masyarakat
86 . bukan sa j a  bagi  memperkukuhkan  i d e n t i t i  masyarakat i t u
87.  t e t a p i  juga memperkaya  khazanah budaya masyarakat Malaysia .
8 8 . t u j u a n  r i t u a l  s e p e r t i  memper tahankan  nyawa mereka di  l a u t .
89.  bukan sa j a  bagi  memperkukuhkan  i d e n t i t i  masyarakat i t u
90. t e t a p i  juga memperkaya  khazanah budaya masyarakat Malays ia .
91. perubahan dengan memperkena lkan  makanan se ge ra  yang baik  untuk
92. mat lamat  kami yang i n g i n  memperkena lkan  makanan yang s i h a t  untuk
93. S i t i  t i d a k  mahu mempermainkan  media dan semua pihak
94. kerana dia  t id a k  memperoleh  undi t e r t i n g g i ,
9 5 . g e r a k  kerja  memperkasa  ekonomi Melayu.
96. M a la y s i a - In d ia  dapat memperkukuhkan  j a l i n a n  kerjasama s t r a t e g i k
97. rumput dipadang mempero leh  cahaya matahari
98. Bank Rakyat k i n i  mengorak langkah bagi  me mper luaskan  perkhidmatan
9 9 .p e l a n g g a n  akan mempero leh  pr ak e lu lu san i n i
100.  yang membabitkan usaha memperkasa  modal ins an.
101.  kenyataan Dr Mahathir yang mempersoalkan  mengenai Is lam
102.  tujuan utama i a l a h  membantu memaju dan memperkasakan  ekonomi ne
103.  p e l b a g a i  program pembangunan bagi  memperbaiki t a r a f  hidup
104.  perubahan besar  yang saya lakukan untuk memperbaikinya .
105.  Rozi tu ru t  mempersoalkan  dakwaan i t u  kerana menurutnya sehingga
106.  Wajahnya mempersona  Tiada l a g i  tandingan Bagai dewi menjelm
107.  Nadzri  pula berkata,  BKN Selangor  memperuntukkan  RM200,000
108.  saya yakin ramai yang akan mempercayainya , "
109.  Keghairahan s t e s e n  radio  i n i  memperkenalkan  rancangan baru dan
110.  pasaran l e b i h  meluas dan memperkembangkan  pelanggan MSC
111.  P e r i s i a n  baru i t u  dapat memperluaskan  keupayaan s im u l a s i
112.  jumlah pe mi l i k  l o r i  yang memperbaharui cukai  j a l a n  i a i t u
113.  g e n e r a s i  sekarang dalam usaha memperbanyakkan  l a g i  a h l i
114.  kebaikan kerana terpaksa t i d a k  memperoleh  bal asa n kebaikan
115.  anaknya se lamat  t e t a p i  sukar mempercayai cara anaknya p a l i n g
116.  Asean sedang memperhalusi  draf Piagam Asean untuk diputuskan
117.  Hari Pengguna juga bertujuan memperkasakan  tahap kepenggunaan.
118.  i n i  diharap akan memperbetulkan l a g i  s t r u k tu r  pengurusan dan
119.  s e l  a in  memperhalusi i s u  kebajikan pemain dan m e n d ef in is ik an  se
120.  sebelum kemudiannya memperbetulkan kenyataan betapa i a  akan
121.  Messi  menyumbat golnya apa bi l a  memperdaya  terpaan Conway
122.  "Satu l a g i  langkah i a l a h  memperkenal s e r t a  menggunakan kaedah
123.  Bagaimanapun, yang p a s t i  apa bi la  memperkatakan  hak dan
124.  Jabatan Penerangan yang mempersembahkan  lagu dan t a r i a n
125.  Kita p er lu  memperkukuhkan  s i s t e m  pertahanan negara k i t a  agar
126.  Kita p e r lu  memperkukuhkan  s i s t e m  pertahanan k i t a  untuk masa
127.  memperjuangkan  na s i b  anak bangsa t e t a p i  mencari k e s e l e s a
128.  pusat  bandar Kuala Lumpur dan memperluaskan  la lu a n  Putra-LRT
129.  aduan i t u  tu ru t  mempersoal t indakan t i d a k  a d i l  media kerana
130.  t indakan t id a k  a d i l  media kerana mempersoalkan petugas  i t u .
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131.  katanya sarabil mempertahankan  anak muda i t u  p a s t i  akan menjadi
132.  Hote l  Legend memperkenalkan hidangan untuk Businessmen
133.  Bagi musim kedua, p e n e r b i t  memperkenalkan  elemen baru,
134.  k e t ik a  m a j l i s  memperkenalkan  himpunan baru berkenaan kepada
135.  Pada s e s i  memperkenalkan  p e s e r t a  l e l a k i  yang berlangsung di
136.  saya akan memperkenalkan  t ek n ik  Magic Perms yang di jangka
137.  Diva Popular akan memperkenalkan  nama saya dalam i n d u s t r i
138.  p er in gk at  g l o b a l  s e r t a  mempergiatkan  pelaburan s y a r i k a t
139.  semua yang dirancang,  kerajaan memperuntukkan  RM159.4 b i l i o n
140.  p ros es  memperoleh beberapa hartanah utama di  beberapa l o k a s i
141.  Ke rajaan p r i h a t i n  terhadap per lunya mempermudahkan  l a g i  urusan
142.  Bagi mempercepat dan mempermudahkan l a g i  pr o s e s  permohonan
143. semoga usaha mempertingkatkan  mutu menjadi s a tu  budaya ker ja .
144.  R ata -r at a  pertubuhan dapat mempertingkat  mutu kerja  j i k a  ia
145.  Apa yang pe n t in g ,  aspek s a l i n g  mempercayai  antara kedua-dua
146.  Ses iapa memperbanyakkan  se lawat  kepadaku (Nabi SAW) pada bulan
147.  Usaha memperkukuhkan  pembangunan modal ins an dalam i n d u s t r i  pe
148.  mengenal p a s t i ,  memperkuat  s e r t a  membimbing p o t e n s i
149.  l a t i h a n  s e n i  mempertahankan  d i r i  dan bersenam di  gimnasium
150.  walaupun ramai orang memperkatakannya . Nama sebenar saya d i e j a
151.  "Saya terpaksa  memperlahankan  l a r i a n  ke t ik a  turun kerana la lu a n
152.  Kita juga akan memperkenalkan  program f r a n c a i s  s i s t e m  pajak
153.  Kita juga akan memperkenalkan  program f r a n c a i s  s i s t e m  pajak
154.  Ju steru,  katanya,  s y a r i k a t  memperuntukkan  antara RM45 ju t a  dan
155.  kempen mempertahankan  kejuaraan dunia d i  B e l f a s t ,  I re la nd  Utar
156.  t o k s i n  dan memperbaiki pered BHJR19 7 63 p h r a s ia .
157.  h o t e l  memperkenalkan  promosi s e t  Banquet Ramadan dengan ma
158.  A Window On Asia pula akan mempersembahkan  39 f i l e m  o le h
159.  Jadi ,  saya berasa p er lu  memperbetulkan  keadaan dengan mata
160.  DIOR memperkenalkan  produk a n t i  penuaan bag i  mendapatkan waj
161.  Dari S i p l i s  Ke Pararuhi memperakukan  p roses  k r e a t i v i t i
162.  masalah kebakaran adalah memperketatkan hukuman, menjalankan
163.  manusia rugi kerana t ida k memperoleh  sebarang manfaat atau
164.  pendokumentasian dan memperkenalkan pengkaryaan ulama dan
165.  peningkatan terbaru bagi  memperkasakan pekerja  -  a s e t  p a l i n g
166.  Saya memperjuangkan n as ib  a r t i s  supaya mendapat pembelaan
1 6 7 .  t i s u  terhadap i n s u l i n  s e r t a  memperbaiki metabolisme
168.  Watsons dalam penjagaan wajah dengan memperkenalkan, Watsons
1 6 9 .  calo n yang s e o l a h - o l a h  memperlekehkan  usaha B e r i t a  Harian.
170.  medan untuk memperkenalkan Anugerah Spa dan Kesejahteraan
1 7 1 .  baru, s e k a l i  gus memperkasakan bahasa Melayu seb aga i  lambang
1 7 2 .  Tidak pe r lu  l a g i  mempertajamkan kebolehan dan keupayaan
1 7 3 .  RMK-9 i a i t u  memperkasakan sekolah kebangsaan supaya menjadi
1 7 4 .  kerajaan di jangka memperuntukkan k i r a - k i r a  RM40 b i l i o n  bagi
1 7 5 . i r s e l a r a s  usaha kerajaan memperkasakan se ko la h seba gai  pusat
1 7 5 , s e l a r a s  usaha kerajaan memperkasakan  s eko lah  seba gai  pusat
(b) Nominal prefixes
1. p e m e r h a t i a n  i t u  d ibu at ,  p e m e r h a t i a n  i t u  masih sah.
2.  tung kepada pembacaan dan p e m e r h a t i a n  i t u  s a j a . " B e t u l  i t u ,
3. Ahmad, 1991) .  Sebetulnya pemerhatian i t u  sekadar menunjukkan
4. 1160 an l i s a n  be r k a i t a n  dengan p e m e r h a t i a n  i t u ,  yang se te ru sn y a
5.  (Dalam p e m e r i h a l a n  d i  a ta s  beberapa perkara
6. Berdasarkan p e m e r i h a l a n  d i  a t a s ,  d i l i h a t  da r i  tuj
7. akan juga membolehkan p e m e r i h a l a n  d ibua t  mengenai a g e n s i - a g e
8. j i k a  dibandingkan p e m e r i h a l a n  m or fo lo g i  dongengan darip
9. Daripada p e m e r i h a l a n  perkembangan s e ja r a h  Remb
10. l i n g u i s t i k  seb ag ai  pr ose s  p e m e r o l e h a n  bahasa tanpa konteks
11.  b ia sanya berakhi r  dengan p e m e r o l e h a n  dan ada kalanya dengan
12.  bahasa seb agai  a l a t  asas  p e m e r o l e h a n  dan penyebaran i lmu.
13.  (kesemuanya b e r a s a l  dar i  p e m e r o l e h a n  faedah budaya) b e r s e r t a
14.  d i  samping sebag ai  i d e o l o g i  p e m e r s a t u  rakyat  dalam perjuangan
15.  bahasa Melayu menjadi unsur p e m e r s a t u  ap a b i l a  diwujudkan sebuah
16. Kalau fu n g s i  p e m e r s a t u  bahasa Melayu ber laku di
17.  t i d a k  dapat saya elakkan p e m e r t a l i a n  Sumpah Pemuda dengan baha
18.  berrpunca khususnya daripada pemeruapan  h a s i l  sampingan dan
19. Contohnya -  pemeruapan  komponen hid ro pe ro ks id a
20.  Saya menoleh keruang p e m e r h a t i . Ruang i n i  k e l i h a t a n  pada
21.  s eba ga i  t ekn ik  p e n i l a i a n  p e m e r h a t i .
22.  ke mesyuarat i t u  seb aga i  p e m e r h a t i . Johan memperlihatkan min
23.  Bagi p e m e r h a t i - p e m e r h a t i  p o l i t i k ,  i n i l a h
24.  utama, d i  samping a l a t  p e m e r s a t u  dan pemadu bangsa yang
25.  u n i f y i n g  f o r c e  atau tenaga p e m e r s a t u  hingga sekarang belum juga
26.  Fungsi  p e m e r s a t u  i t u  amat j e l a s  juga dengan
27. berperanan seba ga i  tenaga p e m e r s a t u  kepada umat kepulauan Melayu
28.  gerakan s o s i a l ,  maka p e m e r i h a l a n  mengenainya berkeadaan
29. pemasaran menit ikberatkan p e m e r i h a l a n  c i r i - c i r i  pasaran.
30.  bidang k aj ia n  merangkumi p e m e r i h a l a n  dan perbincangan mengenai
31.  mempunyai BN sebag ai  bahasa p e m e r s a t u  dan bahasa komunikasi
32.  i t u  d i k e n a l  sebag ai  fun gs i  p e m e r s a t u  dan fu n g s i  pembeda.
33.  bahasa seb ag a i  a l a t  asas p em er o l eh a n  dan penyebaran i lmu.
34.  (kesemuanya b e r a s a l  dar i  p em e ro l e h a n  faedah budaya) b e r s e r t a
35.  bahasa l a i n  i t u  memerlukan p em er o l eh a n  i d e n t i t i  l a i n  s e l a i n  dar i
36.  Malah, d ia  menganggap p em er o l eh an  ketrampi lan pengurusan
37.  Hanya aku yang menjadi p e m e r h a t i .  Aku t id a k  tahan bermain
38.  ibunya be rt in da k sebagai  p e m e r h a t i .  Dia t id a k  berani  mencelah
39.  itu juga dihantar sebagai p e m e r h a t i . Katanya dia orang Amerika
40.  percubaan memaksakan p e m e r s a t u a n  akan menimbulkan keretaka etaka
41.  ukan pribumi sebag ai  a l a t  p e m e r s a t u a n  dan penyatuan bangsa.  $$13
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Appendix C
Monosyllabic prefixed words in SM
1.  beras a  aman dan tenang untuk m e ng e ca p i  p e r c u t i a n  dengan l e b i h
2.  rakyat t e r l e p a s  mengecap  nikmat pembangunan mengikut ja d u a l .
3.  sa tu  k e t ik a  pernah mengecam cara peng end al i an  pasukan
4. menuju ke arah mencapai kejayaan dan m e ng e ca p i  kejayaan sebenar .
5. pemain yang pernah men g e ca p i  sa a t  manis mendakap p i a l a
6. sek iran ya terus-menerus  mengecam Pak Lah yang mempunyai p e r s o n a l i t i
7. i a  adalah l e b i h  e lo k  berbanding mengecamnya.
8. mereka yang dipal suk an d i j u a l  d i  pasaran dan cara mengecam barangan
9. b er t in da k mengecas  atau mengionkan bahan api  se ca ra  magnetik
1 0 . b e r t i n d a k  m en gecas  atau mengionkan bahan api  se ca ra  magnetik
11.  pada hos minyak, bert ind ak mengecas  atau mengionkan bahan api  secara
12.  mereka be rt in da k me nge ca t
13.  mereka yang rosak,  boleh  mengepam l e b i h  banyak darah berbanding
14. budak k e c i l  yang t i d a k  tahu mengepam tandas s e l e p a s  menggunakannya
15.  r i  untuk ke luar  se l aku  pemenang, s e k a l i  gus mengesahkan  tern
1 6 . c u b a  mengebom sebuah pusat  pemeriksaan t e t a p i  a l a t  jan
1 7. D atuk  S e r i  Musa Hassan mengesahkan  p o l i s  masih belum dapat
1 8 . b a l a n  Ketua P o l i s  Negara, Datuk Se r i  Musa Hassan mengesahkan  p o l i s
1 9 .M in ta  doktor  anda me nge syo rka n  pakar untuk keadaan i t u ,
20.  "Cabaran yang dihadapi  i t u  memaksa saya mengehadkan  jumlah t i d u r  dan
2 1 . b i a s a n y a  pihaknya akan me ngesyorkan  pe langgan l e l a k i  melakukan p ro ses
22.  sunat  seba ga i  ga r is a n  yang mengehad  atau memisahkan mereka dar i
2 3 . g a r i s a n  yang mengehad  atau memisahkan mereka daripada berusaha u
24.  amalan waj ib  dan sunat sebagai  gar is an yang mengehad  a tau memisahkan
2 5 . u r u s a n  a s e t  secara  d i g i t a l ,  mengekod  v id eo  dan p ene rb i ta n
26.  pengurusan a s e t  secara  d i g i t a l ,  mengekod  v i d eo  dan pe ne rb i tan
27.  Apabi la  terba ca  b e r i t a  i t u ,  kami t id a k  me ng e sy a k i
2 8 . em ing gu s e t i a p  bulan menyebabkan doktor berkenaan m e n g e s y a k i  Shafique
29.  s e t i a p  broker dikehendaki  me nge syorkan  hanya saham yang s e s u a i
30.  rkemahiran t i n g g i , "  katanya.  k, be rt ind ak mengecas  atau mengionkan
3 1 . d i p a s a n g  pada hos minyak, bert indak mengecas  atau mengionkan bahan api
32.  pengewapan  dan pemejalwapan merupakan haba yang
33.  termasuk mesin basuh dan a l a t  p e n g e c a s  t e l e f o n  bimbit  s o l a r .
34.  basuh dan a l a t  p e n g e c a s  t e l e f o n  bimbit  s o l a r .
35.  kaca mata 0 ROKR; p e n g e c a j  mudah a l i h  P7 90; dan s e t
36.  kaca mata 0 ROKR; p e n g e c a j  mudah a l i h  P7 90; dan s e t  kepala
3 7 .b e r m i n a t  dan tanggungjawab p en ges ah an  dan merekod r e s i t
38.  Untuk p e n g e s a h a n , pihak l a i n  terutama o r g a n i s a s i  bebas yang
39.  masalah kerosakan j e n t e r a  pengepam  a i r  se ja k l e b i h  sembilan bulan




1.  Amrozi yang mengenai  p a s t i  mereka yang d i s y a k i  s e l a i n
2. s i a s a t a n  sedang di ja la n k a n  untuk mengesan  orang yang d i s y a k i
3. nu ki la n  Kamarul AR, yang menge tengahkan  musyawarah sembilan daerah
4. 13 Mei, mengenangkan  kepayahan para p e t a n i  d i  bendang
5.  harapan t i n g g i  tampi l  mengecewakan  ap a b i l a  tumpas
6. Jika p e l a j a r  k i t a  hanya mengongkong  skop pergaulan sudah t e n t u  i n i
7. dan membenarkan p e m e r i k s a a n  d i ja la n k a n  pihak berkuasa BHBC12 478
8. p e r lu  menjalani  p e m e r i k s a a n  ISN ( I n s t i t u t  Sukan Negara
9. ukar untuk menentukan  s iapa  pemenang di  p er in gk at  pertama i
10.  menewaskan  Pakis tan 5-2 .  Pemenang p in gat  perak
11.  kafe  s i b e r  yang d i s y a k i  menawarkan  permainan v i d eo  termasuk berbentuk
1 2 . k e s  Blackman s e l e p a s  menahannya  a ta s  tuduhan d i s y a k i  menderanya
13.  kami bersusah payah menangkap  orang yang d i s y a k i  mereka dengan senang
14.  P a l in g  m e n a r i k  d i  Adela ide  i a l a h  pasarnya,  Adela ide  Central
15.  S e l a i n  menembual  pen jual  kami bersarapan pag i  d i  s i t u .
16.  ke Kuala Lumpur untuk menemui  ke luarganya.
17.  mereka yang menaja  lumba haram boleh  dikenakan t indakan
18. b ir o  i t u  untuk menangani  g e j a l a  lumba haram di  kalangan anak muda di
19.hubungan dengan orang l a i n ,  menunaikan  tanggungjawab s e r t a  ber laku
2 0 . I s l  am menekankan  bahawa usaha pemulihan pe sa la h  m e s t i l a h  d i
21.  S e l a i n  sukan memanah sukan l a i n  yang bol eh  d i ja la n k a n  d i  pusat  i n i
22.  j i k a  t i d a k  l a g i  memegang jawatan dalam sukan memanah.
23 .pem aju sudah mula memasang z ink seba ga i  penghadang bagi  melindungi
24.  t indakan se ge ra  mungkin dengan memindahkan  kami dalam waktu t e r d e k a t
25 .pem aju sudah mula memasang z ink seba gai  penghadang
26.  memuj i  lakonan Eja sebagai  Mya Zara kerana dia  seorang
2 7 . s e s e o r a n g  untuk m e m i l i h  pakaian,  asalkan t id a k  melanggar kesopanan, m
2 8 . b e l i a u  t i d a k  mungkin dapat memenuhi  harapan k i t a .
29.  langkah berdaya maju untuk memul ihkan  keadaan ekonomi negara dan
30.Pemimpin berkesan mampu menggalakkan  kakitangannya menghasi lkan kerja
31.  Indra Putra Yadi Aprin,  menggambarkan kekuatan g e n e r a s i  muda Selangor
32.kakaknya yang menggunakan  kerus i  roda menuju tempat penginapan,  i a i t
33.  maj ikan di  Malaysia menggunakan a la sa n i n i  untuk mengurangkan kos
34.  a la s a n  i n i  untuk mengurangkan  kos dengan menggantikan pekerja
35.  a la s a n  untuk mereka dapat m en ggant ikan  tenaga kerja  tempatan dengan
36. t i d a k  mahu campur tangan dengan me n g g a r i s k a n  dasar  memajukan i n d u s t r i
37.  Dengan i t u ,  i a  menggalakkan  pembuangan bahan kumuh.
38.  Ket ika remaja seus i any a yang l a i n  menggemari  lagu berentak moden,
39.  Advocate,  menggesa  superhero b ir u  merah berkenaan untuk
40.  p e r s e k i t a r a n  perniagaan kondusif  dalam menggalakkan  pertumbuhan
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41.  ke lmarin,  s e k a l i  gus menggaga lkan  c i t a - c i t a  untuk mencapai perdagangan
42.  dunia musnah ke lmarin,  s e k a l i  gus me nggaga lkan  c i t a - c i t a  untuk
43.  l e s e n  t e k n i k a l  membenarkan pem egang  f r a n c a i s ,  Euro Truck & Bus
44.  Kad i n i  membolehkan pemegang  p o l i s i  dimasukkan ke mana-m
4 5 . p e m b e l i a n  s e p e r t i  seorang pemegang  p o l i s i  membeli p o l i s i
46.  s e k a l i  gus membolehkan pemegang  p o l i s i  menggunakan  kemudaha
47. Bagi pemegang  p o l i s i  yang t id a k  membuat  a
48. untuk m e n g g i l a p  p o t e n s i  'wani ta  perkasa'  dalam membuat  keputusan
49.Bukankah i n i  raasa t e r b a i k  untuk puan membalas  budi baik  suami dan
50.  puan membalas  budi baik suami dan membukt ikan  k e s e t i a a n  kepada suami?
51.  kapal terbang membawa ubat-ubatan m e n d a ra t  kerana d i s y a k i  membawa
52.  tuduhan d i s y a k i  menderanya  sehingga mat i dan
5 3 . t e r k e n a  ja n g k i ta n  SARS daripada menderma darah meskipun t id a k  
54 . penjenayah d i s y a k i  juga berjaya  m en d a p a tk a n n ya , kata Gonggrijp.
55 .menghirup udara segar  d i  p anta i  s e r t a  mendengar  deruan ombak Laut
56.  lambaian pohon nyiur  memang b e g i t u  mendamaikan  f i k i r a n .
57.  memastikan s e t i a p  a h l i  ke luarga  mendapa t  kepuasan, gembira dan
58.  d i  p an ta i  s e r t a  mendengar  deruan ombak Laut China S e la ta n
5 9 . t e r u t a m a  kebers ihan,  g era i  haram dan pembangunan  cerun t i n g g i .
60. pendud uk  yang menjadi pem b ay ar  cukai  d i  Sepang.
6 1 .p r e m is  dan cawangan bank; p e m b e r i a n  cenderamata menggunakan  produk
62.bermutu dan menjadi agen kut ipan pem bi a ya an  yang d i sa lu r k a n  Jabatan
63. berasaskan epal  untuk s a j i a n  pembuka  s e l e r a ,  hidangan utama hingg ala h
64. ada k e la h ir a n  memerlukan pembedahan  Caesarean atau s e b a l ik n y a ,  s e r t a
65. semente lah p e m b a b i t a n  mereka dalam i n d u s t r i  s e n i  suara masih
66. untuk mengurangkan  g e j a l a  b erka i ta n pem be sa ra n  k e l e n j a r  p r o s t a t .  Saw
67. Penggunaan pembayang  mata juga t i d ak  seharusnya d ik e c u a l i k a n  dal
68.  s e s i a p a  sa ja  menubuhkan i n s t i t u s i  p e n d i d i k a n  d i  s i n i  dan k i t a  harus  
6 9 . 0 1 e h  ZAM KEBANJIRAN p e n d a t a n g  a s in g  ke Malays ia sememangnya d i a l u -
70.  T e tapi ,  adakah kebanj iran pendatang a s in g  member i  manfaat kepada 
71.Semua i n i  memberi  faedah ekonomi kepada penduduk  setempat  yang
72.  Portugal  menggandakan pend ah ulu an  mereka s e l e p a s  t indakan kurang
73.  kebakaran juga boleh  dikurang dengan p e n d e k a t a n  s e s u a i .
74.  yang b ol eh  membawa bencana dan p e n d e r i t a a n
75.  kemungkinan penggabungan  Bank Muamalat dengan bank l a i n ,
76.  b e l i a u  yang me nuntu t  kebebasan penggunaan  dadah yang kononnya
77.  "Memilihnya (Abdullah) sebagai p e n g g a n t i ,
78.  m e ng e la k  daripada d ik a i t ka n dengan rangkaian 'p e n g g a n a s .
79.  dan membahaskan usul  p e n g g i l i r a n  jawatan Ketua Menteri ,
8 0 . p e n g g i a t  s e n i  tanah a i r ,  kami t id a k  dapat memenuhi
81.  b e l i a u  sebag ai  p e m e r i k s a  dan penggubal kertas
82.  selepas dikesan mengalami pendar ah an  dalam air kencing akibat
83.  Seperti diakui Korrie, betapa pend ek a ta nn ya  dalam kumpulan ini adalah
84.  bag i  me ndeka tkan  s t s e n  radio  kami dengan p e n d e n g a r , katanya.
85.  perkhidmatan, pe r ta ni an,  p e n d i d i k a n ,  b e l i a ,  kebudayaan, s a i n s  dan
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Appendix E
Nasal and sonorant clusters in SM
1. e l a  m i n o r i t i  me ru ju k  kepada pemegang saham m i n o r i t i  Gadek Cap
2.  k aj ia n  beban tugas  guru o l e h  NUTP yang merumuskan  guru menanggung
3. d i  kawasan i t u  ke t i k a  kerja  meroboh  d i j a la n k a n .
4.  kawasan i t u  ke t ik a  kerja  meroboh  d i j a la n k a n .
5.  abi tk an pengolahan secara  m e ro m an t i s ka n  k i sah berkenaan.
6. membabitkan pengolahan secara  m e ro m an t i s ka n  k i s ah  berkenaan.
7. pertumbuhan t i n g g i  m e r o s o t  sembi lan p e r a t u s .
8. Lee Hsien Loong me ruj uk  kepada kebuntuan di  Taiwan
9. mengaut keuntungan dengan merobek  pasaran negara
1 0 . a h l i  masyarakat untuk merubah  minda dan t indakan
11 .garam dan g u l a ) , b e r h e n t i  merokok  dan kurangkan
1 2 . merupakan  tangan-  tangan pemerintah untuk mengu
13. Jakarta  merundingkan  pemerintahan autonomi bagi  Timor T
14.  Chen yang m e ru ju k  kepada pemerintahan B e i j i n g  yang jauh d
15.  yang merupakan  penyokong pemerintahan b era ja .
16.  la r i s m e  t e l a h  meruntuhkan  pemerintahan k i t a .  J ika Is lam dapat
17.  pemerintahan lemah, ekonomi m e r o s o t  da
18.  ke Madinah, pemerintahan merupakan  perkara utama y
19.  Sebelum i n i ,  i n i  merupakan  kesalahan pemerintahan Order Baru
20.  kepentingan i n d u s t r i  dan mewujudkan  kepelbagaian j e n i s  p e r n i a g a a n , "
21.  p a s t i  perniagaan dan perusahaan, mewujudkan  kaedah baru menjalankan
2 2 .K e la n a  m e w a k i l i  P e t a l i n g ,  Permatang (Kuala Se la n g o r ) ,
23.  tu ru t  menyampaikan ucapan m e w a k i l i  Pengerus i  Jawatankuasa Tetap
24.  untuk mereka yang i n g i n  mewarna rambut d i  rumah menerusi  t i g a
25.  bo le h  memulakan pros es  mewarna rambut menggunakan krim pewarna
26.  azhab S h a f ie  sekiranya puan m e w a s i a t  m e le b ih i  kadar i t u  hukumnya
27 .m eng ik ut  mazhab S ha f ie  sekiranya puan m e w a s i a t  m e leb ih i  kadar i t u
28 .mazhab S ha f i e  sekiranya puan m e w a s ia t  m e l e b i h i  kadar i t u
29.  Datuk Dr Cyrus Das yang m e w a k i l i  Fawziah Holdings ke t ik a  di temui  
3 0 . S i t u a s i  i n i  akan mewujudkan  suasana t id a k  seimbang
31.  Oleh yang demikian,  kerajaan p er lu  mewujudkan  sa tu  kerangka baru
32.  Pramoedya Ananta Toer mewacanakan  r e v o l u s i  kemerdekaan,
33.  undang-undang mewaj ibkan
34.  semakin goyah semata-mata mahu mewajarkan  peningkatan
35.  S e l a i n  i t u ,  ada juga sebab yang meyakinkan  bagi  s y a r i k a t
36.  menangani i s u  i t u  bagi  meyakinkan  rakyat pada p er in gk at  akar
37.  Antaranya tugasnya i a l a h  memandi,  menjaga dan memantau
38.  Arsenal  yang dulunya bermegah m e m i l i k i  penyerang t u l e n ,
39.  bagi  melaksanakan tugasnya memaju dan menjayakan m is i  pertubuh
40. wujud s e p e r t i  menaiki  bot  l a j u ,  memudik sung ai ,  menyaksikan
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41.  Melayu memahami dan masih menganggap memil iki  akhlak mulia akan
42. Seterus nya ,  memaju bangsa sehingga mampu berperanan besar  kepad
43.  ke arah perubahan p o s i t i f  demi memajukan ummah.
44 .mengajak bagaimana memuhasabah dan m e n i l a i  d i r i ,
45.  k i t a  bersama-sama membantu memer iah  dan menjayakan penganjuran
46.  aman webnya bahawa dia  mahu memanfaat  s e g a l a  kesempatan yang
47.  ada segolongan pihak yang m e m a n i p u la s i  ide a  di i lhamkan Friedan i
48.  makanan atau minuman yang memabuk dan memudaratkan d i r i  s e p e r t i
49.  makanan atau minuman yang memabuk dan memudaratkan d i r i  s e p e r t i
5 0 . M e l i h a t  dan memandikan j enazah.
51.  d i  s i n i  antara l a i n  memohon memadam semua rujukan berhubung
52.m at lamat  kerajaan memaju dan memodenkan s e k t o r  p e r t a n ia n  b e r h a s i l
53.  s e l e p a s  s e m i n i t ,  anda sudah bo leh  memulakan  p r o se s  mewarna  rambut
54.  i n d i v i d u ,  t i d a k  boleh  b e r j u d i ,  meminum minuman keras  atau arak dan
55. kehambaan yang t i n g g i  bakal  memerdekakan  negara k i t a  daripada
56.  l i h  b e r g a n t i  m e n a ik i  pentas  pemenang.
5 7 .p e g a w a i  penguat kuasa akan m e n a s i h a t i  orang yang d i s y a k i
5 8 . B e g i t u  juga malam esoknya kami m e n ik m at i  hidangan malam
59. Se lepa s  s ek ia n  lama m e na n t i  k i t a ,  akhirnya k i t a  m e m i l i k i  beberapa
60. B e l ia u  t i d a k  me naf ika n  s o a l  trend atau a l i r a n  dalam muzik t i d a k  da
61. Untuk menampakkan kuku s i h a t  dan b e r s i h  gosok permukaan kuk
6 2 .u k a r  melakonkan  watak Dhani apa bi la  saya d isuruh me na n g is .
63. kerana saya mahu penonton juga mena ng is  bersama saya apa b i l a  mereka
6 4 . m e l i n d u n g i  haknya sebagai  pemegang saham s e t e l a h
65. saham s y a r i k a t  m e lu l u sk a n
66. jauh m e l e b i h i  sasaran m e l i h a t  kemajuan tekn
67. m e l i h a t  kemajuan t e k n o l o g i  pemesinan yang t erba r
6 8 . m e l e p a s i  paras 802 mata.
69.mendakwa d ir in y a  boleh melakukan  pembedahan,
70.  menempatkan, m e l e t a k k a n  atau me lupus  bahan buangan berjadu al
7 1 . k e s a l a h a n  menempatkan, m e l e t a k k a n  atau melupus bahan buangan
7 2 . B e r i t a  Minggu semalam me lap ork an  S i t i  Nazirah meninggal  dunia pada 4
73.  jangan rambang mata m e l i h a t  p e lb aga i  lauk t e r s e d i a .
7 4 . s e b u a h  l a g i  jambatan bagi melengkapkan  s i s t e m  keluar  masuk empat
75.  hanya membenarkan mereka ke luar  m e l o n t a r  pada masa yang d i t e ta p k a n .
76.  Kokanun sudah me lu l u sk a n  pinjaman berjumlah hampir RMl ju ta
77.  sebelum dipasarkan secara  me lua s  di  se luruh  ne g e r i  i n i .
78.  penggunaan NGV secara  me luas  wajar d i laksanakan
79.  j a d i  popular  dan i a  akan m e l i c i n k a n  putaran roda ekonomi k i t a .
80.  kedua-dua pihak m e la h i r k a n  keyakinan terhadap rundingan damai
81.  menghentikan kesuraman yang melanda  kanak-kanak," katanya
82.  s e t e l a h  melakonkan  watak i t u ,  Rusdi menegaskan, d ia  t i d a k  per
83.  berkesinambungan ber ikut an  kurang p e w a r i s  t a n i
84 .kandungan se su a tu  bahan pengawet,  pewarna  dan kandungan gula
85.  e r la k u la h  p e w a r i s a n  dalam pemerintahan dan pemalsuan had
86.  Para p e w a k i l a n  dan pemerhati  muktamar Pemuda PAS
Appendix F
Total reduplication in SM (disyllabic roots)
1. "Sejak a k h i r - a k h i r  i n i ,  permintaan terhadap perkhidmatan bengkel
2.  Pejabat  Daerah dan Tanah LMS, b a r u - b a r u  i n i .
3.  i t u  s e ja k  beberapa bulan l a l u .  B a r u - b a ru  i n i ,  m a j l i s
4. d i  kawasan rumah m a s i n g - m a s i n g , " katanya.  S e l a i n  i t u ,  Mustaf fa
5.  tanah t e r b i a r  d i  kawasan m a s i n g - m a s i n g  untuk meningkatkan pengeluaran
6. menjaga kese lamatan k i l a n g ,  b a r u - b a r u  i n i .  Ketua P o l i s  Daerah Kerian,
7. harus menyerahkan b u l a t - b u l a t  kepada p o l i s  untuk membuat
8. s e r t a  memastikan jaga b e n a r - b e n a r  be r tu g a s .
9. d i  bekas tanah pe r ta ni an  di  t e n g a h - t e n g a h  bandar raya Ipoh yang cukup
1 0 .b e r h a r g a  RM320,000 dengan keluasan k i r a - k i r a  6 meter x 2
11.  sementara saham m a s i n g - m a s i n g  pada harga urus n iaga
12.  Tenaga dan Maybank m a s i n g - m a s i n g  ja tuh 10 sen
13.  memperkenalkan akta dan undang-undang baru yang menjurus
14.  dengan Tuhan, alam raya dan makhluk-makhluk  sesamanya. . . "
1 5 .A ja r a n  Nabi Ibrahim atau 'penemuan' b e l i a u  b e n a r - b e n a r  lembaran baru
16.  ka i tan ibadat  h a j i  dengan n i l a i - n i l a i  kemanusiaan
17.  Ia mencakupi n i l a i - n i l a i  luhur yang seharusnya menghias i  j iwa
18.  Kemanusiaan yang menyebabkan an ak-anak  Adam menyedari arah yang d i t u j u
19.  Makna-makna i t u  diamalkan dalam pelaksanaan ibadah h a j i ,
20.  i a  t e t a p  sama-sama  d i  hadapan Tuhan.
2 1 .p e r b e z a a n  antara mereka dalam h a l - h a l  l a in n ya .
22.  mewujudkan s i t u a s i  menang-menang  i a i t u  mampu dibayar  pelanggan dan
23.Amerika  dan Pesuruhjaya Tinggi  B a n gsa -b an gsa  Bersatu  bagi  P e la r ia n
24.Namun, su mb er - su mb er  memberitahu B e r i t a  Harian Pengerus i  E k s e k u t i f  RHB
25.  kegawatan ekonomi akan menjejaskan c i t a - c i t a  k i t a  untuk menjadi pusat
26.  yang dibenarkan Sy ar i 'a h  saham-saham BSKL. Di bawah kemudahan
27.  anggota yang terperangkap di  t e n g a h - t e n g a h  kegawatan mata wang dan
28.  L e b i h - l e b i h  l a g i ,  pelaburan IDB di  Malays ia adalah buk t i  kepe
29.  mendapatkan p e n je la s a n  b u t i r - b u t i r  bekalan a i r  yang akan dibekalkan
30.  s e l a i n  berbincang mengenai b u t i r - b u t i r  yang d i j a n j i k a n ,  Hashim tu rut
31.  James Wolfensohn (tengah) mendengar k a t a - k a t a  Pengarah Urusan Tabung
32. WASHINGTON, Jumaat -  N eg ar a- n eg ar a  Asia Tenggara yang digoncang dengan
33. Ramli berkata  b e l i a u  dan r a k a n -r a k a n  yang bertand ing  t e l a h  mendapat
34.  sokongan memberangsangkan daripada a h l i - a h l i  dewan dan j i k a  d i p i l i h ,
35.  By Ainuddin Dahlan SEPERTI di  t ahun- tahun  yang l a l u ,  ribuan rakyat
36.  saya yang t e r a n ia y a  hanya kerana g a r a - g a r a  cara pembekalan a i r  yang
37.  Faktor i n i  t e r u s  menekan saham-saham terutamanya saham berwajaran
38.  a ta  b e r l a t a r  belakangkan keadaan yang lembap i t u ,  dana-dana  dikatakan
39.  Ada s t e s e n  TV dari  a w a l -a w a l  l a g i  sudah senaraikan 10 s y a r i k a t  p i l i h a n
4 0 . c e r i t a n y a  entah ap a- a p a ,  sk r ip  longgar ,  lakonan s t a t i k ,  pengarah t i d ak
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41.  "Dalam f i l e m  i t u ,  Rahimah dan Rahman j a d i  a d i k - a d i k  saya yang sangat
42.  patan s e k t o r  korporat  Malays ia t e t a p i  b e l i a n  pada s a a t - s a a t  t e r a k h ir
43.  Saya akan memandu g i l a - g i l a  s i k i t .  B e g i t u l a h  kuat pengaruhnya.
4 4 . h a r i  i n i .  Esok, lu s a  mereka mungkin t e r l a n t a r  t i b a - t i b a , "  katanya.  o
45.  hidup tanpa bekalan ubat Pertubuhan Bangsa-Bangsa  Bersatu  (PBB) .
4 6 . m en a n t i  b e l a s  ikhsan dunia,  s i  ibu dan a n a k- a n a k  i n i  sudah putus asa .
47.  Mereka t i d a k  meminta yang bu kan -bukan  k e c u a l i  ubat .  Ketua p e d i a t r i k
48.  d i  h o s p i t a l  i t u  untuk membantu k a n ak -k a n ak  dar ipada mati  tanpa
49.  membawa ubat i n i  untuk ka na k-k an ak  yang lemah
50.  khidmat b a n k- ba n k  tempatan. Di bawah pengawasannya, b an k- b an k
51.  ditawarkan o le h  bank mengikut s y a r a t -  s y a r a t  yang berpatu tan.
52.  Obuchi memberitahu M e n t e r i - m e n t e r i  Luar Asean dan rakan sejawatan
53.  Abdullah berkata ,  b e l i a u  nampak r a k a n - r a k a n  d i a l o g  amat b e r s e d i a  untuk
54.  langkah yang diambi l  o le h  r a k a n - r a k a n  d i a l o g  terutama Amerika Sya rikat
55.  makanan r ingan s e p e r t i  g u l a - g u l a  yang dapat d i l i h a t  d i  pasar  raya
5 6 .K a b i n e t  seb ag ai  Menteri  T u g a s - t u g a s  Khas
5 7 . h u j a h  peguam bahawa bahawa s a k s i - s a k s i  t i d a k  akan diganggu apa bi la
58.  ' ' S a k s i - s a k s i  pendakwa kemungkinan boleh  diganggu walaupun pada
5 9 .K e s  i n i  seharusnya dianggap sama dengan k e s - k e s  yang l a i n  dan t id a k
60. aimana kamu boleh  berkata b e g i t u ,  terda pat  banyak k e s - k e s  yang l a i n
61. Juga adakah k e s a n - k e s a n  seminal  ( a i r  mani) daripada
6 2 . h a b i s  d i k o t o r i  dengan t a n g a n -  tangan  k i t a  dan adakah 
63.Sampai  b i l a ,  sampai t a s i k -  t a s i k  i t u  ker ing  kontang
6 4 . m b e r i t a  d i  Mesyuarat Asia-Eropah (ASEM) di  London b a r u -  b a ru  i n i ,
65.Namun apapun masalah dan pe na f ian  k a t a - k a t a ,  masyarakat harus lah peka
66. t e t a p i  b i a r l a h  r e b u n g - r e b u n g  yang ada d i l e n t u r  dulu,
67. penjenayah di tangkap h i d u p - h i d u p ,  6 ,205 daripadanya warga negara
68. Yang l e b i h  menyedihkan l a g i  i a l a h  s o a l - s o a l  kematian.  Bukan i t u  s a j a ,
69.  Dengan i t u  'ugutan'  i t u  t i d ak  timbul  k e c u a l i  ada p i h a k - p i h a k  t e r t e n t u
70.Dokumen Hakmilik Keluaran t a n a h - t a n a h  seharusnya dikembal ikan kepada
71.  rombongan demi rombongan w a k i l - w a k i l  pembel i  mendatangi mereka?
72.  Oleh i t u ,  saya berharap u n s u r - u n s u r  'mengugut' 'menekan',  'memberi
73.  omi Melaka, Sulaiman Hermein, bahawa ta k l i m at  i t u  s i a -  s i a .
74.  yang d i h a d i r i  Mohd Zin s i a - s i a  kerana S et iaus ah a Kerajaan
75.  pe labur  yang masih r a g u - r a g u  akan keadaan pasaran saham negara t e t a p i
76.  Menurutnya, Gates sangat  seronok dengan i d e a - i d e a  i n i ,  malah 
7 7 . 1 a  mendapati  bahawa s e k o l a h - s e k o l a h  bo leh  menarik remaja daripada
78.  Notebook untuk membuat k e r j a - k e r j a  sekolah mereka.
79.  digunakan dengan menentu dan b u k t i - b u k t i  c o r r o b o r a t i v e  jarang d i t er im a
80. Dr Maznah berkata wanita yang r a t a - r a t a  menggunakan mahkamah
8 1 .p e n o n t o n  kerana l e b i h  k e l i h a t a n  s u k a -s u k a  s a j a .
82.  Mereka l e b i h  banyak b e r c e l o t e h  yang bukan-bukan .
83.  Malah, Skrin juga kenalah perkenal f i l e m - f i l e m  agung s e p e r t i  Pather
84.  "Fikirlah b a i k - b a i k , dua-dua  berlawan .
85.  Tidak usah bimbanglah, saya t id ak  akan marah-marah.
86.  t e r l a l u  ramai yang datang tu,  faham-faham,  macam-macam benda yang
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87.  b e l i a u  (Abu Bakar) menang," kata su m be r - s u m b e r  i t u  yang mentafs irkan
88.  C a l o n - c a l o n  yang d i s e b u t - s e b u t  s eba ga i  berkemungkinan akan
8 9 . T e n t u  s a j a  t i d a k ,  malah b ad a n -b ad a n  dunia yang mengelarkan d i r i  mereka
9 0 . p e n j a g a  keamanan s e p e r t i  masa-masa  yang l a l u  t e n t u  akan mengadakan
91. s eko la h s e r t a  menyumbangkan i d e a - i d e a  yang berguna untuk dimanfaatkan
92.Walaupun ka d a n g -k a d a n g  t e rdapa t  harimau ganas,  i a  m e s t i  bersebab
93. aga, pe labur  juga mengambil s ik ap b e r h a t i - h a t i  d i  t e n g a h -  t engah
94. sebut  o l e h  s e n a to r  t a d i ,  mungkin s e b i l a n g a n  k e c i l  b a p a - b a p a  yang kaki
95. saya bukan mahu menyebelahi  mana-mana pihak t e t a p i  apa yang pernah
96. bangsa s e n d i r i  hingga k i t a  lupa di  c e l a h - c e l a h  kehodohan yang
97. s e l a i n  memaparkan c e r i t a - c e r i t a  p a h i t  yang benar.
98. San Fra nc isc o  dihadiahkan pula o l e - o l e  k e c i l  c end eraha t i  daripada
99. Barangkali  o l e - o l e  cend er ah at i  b e g i n i  belum l a g i  popular  d i  Malaysia
100- dalam p ro ses  penyediaan dan k e lu lu san terutama a g e n s i - a g e n s i
101.  "Kita masih m e n e l i t i  ca b a n g - c a b a n g  peruntukan yang harus
102.  malah ia  t id a k  ubah s e p e r t i  b u d ak -b u da k  yang bergaduh tanpa
103.  Ura-ura  untuk kembali b e r l a t i h  bersama juga mendapat samb
104.  t ent ang  penyebutan morfem-  morfem  a tau k a t a - k a t a  dalam ujaran,
105.  penyebutan sebenar morfem-  morfem  a tau k a t a - k a t a  dalam ujaran,
106.  tumpuan i a l a h  mengenai p a s t i  rumus-rumus  f o n o l o g i  yang
107.  d i  pe r in gka t  output ,  k e c u a l i  t erda pa t  b u k t i - b u k t i  yang boleh
108.  p er lu  l a g i  k i t a  b e r d o l a k - d a l i h  dengan d a l i l - d a l i l  yang t i d ak
109.  dikomunikas ikan i t u  harus mempunyai s i f a t - s i f a t  yang j e l a s  dan
110.  k o g n i t i f  bagi  i n d iv id u  adalah s e t - s e t  fakt a  yang dapat
111.  membingkiskan s e t - s e t  andaian yang mudah d i p r o s e s  o l eh
112.  bukan sahaja  terhad kepada pendidikan per in gka t  k an ak -ka na k
113.  a t i r i  bayi akan terkena peny aki t  sawan. Kanak-kanak  (a) jangan
114.  Kanak-kanak  (a) jangan main se m b u n y i - s e m b u n y i  pada waktu senja
115.  t e o r i  r e le va n s  i a l a h  memberi ruang kepada b a h a s a - bahasa
116.  po la  umum penyebaran v o k a l -  v o k a l  i n i  dapat d ik a i t k a n  dengan
1 1 7 .  m e n i l a i  sama ada pro ses  harmoni vokal  i t u  b e n a r - b e n a r  wujud
118.  mengenai p a s t i  konsep dan c i r i - c i r i  p e r i l a k u  harmoni vokal  dar i
1 1 9 .  g e j a l a  fo n o l o g i  i n i ,  yang b er ik ut  d i se n ar a ik an  c o n t o h - c o n t o h  ka
120.  Kedua, v o k a l - v o k a l  yang berharmoni i t u  harus mempunyai c i r i
121.  vokal  tengah [e,  o] , s e p e r t i  yang t e r l i h a t  pada c o n t o h -  con toh
122.  Dalam a n a l i s i s  fonemik, b u n y i - b u n y i  yang d i d a p a t i  mempunyai
123.  t e r b a i k  harus berlandaskan a s a s - a s a s  t e o r i  f o n o l o g i  yang kukuh.
124.  dikemukakan o l e h  b e l i a u  i a l a h  berdasarkan c i r i - c i r i  s e j a g a t
125.  Ra ng kap -r ang ka p  vokal  i n i  t e r d i r i  daripada gabungan voka
126.  H it a m - h i t a m  t a h i  minyak dimakan juga,  p u t i h -  p u t i h  hempas ke
1 2 7 .  Bu ru k-buruk  kayu gaharu, dibakar berbau juga.
128.  jaran b i a s a ,  kanak-kanak  i n i  juga d i a j a r  dengan k e r j a - k e r j a
129.  Malam i t u  juga aku mengumpul s e g a l a  s u r a t - s u r a t  Amar kepadaku
1 3 0 .  t ermasuklah hadiah dan gambar-gambar  pemberiannya.
1 3 1  kembali b a r i s - b a r i s  ayat yang penuh dengan j a n j i - j a n j i  manisnya
1 3 2 . atap kembali b a r i s - b a r i s  ayat  yang penuh dengan j a n j i  j a n j i
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133.  Apatah l a g i  dengan menggunakan sentuhan warna -warna  alam yang
134.  Apatah l a g i  u n s u r - u n s u r  t r a d i s i o n a l  tu ru t  d iserapkan menerusi
135.  Ruang makan utama d i s e d ia k a n  di  t e n g a h - t e n g a h  ruang yang
136.  "Anis,  tak sanggup dengar g o s i p - g o s i p ,  i a  amat menakutkan
137.  Malaysia dan menghasi lkan p r o d u k - p r o d u k  p a l i n g  bermutu untuk
138.  Maklumlah untuk menghiburkan o r a n g - o r a n g  k i t a  yang sedang
139.  Keasidan i n i  mel indungi  k u l i t  dar ipada kuman-kuman merbahaya
140.  pH meningkat,  k u l i t  mudah d i j a n g k i t i  o le h  kuman-kuman
141.  s epat utnya  menanggalkan kotoran,  s e l - s e l  mat i ,  kuman-kuman,
142.  wangi s i k i t ,  saya nak jumpa orang,  m e s t i l a h  e l o k - e l o k
143.  "Ha, n i  b a l i k  t e n g a h - t e n g a h  malam n i ,  m es t i  jumpa
144.  b a l i k  j a u h - j a u h  malam , tak hubungi rumah b e r i t a h u  a w a l - a w a l ,
145.  Tak payah k e l u a r - k e l u a r  rumah,"ujar Masri bagaikan merajuk.
146.  s a k i t  jantung,  asma kronik,  kesan sampingan u b a t - u b a t  l a i n
147.  Bagaimanapun kesan u b a t - u b a t  i n i  agak kurang berbanding dengan
148.  senaman p a s i f  bagi  meningkatkan keupayaan o t o t - o t o t .
149.  p e r l u  menukar komponen-komponen  t e r t e n t u  untuk meningkatkan
150.  Mutu buku-buku  impot i n i  memuaskan.
151.  Ia m e l i p u t i  a s p e k - a s p e k  perkakasan,  p e r i s i a n  dan p e n y e l e s a i a n
152.  Bagaimana mengakses laman- laman  web yang menarik d i  Malaysia?
153.  Satu l a g i  bahagian menyenaraikan laman-laman  web di  Malaysia.
154.  Tahukah anda yang a k h b a r - a k h b a r  har ian terkemuka di  Malaysia
155.  The Malaysia I n t e r n e t  Book juga memaparkan t o p i k - t o p i k  yang
156.  Ia membariskan pencalonan nama-nama besar  dan f i l e m -  f i l e m
157.  Warga kota yang d i k e l i l i n g i  k l i n i k - k l i n i k  atau h o s p i t a l  pakar
158.  b e n a r - b e n a r  akan tunjukkan kepada mereka j a l a n - j a l a n  Kami. . .
159.  Dari kenikmatan i t u  A l la h  menurunkan dua j e n i s  m a n f a a t - m a n f a a t
160.  A l la h  menjauhkan $$57 ma fs a d ah -m af sa da h  dan berbagai  mudharat.
161.  k i t a  juga s e r i n g  me l ih at  dan mendengar ceramah-ceramah  agama,
162.  sekadar memenuhi masj id  dan m a j l i s - m a j l i s  agama.
163.  Betapa indah pula d i n d i n g - d i n d i n g  rumah d i h i a s  dengan a y a t -
164.  Kadangkala mangsa t e r d i r i  daripada g a d i s - g a d i s  bawah umur
165.  kain pu t ih  dan memanggil nama-nama makhluk halus  yang dapat
166.  ketenangan dan kesunyian Empangan Batu dengan m i t o s - m i tosnya
167.  su ra t  p e k e l i l i n g  menetapkan s y a r a t - s y a r a t  t e r t e n t u .
168.  makhluk p i l i h a n  antara makhluk-makhluk  A l la h .
169.  i lmu fardu ki fayah pula merangkumi i l m u - i l m u  kemahiran hidup,
170.  m es t i  bermula dengan menghayati p r i n s i p - p r i n s i p  i lmu n a k l i  yang
1 7 1 .  Sehubungan i t u ,  dapat d ibuat  kesimpulan bahawa ekonomi-ekonomi
172.  Sebal iknya Vietnam dan a s k a r - a s k a r  berpakaian pijama hitam yang
1 7 3 . perniagaan yang d i j a j a  di  t e p i - t e p i  j a l a n ,  d i  bawah pokok, di
174.  d i  bawah pokok, d i  l o r o n g - l o r o n g  belakang sudah berakh ir .
175.  Sebagai  pewaris r i s a l a h  kepada perjuangan n a b i - n a b i  ulama harus
176.  k i t a  sudah jauh ket in gg a la n dalam b i d a n g - b i d a n g  fardu ki fayah
1 7 7 . melanggar l u n a s - l u n a s  yang di te ta pk an o le h  syarak.
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Appendix G
Total reduplication in SM (monosyllabic roots)
1. puas dan sempurna -  tanpa was-was .
2 .  Pak Malau was-was  sama ada HVD sudah b e r s e d i a  da r i  s e g i  pasukan ten
3. Saham kewangan di  BSKL pula was-was s e l e p a s  ada ura-ura  menyatakan
4. By Zainuri  Misfar  P i x : -  Adnan was-was .
5. t a p i  saya was-was  adakah Gafim pertubuhan
6. t a p i  saya was-was  kerana fu n g s i  dan pemimpinnya hampir sama. Suara
7. a mereka s e n t i a s a  memilih Harakah tanpa ragu dan was -was .
8. t e r n y a t a  l e b i h  b e r d i s i p l i n  dengan berkurangnya k e s - k e s  melanggar
9. dianggap sama dengan k e s - k e s  yang l a i n  dan t i d a k  dianggap sa tu  kes
10.  berkata  b e g i t u ,  te rd ap at  banyak k e s - k e s  yang l a i n  yang jaminannya
11.  dengan baik  kerana pihaknya t id a k  menerima aduan k e s - k e s  yang s e r i u s
12.  Dalam k e s - k e s  yang mel ibatkan pinjaman pula ,  k e lu lu s a n  muktamad
13.  " K e s - k e s  s e p e r t i  i n i  juga d i kes an di  kebanyakan kawasan
14. Sebal iknya mereka tumpukan kepada k e s - k e s  t e r t e n t u  yang ternampak
15. ke g ia ta n  jenayah semakin meningkat dan k e s - k e s  yang di lapork an dalam
16. s t a t u s n y a  l e b i h  t i n g g i ,  malah dalam k e s - k e s  t e r t e n t u  peranannya
17.  sepanjang masa dan tanpa pam-pam t e r s e b u t  i a  kan menyebabkan b a n j i r
18.  pernah b e r j a n j i  untuk membahagikan l o t - l o t  tanah kepada penduduk se ja k
19.kkannya,  ditambah ' s '  sahaja  _  sepatutnya menjadi l o t - l o t .
2 0 . n t u k  melancarkan 1 , 0 0 0  u n i t  hartanah,  terutamanya l o t - l o t  banglo dan
21.  L o t - l o t  banglo  s e r t a  kedai pej aba t  t i g a  dan empat t i n g k a t
2 2 .D u n ia  Ke-2 pedagang-pedagang Cina t e l a h  memil ik i  l o t - l o t  tanah yang
23.  an p e t a n i  Melayu. Pada keseluruhannya s a i z  purata  l o t - l o t  tanah
24.  Mereka memil ik i  300 l o t - l o t  yang
25.  i  jumlah ke luasan 12354 ekar berbanding dengan 43 l o t - l o t  kepunyaan
26.  5 buah rumah kedai dan 20 l o t - l o t  i n d u s t r i  kepunyaan Sya rikat  dengan
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Appendix H
Partial reduplication in SM
1.  bukan main l a g i  beb ud ak  sekarang n i .
2.  bukannya nak marah sangat dengan b eb u da k  s eko la h yang suka h is a p  rokok
3. bagi  merujuk kepada l e l a k i  atau wanita .
4. t e r j a d i  kerana dominasi  l e l a k i  dalam masyarakat kebapaan (pa irarcha l )
5.  Adik-beradiknya l e l a k i  be l aka .  Ada seorang l a g i  perempuan masih
6. bagi  merujuk kepada l e l a k i  atau wanita .
7. dikatakan t e r j a d i  kerana dominasi  l e l a k i  dalam masyarakat kebapaan (
8. merujuk kepada j a n t i n a  l e l a k i  a tau perempuan.
9. merujuk kepada l e l a k i  yang gagah dan b e ran i ,
10.  contoh s e p e r t i  l e l a k i ,  kekuda,  dan k e k u r a .  Penggandaan j e n i s  i n i
11.  d i l i l i t k a n  pada buaian,pada kayu kekuda  buaian dan juga pada bahagian-
1 2 . k a t e g o r i  l e l a k i  menerusi  acara kekuda  pe lana mata
1 3 .a ta u p u n  dalam keadaan memasang keku da .  Untuk mengelakkan d i r i
14.  j e j a r a k ,  k e k i s i ,  cahaya g e g e l i ,  g e g e b a r ,  dan p ep a k u
15.memakai k e k i s i  pada sebuah rumah b e r u s ia  tua d i  Kg. Se r i  Lemak,
16.  d i  bawah: re ra m b u t ,  g e g e l a n g ,  c e c a i r ,  p e p e j a l  dan kek ac a  (bidang Kim
17. i t u  terd apa t  re ra m bu t  yang b e r f u n g s i  s e p e r t i  sesungut  pada serangga  
18 . merah d i  kaki dengan re ra mb u t  darah yang memancar daripadanya.
19 .b e r b e n tu k  corong dan ada re ra m b u t .  Dalam badan pe r iuk kera i n i
2 0 . d i p e r b u a t  dar ipada re ra mb u t  yang terdapa t  pada batang pokok i j u k .
21.  a l u i  kerjasama pendidikan antara kedua-dua negara t e t a n g g a .
22.  antara dua buah negara t e t a n g g a  dalam usaha menyeragamkan i s t i l a h
23.  enerimaan orang-orang kampung yang menjadi j i r a n  t e t a n g g a  Milah
24.  k i t a ,  s ibuk dengan perbualan k i t a  tenta ng j i r a n  t e t a n g g a .
25.  rakan, j i r a n  t e t a n g g a , saudara mara, dan t e tamu  i s t imewa.
26.campur tangan dan j e j a r i  mereka kerana wujud perimbangan kekuatan
27.  Di rantau i n i ,  tangan-tangan dan j e j a r i  AS bertambah j e l a s  dan
28.  p ep o h on .  2. b e r s e r a t - s e r a t . 3. j e j a r i .  4.  t e rapung-apung. 5. beramai-
ramai.  6. dedaun.
29.  Apabi la  j e j a r i  s e t i a p  ruang dipanjangkan se lur uh cakerawala di
30.  d i s e b u t  p e p e n j u r u  ( d i a g o n a l s ) .  Kesemuanya t erda pat  26 p e p e n j u r u  d i
31.  Petak- pe tak pada p e p e n j u r u -  ag i  berwarna
3 2 .b e r u s a h a  dalam tempoh se su ku  abad akan datang bagi  mencapai empat
33.  berusaha dalam tempoh se su ku  abad akan datang bagi  mencapai empat
34.  Syed Bakar yang masih ada se su ku  l a g i  i s i n y a  dan diserahkannya
35.  terbaka r ,  orang se su k u  t i d ak  mahu berkongs i  dengan d ia ,  g a d i s - g a d i s
3 6 . K e j a d i a n  ber laku di  sebuah j e j a n t a s  d i  Mina, dekat  s i n i ,  d i  mana
37. da r i  j e j a n t a s  i t u .  India berkata ,  sekurang-kurangnya
38.  Arab Saudi melebarkan j e j a n t a s  sepanjang satu
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39.  da r i  sebuah j e j a n t a s  k e t ik a  jemaah melontar jamrah pada har i
40.  sekarang dalam contoh s e p e r t i  l e l a k i ,  keku da ,  dan k e k u r a .
41.  dengan bahagian k ek u ra  kaki .  -  Tendang di  t eng ah- tenga h
42.  dengan bahagian k ek u ra  kaki .  -  Tendang d i  bahagian bawah
43.  dalam kaki ,  lu ar  kaki ,  dan k ek u ra  kaki untuk mengawal
44.  Misa lnya,  papan k e k u n c i ,  pemacu cakera,  pangkalan data ,  dan
45.  monitor ,  dan papan k e k u n c i  yang t e r s e n d i r i  dan biasa nya  digunakan
46. dib awah papan k e k u n c i ,  dan menggunakan t e l e v i s y e n  seb ag a i
47.  b e b o l a  ibu j a r i )  yang d ib in a  di  dalam papan k e k u n c i .
48.  racun untuk menghalang pembiakan j e j e n t i k  dalam la r u ta n  baja .
49.  rumah pula dibubuh ubat j e j e n t i k . Menurutnya, kerajaan berpendapat
5 0 . t e m p a t  s e r t a  t e tam u  yang sedang ditemu b u a l .
51.  Mohamed Rahmat adalah antara t e tam u  kehormat yang di jangka
52.  Tun Omar Yoke Lin Ong sebagai  t e tamu  khas untuk menghadiri  acara
5 3 . t e r i k  t i d a k  menghalang t e tamu  dan peminat Ziana Zain, 30,
54 .b erm ul a  jam 12 tengah h a r i ,  ramai t e t am u  datang l e b i h
5 5 . h a l  yang sukar di lakukan dengan imej batu atau p e p o h o n .
5 6 . t e l a h  kusimpulkan pepohon  s e t i a  d i  pangkal hat iku
5 7 . d i p e n u h i  dengan pepohon  dan rimbunan h i j a u  menyejukkan mata.
58.  "Di bawah l indungan pepohon  ru, dekah ketawa kerabat  b e r j a l a n
59.  Malah, s e se te n g a h  beranggapan p e p i j a t  (bug) i t u  yang berpeluang cerah
60. Ia adalah masalah ' p e p i j a t  a l a f '  (Y2K) yang di jangka menyukarkan
61. yang dibincangkan,  dan i n i l a h  yang dinamakan p e p i j a t  a l a f  atau
62. I n i l a h  p e p i j a t  a l a f .  P e p i j a t  i n i  akan menjadi bom yang t id a k  diu
63. Sebagai  percubaan, kayu kekabu  yang r ingan digunakan.
64. kanak-kanak yang diperbuat  daripada kayu kekabu,  pulau,  j e l u t o n g ,
65. kaki pa ls u  yang diperbuat  daripada kayu kekabu  adalah yang p a l i n g
6 6 . s a t u  l a g i  d ibuat  daripada kayu kekabu  untuk b e r j a l a n - j a l a n .
67. komputer, papan k e k u n c i  dan bahagian rangka komputer.
68. hanya duduk menekan papan k e k u n c i  komputer.
69. pengeluaran in ja p pi n tu  k e k u n c i  paip a i r ,  menetapkan sasaran untuk
70. hanya p e r lu  menekan k e k u n c i  komputer untuk membuka f a i l - f a i l  yang
71.  Kesan L el a b ah .  Tidak ramai yang tahu bahawa vena l e l a b a h  t i d a
72.  Tidak ramai yang tahu bahawa vena l e l a b a h  t i d a k  sama dengan vena 
7 3 . 1 s t i l a h  perubatannya i a l a h  naevus l e l a b a h ,  dan i a  menyerang k i r a - k i r a
74.  Namun bagi  kehamilan se t erus ny a ,  vena l e l a b a h  i n i
75.  lubang hidung dan t erus  ke p e p a r u .
76.  dan kambing juga bernafas  m e la lu i  p e p a r u .  Be l a la ng  pula bernafas
77.  A. Jantung.  B. Hat i .  C. Peparu.  D. G in ja l .
78.  awah menunjukkan bahagian A. Liang pernafasan.  B. Peparu .  C. Insang.
79.  bergerak menjauhi fokus m e la lu i  media p e p e j a l  dan separa c e c a i r  d i
80.  s i s t e m  pengurusan s i s a  p e p e j a l .
8 1 . d i k u l t u r  dalam medium p e p e j a l  agar-agar .
82.  se h in g g a la h  ibu memberikannya makan p e p e j a l .
83.  i a i t u  serbuk dan c e c a i r ,  yang mana kedua-duanya s a l i n g
84.  baja  organik b i o —a k t i f  bentuk c e c a i r ,  yang dicampur
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85.  yang mengangkut Gas A s l i  C e c a i r  (LNG) s e r t a  t e r b a b i t
86.  Pukal c e c a i r  mengekalkan kedudukan seb ag ai  komposis i  kargo
87.  t e r c e k i k  -  Anggur. -  Ke k a c a n g . -  Hotdog. -  Air  batu.  7
88.  engaja o le h  tu pa i  yang menyembunyikan b i j i  benih k e k a c a n g  dan
89. t e r j a d i  kerana r a t a - r a t a  penduduknya menjadikan k e k a c a n g  dan sayuran
90. bahan l a i n  terutama ke k a c a n g  menggantikan makanan b e r k o l e s t e r o l  t i n g g i
91. t erda pat  sepasang s e s u n g u t  dan sepasang mata.
9 2 . s e p a s a n g  s e s u n g u t  dan abdomen. B. kepala,  sepasang sesungut
9 3 . e p a s a n g  sesungu t  dan abdomen. B. kepala,  sepasang se sun gut  dan
94. -  T i s u .  -  Be b o la  ka pa s . -  Air  suam, l o s y e n  bay i  atau t u a l a  basah  
95 . minyak mandian, minyak urut ,  lo s y e n ,  l o o f a h  atau b e b o l a  kayu,
96. burger,  s o s e j , f r i t e r ,  b e b o l a  ayam, be log na,  k ok te l
97 . yang berbentuk b e b o l a  (kebanyakannya) s e l a i n  pe luru
9 8 . T i b a - t i b a  t e r t e r j a h  gegend an g  t e l i n g a n y a  o l e h  satu
9 9 .a k r a b  d i  geg end an g  t e l i n g a  Tok Anjang.
100.  kejam yang t e r t i n g k a h - t i n g k a h  memecah g eg e nd an g  t e l i n g a k u  pada
101.  pembinaan bangunan Unsur-unsur: gelombang, gegendang ,  getaran
102.  ke s i h a ta n  manusia,  misa lnya geg e nd an g  t e l i n g a  akan terganggu
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Appendix I
Chiming reduplication in SM
1. Apot memerhatikan pengganas m u n d a r - m a n d ir .
2.  Ket ika sedang munda r- man dir  dengan pakaian t id u rn ya ,  Arbuckle
3.  S e le pa s  puas mu ndar-mandir ,  saya s inggah di  pawagam Rex dekat
4.  Sungai Paxaco yang ben g k a n g -b e n g k o k  d i  p i n g g i r  tanah kab i la h  i n i .
5. g a n j i l ,  dan b e n g k a n g - b e n g k o k . Pada rumput yang berdebu berhampiran
6. menggunakan j a l a n  lama yang b e n g k a n g -b e n g k o k  l a g i  merbahaya.
7. k i t a  akan mendapati keadaan h u r u -h a r a  cuaca melanda muka bumi dengan
8. ke luarga yang mereka bina  na nt i  hu ru -h a ra  j adi ny a .
9. keputusan t e r s e b u t ,  hidupnya h u r u - h a r a . Harta dan tanah banyak yang
10.  Sebenarnya Malays ia  berada dalam keadaan s e r b a - s a l a h  kerana dalam
11. keadaan dan menimbulkan rasa s e r b a - s a l a h  atau i m p l i k a s i  yang t id a k
12.  Dengan i t u  menjadikan k i t a  s e r b a - s a l a h  kerana mungkin e -mel yang
13.  d ip er  sendakan m e la lu i  s i f a t ,  t i n d a k - t a n d u k  dan pemikiran/p end apa tnya.
14.  yang d i b e r i  s i f a t  s e r t a  t i n d a k - t a n d u k  t e r t e n t u  untuk dih erotkan ,
15.  membawa penonton menyaksi t i n d a k - t a n d u k  l ima watak utamanya mengej
16.  ap a b i l a  c u c u - c i c i t  k i t a  membaca naskhah har i
17.  Kuala Lumpur dan c u c u - c i c i t  setahun s e k a l i  kembali menjengah, saya
18.  raja  Suran dan c u c u - c i c i t  raja  Iskandar Dzulkarnain.
19.  memi l ik i  anak yang cemerlang dalam s e r b a - s e r b i  lapangan.
20.membasuh pakaian,  memasak dan s e r b a - s e r b i  tanpa pembantu rumah.
21.  S e r b a - s e r b i  t i d a k  s e l e s a .  Duduk t id a k  kena, b e r d i r i  l a g i  par
22.  TEKA-TEKI tayangan umum dua f i l e m  arahan U-Wei Saar i ,  Jogho
2 3 . 3 1  Disember 1998, p a s t i  menjawab t e k a - t e k i  mengenai p r e s t a s i  ASN untuk
24.  T e k a - t e k i  melengahkan p e r la n t ik a n  Timbalan.
2 5 . g a j a k  b. g e r a k - g e r i  Takri f :  g e r a k - g e r i ,  t ingkah laku,  s ik ap  dan 
2 6 . 3 .  Ketahui g e r a k - g e r i  mereka. Apabi la kamu sudah lama bercampur gaul
27.  Menurutnya, memandangkan g e r a k - g e r i  pekerjanya d i c u r i g a i  penduduk
28.  t r o p ik a  yang menghijau dan b u k i t - b u k a u  t e rdapat  k i r a -  k ira  20 ,000
29.  lurah pergunungan s e r t a  b u k i t - b u k a u  menjadi tumpuan la lu a n  masyarakat
30.  t i b a - t i b a  muncul dar i  kawasan b u k i t - b u k a u  Afghani s tan,  sebenarnya
31.  batu pada b u k i t - b u k a u  dan gunung-ganang , i a i t u  dikatakan bahawa dunia
32.  Fairuz  m e l i n t a s i  lautan,  gunung-ganang,  beberapa gurun akhirnya
33.  Sebal ikn ya ,  gunung-ganang,  tempat kediaman Tuhan mereka.
3 4 . p a s a l  apa? Hendak be rsa tu  macam mana kalau hidup n a f s u - n a f s i ,
35.  s e n d i r i - s e n d i r i ,  penuh dengan n a f s u - n a f s i .
36.Alam semesta g e l a p - g e l i t a , t i a d a  manusia g l o b a l  yang dapat
3 7 . R e s t o r a n  j a d i  ge la p.  G e l a p - g e l i t a .
38.  keadaannya berada dalam g e l a p - g e l i t a  yang s e k a l i - k a l i  t i d a k  dapat
39.  Bagi yang boleh  b e r f i k i r  apakah t indakan gop oh-gapah  d ia  i n i ,  serangan
40. S e l a l u  katakan kepadanya bahawa gopoh-gapah  i n i  datangnya daripada
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41.  Kedengaran r i u h - r e n d a h  di  halaman i t u .
42.  kawasan i n i  menjadi p e s t a  r i a  yang r i u h - r e n d a h  dengan pemandangan
43.  Semua teman r i u h - r e n d a h  dengan penuh rasa k e s a l  memikirkan saya
44.  Di s i n i  juga t i d a k  ada sungai  untuk mandi -manda.
4 5 . h u t a n  s e r t a  berke lah  dan mandi-manda  d i  Lata Berkoh dan Lubok Simpon,
46.  Bagi pengunjung yang i n g i n  ber iadah sambil  mandi-manda  bo leh
47.  kehidupan keluarga k i t a  dan s u k u - s a k a t  bangsa k i t a .
48.  kepent ingan kekeluargaan dan s u k u - s a k a t  kalangan t e r p i l i h  i t u .
4 9 . t a p a h  cukup b e r b i s a  dengan s u k u - s a k a t  keturunannya.
50.  amat s ibuk dengan kenderaan l a l u - l a l a n g ,  sepanjang ha r i  i n i  nampak
51. Malah ada kalanya kambing l a l u - l a l a n g  d i  dalam k e la s  tanpa p er lu
52.  Contoh: l a l u - l a l a n g .  gunung, g e la p,  r iuh,  sayur ,  kuih,  rumput, sim
53. ke luarga  yang p o r a k - p e r a n d a  dan p e r s e k i t a r a n  yang buruk, maka ia
54.  Namun r e a l i t i n y a  rumah tangga mereka p o r a k - p e r a n d a .
55.  Dan k i n i ,  berhadapan dengan g e g a k - g e m p i t a  g e j a l a  s o s i a l ,
56.  Pada ke t ik a  i t u  se luruh negara sedang g e g a k - g e m p i t a  menanyakan
57. Sebahagian besar  rekod d i j u a l  kepada mu da -m udi .
58.  sehinggakan menjadi s i u l a n  muda-mudi  d i  sana.
59 .permainan yang digemari  o l e h  muda-mudi  khususnya.
60. Perkahwinan d i  kalangan muda-mudi  Orang A s l i  ber laku  d i  kalangan suku
6 1 . s e r u a n  terhadap nama-nama ' de wa -d ew i  Hindu'.
62. Se la n ju tn ya ,  p e n g l ib a ta n  unsur ' de wa- dew i  Hindu' adalah untuk menakut
63. Oleh i t u  pemujaan d ew a-d ew i  minor s e p e r t i  Dewa Muniandi,  Dewa
64. b e l i a u  bahawa keadaan k u c a r - k a c i r  masyarakat Melayu meruntuhkan
65. yang t i d a k  terancang s e r t a  k u c a r - k a c i r ,  sama ada a la  d i k t a t o r  atau
66. Dalam suasana yang penuh k u c a r - k a c i r ,  tubuh Hussain pula dipanah.
67. Seni  mempertahankan d i r i  tu ru n - te m u ru n  yang d i w a r i s i  pahlawan Melayu
68. mempunyai wang baik berupa warisan tu ru n - te m u ru n  mahupun kekayaan
69. lupa budaya dan adat yang k i t a  w a r i s i  s e ja k  tu ru n - te m u ru n .
70.  Pusat B e l i - B e l a h  Tangs, Edmonds bertugas  seb aga i  Pengurus Besar
71.  Black,  d i l a n c a r  di  pusat  h e l i - h e l a h  Tangs Ogos i n i ,  s e s u a i  l e l a k i  dan
72.  D i j u a l  d i  semua pusat  b e l i - h e l a h  se jak  Jun l a l u .  -  NZ.
73.  D i j u a l  d i  semua pusat  b e l i - b e l a h ,  UVLMC 50 g berharga
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Appendix J
Rhyming reduplication in SM
1. perunding yang memahami s e l o k - b e l o k  perniagaan di
2.  Bukankah ketua k i t a  tu mahir dengan s e l o k - b e l o k  d i  bandar i t u ?
3.  Jakun cukup masak dengan s e l o k - b e l o k  s o s i a l  masyarakat
4.  bo le h  membunuh a n a k - p i n a k  HIV. I n i  sa tu  ancaman b esa r .
5.  mendapati  masih ada s a k i - b a k i  keguguran dalam rahim menerusi
6. S e t e l a h  pengesahan dibuat  (s a k i - b a k i  keguguran dalam rahim)
7. Saya percaya masih ada s a k i - b a k i  yang ' t e r i n g i n '
8. ke luarga ,  kenduri,  g o t o n g - r o y o n g  dan l a i n - l a i n  l a g i  tempat atau
9. k i t a  m e l i h a t  t r a d i s i  g o t o n g - r o y o n g  umpamanya hidup dengan subur.
10.  Demang Lebar Daun. Anak-cucu  Demang Lebar Daun s e d i a
11.hamba dan patuh kepada an a k-c uc u  Sang Sapurba
12.  Tanya-menanyakan a s a l - u s u l  sehingga dapat d ik e t a h u i  pertemuan darah,
13 .wang dan kekayaan, manusia lupa a s a l - u s u l  dan saudara.
14.  malah mempelajari  a d a t - r e s a m  antara sa tu  sama l a i n .  Di
15.  mencetuskan s i t u a s i  dalam a d a t - r e s a m  Melayu i a i t u
16.  Elak tetamu c i r i t - b i r i t . DAGING beku atau daging  import b iasanya
17.  i a  bol eh  menyebab tetamu c i r i t - b i r i t .  Untuk mengatasi  masalah i n i ,
18.  S e b a b - m u s i b a t  se luruhnya berada dalam kepala
19.  jadikan masalah remeh- temeh  seba gai  kengkangan guru untuk
2 0 . t e r h a d  kepada p er so al an  yang rem eh- teme h  semata-mata.
2 1 . k e r j a n y a  pula t id a k  pula re meh- temeh  dan banyak.
22.  S e t e l a h  berbincang dengan sa u da ra- m ara  dan ke luarga  mereka
23.  Salman a l - F a r i s i ,  Buraidah dan s au da ra- m ara  da r i  kalangan  
24 . b e r b a ik -b a ik  dengan s au da ra- m ara  kedua-dua be lah pihak
25.  F ikirannya kembali o r a k - a r i k .
26.  mendapatkan maklumat secara  s e r t a - m e r t a .
2 7 . K i n i  kami d iarah ke luar  dengan s e r t a - m e r t a .
28.  dan melaksanakan t indakan s e r t a - m e r t a  o le h  semua a g e n s i ,  besar  dan
29.  pelanggan terhadap perbuatan dan t i n g k a h - l a k u  s y a r i k a t
30.  terhadap perbuatan dan t i n g k a h - l a k u  kami seba gai  sebuah perniagaan.
31.  Ada yang guna bahasa tu n g ga n g - l a ng g a n g ,  syok s e n d i r i ,  kurang a d i l
32.  Bukan sa j a  bahasa t u n g g a n g - l a n g g a n g  ke t ika  b e r c e l o t e h ,  malah sewaktu
33.  kerana hanya a p ab i la  "akar-umbi"  asas  pemikiran i t u
3 4 . m i s k i n  dan negara k a c a u - b i l a u .
35.  ’ 'Hari i n i  kewangan negara-negara i n i  k a c a u - b i l a u  dan mereka rugi




1. termasuk media lu ar  negara,  m e m p e r b e s a r - b e s a r k a n  i s u  i n i . "
2. berkenaan dengan m e m p e r b e s a r - b e s a r k a n  i s u  penyebaran bahasa Melayu
3. j i k a  t i d a k  mereka akan mempermain-mainkan  ekonomi sesebuah negara i t u .
4.  k i t a  s e n d i r i  yang mempermain-mainkan  aqidah.  Kementerian dan
5. dengan maksud mempermain-mainkan  penonton (Ku Seman Ku Hussain,  1996:
6. memperalatkan agama, mempermain-mainkan  a y a t - a y a t  A l l a h ,  kaki j u d i ,
7.  menggunakan kekuatan kekayaan untuk m e m p e r k e c i l - k e c i l k a n  ekonomi
8. m eng kri t ik ,  menegur, m e m p e r k e c i l - k e c i l k a n ,  menghina, mengancam,
9. sombong dan suka m e ren dah -r end ah kan  atau m e m p e r k e c i l - k e c i l k a n  orang
10.  "Bagaimanakah m e m p e r s i a - s i a k a n  amanah i t u ,  wahai Rasulul lah?"
1 1 . p e l a j  aran dan t id a k  m e m p e r s i a - s i a k a n  masa t e r l u a n g .  Bagi Ahmad
1 2 . d i i n g i n i  d i  samping t i d ak  m e m p e r s i a - s i a k a n  pelaburan besar  t e r s e b u t .
13.  I n s y a - A l l a h ,  A l lah  t id a k  m e m p e r s i a - s i a k a n  orang yang benar-benar  
14 . da l  am Is lam d i t i n g g a l k a n ,  d ip e r m a in -m a in k a n  dan d ip e r l e k e h k a n .
15.  umatnya ha r i  i n i  boleh  d i p e r m a in -m a in k a n  dan diperlakukan o le h
16.  pe langgan kami t i d a k  l a g i  d ip e r m a in -m a in k a n  o l e h  mereka yang menju
17.  daripada d i se r a n g  dan d ip e r m a in -m a in k a n  o l e h  kekuasaan in d i v i d u  kaya
18.  dan pendapat tanpa d i p e r m a in -m a in k a n  o le h  orang l a i n .
19.  d ia  senang di h erd ik  dan d i p e r m a in - m a in k a n .  Oleh kerana i t u  d ia  s e r i n g
20.  adalah kebenaran yang d ip e r m a in -m a in k a n  o l e h  orang yang menyal innya.  
21.Sutomo berasa  semakin d ip e r m a in - m a in k a n .  "Tidaklah."
22.  negara k i n i  sudah berani  m e m p er sen da- se nd a  ( i s t i h z a ' )  hukum-hukum
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Appendix L 
Single prefix reduplicated words
1.  Kamal Shukri Abdullah Sani ,  tu ru t  m e n g a l u - a l u k a n  arahan Menteri
2 .  berkata  pihaknya m e n g a lu - a lu k a n  langkah memperluaskan penggunaan
3. Dalam mengelamun m e n g i n g a t - i n g a t  s e ja r a h  Babylon,  t i d a k  sedar sudah
4. b i j a k  be r b ic a r a  dan m e n g u n g k i t - u n g k i t  zaman R a s u lu l l a h  tanpa
5. kerajaan m es t i  d ibuat  secara  b e r h a t i - h a t i  dan b e r p i l i h  supaya hanya
6. masyarakat he r lu mb a- lu mb a  untuk menghentam
7. Kementerian Pendidikan melahirkan b e r i b u - r i b u  guru muzik dan
8. instrumen l a i n  s e p e r t i  waran, ber sam a- sam a  bon yang d i l a n g g a n i .
9. s a tu  s e r t a  bol eh  ditembak b e r t u r u t - t u r u t  dengan p a n t a s .
10.  kepada tanah a i r  t e r c i n t a  b e r k o b a r - k o b a r  menyebabkan saya melepaskan
11. I n i  adalah k a l i  kedua b e r t u r u t - t u r u t  Dr Mahathir menghadiri  d i a l o g  i t u
12.  Pengunjung ekspo memang b e r e b u t - r e b u t  membeli p e r i s i a n  ce ta k rompak
1 3 . t e g u h  be r ik u tan  sokongan yang b e r p i l i h - p i l i h  o l e h  pe labur  i n s t i t u s i  
14 . kepelba ga ian d e f i n i s i  yang b e r b e z a - b e z a .
15.  bangsa yang bertamadun dan bermaruah se jak  b e r k u r u n - k u r u n
1 6 . b e l a j a r  secara  s e n d i r i a n  ataupun b er sa ma -s am a.
17. l e l a n g i t  lembut dan keras secara  b e r t u r u t - t u r u t .
18.  Saya t i d a k  pernah bermewah-mewah dengan wang.
19 .m engajar  mereka untuk bermewah-mewah dengan wang.
20.  pernah diabaikan selama b e r t a h u n - t a h u n  sebelum i n i .
21.  k e l i n g k i n g  i n i  b e g i t u  popular  dan b e r e b u t - r e b u t  d i b e l i ,
22.  rambut l e b i h  bermaya dan b e r s i n a r - s l n a r .
23.  Datuk Punch Gunalan yang sudah pun b e r j i n a k - j i n a k  dengan dunia
24.  negara b e g i t u  bersemangat t i n g g i  dan b e r k o b a r - k o b a r  untuk membawa
25. menunjukkan s ikap b e r b a l a h - b a l a h  Amerika Syarik at
26.  negara i n i  di lempar dengan b e r b a g a i - b a g a i  k r i s i s  kepimpinan yang
27.  menganggarkan b e r i b u - r i b u  l a g i  mungkin t e l a h  mengadakan hubungan seks
28.  Di pasaran terdapat  b e r p u l u h - p u l u h  buku da r i  ber atus  hingga ber ibu
29.  kami melakukannya b e r k a l i - k a l i  dar i  malam hingga s ia n g .
30.  Carlo terpaksa  menguruskan b e r a t u s - r a t u s  orang pek er ja ,
31.  Ada juga yang terpaksa  mengambil masa b e r t a h u n - t a h u n  untuk berlakon
32. Mariana secara  b e r a n s u r - a n s u r  dengan kebaikan.
33.  Adiknya, Mariana suka b e r p o y a - p o y a  dan t id a k  mempunyai pegangan hidup
34. Liga Perdana bagi  musim kedua b e r t u r u t - t u r u t  yang kian menepati
35.  Secara b e r p e r i n g k a t - p e r i n g k a t ,  kaum India  d i  negara
36.  pasukan negara k i t a  masih t e r k i a l - k i a l  mencari tempat untuk melayakkan
37. FAM t i d a k  p er lu  t e r b u r u - b u r u  membubarkan pasukan kebangsaan kerana
38.  p e r l u  dibahaskan secara  t e r g e s a - g e s a  .
3 9 . t a h a p  s e r i u s  dan k i t a  t e r t a n y a - t a n y a , mengapa ia  b e r l e l u a s a  dan sejauh
40.  supaya t i d a k  t e r b u r u —buru  meningkatkan pengeluaran masing masing.
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41.  "Kita t i d a k  p e r l u  t e r i k u t - i k u t  untuk menghasi lkan v id eo
42.  Saya masih t e r t a n y a - t a n y a , kenapa keadaan i n i  harus t e r j a d i  d i  negara  
4 3 . 1 i d a h  t e r j e l i r - j e l i r ,  mata t e r p u s i n g -  pu s in g .
44.  Jangan pula kau t e r b a w a - b aw a  sehing ga  ke alam rumahtangga.
45.  dar ipada membiarkan kau t e r t a n y a - t a n y a .
46.  Lin t e r s e n g i h - s e n g i h  mohon s im p a t i .
47.  As menekup mukanya l a l u  menangis t e r s e d u - s e d u .
48. Kenapa t i d a k  dulu?" suaraku t e r t a h a n - t a h a n .
49.  Dengan t e r p i n g a - p i n g a , Boboi m e n j e r i t , "
50.  In t e r c a r i - c a r i  d i  mana suaminya p e r g i .
51.  peminat bagai  t e r c a r i - c a r i  Malek.
52.  Ada yang menganggap Malek be rsa ra  secara  t e r g e s a - g e s a .
53 . Norj inah t e r u s  masuk tanpa t e r a g a k - a g a k .
54 . masih t e r d e n g a r - d e n g a r  t engkingan Puan Jah dua tahun l a l u
55.  J ika  f i k i r a n  anda t e r l a y a n g - l a y a n g ,  cuba kembalikan tumpuan anda
56.  saya t i d a k  t e r a g a k - a g a k  untuk menambah p e r u n t u k a n , ' '  katanya.
57.  jadual  penerbangan kerap t e r t a n g g u h - t a n g g u h  tanpa k e p a st ia n .
58.  d i  negara i n i  supaya jangan t e r a g a k - a g a k  untuk menutup lapangan
5 9 . p e s i s i r  p an ta i  sambil  t e r b u a i - b u a i  dilambung ombak,
60. b e l i a u  terpaksa  b e r j a l a n  t e r h i n c u t - h i n c u t  dalam padang yang
61. i n i  media as in g  cuba m e m b e s a r - b e sa rk a n  p e r i s t i w a  i n i  dengan
6 2 . p e r i s t i w a  i n i  dengan memburuk-burukkan  Kerajaan Malaysia.
63. media Barat yang memburuk-burukkan  negara i n i  d i lakukan golongan
64. Tuan Khat i jah m e n g e l e n g - g e l e n g k a n  kepalanya tanda t i d a k  s e t u j u .
65. mereka mahu menggembar-gemburkan  penganjuran m a j l i s  t e r s e b u t
66. masalah 'double s tandard'  dan membanding-bandingkan  karya antara
67. cara i a  membahag i -ba ha g ika n  bantuan kecemasan makanan.
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Appendix M
Voiceless obstruent initial roots
1.  ke lua r  t ing kap pecah,  menimbang-nimbang  apa l a g i  yang bo le h  d i ju a ln y a
2.  para sahabat nab i .  Cuba juga m e n g o r e k - n g o r e k  ing at an
3. Baginda memaksudkan dari  tangan i t u  i a l a h  memukul-mukul  dada dan p i p i ,
4. ombak kuat yang sedang memukul-mukul  p a n t a i .
5.  Sambil bermain dam, d ia  memukul-mukul  meja dan da r i  s i t u  juga d ia
6. mendidik anak-anak dengan cara m en ak u t - n a k u tk a n  adalah t id a k
7. adalah dengan m en ak u t - n a k u tk a n .  Waktu se n ja  adalah waktu yang p a l i n g
8. Mesej untuk m e n a k u t - n a k u tk a n  anak-anak akan menjadi
9. masalah i n i  adalah dengan m en ak u t - n a k u tk a n  mereka kerana dengan cara
10.Tegahan yang di lakukan akan dapat m e n a k u t - n a k u tk a n  pendengar dan
1 1 . s e k s y e n  t e r s e b u t  t i d a k  akan m en ak u t - n a k u tk a n  orang ramai daripada
12.  meluka h a t i  mereka, m e na k u t - na k u tk an  dan menghina mereka.
1 3 . b u k t i ,  i n f o r m a t i f ,  t i d a k  menambah-nambah maklumat, p a s t ik a n
14 . Dia m e m i c i t - m i c i t  kepalanya.  Hairan, bagaimana kaftan yang dijemur
15 .A r iw  mula m e m i c i t - m i c i t  kepala .  Mouna mendewasakannya s e t e l a h
16. Si  p e n u l i s  mengangguk sambil  m e m i c i t - m i c i t  d a h i .
17.  Tangannya masih m e m i c i t - m i c i t  dahi .
18.  p e n u l i s  masih duduk bersandar sambil  tangannya m e m i c i t - m i c i t  dahi .
19.  l a l u  menepuk-nepuk  paha anaknya dengan tangan k i r i n y a .
20.  Musa menepuk-nepuk  be lakang Ramli k e t ik a  d ia  sampai ke at as  dan ber
21.  Esther  cuba menenangkan A i l i n a  sambil  tangannya menepuk-nepuk  lembut
22.  Yang k e c i l  melon ja k- lo nj ak ,  yang besar  menepuk-nepuk .
2 3. Akhi rnya  dia  menepuk-nepuk  bahu B a lk is  yang hampir t e r l e n a  i t u .
24.  a i r  be sar  atau k e c i l  d ia  akan menepuk-nepuk  punggungnya. Apabi la  haus
25 .A khi rnya  dia menepuk-nepuk  bahu B a lk is  yang hampir t e r l e n a  i t u .
26.  Malam t e r a k h i r  i t u  d ia mimpikan i s t e r i n y a  m e m an g gi l - m a ng gi l  namanya 
2 7 . S u a r a  i t u l a h  yang s e r i n g  m e m an g g i l - m an g gi l  Jeman pulang s e t i a p  k a l i
28.  d ia  t e r u s  m e m an g gi l - m a ng gi l  nama Ramli beberapa k a l i .
29.  mereka anak beranak menangis sambil  m e m an g gi l - m a n gg i l  nama pakcik
30.  p i n t u  rumahnya dan m en je r i t  sekuat h a t i  m e m a n g g i l - m a n g g i l , penghuninya
31.  anak beranak menangis sambil  m e m an g gi l - m a n gg i l  nama pakcik Amat.
32.  Asma m e m an g g i l - m a n gg i l  Fatimah, namun t i d ak  d is a h u t .  Hancur lu lu h
33.  Kanak-kanak k e c i l  i t u  hanya mampu b e r t e r i a k  m e m a n g g i l - m a n g g i l : "Mak
34. I sambil  m e n g e t u k - n g e t u k  tongkat  panglimanya ke tapak tangannya.
35.  Dia m e n g e t u k - n g e t u k  tubuhku s e o l a h - o l a h  hendak menguji  kekuatanku. S
36.  Dia m e n g e t u k - n g e t u k  tubuhku s e o l a h - o l a h  hendak menguji  kekuatanku. S
3 7 . d i t u j u n y a  l a n t a s  menggoncang dan m e n g e t u k - n g e t u k  objek.
38.  Pantang m e l ih a t  Hitam, an j ing  i t u  akan m e n g e j a r - n g e j a r n y a .
39.  t i d a k  p r i h a t i n  dan i n g in  menunjuk-nunjuk  pada k e t i ka  banyak sekt or
40.  dianggap t i d a k  p r i h a t i n  dan i n g i n  menunjuk-nunjuk  pada k e t ik a  banyak
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41.  kepimpinan negara i n g i n  m en unj uk- nun ju k  kepada negara lu ar  menjadikan
42.  ''Kami bukannya mahu menu nj uk -n u nj uk  t e t a p i  i n g i n  menjadikan sebagai
4 3 .b e r h u t a n g  dengan n i a t  i n g i n  menu nj uk -n u nj uk  atau berlawan dengan
44. s ik ap kas ihan # bukan senga ja  diada-adakan # m e nu nj uk -n u nj uk  d i
45.  l i m i  orang l a i n .  Ilmu yang d i p e l a j a r i  bukan untuk m e n u n j u k - n u n j u k ,
46.  selalunya suka hendak menu nj uk -n u nj uk ,  suka nak berlawan-lawan, suka
47.  beberapa orang senior dan menu nj uk -n u nj uk  ke arahnya.
48.  Seperti mahu m e nun ju k- nu nj uk .  Demi Allah, tidak sebesar kuku pun ada
4 9 . p a t u t  bersyukur kerana dengan menu nj uk -n u nj uk ,  s y a i t a n  berpeluang
50.  cuba mengatasi  masalah i n i  dengan menu nj uk -n u nj uk  d i r i ,  mengada-adakan
51. Kanak-kanak s e r i n g  memperlihatkan kelakuan me nu nj uk -n u nj uk  i n i  atau
52.  kadar pe rh ia san apa l a g i  b e r n i a t  untuk m e nu nj uk -n u nj uk  maka mereka
53.  kamu bers ik a p  menu nj uk- nun ju k  dan dan serba tahu.
54.  Sikap masyarakat yang mementingkan "budaya m e n u n j u k - n u n j u k " dengan
55 .bur ung  yang suka me nu n j u k- n u n j u k ? Walau apa-apa pun, merak pongsu 
5 6 . S e o l a h  i n g i n  menu njuk -nu njuk .  I tukan s ik ap remaja sekarang?
57.  kadar pe rh ia sa n apa l a g i  b e r n i a t  untuk me nun ju k- nun ju k  maka mereka i n i
58.  bukan tujuan untuk menunj uk-n unj uk  atau b e r s i f a t  r ia k .
5 9 . b e r i b a d a h  s ia n g  dan malam untuk me nun ju k- nun ju k  kononnya d i a l a h  orang
60. bunuh sebab biadap mulutnya m e n g a t a - n g a t a  negeri Melaka di bawah
61.Mengumpat Mengumpat i a l a h  amalan "m eng ata -ng a ta "  rang.
62.Amalan m e n g a t a - n g a t a  akan melet ihkan orang yang mendengarnya.
63. Buku sama s e p e r t i  mereka p ergi  m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  barangan di  pasaraya
64. d a r i  arah j a l a n  dan m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  keadaan di  ruang rumah i t u .
65. Dalam pada i t u  kita m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  sejauh mana karya sastera negara
66. Lelaki yang kehilangan kaftan itu bangun, m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  sekitar
67. Rumah besar Tuk Cu sunyi sepi. Juah m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  ke arah pelantar
68. Sambil merehatkan badan, Isma i l  m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  kawasan hutan di
69. Puas l e l a k i  i t u  m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  d i  luar  j e n d e la  namun t i a d a  s iap a
70.  Sambil langkah diper lahankan,  Sabariah m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  d i
71.  Dalam esak tangisnya itulah Ahamd m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u ,  mencari-cari
72.  M e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  beberapa k e t ik a ,  imam nampak s i  suami sedang
73.  Bukit  Safar ke Bukit  Marwah sambi l m e n i n j a u - n i n j a u  punca a i r .
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Appendix N 
Word list of nasal and voiceless obstruent clusters in three of Malay dialects
a) Nasal and voiceless obstruent root-intemally
SM Perak Kelantan Negeri Sembilan
kampog kampog kapog kapog
sampan sampan saps' sapan
sampai sampai saps sapa
kuntum kuntum kutum kutom
kelantan kelantan kelats” kelatan
tegkat tegkat teka? teka?
tampat tampat tapa? tapa
tampar tampar tapa: tapo
bantal bantal bata: bata
sampul sampul sapo sapo
dtjampot d^mpot djapo? djaput
gantor) gantog gatog gatog
pintu pintu pitu pitu
simpan simpan sips' sipan
togkat togkat toka? toka?
sampit sampit sape? sope?
tagkap tagkap taka? taka?
guntig guntig gutig guteg
sampah sampah sapoh sapah
hancig hancig hacig aceg
kalonsog kalonsog kalosog kalosog
pantar) pantag patag patag
tantu tantu tatu tatu
pantai pantai pats patay
?untug ?untug ?utog ?utag
tagkat tagkat taka? taka?
cagkat cagkat caka? caka?
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b) Nasal and voiced obstruent sequences at prefix-root juncture
SM Perak Kelantan Negeri Sembilan
mambagi magi mmbagi mmagi
mambasoh masoh mmbasoh mmasoh
mambali mali mmbali mmali
mambaca maca mmbaca mmaca
mambunoh munoh mmbunoh mmunoh
mandapat napat nndapa? mnape?
mandukor) nukog nndukog mnukog
mandaki naki nndaki mnaki
mandiri myi nndiyi mniyi
maggoso? I]OSO? gggoso? mgoso?
marjgunter) gunterj OOgunterj mounter)
msrjgali rjali Otlgali mgali
maijgores gores ODgores mgores
mapc^awab pawab ppd5awa? mpawab
mapd^amput pamput ppc^ampo? mpaput
pambaca pamaca mbaca pamaca:
pambasoh pamasoh mmbaso pamasoh
pambawa pamawa mmbawa: pamawa
pandapat panapat nndapa? panapat
psrjgali pagali DOgali pagali
mom bad il mamadil mbade: mamadil
mambawa mawa mbata: mmawa:
maggatal gatal Dgata: mggate:
mambunuh munoh mmbuno mmunoh
pambuka pamuka? mbuka pamuka
mandidik manidi? nndide? mnide?
mandukur) nukor) nndukor) mndukog
maqgoreq goreg ggoreg mrjgoreq
mambarig mareg mbareg mmareg
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c) Nasal and voiceless obstruent sequences at prefix-root juncture
SM Perak Kelantan Negeri Sembilan
momilih milih mmile mmilih
momukul mukol mmuko mmuko
monarik nare? nnare? mnare?
mogotuk goto? ggoto? mgoto?
monolog nolog nnulog mnulog
momikir mike mmike mmike
monukar nuka nnuka mnuka
mogipas gipas ggipah gipah
monumbuk numbo? nnumbo? mnumbo?
mogacau gacau ggaco mgacau
monutup nutop nnutop mnutop
monapis napis nnapis mnapeh
monikam nikam nnikam mnikam
mogurog guyog OUuyog mguyog
mogaet gaet ggaet mgaet
mogupas gupeh ggupeh mgupeh
mopcuci J»ufi PJiufi mpufi
mopcabot pabot ppabo? mpabuit
moptjukor puko ppuko mpuko
ponakot nakot nnakoq mnakoq
ponari nari nnari mnari
mogandug gandog ggandug mgandog
pogasih gaseh gaseh mgaseh
monari nari nnari mnari
momotog motog mmotog mmotog
mogojak rjoja? ggoja? mgoja?
monanam nanam nnane” mnanam
